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1. Material Directed to General Public: 

 
1.1 Talks 

 
2008 
Univ. Granada, Spain, November l13th, 2008. Deep structure and active deformation in the 
Gulf of Cadiz accretionary wedge: new geophysical data and implications for the 1755 Lisbon 
earthquake. 
 
2009 
Commisariat à l’Energie Atomique (CEA), Bruyères-le-Chatel, 17 March, 2009. Seismes et 
tsunamis historiques liés aux arcs en Mediterranee occidentale (Gibraltar, Calabre) : la 
subduction lente et l'alea long-terme (in French). 
 
Geosciences Montpellier, Univ. Montpellier II, 27 November, 2009. La zone sismogene dans les 
zones de subductions lentes (in French). 
 
Univ. Lisbon, Portugal, 3 March, 2009. The deep structure and active faults in the Gulf of 
Cadiz: implications for the 1755 Lisbon earthquake. 
 
Univ. Roma Tre, Italy, 25 November, 2009. Slow subduction systems in the Western 
Mediterranean – the Gibraltar and Calabrian arcs: historical seismicity and recent deformation. 
 
2010 
Godiamoci la Scienza, Museo Capellini, Bologna 
Chierici, F. e Pignagnoli, L., ISMAR-CNR, Bologna 
Tsunami: se lo senti lo eviti? 
May 15th, 2010, 16.30 
 
Geissler, W.H., Matias, L., Jokat, W., Monna, S., Stich, D., Iben Brahim, A., Mancilla, F., 
Zitellini, N., NEAREST Working Group, 2010. Seismicity study in the Gulf of Cadiz first results 
from temporary deployment of 24 broadband OBS. NERIES – ESONET OBS Marine Seismology 
Workshop, IPG (Institut de Physique du Globe) Paris, 11 – 12 February 2010. 
 
11.-12.2.2010  - NERIES – ESONET OBS Marine Seismology Workshop, IPG (Institut de 
Physique du Globe) Paris (2 oral presentations) 
 
Class lessons and workshops within the “Il linguaggio della ricerca” 
file://localhost/(http/::www.bo.cnr.it:linguaggiodellaricerca:),dissemination project of CNR in 



Bologna: Luca Pignagnoli "Ma che ci azzecca la matematica con gli Tsunami ???" lesson given 
at Liceo Scientifico R. Corso di Correggio (Reggio Emilia), January 2010 and  High School in 
Imola, March 2010. 
 

1.2 Press 
 

Journal/TV Channel Country  Date Title  Nearest 
Researcher/
s 

Expresso 
Also in: 
http://aeiou.expresso.pt/e-
possivel-prever-tremores-de-
terra=508166 

Portugal 2009.04.09 È possivel prever 
Tremores de Terra 

M. Miranda 

Expresso 
Also in: 
http://aeiou.expresso.pt/portu
gal-com-alerta-de-
itsunamisi=f515811 

Portugal 2009.05.22 Portugal Com alerta 
de tsunamis  

M .A 
.Baptista  
L. Matias  
Fernando 
Carrilho 

National Japanese Televeision 
Network 

Japão 2009.10 Interview to be 
included in 
Documentary on 
Great Earthquakes 

C. Andrade 
 

Expresso 
Also in: 
http://aeiou.expresso.pt/o-
misterio-do-
epicentro=f553562 

Portugal 2009.12.17 O mistério do 
epicentro 

M. Miranda 

TVI (tv Channel) Portugal 2009.12.18 As tardes da Julia 
(17.12.2009  
earthquakeoffshore 
Iberaia) 

L.Matias 

SIC Notícias (tv Channel) Portugal 2009.12.19 8 pm News L. Matias 
F. Carrilho 

SIC (tv channel) Portugal 2010.01.18 1 pm News L. Matias 
 

TVI channel 
http://www.tvi24.iol.pt/galeria
_nova.html?mul_id=13217144 
 

Portugal 2010.02.08 Catástrofe 
Anunciada 

M. A. 
Baptista 

Publico Portugal 2010.02.27 Tsunami fez alguns 
mortos e lançou 
alerta no Pacífico  

 

M A Baptista 
L Matias 

http://maputo.co.mz/noticias/t
sunami_fez_alguns_mortos_e_
... 

Portugal  2010.03.01 Tsunami fez alguns 
mortos e lançou 
alerta 
no Pacífico 

M.A.Baptista 
L Matias 
 

TVI channel 
http://www.tvi24.iol.pt/galeria
_nova.html?mul_id=13217144 
 

Portugal 2010.02.08 Catástrofe 
Anunciada 

M. A. 
Baptista 

Metro Portugal  2010.03.17 A terra treme 1 vez 
por ano 

L. Matias 
M. A. 
Baptista 

     
TVI24 channel – Jornal da Portugal 2010.02.28 Interview M. Miranda 



noite 
 

PRESS ARTICLES   

journal country date title note 

Oggi Italy 2009.05.06 Una faglia nell'Atlantico  

la Repubblica Italy 2009.10.05  Cnr, è il momento del 
venture capital 

intervie
w to 
Maiani 

Corriere nazionale Italy 2009.10.01 Un radar negli abissi per prevedere il 
disastro 

LA Voce di Romagna, Rimini Italy 2009.10.01 Tsunamometro nel Golfo di Cadice 

il Domani, Calabria Italy 2009.10.01 Monitorando gli abissi si prevedono i 
disastri 

la Repubblica Italy 2009.10.01 La raffica di scosse che assedia il 
Pacifico 

Il Sole24ORE Italy 2009.10.01 Devastato il sud-est del mondo 

Il Giornale Di Vicenza L'arena Italy 2009.10.01 Presto Disponibile Lo Tsunamometro 
Made In Italy 

QN (Il giorno, il resto del 
Carlino, la Nazione)  

Italy 2009.10.01 Il Rilevatore Made In Italy 

l'Unità Italy 2009.10.01 Cnr, uno <<tsunamometro>> nel 
golfo di Cadice 

La Padania  Italy 2009.10.01 "Tsunamometro" nel Golfo di Cadice 

In Camper Italy March-April 
2010.03.30 

Il  nuovo "tsunamometro" è made in 
Italy 

 
 

PRESS AGENCIES 

agency country date title 

Adnkronos Italy 2009.09.30 Samoa: Presto Attivo Tsunamometro 
Cnr, Puo' Prevedere Maremoti, E' La 
Stazioni 'Geostar' Allestita A 3mila Mt 
Profondita' Nel Golfo Di Cadice 

Adnkronos Italy 2009.09.30 Samoa: Presto Attivo Tsunamometro 
Cnr, Puo' Prevedere Maremoti. 
Installato Su Una Gigantesca 
Struttura Geologica Fuori Dalle 
Colonne D'ercole 

Adnkronos Italy 2009.09.30 Samoa: Presto Attivo Tsunamometro 
Cnr, Puo' Prevedere Maremoti 3 = 
Una Boa Di Superficie Per Inviare 
L'allerta A Terra In Tempi Brevi 

Adnkronos Italy 2009.09.30 Samoa: Presto Attivo Tsunamometro 
Cnr, Puo' Prevedere Maremoti 4 = Alla 
Fine Della Missione L'osservatorio 
Sara' Recuperato Da Un Robot Marino 
Tedesco 

Ansa Italy 2009.09.30 Ambiente: Da Cnr Lo 'Tunamometro' 
Per Vedere I Maremoti Stazione Di 
Rilevamento Installata A 3000 Metri 
Profondita' 

REUTERS Italy 2009.09.30 Made in Italy nuovo prototipo 
"tsunamometro", dice il Cnr 



DIRE Italy 2009.09.30 Terremoto. Da Cnr, Ingv E Inaf Studio 
Su Prevenzione Tsunami 
'Tsunamometro' In Stazione A 3000 
Mt Profondita' Golfo Cadice 

Agra Press Italy 2009.09.30 Cnr Installa  Nel Golfo Di Cadice 
Stazione Di Rilevamento A 3mila Metri 
Di Profondita' 

 
Press release by the CSIC on 11/12/2009: El CSIC instala GEOSTAR, un laboratory submarino 
para la alerta temprana de tsunamis, http://www.csic.es/prensa, Nota De Prensa. 
 
Publico – 13/11/2009 - Una sonda marina alertará a España de posibles tsunamis. - El 
laboratorio sumergido en el golfo de Cádiz buscará el origen del maremoto que asoló Europa 
en 1755. 
 

1.3 Web: 
 
2008 
 
http://www.observatoriodoalgarve.com/cna/noticias_ver.asp?noticia=17511 
http://jn.sapo.pt/PaginaInicial/Nacional/Interior.aspx?content_id=980502 
http://diario.iol.pt/tecnologia/algarve-tsunami-estacao-de-alerta-sagres-equipamento-
tecnologia/981944-4069.html 
http://www.barlavento.online.pt/index.php/noticia?id=26408 
 
2009 
 
"Los Ecos del Mar": http://www.utm.csic.es/ecos/ in which among other aspects of the 
application of marine acoustics in geosciences, we focus on geological hazards and in particular 
on the SW Iberian Margin. Web site launched in September 2009. 
 

WEB JOURNALS 

journal countr
y 

date title note 

Il sussidiario.net 
http://www.ilsussidiario.net/a
rticolo.aspx?articolo=20953 

Italy May 18th, 
2009 

A 3000 metri sotto il mare 
l'osservatorio "anti Tsunami" 

E-gazette.it 
http://e-gazette.it/index.htm 

Italy October 12th, 
2009 

Il  nuovo "tsunamometro" è made in 
Italy 

www.heos.it/ 
http://www.heos.it/index.htm 

Italy October 2nd, 
2009 

Il  nuovo "tsunamometro" è made in 
Italy 

agadarco.it 
http://infoshare.agadarco.it/ 

Italy September 
30th, 
2009 

lo tsunami nel pacifico by 
Sabina 
Licci 

Affaritaliani.It 
http://www.affaritaliani.it/cro
nache/scienza_ 
intervita_a_neccil_tsunamom
etro_made_in_italy011009.ht
ml 

Italy October 1th, 
2009 

Scienza/L'Intervista a Nevio 
Zitellini: "Il nuovo 
tsunamometro è made in 
Italy" 

intervie
w to 
Zitellini 

Il Sussidiario.net 
http://www.ilsussidiario.net/a
rticolo.aspx?articolo=39799 

Italy October 1th, 
2009 

TSUNAMI/L'esperto: le isole 
di Samoa a rischio, non 
sappiamo se il fenomeno si 
ripeterà 

intervie
w to 
Zitellini 

www.ecoblog.it 
http://www.ecoblog.it/post/9
046/tsunami-e-possibile-

Italy October 1th, 
2009 

Tsunami, è possibile prevederli? 



prevederli 

www.dire.it 
http://www.dire.it/terremoto
_in.php?menu=3&cont=2479
5&lingua=it 

Italy September30
th, 
2009 

Terremoto, in Italia si studia lo 
'tsunamometro': 'Per prevenire i 
disastri' Progetto Cnr, Ingv e Inaf 
perminstallare una stazione di 
rilevamentoa 3200 metri di profondità 
nel golfo di Cadice 

la Repubblica.it 
http://www.repubblica.it/200
9/09/sezioni/esteri/terremoto
-samoa/prevenzione-tsunami-
cnr/prevenzione-tsunami-
cnr.html?ref=search 

Italy September30
th, 
2009 

Lo "tsunamometro" italiano nel golfo 
di Cadice controlla i movimenti del 
fondo del mare 

la Repubblica.it 
http://ricerca.repubblica.it/re
pubblica/archivio/repubblica/
2009/10/05/cnr-il-momento-
del-venture-capital.html 

Italy October 5th, 
2009 

Cnr, è il momento del venture capital 

www.adnkronos.com 
http://www.adnkronos.com/I
GN/News/Cronaca/Il-Cnr-in-
campo-con-uno-
tsunamometro-nel-Golfo-di-
Cadice-per-prevedere-i-
maremoti_3830184322.html 

Italy September30
th, 
2009 

Il Cnr in campo con uno 
'tdunamometro' nel Golfo di Cadice 
per prevedere i terremoti 

http://www.italynews.it 
http://www.italynews.it/scien
ze-tecnologia/2009/09/30/il-
nuovo-
%E2%80%98tsunamometro
%E2%80%99-e-made-in-
italy-11552.html 

Italy September30
th, 
2009 

Il  nuovo "tsunamometro" è made in 
Italy 

www.italianinnovation.it 
http://www.italianinnovation.i
t/html/modules/article/view.a
rticle.php?article=14045 

Italy September30
th, 
2009 

Tsunami: Il  nuovo "tsunamometro" è 
made in Italy 

Diario del Web 
http://www.diariodelweb.it/Ar
ticolo/?d=20090930&id=1064
05 

Italy September30
th, 
2009 

Tsunami: Il  nuovo "tsunamometro" è 
made in Italy 

 
2010 
 
“Marine Sciences for Society” Ocean Lectures Gutscher 2010  
titre - Séismes et tsunamis dans la region Mediterranéenne (8 min) (in French) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acsMd8pPUB4 
 

1.4 Radio and TV: 
 
2008 
A TV team of three journalists of German ZDF Station participated in the Nearest-Seis cruise in 
the framework of a docu-drama jointly produced by ZDF and Discovery Channel on the Lisbon 
1755 earthquake and tsunami (produced by A. Solomon, H. Stein, script by H. Nelsen-
Minkenberg). Broadcast date still to be decided. 
 
AWI established contacts with German TV teams which documented the OBS/GEOSTAR 
recovering August 2008 and will participate in the NEAREST-Seis cruise in October 2008. 
 



The History Channel, filmed in the studio in Köln Germany (Jun 2007), broadcast date not yet 
decided. 
 
ZDF/3sat 2008 : TV production, hitec: Angst vor der Riesenwelle – Tsunamis im Mittelmeer” 
 
ZDF (German television), broadcast 12 July  2009 19:30, filmed onboard the vessel Hesperides 
in the Gulf of Cadiz, Nov. 2008 
 
“Gefahr für Lissabon” (Lisbonne 1755), Docu-Drama (produced by A. Solomon, and written by 
H. Schmidt) 
 
The History Channel (US Cable television), filmed onboard the vessel Hesperides in the Gulf of 
Cadiz, Nov. 2008 
 
2009 
 

RADIO AND TV 

broadcasting station countr
y 

date program note 

RADIO 101 Italy 2009.10.02 GR News intervie
w to 
Zitellini 

RAI TV3 Italy 2009.09.30 TG3 LINEA NOTTE intervie
w to 
Zitellini 

RAI RADIO 3 Italy 2009.09.30 GR 3 intervie
w to 
Zitellini 

RADIO 24 Italy 2009.09.30 GR 24 intervie
w to 
Zitellini 

SKY Italy 2009.10.01 SKY TG24 intervie
w to 
Chierici 

 
2010 
 
INTERVIEWS TO ZITELLINI FOLLOWING THE CHILE EARTHQUAKE, FEBRUARY, 27TH, 

2010 
Olimpia Mignosi TG2 http://www.tg2.rai.it/dl/RaiTV/programmi/media/Co

ntentItem-f795bb83-beb9-44b0-9ad9-
b32c134ba74a-tg2.html?p=0 

Mauro  Rossi TG2 http://www.tg2.rai.it/dl/RaiTV/programmi/media/Co
ntentItem-f795bb83-beb9-44b0-9ad9-
b32c134ba74a-tg2.html?p=0 

lisa  Bellocc
hi 

TG2 http://www.tg2.rai.it/dl/RaiTV/programmi/media/Co
ntentItem-f795bb83-beb9-44b0-9ad9-
b32c134ba74a-tg2.html?p=0 

Manuel
a  

Correra ANSA  

Vittorio Crippa www.ilsussidiario.net http://www.ilsussidiario.net/News/Scienze/ 

  TG1 http://www.rai.tv/dl/RaiTV/programmi/media/Conte
ntItem-05848bb4-92d6-4379-a5a6-
125670cff685.html?p=7 

 
 
 



1.5 Science fairs: 
 
2008 
Fete de la Science Nov. 2008, Place de Strasbourg, Brest. 
 
2009 
Posters, 3-D images (anaglyphs) and analog models illustrating research done in the Gulf of 
Cadiz on the 1755 Lisbon earthquake and tsunami were shown at the “open house” day: 
Portes Ouvertes IUEM/UBO in March 2009 
 

1.6 Miscellanea: 
 
2008 
 
Collaboration with a TV team of three journalists of German ZDF Station allowed their 
participation aboard the BIO Hespérides in the Nearest-Seis cruise in October 2008 
 
The CNRST, aware of the importance of increasing the awareness of the authorities 
responsible for the management of natural hazards, initiated a large-scale operation which 
aimed in first of all to conveying information to the different Moroccan departments on 
tsunamis risk, asking for their contributions to: 
a) the establishment of the Lalla Mimouna seismic sub-network around the region; 
b) prospecting for a new site for the installation of a Broad-Band seismic station in Morocco; 
c) participation to the NEAREST meetings held in Morocco: Marrakech(Oct 2007) and Rabat 
(arch 2008) meetings; 
d) provide data of interest to NEAREST; 
e) allow access to different ports which may provide field observations relevant to NEAREST. 
 
2009 
 
ZDF and Discovery Channel. CMIMA, Barcelona, 20th January 2009. 
 
Interview (E. Gràcia) and filming the results in marine paleoseismology of the Gulf of Cadiz.  It 
will be included in the documentary film (1h long) entitled “The Lisbon Earthquake”. Produced 
for History Channel (in English) and ZDF TV channel (in German). 
 
Poster presented at GEOITALIA meeting, Rimini, Italy, September 9th, 2009. 
 
Participation to the setting of “Il linguaggio della ricerca” 
(http://www.bo.cnr.it/linguaggiodellaricerca/) exhibition in Bologna, October 20th, 2009. 
 
2 Workshops presented, within the “Il linguaggio della ricerca” 
(http://www.bo.cnr.it/linguaggiodellaricerca/) at “FESTIVAL DELLA SCIENZA” 
(http://www.festivalscienza.it/site/Home.html), Genoa, Italy, October 23rd – November 1st, 
2009: Luca Pignagnoli "Ma che ci azzecca la matematica con gli Tsunami ???" and Nevio 
Zitellini “Tsunami, ovvero Attenti alle Onde” 
 
Invited talk to Civil Defense emergency planners: Baptista, M A: Tsunamis –Sistemas de Alerta 
no Atlântico. V DEFENCIL, São Paulo, Brasil, November 2009. 
 
Invited Talk: Andrade C.: “Sedimentary record of tsunami impacts on the Portuguese 
othePortuguese coast”, Lisbon, 7 November 2009.  Padrão dos Descobrimentos, organization 
of Lisbon Municipality (Speaker: C. Andrade). Following the conference and interview to the 
national press agency, several news-blocks were broadcasted on national TV channels and two 
national newspapers dedicated one-page articles to tsunami research and risk in Portugal. 
 
AWI presented the project in the conferences of the German Geophysical Society, European 
Geoscience Union, and German Society of Geosciences 2009. 



 
Antenne 3 (French television), broadcast 25 Sept. 2009 (interview filmed in Brest, June 2009). 
Thalassa: Reportage - à la recherché de l’Atlantide (produced par V. Perazio) 
 
IM presented the Nearest project in a number of national and international workshops, 
particularly on the 1^st Meeting of the Task Team for the Establishment of the Regional 
Tsunami Warning Centres for the Northeast Atlantic. In particular: 
a) Lesson on “Seismic Monitoring and Surveillance in Portugal and the Tsunamis Watch 
System”, curso de Licenciatura em Protecção Civil, ISEC, Dezembro de 2009, Lisboa. 
b) Participation on the 3^rd Meeting of the Task Team for the Establishment of the Regional 
Tsunami Warning Centers for the Northeast Atlantic and Mediterranean Tsunami Warning 
System, February 2009, Paris, 
 
2010 
 
Production of tsunami awareness materials in Portuguese to be used in Mozambique- 
collaboration between the India Ocean Tsunami Early Warning System and (IOTWS) and the 
North east Atlantic and Mediterranean Tsunami Early Warning System (NEAMTWS); these 
materials are implemented in the TSUNAMI INFO webpage of IDL www.idl.ul.pt 
 
Implementation of Tsunami webpage: www.idl.ul.pt\ tsunami info:  
a) Tsunami Safety Rules (Regras de Segurança); 
b) If you are in a boat (Se estiver num barco) 
c) Tsunami Glossary extracts 
d) Tsunami awareness poster 
 
Participation on the 5^rd Meeting of the Task Team for the Establishment of the Regional 
Tsunami Warning Centers for the Northeast Atlantic and Mediterranean Tsunami Warning 
System, March 2010, Paris, France 
 

2.1 Conference Abstract 
 
2008 
Omira R., M. A. Baptista, J. M.Miranda, C. Catita. Tsunami Vulnerabilità Assessment of 
Casablanca – Morocco, pilot study. AGU Fall Meeting, San Francisco 10 – 14 December 2008. 
 
2009 
Ait Brahim L., Sossey alaoui F., Mastere M., Abdelouafi A., Sahabi M., Mhammdi N., Le Roy P., 
Van Vliet Lanoë B., Gutscher M.A. & Maad N. 2009. Analyse de la fracturation issue des 
données satellitaires optiques (Landsat ETM+ et SPOT XS) et Radar (ERS-1) du domaine 
atlantique de la péninsule de Tanger (Tanger-Larache). 2009. Third Annual Conference IGCP 
n°526, 5th to 9th of October 2009, Rabat, poster. 
 
Baptista M.A. On the Implementation of the PtTWS (Portuguese Tsunami Warning system. 
RELEMR - Workshop on Seismicity and Earthquake Engineering in the Extended Mediterranean 
Region, Fundação Luso-Americana para o Desenvolvimento,Lisboa,Outubro,2009 
 
Baptista, M.A., R Omira, L Matias, C Catita, F Carrilho, and E A Toto (2009). Optimal Design of 
a Tsunami Detection Network in the Gulf of Cadiz - A Contribution to the NEAMTWS of IOC-
UNESCO, Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 11, EGU2009-3197. 
 
Baptista, MA, R. Omira, L Matias, J. M. Miranda, C. Catita, E. A. Toto. Early Detection of 
Tsunamis in the North East Atlantic region. Tsunami - 2009, 24th International Tsunami 
Symposium, July 2009, Novosibirsk, Russia. 
 
Costa, P., Andrade, C., Freitas, M.C., Oliveira, M.A. & Jouanneau,  J.-M. (2009) - Preliminary 
results of exoscopic analysis of quartz grains deposited by a palaeotsunami in Salgados 
lowland (Algarve, Portugal). International Coastal Symposium - ICS 2009, Lisboa, Portugal. 



 
Cunha, T., L.M. Matias, P. Terrinha, A.M. Negredo, F. Rosas, R.M.S. Fernandes, and L.M. 
Pinheiro (2009). Assessing the recurrence period of large earthquakes and tsunami in the Gulf 
of Cadiz and SW Iberia margin using thin-sheet neotectonic modelling, Geophysical Research 
Abstracts, Vol. 11, EGU 2009-10542. 
 
Domingos, M., A. Afilhado, L. Matias, A. Hirn, M. Moulin, P. Terrinha, L. Baptista, T. Alves and 
T. Cunha (2009). Deep Structure of the South Portuguese Zone From Coincident MCS and 
Wide-Angle Data: Arrábida to Cape San Vincent, AMPG 2009-6º Simpósio de Meteorologia e 
Geofísica da APMG, 16-18 Março, Caparica. 
 
Gailler, A., Gutscher, M.-A., Graindorge, D., Sallares, V., Bartolome, R., and Gracia, E., 2009. 
Results from the NEAREST-SEIS deep seismic cruise across the Gulf of Cadiz accretionary 
wedge. AGU Fall Meeting, San Francisco, Dec. 2009, EOS, suppl., v. 90. 
 
Geissler, W.H., L.M. Matias, S. Monna, D. Stich, A. Iben Brahim, F. Mancilla, N. Zitellini, and 
NEAREST Working Group (2009). From Tides to Whale calls - Broadband ocean-bottom 
recordings from the Gulf of Cadiz, Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 11, EGU2009-5613-3. 
 
Geissler, W.H., L.M. Matias, S. Monna, D. Stich, A. Iben Brahim, F. Mancilla, N. Zitellini, and 
NEAREST Working Group (2009). Sub-crustal earthquakes beneath the Gulf of Cadiz - First 
results from seismological observations with the NEAREST OBS network, Geophysical Research 
Abstracts, Vol. 11, EGU2009-5641-3. 
 
Gutscher, M.-A., 2009. Slow subduction systems in the Western Mediterranean (Gibraltar – 
Calabria) : active deformation and long-term seismic hazard. Proceedings Offshore 
Mediterranean Conference, Ravenna, Italy, 26 March 2009. 
Le Roy P., Maad N., Sahabi M., Gutscher M.A., Dakki M., Hssain M., Ait Brahim L., Babonneau 
N., Mhammdi N., Trenteseaux A., Rabineau M., Rehault J.P. & Van Vliet Lanoë B. 2009. 
Seismic stratigraphy of the Neogene and Quaternary deposits of the NW Moroccan continental 
margin. 12ème Congrès Français de Sédimentologie, Rennes 2009, Livre des résumés, Publ. 
ASF, 64, p. 207. 
 
Maad N., Sahabi M., Le Roy P., Gutscher M.A., Ait Brahim L., Babonneau N., Dakki M., Hssain 
M., Mhammdi N., Rabineau M., Réhault JP, Trenteseaux A. & Van Vliet Lanoë B. 2009. Protit 
and Nomads oceanographic programs (North Western Atlantic Moroccan Margin) : Pleistocence 
deformations of the offshore Rharb Foredeep Basin. . Third Annual Conference IGCP n°526, 
5th to 9th of October 2009, Rabat,poster. 
 
Maad N., Van Vliet-Lanoe B., Le Roy P., Sahabi. M., Mhammdi N. & Mastere M. 2009. Middle 
Eemian tectonic event : offshore and onshore evidences of the Rharb and Mamora coast 
Morroco. Third Annual Conference IGCP n°526, 5th to 9th of October 2009, Rabat, oral 
presentation. 
 
Maad, N., Sahabi, M., Le Roy P., Gutscher, M.-A., Dakki, M., Hssain, M., van Vliet-Lanoe, B., 
Ait-Brahim, L., M’Haamdi, N., Trenteseaux, A., and the Rharb foredeep Team, 2009. 
Pleistocene deformations in the contexte of the Rharb foredeep basin (north western Atlantic 
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G O D I A M O C I   L A   S C I E N Z A 
Sabato 15 Maggio 2010 ore 16.30 

 
Francesco Chierici    Luca Pignagnoli 

ISMAR-CNR,Bologna 
 

Tsunami: se lo senti lo eviti? 
 
Gli tsunami, come ormai tutti sanno, sono onde d' acqua di grande lunghezza e dal grande potenziale 
distruttivo. Queste onde, che possono essere generate da terremoti, frane ed eruzioni sottomarini, o da impatti 
cosmici viaggiano a grande velocità in acque profonde rallentando ed innalzandosi man mano che la profondità 
del fondale diminuisce. 
 
In seguito al recente evento catastrofico di Sumatra del 2004, che ha 
interessato tutte le coste dell' Oceano Indiano e causato centinaia di 
migliaia di vittime, la comunità internazionale ha investito notevoli risorse 
economiche e scientifiche nella costruzione di un sistema di allerta di 
tsunami capace di avvertire per tempo le popolazioni esposte al rischio 
dell' eventuale arrivo di onde distruttive. Questo sistema, attualmente 
operante a protezione  di tutto il Pacifico e dell' Oceano Indiano, ha 
mostrato qualche criticità in caso di Tsunami generati vicino alle coste, 
non riuscendo ad allertare le popolazioni esposte al rischio in tempo utile, 
come nel caso del recentissimo evento delle isole Samoa. 
 
Per tentare di ovviare a questa inadeguatezza si sta cercando di accorciare 
e migliorare i tempi, i modi  e l'efficacia delle procedure di trasmissione 
degli avvisi di allerta e contemporaneamente si cercano eventuali segnali 
precursori dello tsunami, in modo da sapere in tempi piu' brevi se un onda di tsunami e' stata generata. 
 
 
La ricerca che abbiamo sviluppato recentemente si muove in questa 
seconda direzione: il moto del fondo marino che e' causa di generazione di 
tsunami, genera contemporaneamente nell' acqua un' onda acustica che si 
propaga lontano dalla sorgente a velocita' molto maggiore dell' onda di 
tsunami, costituendo cosi un precursore del fenomeno. La misura e lo 
studio di quest’ onda, che nei modelli mostra interessanti caratteristiche e 
porta informazioni essenziali sulla zona sorgente  può portare allo sviluppo 
e alla realizzazione di sistemi di allerta di tsunami più efficienti e sicuri di 
quelli attualmente in uso. 
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Fino ad ora, non esistono sistemi di allerta effi-
caci per prevedere la generazione di uno tsunami 
dopo un grande terremoto avvenuto in mare.

Quando il terremoto avviene vicino alla costa si 
pone il difficile problema di allertare in tempi bre-
vi la popolazione che vive nelle zone costiere.

Una novità fondamentale arriva da una stazione 
abissale, “Geostar”, che è stata installata nel Golfo 

di Cadice, a oltre 3.200 metri di profondità, dall’Isti-
tuto di scienze marine del Consiglio nazionale del-
le ricerche di Bologna (Ismar-Cnr), che coordina 
il progetto NEAREST della Commissione Europea 
con la partecipazione tra gli altri dell’Istituto nazio-
nale di vulcanologia e geofisica (Ingv), dell’Istituto 
di Radioastronomia di Bologna (IRA-INAF) e della 
Tecnomare-Eni S.p.A.

Questo progetto prevede di met-
tere i sensori direttamente sulle 
strutture a rischio e di monitorarle 
nel tempo avvalendosi di uno stru-
mento di nuova concezione: lo ‘tsu-
namometro’.

“Lo ‘tsunamometro’ si basa su un 
doppio controllo del segnale si-
smico e di pressione e tiene conto 
dei movimenti del fondo del mare: 
rileva, misura e registra i cambia-
menti che avvengono sul fondo ed 
è in grado di elaborare i dati per 
riconoscere variazioni dell’ordine 
del centimetro del livello del mare 
nella colonna d’acqua”, spiega Ne-
vio Zitellini, ricercatore dell’Ismar-
Cnr. “Lo studio dell’accoppiamento 
fra il moto del fondo del mare e la 
perturbazione della colonna d’ac-
qua da esso generata è infatti una 
delle chiavi per comprendere l’irri-
solto problema scientifico della ge-
nerazione degli tsunami in seguito 
a forti terremoti”. Nel Golfo di Ca-
dice sono state individuate le prin-
cipali strutture sismotettoniche che 
potrebbero causare un terremoto 
tsunamigenico: il tratto di costa che 
si estende al di fuori delle Colonne 
d’Ercole nel 1755 fu devastato da 
un’onda di maremoto, generata dal 
più grande terremoto mai avvenuto 
in Europa occidentale di cui si ha 
memoria storica.

Geostar è stato posizionato su 
una gigantesca struttura geologica, 

Il nuovo ‘tsunamometro’ 
è made in Italy
dell’Ufficio Stampa CNR
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larga circa 50 km e lunga circa 100, che agendo 
come una sorta di pistone di roccia può trasferire 
grandi quantità di energia alla colonna d’acqua, 
generando così un maremoto. 

L’obiettivo è collocare i sensori direttamente 
sulla “sorgente” tettonica per monitorarne i movi-
menti e riconoscere immediatamente l’eventuale 
generazione di uno tsunami. “Le strutture tettoni-
che responsabili di tali eventi sono infatti molto 
vicine alla linea di costa, il drammatico problema 
di allertare in tempi brevi la popolazione”: situa-
zione che purtroppo è comune in tutto il Medi-
terraneo, ricorda Zitellini. Nel Golfo di Cadice, il 
tempo che intercorrerebbe tra la generazione di 
uno tsunami e il suo impatto sulle coste più vicine 
in Algarve è di soli 15 minuti. Per inviare l’allerta 
a terra in tempi brevi, l’osservatorio abissale è in 
collegamento acustico con una boa di superficie 
attrezzata e i segnali sono ricevuti, oltre che dai 
computer di controllo di Roma, Bologna e Venezia, 
dall’Istituto meteorologico di Lisbona, dal Centro 
di Geofisica di Granada e dal Consiglio nazionale 
per la ricerca scientifica di Rabat.

“Le tecniche di monitoraggio finora sviluppate 
dai paesi più sottoposti al rischio, quali Giappone 
e Stati Uniti, non sono direttamente applicabili a 
queste zone e, allo stato attuale delle nostre cono-
scenze, non siamo in grado di prevedere se dopo 
un grande terremoto avvenuto in mare si generi o 
no uno tsunami, come confermato anche dal recen-
te sismi avvenutiin Perù (26-09-2007) e a Sumatra 
(28-03-2005 e 30-09-2009), che nonostante l’eleva-
ta magnitudo non hanno prodotto tsunami”. 

Oltre che di questo ‘tsunamometro’ di nuova 
concezione, appositamente progettato e costrui-
to per operare in zone di generazione di onde di 
tsunami e inviare messaggi automatici di allerta, 
la stazione Geostar è corredata di strumentazione 
geofisica (sismometro, idrofono, gravimetro, acce-
lerometri) e oceanografica e può ricevere coman-
di da terra ed essere riprogrammata. “In mare 
tutto diventa estremamente complicato”, avverte 
Zitellini. “L’illuminazione a 3.000 metri di profon-
dità è nulla e anche un riflettore molto potente ga-
rantisce pochi metri di visibilità. In acqua, poi, non 
è possibile trasmettere onde radio e i sistemi di 
posizionamento e comunicazione si devono avva-
lere di trasmissioni acustiche, esattamente come 
fanno le balene per comunicare tra loro”. Alla 
fine della missione dopo un anno di sperimenta-
zione (agosto 2007-agosto 2008) l’osservatorio è 
stato recuperato da ‘Modus’ (MObile Docker for 
Underwater Sciences), un veicolo appositamente 
sviluppato dai colleghi tedeschi del Politecnico e 
dell’Università Tecnica di Berlino.Nel Novembre 
2009, lo tsunamometro è stato nuovamente depo-

sto nel Golfo di Cadice, sulla medesima struttura 
sismotettonica per una nuova missione.

Le crociere di deposizione e di recupero e di 
nuova deposizione sono state svolte utilizzando 
le navi oceanografiche Urania, italiana, del Consi-
glio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR), e Sarmiento 
de Gamboa, spagnola, del Consejo Superior de 
Investigaciones Cientificas (CSIC).

L’esperimento è un primo passo verso l’installa-
zione di un osservatorio permanente nel golfo di 
Cadice, nodo della futura rete sottomarina Emso

(European Multidisciplinary Seafloor Observa-
tory), che la Comunità Europea intende sviluppa-
re dall’Artico al Mediterraneo, fino al Mar Nero. Il 
progetto NEAREST (Integrated observations from 
Near shore Sources of Tsunamis: towards an early-
warning system), http://nearest.bo.ismar.cnr.it/, 
finanziato dalla Commissione Europea nell’ambito 
del programma “Global Change and Ecosystems” 
è coordinato dall’Ismar-Cnr con la partecipazione 
dell’Ingv e di ricercatori e tecnici di Italia, Porto-
gallo, Spagna, Francia, Germania e Marocco.

Istituto di Scienze Marine, Ismar-Cnr, 
sezione di Bologna, Istituto Nazionale 

di geofisica e vulcanologia - Roma
Nevio Zitellini, direttore dell’Ismar-Cnr

nevio.zitellini@bo.ismar.cnr.it
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El laboratorio, pionero en Europa, está ubicado en el Golfo de 
Cádiz  

El CSIC instala GEOSTAR, un laboratorio 
submarino para la alerta temprana de tsunamis 

► El laboratorio detecta y avisa de posibles tsunamis que 
podrían afectar a la Península Ibérica y al Norte de África 

► Está situado en una franja con actividad sísmica y de 
tsunamis, el área de contacto de las placas tectónicas de 
Eurasia y África 

Madrid, 12 de noviembre, 2009 Un equipo del Consejo Superior de Investigaciones 
Científicas (CSIC) ha instalado un laboratorio submarino para la alerta temprana de 
tsunamis. GEOSTSAR, el primer laboratorio de estas características que se instala 
en Europa, ha sido ubicado en el Golfo de Cádiz, a 60 millas del Cabo de San 
Vicente y a una profundidad de 3.300 metros. La zona ha sido seleccionada por su 
proximidad al área de contacto entre las placas tectónicas de Eurasia y África, una 
franja con actividad sísmica y de tsunamis.  

El laboratorio, que ya está en marcha, ha sido desplegado desde el Buque 
Oceanográfico Sarmiento de Gamboa del CSIC. El sistema realizará avisos de 
tsunamis que podrían afectar a la Península Ibérica y al norte de África. 

El investigador principal del proyecto, Juanjo Dañobeitia, director de la Unidad de 
Tecnología Marina del CSIC, destaca las características del laboratorio: “Es una 
estación submarina de tres toneladas de peso con numerosos sensores. Tiene un 
sensor de presión, un sismómetro oceánico y un magnetómetro, entre otros. Con 
estos sistemas el laboratorio muestreará además durante un año las variaciones en 
la columna de agua: salinidad, temperatura y conductividad, datos de interés para el 
estudio del cambio climático”. 

GEOSTAR, con unas medidas de cinco metros de altura y algo más de dos metros y 
medio de ancho y profundidad, transmite los datos acústicamente a una boya en 
superficie, que los envía vía satélite a los institutos de investigación implicados en el 
proyecto. Esta información, que en el caso de estar relacionada con los tsunamis se 
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transmitirá casi en tiempo real, será además enviada a las agencias nacionales de 
protección o seguridad civil de los países participantes en el proyecto. 

El equipo europeo que ha realizado el despliegue pertenece a la Unidad de 
Tecnología Marina del CSIC, al Instituto Nacional de Geofísica y Vulcanología, al 
Consejo de Investigación Nacional de Italia, al Centro Geofísico de la Universidad de 
Lisboa y la Universidad de Ciencias Aplicadas de Berlín. 

LA INSTALACIÓN 
El proyecto de instalación de GEOSTAR comenzó el día 7 de noviembre con la 
colocación de la boya de superficie, asegurada al lecho mediante un cable y un 
peso. Tres días más tarde, durante la madrugada del 10 al 11 de noviembre, el 
equipo lanzó el laboratorio desde el Buque Oceanográfico Sarmiento de Gamboa del 
CSIC. Este laboratorio submarino permanecerá tomando datos durante un año, la 
duración aproximada de las baterías de litio del sistema. A partir de ahí, los 
investigadores decidirán si se mantendrá éste sistema o, por el contrario, se 
implementará con un cable de alimentación.  

Estos trabajos forman parte de los proyectos europeos de laboratorios submarinos 
oceánicos European Seafloor Observatory Network y European Multidisciplinary 
Seaflor Observatory, del VI y el VII Programa Marco de la Unión Europea 
respectivamente, y del Integrated observations from NEAR shore sourcES of 
Tsunamis: towards an early warning system, en el que se trabaja para detectar y 
alertar de la posibilidad de tsunamis. 

Junto a Dañobeitia ha participado en la instalación del laboratorio submarino Arturo 
Castellón, coordinador de la flota CSIC; Rafael Bartolome, jefe científico de la 
expedición y Pablo Rodríguez, ingeniero acústico, todos ellos del CSIC; además de 
David Embriaco, del Instituto Nacional de Geofísica y Vulcanología y jefe técnico de 
la expedición. 
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Imagen 1. Representación del proceso de instalación del laboratorio submarino. / CSIC 

 
Imágenes 2 y 3 . Imágenes del laboratorio submarino GEOSTAR. / CSIC 

 



Una sonda marina alertará a España de posibles
tsunamis
El laboratorio sumergido en el golfo de Cádiz buscará el origen del maremoto que asoló Europa en 1755
NUÑO DOMÍNGUEZ  MADRID  13/11/2009 07:30

El 1 de noviembre de 1755, Lisboa quedó arrasada por uno de los peores tsunamis de la
historia. Murieron 60.000 personas y los daños causados por las enormes olas se extendieron
por las costas de España y Marruecos.

Hace dos días, un equipo español colocó el primer laboratorio submarino que será capaz de
alertar de sismos como aquel y esclarecer su origen. Se trata de un proyecto europeo que
alzará la voz de alarma hasta 20 minutos antes de que las olas lleguen a España, señala el
investigador del CSIC Juanjo Dañobeitia, que dirigió el miércoles las tareas de colocación del
ingenio.

"No creo que vaya a haber un terremoto en los próximos años, pero al menos ahora tenemos el
control para detectarlo", explica. Es difícil que registre un temblor como el de Lisboa, pues
ese tipo de fenómenos sólo se producen cada cada 2.000 años. Sin embargo, sí podrá rastrear
el golfo de Cádiz en busca de la falla que provocó el tsunami.

El desastre lo originó un terremoto de unos 8,5 grados que comenzó sobre las nueve de la
mañana. Ocasionó grandes olas que destruyeron la ciudad y mataron a miles de personas.
En poblaciones españolas como Cádiz o Conil, el mar retrocedió cientos de metros y luego
regresó con olas de hasta 10 metros que dejaron muchas bajas y daños materiales. El impacto
llegó hasta Inglaterra, Finlandia y el Caribe.

"No hay duda de que este laboratorio nos va a ayudar a encontrar la falla", señala Dañobeitia. El origen del terremoto ha sido materia de
especulación durante décadas. Se sitúa en una zona de riesgo sísmico en la que confluyen la placa euroasiática y la africana, a más de 100
kilómetros del cabo de San Vicente y en aguas del golfo de Cádiz. Allí está desde el miércoles el GEOSTAR, el primer laboratorio submarino de
Europa que vigilará la zona a 3.200 metros de profundidad.

Cientos de fallas
El enclave está surcado por cientos de fallas que podrían provocar un sismo, explica Dañobeitia. Las más peligrosas son las verticales, que
pueden hacer que el mar se sacuda con enorme violencia, comenta. Entre estas está la que originó la catástrofe de Lisboa.

El GEOSTAR está dotado de varios instrumentos para medir diferencias de presión en el agua, movimientos de tierra y otros indicadores que
pueden alertar de cambios sutiles. Interpreta los datos gracias a algoritmos específicos. Si el resultado indica la posibilidad de un tsunami, la
información se envía en unos segundos a una boya que flota en la superficie y de ésta a agencias nacionales de protección civil y
organismos como el Instituto Geográfico Nacional.

Corrientes y cetáceos
El laboratorio también medirá las corrientes e intercambios de agua entre el Atlántico y el Mediterráneo, lo que aportará importantes datos
sobre la circulación oceánica y sus efectos en el clima. El CSIC y la Universidad Politécnica de Catalunya están desarrollando además otro
sensor para seguir el paso de grandes cetáceos y otras especies por el estrecho de Gibraltar.

GEOSTAR es la primera pieza de una red europea con otras nueve estaciones. Ha costado 300.000 euros aportados por España, Italia, Francia,
Portugal y Alemania. Estará operativo un año, lo que duran sus baterías de litio. Después se decidirá si es rentable conectarlo al continente con
un cable por el que obtendrá energía y enviará la información. La decisión para seguir adelante con el proyecto dentro del programa de grandes
infraestructuras científicas se tomará en marzo de 2010, concluye Dañobeitia.
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Scienze

TERREMOTO CILE/ L'esperto: la
chiave per difendersi è la reazione
rapida. Nel mediterraneo? Non tutti
siamo al sicuro...

INT.
Nevio Zitellini

sabato 27 febbraio 2010

La notizia è arrivata nelle primissime ore della mattinata: un terremoto di magnitudo 8.8 della
scala Richter a largo delle coste cilene ha scatenato uno Tsunami, una onda anomala che si
sta abbattendo sulle coste del Cile nella zona di Conception. Il terremoto si è già fatto sentire
nell'interno e persino la capitale Santiago ha risentito degli effetti del sisma, piombando
nell'oscurità a seguito di un generalizzato blackout.
 
Lo sciame sismico - che colpirà la regione addirittura per mesi - si è fatto subito presente con
una seconda scossa di grado 6.2 della scala richter. Abbiamo raggiunto il professor Nevio
Zitellini dell'Istituto di Scienze Marine del CNR (ISMAR) ed esperto di tsunami per capire
meglio come questi fenomeni si generano, quali sono le potenziali conseguenze e cosa
possiamo fare per contrastarli. E la ricerca italiana, ancora una volta, ci ha regalato una
piccola perla.
 
 
«Studiare gli tsunami è una cosa davvero molto complessa, e i parametri da considerare
sono tantissimi, ma - almeno a livello teorico - abbiamo recentemente individuato un possibile
"campanello d'allarme" per individuare e reagire rapidamente a fenomeni potenzialmente
catastrofici come questo. Fortunatamente pare che l'onda che si è abbattuta sulle coste del
Cile non sia stata molto alta, circa 1,5 metri.
Ora si sta valutando l'evacuazione degli abitanti dell'Isola di Pasqua e in serata l'onda
potrebbe arrivare alle Hawaii, però dire in anticipo dove questa si abbatterà con esiti
devastanti e dove creerà danni limitati è impossibile prima di aver delle misure dell’altezza
dello tsunami che si è generato».
 
 
E come si contrasta uno Tsunami? 
 
«Beh, per le infrastrutture c'è poco da fare, nel senso che la gravità del fenomeno dipende
molto da interferenze morfologiche molto particolari della costa delle correnti e delle
interferenze tra le onde che possono ampilificare o attutire gli effetti dello tsunami, nel caso di
quello di Sumatra di qualche anno fa c'era davvero poco da fare: il vero problema è stata la
mancata comunicazione di un allerta, si sarebbero potute salvare molte vite almeno in Sri
Lanka»
 
 
Come?
 

CLICCA SUL PULSANTE >> QUI SOTTO PER PROSEGUIRE LA LETTURA
DELL'INTERVISTA SUL TERREMOTO E LO TSUNAMI IN CILE E SULL'ISOLA DI

PASQUA
 
«Allontanandosi dalla costa. Sembra banale, ma è solo questo che si può fare per
contrapporsi a un fenomeno della natura di quella portata. Quello su cui bisogna lavorare è
invece la comunicazione, l'interconnessione tra i soggetti in grado di gestire le emergenze e
la tempestività nella reazione.
Proprio questo è mancato in quel caso. Per quanto riguarda lo tsunami che sta colpendo il
Cile, i primi dati parlano di un'onda piuttosto bassa, i danni quindi possono essere limitati alle
sole zone costiere, anche se localmente ingenti in termini economici, penso alle navi
all'ormeggio nei porti e chiaramente ad eventuali bagnanti, in Cile è la stagione giusta,
fortunatamente l'orario non era proprio quello di punta»
 
 
Come mai non tutti i terremoti generano uno tsunami?
 
«I terremoti sono fenomeni molto complessi e di tante tipologie, penso ai terremoti distensivi
(si crea una spaccatura), compressivi (si crea un innalzamento) o trascorrenti (due strutture
scivolano una rispetto all'altra) che sono caratteristiche che possono anche combinarsi
creando un quadro molto complicato.
Empiricamente possiamo sicuramente dire che la magnitudo di un sisma in grado di generare
uno tsunami è comunque piuttosto alta, diciamo oltre il settimo grado Richter per dare un
riferimento, e l'epicentro deve essere localizzato in mare o nelle immediate vicinanze della
costa.
Questo perchè la terra spostandosi trasferisce una grande quantità di energia all'acqua
soprastante e questa comincia a spostarsi, ma non è automatico che lo tsunami generato sia
grande e quindi che l'effetto sia poi devastante sulle coste vicine. Le ragioni esatte però per
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cui un terremoto crea uno tsunami e un altro invece non lo crea sono ancora oggetto di
indagine scientifica»
 
 
Come mai?
 
«Anzitutto non è scontato che l'energia cinetica di un terremoto si scarichi sulla massa
d'acqua soprastante in modo "adatto" a generare uno tsunami. I fattori in gioco su questo
aspetto non sono ancora del tutto chiari.
Poi deve tenere presente che in mare l'onda di uno tsunami è molto bassa (qualche
centimetro o decina di centimetri) ma si propaga a una velocità elevatissima in condizione di
acqua profonda (circa quella di un jet supersonico), poi quando questa massa d'acqua in
movimento si avvicina alla costa e si "scontra" con un fondale più basso rallenta e la massa
d'acqua retrostante, premendo con violenza su quella che ha rallentato può creare onde
anche molto alte.
Naturalmente l'interazione nella massa d'acqua è governata da diversi fattori morfologici delle
coste e dei fondali (si alzano dolcemente o bruscamente? Ci sono disomogeneità
sottomarine che incanalano i flussi in direzioni particolari? L'effetto sarà attutito o
amplificato?) che si possono prevedere con modelli matematici a patto di avere una
conoscenza dei fondali ad alta risoluzione che - per esempio in Europa - ancora non abbiamo
in modo completo e sistematico, ma solo a macchia di leopardo».
 
 
Ma nel mediterraneo i rischi di tsunami sono praticamente nulli... 
 

CLICCA SUL PULSANTE >> QUI SOTTO PER PROSEGUIRE LA LETTURA
DELL'INTERVISTA SUL TERREMOTO E LO TSUNAMI IN CILE E SULL'ISOLA DI

PASQUA
 
«No, affatto. Fatta salvo quello che le dicevo poco fa, anche nel mediterraneo c'è il rischio
che si verifichino tsunami. In particolare i sismologi e noi sudiosi del fenomeno tsunami ci
aspettiamo nei prossimi anni un evento di portata molto ampia nella zona dello stretto dei
dardanelli.
Le conseguenze sarebbero potenzialmente devastanti, dal punto di vista sismico per Istanbul,
e dal punto di vista del maremoto per la Grecia e la Turchia stessa. Fortunatamente per
l'Italia siamo lontani e riparati appunto dalla Grecia orientale, ma l'evento potrebbe essere
davvero catastrofico».
 
 
Maremoto?
 
«Sì, maremoto è sinonimo di tsunami, descrive esattamente lo stesso fenomeno, spesso il
termine è impropriamente usato per descrivere i terremoti con epicentro in mare, ma non è
corretto. Quelli sono appunto terremoti con epicentro in mare, il maremoto - o tsunami - è
tutt'altro»
 
 
In Italia abbiamo assistito a polemiche feroci in occasione del terremoto de L'Aquila,
che secondo alcuni era possibile prevedere tramite la "lettura" di alcuni precursori (il
famoso Radon di Giampaolo Giuliani), mentre la comunità scientifica dice che questo
fenomeno si può prevedere solo statisticamente.
Lei cosa ne pensa' E' così anche per gli tsunami?
 
«Ragionando scientificamente e cercando di semplificare la realtà traducendola in modelli
stiamo cercando di individuare fenomeni anticipatori, ma per ora siamo ancora indietro. Non è
affatto semplice. Diversi ricercatori hanno lavorato a un modello che riguarda la "lettura" di
quanto avviene nell'atmosfera soprastante alla zona dove - a seguito di un sisma - può
generarsi un maremoto.
Se pensiamo che lo tsunami è una massa d'acqua che si sposta a gran velocità seguendo il
modello di propagazione dei suoni, è facile immaginare che nell'aria soprastante a un
terremoto che generasse uno tsunami si verifichino fenomeni perturbazione dell’atmosfera
direttamente collegati, con l'unica differenza che l'aria si sposta molto più  velocemente e noi
potremmo anticipare la venuta dello tsunami, magari anche l'intensità e la direzione.
Purtroppo però l'impresa non ha dato i frutti sperati. Ora ci stiamo muovendo in una direzione
diversa perchè, a livello anche teorico, sembra che si generi un’onda acustica che si propaga
nella colonna d’acqua per cui se questa via è quella buona dovremo comunque aspettare del
tempo per realizzare il primo prototipo di sensore»
 
 
E al momento come facciamo a prevedere o a registrare la nascita dello tsunami?
 

CLICCA SUL PULSANTE >> QUI SOTTO PER PROSEGUIRE LA LETTURA
DELL'INTERVISTA SUL TERREMOTO E LO TSUNAMI IN CILE E SULL'ISOLA DI

PASQUA
 
«Le posso dire con orgoglio che il team di cui faccio parte e che coordino ha realizzato uno
"tsunamometro" e messo a punto un sistema di rilevazione innovativo che stiamo
sperimentando nel golfo di Cadice (in Spagna, sponda atlantica ndr).
I nostri sistemi sono molto innovativi perché permettono di rilevare l'origine degli tsunami
anche se il sisma è prossimo alla costa. Normalmente (e così sono i sistemi di rilevazione
americani) questi sono efficienti per terremoti che avvengono lontani dalle coste, mentre



sono piuttosto inefficaci per quelli prossimi alla costa, quando invece sarebbe ancor più
importante una informazione tempestiva».
 
 
E il suo team cosa sta sperimentando a Cadice?
 
 
«Nel golfo di Cadice stiamo tentando di sviluppare un sistema di warning sugli tsunami che
riesca ad avvisare tempestivamente sull'insorgere di questo fenomeno vicino alle coste.
Normalmente purtroppo, oggi se uno tsunami si origina vicino a una costa lo si registra
solamente quando l'onda si abbatte sulla terraferma. In nostro sistema sfrutta un sensore di
profondità piazzato proprio nelle zone dove potenzialmente il sisma si potrebbe originare,
collegato a una boa in grado di registrare lo spostamento collegato della massa d'acqua che
è in comunicazione con un sistema satellitare di monitoraggio.
In questo modo riusciamo a comunicare tempestivamente l'insorgenza dello tsunami per
poter prendere l'unica contromisura possibile dopo che questo si verifica: la fuga dalla costa.
Per noi è importantissimo creare un sistema affidabile, perchè se non si riesce a evitare falsi
allarmi la gente poi non è reattiva e l'avviso può perdere efficacia»
 
 
Una sfida imponente...
 
«Si, davvero complessa. Ma io e il mio staff abbiamo ottenuto un risultato - che proprio in
questi giorni stiamo diffondendo nei giornali scientifici davvero interessante. Grazie alla
dettagliatissima conoscenza della morfologia del golfo di Cadice in cui stiamo lavorando,
siamo riusciti a inserire nei modelli di studio degli tsunami la variabile della comprimibilità del
materiale adagiato sul fondale della zona di origine potenziale del sisma.
Studiandone le vibrazioni abbiamo scoperto un'onda a bassa frequenza che potremmo
definire il "respiro" del terremoto monitorando il quale potremmo avere un campanello
d'allarme istantaneo per rivelare gli tsunami. Sarebbe davvero la chiave di volta per poterli
individuare con certezza»
 
 
Complimenti, un ennesimo caso di eccellenza della ricerca italiana. Qual è la
situazione in Italia legata al monitoraggio degli tsunami?
 
«Siamo un po' agli inizi di un cammino piuttosto lungo e dispendioso, per ora i fondi arrivano
soprattutto dall'Europa però sul consolidamento dell'esistente siamo piuttosto avanti:
l'integrazione delle informazioni dell'INGV è davvero eccellente. Il sistema è efficientissimo,
per quanto riguarda gli tsunami siamo ancora a livello di ricerca scientifica perché essendo un
fenomeno raro nel mediterraneo l'Italia ha una politica di investimenti che convoglia fondi su
altri progetti, noi riceviamo finanziamenti più che altro dall'Europa.
Certo gli studi che stiamo compiendo, puntuali su zone molto circoscritte di costa finalizzate a
creare modelli teorici permetteranno di tenere conto delle conseguenze di questi fenomeni
per ottimizzare le costruzioni di porti o strutture costiere».
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AUTHORS:	  Rita-‐Maria	  Riccioni,	  Lucilla	  Capotondi,	  Nevio	  Zitellini,	  ISMAR	  –	  CNR	  Istituto	  di	  Scienze	  Marine,	  Bologna,	  ITALY	  	  

PROJECT:	  The	  EU	  project	  “Integrated	  observations	  from	  Near	  ShorE	  Sources	  of	  Tsunamis:	  towards	  an	  early	  warning	  system”	  (acronym	  
NEAREST),	  funded	  on	  behalf	  the	  FP6-‐2005-‐GLOBAL-‐4,	  
ESTABLISHED	  THE	  FIRST	  EUROPEAN	  TSUNAMI	  EARLY	  WARNING	  SYSTEM	  PROTOTYPE	  IN	  THE	  GULF	  OF	  CADIZ.	  

The	  Gulf	  of	  Cadiz	  is	  a	  highly	  populated	  area,	  prone	  to	  devastating	  earthquakes	  and	  tsunamis	  (e.g.,	  1755	  Lisbon	  earthquake).	  More	  than	  ten	  
years	  of	  geological	  and	  geophysical	  investigations	  offshore	  SW	  Iberia	  led	  to	  

RECOGNITION	  AND	  MAPPING	  OF	  ACTIVE	  TECTONIC	  STRUCTURES	  LIKELY	  TO	  GENERATE	  LARGE	  
EARTHQUAKES	  AND	  TSUNAMI	  

RELATIONSHIPS	  WITH	  INSTITUTIONS	  
To	  be	  effective,	  the	  natural	  risk	  prevention	  and	  mitigation	  require	  that	  the	  
local	  authorities	  and	  populations	  have	  good	  knowledge	  of	  this	  natural	  
phenomenon.	  A	  specific	  Work-‐Package	  of	  the	  project	  NEAREST	  has	  been	  
developed	  to	  promote	  the	  transmission	  of	  project	  information	  to	  the	  
general	  public,	  local	  communities,	  relevant	  regional	  and	  national	  
institutions	  as	  well	  as	  civil	  protection	  agencies.	  The	  activities	  of	  this	  Work	  
Package	  will	  try	  to	  maximize	  the	  results	  of	  the	  project,	  in	  particular	  	  

✔TO	  RAISE	  AWARENESS	  AT	  THE	  LOCAL,	  REGIONAL	  AND	  
INTER-‐REGIONAL	  LEVEL	  ABOUT	  THE	  NEED	  TO	  IMPLEMENT	  
A	  TSUNAMI	  EARLY	  WARNING	  SYSTEM	  PROTOTYPE	  AND	  
✔	  TO	  FAVOR	  THE	  CO-‐ORDINATION	  BETWEEN	  STAKE-‐
HOLDERS,	  INCLUDING	  CIVIL	  PROTECTION	  AGENCIES,	  AND	  
DECISION	  MAKERS	  IN	  IMPLEMENTING	  ACTIONS	  TO	  
INCREASE	  PREPAREDNESS	  AND	  TO	  REDUCE	  
VULNERABILITY.	  

GEOSTAR	  NETWORK	  
NEAREST	  positioned	  a	  GEOSTAR	  abyssal	  station	  offshore	  Cadiz.	  A	  GEOSTAR	  contains	  geophysical	  
instruments	  (seismometer,	  idrophone,	  gravimeter)	  and	  the	  ‘tsunamometro’	  and	  can	  sit	  on	  the	  seafloor	  
for	  more	  than	  one	  year.	  It	  has	  been	  designed	  and	  built	  in	  Italy	  by	  INGV,	  Tecnomare	  and	  ISMAR	  to	  
operate	  in	  areas	  where	  a	  tsunami	  could	  be	  generated;	  not	  only	  it	  sends	  alert	  messages,	  it	  can	  also	  be	  
remote	  controlled	  and	  reprogrammed	  during	  mission.	  
A	  GEOSTAR	  SPOTS,	  MEASURES	  AND	  RECORDS	  SEAFLOOR	  CHANGES	  AND	  IS	  ABLE	  

TO	  IDENTIFY	  VARIATIONS	  IN	  THE	  WATER	  COLUMN	  SMALLER	  THAN	  ONE	  CM.	  
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Preparedness	  

PRESS	  
NEAREST	  project	  and	  its	  results	  had	  been	  presented	  on	  
several	  newspapers	  and	  some	  TV	  program	  (Discovery	  
channel),	  in	  addition	  about	  30	  articles	  are	  available	  on	  
the	  web.	  

EDUCATION	  
TEACHING	  TO	  KIDS	  KNOWLEDGE	  AND	  RESPECT	  OF	  OUR	  
PLANET	  IN	  ORDER	  TO	  RAISE	  RESPONSIBLE	  CITIZENS	  IS	  A	  
DUTY	  AND	  ALSO	  THE	  MOST	  IMPORTANT	  LONG-‐TERM	  

ACHIEVEMENT	  FOR	  EVERYONE	  THAT	  WORKS	  IN	  SCIENCE.	  
	  NEAREST	  team	  of	  scientist	  is	  actively	  involved	  in	  giving	  speeches	  to	  kids	  
both	  in	  grade	  schools	  and	  high	  schools	  as	  well	  as	  informal	  meetings	  and	  
brochures	  are	  circulated.	  

PROJECT	  OBJECTIVES	  
DURING	  A	  MAJOR	  EARTHQUAKE	  AT	  SEA…	  ‘EITHER	  A	  LARGE	  TSUNAMI	  IS	  GENERATED	  OR	  NONE	  AT	  
ALL’	  (Adams	  and	  Furumoto,1970)	  
	  NEAREST	  looks	  for	  submarine	  tectonic	  structures	  that	  can	  generate	  earthquakes	  and	  places	  sensors	  
exactly	  on	  such	  sources.	  
	  A	  sophisticated	  tool	  called	  ‘tsunamometro’	  perceives	  the	  movement	  of	  water	  and	  sends	  a	  warning	  
signal	  when	  the	  wave	  starts	  to	  move.	  

DETAILS	  
NEAREST	  is	  the	  first	  step	  toward	  the	  placement	  of	  a	  permanent	  submarine	  observatory	  in	  the	  Gulf	  of	  
Cadiz,	  as	  part	  of	  a	  network	  that	  will	  be	  integrated	  in	  real	  time	  with	  the	  land	  monitoring	  system	  of	  
earthquakes.	  Such	  network,	  named	  EMSO	  (European	  Multidisciplinary	  Seafloor	  Observatory)	  will	  
cover	  all	  the	  seas	  around	  Europe	  from	  Arctic	  to	  Black	  Sea,	  all	  through	  the	  Mediterranean.	  EMSO	  is	  
acknowledged	  by	  the	  European	  Commission	  as	  one	  of	  the	  35	  most	  important	  infrastructures	  to	  
develop	  the	  scientific	  research	  in	  our	  continent.	  	  
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This is how a 
tsunami wave travels 
offshore Gibraltar!
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Science	  and	  prevention	  of	  natural	  risk:	  the	  example	  of	  
the	  project	  ‘NEAREST’	  (Near	  ShorE	  Sources	  of	  Tsunamis)	  
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participates to 
international meetings 
and conferences, giving 
talks and presenting 
posters, papers are 
print on specialized/
scientific journals!!

11 International 
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The -Transform From a Wavelet Point of View
Sergi Ventosa, Carine Simon, Martin Schimmel, Juan Jose Dañobeitia, and Antoni Mànuel

Abstract—The -transform is becoming popular for time-fre-
quency analysis and data-adaptive filtering thanks to its simplicity.
While this transform works well in the continuous domain, its dis-
crete version may fail to achieve accurate results. This paper com-
pares and contrasts this transform with the better known contin-
uous wavelet transform, and defines a relation between both. This
connection allows a better understanding of the -transform, and
makes it possible to employ the wavelet reconstruction formula as
a new inverse -transform and to propose several methods to solve
some of the main limitations of the discrete -transform, such as
its restriction to linear frequency sampling.

Index Terms— -transform, time-frequency analysis, wavelet
transform.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE well-known Fourier frequency analysis decomposes a
signal into its frequency components. This analysis pro-

vides an excellent frequency resolution, however, it does not tell
anything about the time distribution of each component. While
this fact does not represent any limitation on the analysis of
time-invariant signals, it does become an important handicap
when time-variant signals are studied.

The first steps to solve these problems were made with the
short-time Fourier transform [1]. This approach introduces a
sliding window in the Fourier integral to achieve a better esti-
mation of the time distribution of each frequency component.
As expected, this improvement is obtained at the expense of
the frequency resolution because of the finite window length.
This trade off is related to the uncertainty principle that sets
a lower bound on the time-frequency bandwidth product, the
lower bound of which is achieved by the Gaussian window. The
main limitation of the short-time Fourier transform is its fixed
window length which causes a variation of the number of cycles
within the window along frequencies and that prevents it from
having a good time (respectively frequency) resolution at high
(respectively low) frequency.
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In the 1980s, the wavelet transform was proposed by [2]–[5].
Basically, it replaces the frequency shift of the short-time
Fourier transform by the dilation of a basis function, also
called mother wavelet, and uses the concept of scale instead of
frequency. That way, it allows to have a fixed number of cycles
per scale, and, thus, is usually called a multiresolution strategy
because the resolution remains constant along scales.

The -transform [6]–[8] can be viewed as an intermediate
step between the short-time Fourier transform and the wavelet
transform that enables the use of the frequency variable as well
as the multiresolution strategy of the wavelets. Furthermore,
it maintains a direct connection with the Fourier transform
which is equal to the -transform’s time integral. But, while
the -transform formulation is very similar to the short-time
Fourier transform, in practice, the multiresolution strategy used
makes it much closer to the wavelet transform. For that reason,
in the following we only focus on the relation between the

-transform and the wavelet transforms. Recently, a study on
this relation for the continuous domain focused on the Gaussian
window has been published [9]. In our work, this relation is
generalized introducing the -transform mother function, the
continuous and discrete cases are analyzed and the inverses
available for both transforms are related to each other.

To better understand the techniques of spectrum analysis
based on the and the wavelet transforms, first, in Section II,
we review these transforms. We then establish, in Section III,
a direct relation between both transforms which enables the
reuse of the algorithms developed in the wavelet field, and more
importantly, makes possible the study of the -transform from
the mathematical context of the wavelets. Next, in Section IV,
we apply these ideas to the inverse problem to infer two

-transform inverses. Finally, in Section V, we briefly show the
advantages and drawbacks of the most commonly used discrete

-transform and its classical inverse, and we apply the ideas
developed in the previous sections to propose new methods
to improve their efficiency and to overcome their frequency
sampling limitations.

II. METHODS

A. The S-Transform

The -transform [6] of a continuous time signal is de-
fined as

(1)

Although other windows are possible [7], the window function,
, is generally chosen to be positive and Gaussian:

(2)

1053-587X/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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where is the frequency, is the time, is the delay, and is
the scaling factor which controls the time-frequency resolution.
It is important to emphasize that in order to have an invertible

-transform, any window used must be normalized, so that

(3)

The -transform can also be computed directly from , the
Fourier transform of . To do so, first (1) has to be rewritten
as a convolution

(4)

Then, applying the convolution property of the Fourier trans-
form, we get

(5)

where is the inverse Fourier transform and the Fourier
transform pair of . For the Gaussian window case (2) this ex-
pression becomes

(6)

One of the main characteristics of the -transform is that sum-
ming over yields the spectrum of , i.e., using expres-
sion (1) we obtain

(7)

If , applying Fubini’s theorem and taking into ac-
count (3), the above expression reduces to a simple Fourier
transform. As a result can be estimated by the following
equation:

(8)

This spectrum property enables the definition of an inverse
-transform through the inverse Fourier transform of the spec-

trum of . It gives a great flexibility on the window function
selection, as it just has to fulfill the normalization property (3).

B. The Wavelet Transform

The continuous wavelet transform of at delay
and scale is given by [5], [10], [11]

(9)

where is the complex conjugate of the wavelet mother func-
tion . The family of waveforms is usually
obtained by translating a single wavelet by and scaling it by

(10)

But using several mother functions or different scaling laws are
possible too, like in the wavelet packet case [5].

As the factor in the above equation suggests,
is normalized so that it has the same energy at all scales. Fur-
thermore, the wavelet function must be of finite energy to have
a compact support. For simplicity, the unity energy is taken, so
that , where the -norm of a function
is defined as

(11)

In the following, the subscript is omitted for simplicity when
.

The reconstruction formula of the wavelet transform is given
by [4] and [10]: for any

(12)

where

(13)

Apart from the normalization of , the wavelet mother
function must satisfy an admissibility condition: , to
guarantee the reconstruction of without distortion.

In order to satisfy (13), must have a zero average, ,
where is the Fourier transform of , and be continuously
differentiable. In addition, the fulfillment of the above condition
ensures that the wavelet transform satisfies the energy conserva-
tion property:

(14)

This important property establishes that any variation of en-
ergy in the time or wavelet domain causes an equal variation
in the other domain. That way, the wavelet can be classified
as an energy-conservative transform like the Fourier transform,
thanks to Parseval’s formula. The term appears because of
the use of the scale notion instead of the frequency one.

III. RELATION BETWEEN THE -TRANSFORM AND THE

WAVELET TRANSFORM

As suggested in [12], the -transform can be expressed in
terms of a continuous wavelet transform. To better show this
similarity, (1) has been rewritten via a single mother function,

, introducing a delay term in the inte-
grand,

(15)
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where, similarly to the wavelet case, (10), the family of func-
tions is defined as

(16)

As the window, , is usually a positive function with an av-
erage equal to one (3), we can see as being composed of
two parts: a distribution function, , and a predefined
phase term, . The first one controls parameters such as
the time and frequency resolutions while the latter modulates
to the center frequency, . Following (10), we can obtain
directly from , by translating it by and compressing it by

(17)

although the time-frequency product on (17) limits , like
in wavelets, other methods are possible.

In the same way as a term was used in the wavelets
(10) to respect the 2-norm property, and therewith, the energy
conservation property, an term appears in the -transform
(17) to fulfill the 1-norm property, and hence it can be thought
of as an amplitude-conservative transform. In fact, we can in-
terpret the unit average property (3) as a result of a 1-norm nor-
malization on , i.e., or

, if is chosen positive. As a result, there are
only two little differences between the integrals involved in (9)
and (15): the wavelet transform uses the notion of scale and ap-
plies a 2-norm in the wavelet normalization requirement, while
the -transform uses the frequency notion and a 1-norm. In spite
of these differences, their respective results have a close relation.
To emphasize this relation, we can rewrite (15) in the time-scale
domain, instead of the time-frequency one.

If we decompose into its equivalent expression
(17) and we let , then (15) becomes

(18)

In order to fulfill (3) for any mother wavelet , we set the
equivalent -transform mother function as

(19)

where is a normalization factor

(20)

For the particular case of the Morlet-like mother wavelets,
i.e., with , the above expression
can be interpreted as a 1-norm. Thus, the normalization factor
becomes

(21)

Thanks to these last expressions, it is possible to rewrite (18)
in terms of the continuous wavelet transform (9) in the following
way:

(22)

with

(23)

Thus, any -transform whose mother function, , satisfies
the admissibility condition of the wavelet mother functions can
be expressed as a wavelet transform multiplied by a weighting
matrix. However, it is important to notice that the dependence
of this matrix on the scale factor makes that the -transform
does not respect the energy conservation property contrary to
the wavelet (14) or the short-time Fourier transforms. In other
words, an equal energy modification on different loca-
tions in the S-transform domain will cause an impact of different
energy but of the same amplitude in the original domain.

We can define (22) the other way around

(24)

where

(25)

being

(26)

Now that the relation between the two transforms has been
established, we are able to analyze in detail the difference be-
tween both transforms.

A widely known wavelet that uses a Gaussian function like
the -transform is the modulated Gaussian, also known as the
Morlet wavelet [10]. It is defined as

(27)

where is the central frequency. When , the second term
in the parenthesis becomes very small and is usually neglected.
As a result, the Morlet wavelet is normally implemented in its
simplified version, that is

(28)

While (27) satisfies the requirements to be a wavelet function,
(28), strictly speaking, does not because of its nonzero mean

. However, this mean is so small

for that it does not usually entail any noticeable differ-
ence with a truly zero mean wavelet.

Using this wavelet and applying the relation shown in (22),
the -transform with

(29)
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Fig. 1. The continuous -transform, the Morlet wavelet transform and the Fourier transform and their relations. (a) Increasing linear chirp from 6.25 to 25 Hz
multiplied by a 25% cosine-tapered window. (b) and (c) The amplitude of its Morlet wavelet transform, represented in the time-scale domain on (b), and in the
time-frequency domain where on (c). (d) The amplitude of the -transform of (a). (e) The amplitude of the Fourier transform. The -transform
can be obtained from the Morlet wavelet multiplying by (22), the Morlet wavelet multiplying the -transform by (24), and the spectrum by
summing the complex spectrum of the -transform over .

becomes

(30)

If we set and , we find back the result of [9].
After simplification, we get

(31)

Comparing this last result with (1) and (2), we see that both
expressions are identical. This proves that an -transform in
the continuous domain with a Gaussian window is equivalent
to a Morlet wavelet up to the weighting matrix term.
Furthermore, (22) shows that this transform can be reproduced
applying a simple weighting matrix (23) to the result of this
wavelet transform. So, the differences between them lie in the
use of the frequency notion instead of the scale one, a constant
delay term, , and the different normalization applied on
the family of wavelets (17). In spite of the -transform not being
energy-conservative, these changes allow an easy estimation of
the spectrum of (8), which enables a direct reconstruction
by means of the inverse Fourier transform, see Section IV. In
any case, the information extracted with both transforms in the
continuous domain is exactly the same, and the relation between
them is fixed and independent of the data.

Fig. 1 summaries the relation between the Morlet wavelet
transform, the continuous -transform with a Gaussian window,
and the Fourier transform. These transforms are applied to a
constant amplitude chirp of linearly increasing frequency (from
6.25 to 25 Hz) multiplied by a 25% cosine-tapered window [13],
which is a cosine lobe convolved with a rectangular window.
Fig. 1(b) to (e) shows the result of these transforms and illustrate
how the Fourier transform is obtained from the Morlet wavelet
transform passing through the -transform by means of three
simple operations. Fig. 1(b) and (c) shows the amplitude of the
Morlet wavelet transform, represented in the time-scale and the
time-frequency domain, respectively. Both representations are
related by , with . Note that the highest scales
have been removed from Fig. 1(b) because of the low amount
of energy present in that region. So, the scale band represented,
0.02 to 0.2 s, corresponds to the 5- to 50-Hz frequency band
from Fig. 1(c). Fig. 1(d) and (e) illustrates the direct relation
between the and the Morlet wavelet transforms, established
in (22) and (24). Finally, Fig. 1(e) shows the Fourier transform
which can be obtained by summing the complex spectrum of the

-transform over .
The different normalization used in the Morlet wavelet and

the -transform can be noticed clearly in Fig. 2. The signal used
is composed by an increasing linear chirp of constant amplitude
mixed with white Gaussian noise Fig. 2(a). See that when an en-
ergy-conservative transform is applied to white Gaussian noise,
its average energy remains constant. So, when the 2-norm based
Fourier transform Fig. 2(b) or the Morlet wavelet transform
Fig. 2(d) of the white Gaussian noise is performed, its average
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Fig. 2. (a) The time signal is linear chirp with increasing frequencies from 3 to 35 Hz that starts at 1 s and ends at 4 s mixed with a white Gaussian noise. (b) The
Fourier amplitude spectrum of (a). (c) The amplitude of its -transform. (d) The amplitude of its Morlet wavelet transform represented in the time-frequency
domain, . (a) Time signal. (b) Spectrum. (c) -transform, (d) Morlet wavelet transform.

amplitude remains constant over their domains. But, as can be
noticed in Fig. 2(c), this is not the case for the -transform,
in which its average amplitude increases with frequency, as ex-
pected from (22). In contrast, when an amplitude-conservative
transform is used it is the average amplitude of the signal which
is preserved. That is the case for the -transform, Fig. 2(c),
and the Fourier transform, where the average amplitude of the
chirp is kept. This feature can be seen more accurately in Fig. 1
because of the absence of noise. While for the -transform,
Fig. 1(d), the maximum of the chirp is constant, exactly as the
amplitude of the chirp in the time domain is, see Fig. 1(a), in
the Morlet wavelet transform Fig. 1(c) the equivalent maximum
decreases as the frequency increases. This amplitude behavior
is necessary to be an energy-conservative transform, due to the
increment of the energy-spreading as the wavelet function band-
width growths. Conversely, the -transform is amplitude-con-
servative but not energy-conservative because of the one average
property of the window function (3), so it is only the amplitude
of the chirp which is preserved. However, despite these differ-
ences, it is important to note that the signal to noise ratio at a
specific frequency does not change.

IV. THE -TRANSFORM INVERSES

A. The Classical Inverse
The inverse given by [6], also called the frequency inverse, is

based on the spectrum property of the -transform (8) and can
be rewritten as

(32)

where is the estimation of , and the outer integral is an inverse
Fourier transform.

The main advantage of this inverse is the great flexibility that
is given in the choice of the window function. Indeed, as shown
in Section II-A, nearly any unit average window can be used,
contrary to classical wavelet transform inverses [10] where the
wavelet mother function must have zero mean.

B. The S-Transform Reconstruction Formula

Applying the relation between the and the wavelet trans-
forms presented in Section III, we can develop other inverses for
the -transform by means of the inverses used for wavelets [14].
In particular, the reconstruction formula (12) can be adapted to
the -transform applying the relation between both transforms
(24), and between and , (26). Let us set

(33)
where is defined as , (13) with .

As this inverse comes from the wavelet reconstruction for-
mula, the admissibility condition defined on (13) has to be sat-
isfied. So, unlike (32), must have zero mean and its Fourier
transform must be continuously differentiable. This condition
restricts the choice of but it allows the establishment of a
close link between the wavelet and the -transform. This link
makes it possible to take advantage of all the techniques devel-
oped in the wavelet field which, in this specific case, enables
us to perform the inverse operation in an accurate and efficient
way, as will be seen later.
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In the particular case of a modulated Gaussian function (29)
with a scaling factor , the inverse becomes

(34)
As shown in the previous section, a modulated Gaussian does

not strictly have a zero mean. So, the complete expression of
(27) should be used to calculate since it has zero mean.

For continuous nonfinite signals, any of these two inverses,
(32) and (33) allows a perfect reconstruction of the analyzed
signal. But, as we will see in the next section, their results differ
notably in the finite discrete domain.

C. The Simplified Reconstruction Formula

One of the simplest wavelet inverses consists of a simplified
version of the reconstruction formula [4], [15] which is very
efficient for numerical applications. The single integral formula
is given by

(35)

where

(36)

This inverse is valid when is real and analytic or
real. The corresponding version for the -transform can be ob-
tained using the method followed to get the -transform recon-
struction formula (33)

(37)

An equivalent inverse, known as the time inverse -trans-
form, was deduced following a different method in [8], where

. It can be shown that of (37) is very close
to the expression computed in [8] for the Gaussian window. Ad-
ditionally, [16] has shown that despite the fact that this inverse
is not exact, it is a very good approximation.

V. THE DISCRETE -TRANSFORM

The relation between the and the Wavelet transforms that
has been clear in the continuous domain is not so clear in the
discrete one. To implement the -transform for finite sampled
signals, it is necessary to discretize the time and frequency pa-
rameters. Initially, two options seem reasonable: employ a linear
frequency scale like the short-time Fourier transform or a loga-
rithmic one like the wavelet transform. In the literature, the first
one is used to keep the link between the -transform and the
Fourier transform in the discrete domain. In contrast, if a loga-
rithmic scale is used, we can extend the relation between the
and the wavelet transform to the discrete case and keep the link
with the wavelet transform.

Fig. 3 compares the linear and the logarithmic resolution ap-
proaches using a sum of sinusoids. As can be seen in Figs. 3(c)
and (d), both strategies are able to clearly distinguish the three
sinusoids. But, contrary to the logarithmic scale case, when the
linear scale -transform is used the sinusoids have a different
width, and hence they are not equally sampled. In addition,
the use of a logarithmic scale allows an important reduction of
the required number of frequencies. While in the linear scale

-transform it has to be equal to the number of samples, in
the logarithmic one it is proportional to the number of octaves,

, where is the number of frequencies, the
number of voices per octave and the number of octaves.
As a result, in Fig. 3, where a real signal is employed, the log-
arithmic scale -transform uses 40 frequencies instead of the
512 for the linear scale. In spite of this reduction a perfect re-
construction is still possible, see (53), and the discrete version
of the -transform reconstruction formula (55) is still valid up
to a bounded error when a sufficient number of voices/octaves
are used.

A. Linear Frequency Scale

1) The Discrete -Transform: In [6], the time and the fre-
quency are sampled linearly following the same ideas as for the
discrete Fourier transform and the short-time Fourier transform.
From (1), if and , the discrete -transform
for finite series can be defined as

(38)

where is the sample number, is the sample frequency,
is the sampling period, is the number of time and frequency
samples, and is the delay of the window function. This window
must be normalized as in the continuous case

. To simplify notation, the sampling interval is normalized
and is omitted.
As in the continuous case, (38) can be written using a single

mother function introducing a delay term

(39)

where

(40)

Furthermore, the discrete -transform can also be rewritten
as a convolution over , (4), which becomes circular due to the
finite nature of the signal

(41)

where represents the circular convolution operator.
Similarly to (5), the discrete -transform can be rewritten in

terms of the spectrum of u:

(42)
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the resolution of the -transform using a linear and a logarithmic scale. (a) The time signal is samples long and it is
composed by three sinusoids of equal amplitude at 1.5, 4.7 and 15 Hz multiplied by a 40% cosine-tapered window [13]. (b) The Fourier amplitude spectrum of (a).
(c) The amplitude of its Gaussian -transform using the discretized continuous Fourier transform of the window in a linear scale, 512 frequencies in total for real
signals. (d) The amplitude of its -transform done via the Morlet wavelet transform in logarithmic scale at voices/octave, 40 frequencies in total. (a) Time
signal. (b) Spectrum. (c) -transform in linear frequency scale. (d) -transform in logarithmic frequency scale.

(43)

It is important to notice that if (43) is used, the discrete
Fourier transform of each specific window function is required.
Indeed, the discretized version of the continuous Fourier trans-
form is just an approximation of the discrete Fourier transform
that is only valid for middle frequencies when the number
of samples available is high. But as the frequencies move
away from this band, the difference between the discretized
continuous and the discrete Fourier transforms grows. For
example, the discrete Fourier transform of a Gaussian window
is not a Gaussian window at low and high frequencies. Thus,
the information the -transform shows on these frequency
bands using the discretized continuous Fourier transform of the
window is not reliable. Consequently, one should compute the
discrete Fourier transform of the set of windows to obtain an
accurate time-frequency analysis [16].

This mismatch can be better noticed when the generalized
Gaussian window (2) is employed to analyze analytic signals
due to the omitted negative frequencies. Fig. 4 illustrates these
effects through the measurement of the mean square error be-
tween the results obtained using both approaches, the discrete
Fourier transform and the discretized continuous Fourier trans-
form of (1), for different values of . As pointed out before, the
mismatch between both approaches is small for middle frequen-
cies, and grows when a significant part of the window is cut.

Fig. 4. Mean square error between the discrete Fourier transform and the dis-
cretized version of the continuous Fourier transform of a normalized Gaussian
window (2) for 256 samples and different values of the factor.

The error is lower at high frequencies for high scaling factors
, while the opposite occurs at low frequencies where a smaller

error is obtained for smaller . In spite of these accuracy errors,
the discretized continuous Fourier transform of the window is
usually used for the implementation of the -transform with the
aim of improving its efficiency [6].

2) The Discrete Frequency Inverse -Transform: Although
the approximations made in the discrete -transform can intro-
duce some accuracy errors, like in the continuous case, as long
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Fig. 5. Discrete Fourier transform amplitude of the set of modulated Gaussian
windows (2) and (16) used on the linear frequency sampled -transform repre-
sented on a logarithmic scale. The modulating frequency of the set of Gaussian
functions shown follows a dyadic sequence and the number of
samples is 256. The number of samples available for each Gaussian is lower at
low frequencies than at the higher ones, the Gaussian bandwidth being propor-
tional to frequency.

as the unit average property (3) is fulfilled, it is possible to re-
cover the analyzed signal perfectly by means of the discrete ver-
sion of the frequency inverse -transform, see Section IV-A,
given by

(44)

(45)

As this inverse is based on the inverse Fourier transform,
the estimation of the spectrum must have the same number of
samples on a linear scale as the analyzed sequence in order
to be able to reconstruct it accurately. Unfortunately, like the
wavelet transform, the frequency resolution of the -transform
is logarithmic, its bandwidth being proportional to the fre-
quency. Therefore, the mismatch between the linear frequency
scale required by this inverse and the logarithmic frequency
resolution of the window introduces a high frequency oversam-
pling rate at high frequency bands and a small one at the lowest
ones. These characteristics represent an important drawback in
the design of efficient algorithms because they impede the use
of a sampling scale adapted to the frequency resolution of the

-transform and the reduction of the number of frequencies
used.

These effects can be easily illustrated by drawing the ampli-
tude of the discrete Fourier transform of the family of func-
tions used for the Gaussian -transform on a logarithmic fre-
quency scale. Fig. 5 shows the spectra of the subset of mod-
ulated Gaussian windows whose central frequencies follow a
dyadic sequence . In this figure, it can be clearly
seen that the Gaussians are better sampled as the frequency in-
creases when a linear sampling scale is used.

The nonequal distribution of the number of samples over the
family of functions of a linear frequency-sampled -transform
poses a dilemma on the frequency sampling scale: one should ei-
ther employ a linear scale to keep a close link between the time-

frequency and frequency domains, or a logarithmic scale to have
a resolution proportional to the frequencies like the window
used. A linear scale enables to reconstruct the signal using the
inverse Fourier transform, but as shown earlier in Fig. 5, it in-
troduces a variable resolution along frequency bands, which is
an important restriction on the design of efficient algorithms.
Despite these restrictions, if the computational cost are not a
limitation and the resolution at low frequency are enough, (45)
can be a good solution. But, in any other case, employing a log-
arithmic scale is the best option, in spite of making the use of
the discrete version of the frequency inverse -transform (45)
impossible.

B. Logarithmic Frequency Scale

1) The Discrete -Transform as a Discrete Wavelet Trans-
form: Like the wavelet transform, the frequency resolution of
the -transform is logarithmic, its bandwidth being proportional
to the frequency. As a consequence, the natural discretization
is, and , where and and

. From (15) we get

(46)

where the family of functions is defined as

(47)

and, like (17), can be obtained from a single mother function

(48)

Obviously, if we introduce (48) into (46) and we let
then we obtain a discrete version of (18). Thus,

as expected, if a logarithmic scale is used then we can extend
the relation established in Section III between the continuous

-transform and the continuous wavelet transform to the dis-
crete case. The application of these results enables the use of
the discrete wavelets transform [5], [10], [11] to implement
the discrete -transform, and overcomes its efficiency and
resolution limitations.

Therefore, similarly to (22) we can define

(49)

with

(50)

where for the positive window functions , and
.

In practice, it is very convenient to set . That way,
going from one frequency to the next means doubling or halving
the translation step, . But, any integer larger than 2 or even a
rational number is possible [17]. When finer frequency changes
are desired, the multiple voices per octave solution [3] are of
special interest, specifically the case in which a modulated
Gaussian window is studied.

Although, the signals used in (46) have no time boundaries,
, in practice, the signals of interest usually belong to an
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interval, . This feature introduces artificial jumps
at signal edges that reflect to the transformed domain if they
are not dealt properly. Several approaches to this problem have
been proposed in the wavelet literature. The most usual one is
to periodize the signal like the discrete Fourier transform does.
However this does not remove the jump at boundaries, as a re-
sult, large coefficients appear at the high frequencies around the
boundaries. Another technique commonly used in image anal-
ysis is to extend the signal beyond the borders by its reflection.
This way the jump is avoided, but there is still a discontinuity
in the derivatives. Otherwise, the boundary wavelets introduced
by Meyer [18] and refined by [19] can deal with these disconti-
nuities, but are more difficult to build.

Finally, it has to be taken into account that, strictly speaking,
this approach is only valid for mother wavelets with zero mean.
Note that if the mean of the mother function is not zero but
extremely small, as for the Morlet wavelet, the discrete wavelet
transform could still be used in practice [10]. Hence, this method
can also be applied to the Gaussian -transform.

2) The Inverse -Transform, the Wavelet Frame Approach:
Maybe, the simplest approach to the inverse problem when a
logarithmic scale is used is to define the relation (49) the other
way round and to take advantage of the discrete wavelet trans-
form. Thus, as in the continuous case, (24) to (26), we can define

(51)

where

(52)

being and .
The discrete wavelet transform can be viewed as an overcom-

plete set of vectors, also known as a frame. This mathematical
context creates a common base for the continuous wavelet trans-
form and the discrete-time orthonormal wavelet bases. In gen-
eral, the set of vectors used in the reconstruction, also called the
dual frame or , is not equal to the frame used for the expan-
sion or . Only in the particular case where the redundancy
is high, the dual frame can be approximated by the expansion
frame, and the continuous transforms by their discretized ver-
sions, with a bounded error [3]. Thus, only in this case, we can
employ the discretized inverses derived from the -transform
reconstruction formula and its simplified version presented in
Sections IV-B and -C. It should be noticed that, although de-
vised for logarithmic scales [5], [10], these inverses could be
adapted to linear scales too. However, they would have the same
efficiency problems as the frequency inverse -transform.

Then if the wavelet reconstruction formula is

(53)

or, in function of
(54)

where and are the frame bounds which must be and
is the error term, and is the reconstruction

error . The frame bounds depend on
the wavelet function and the discretization parameters, and

, and they can be determined numerically [3]. Usually
is thus approximated by the double sum term in (54). In the
specific example of Fig. 3(d), where and a
Gaussian window is used, the reconstruction error is lower than
0.0008.

The -transform reconstruction formula can be deduced from
(54) applying the relation between both transforms (51) and
(52).

(55)

The simplified version of the reconstruction formula (37) can
also be discretized with an error that has been computed in [16].

VI. CONCLUSION

One of the prime advantages of the -transform is its sim-
plicity. It allows an easy use and understanding of the mul-
tiresolution approach introduced in wavelets, maintaining the
frequency concept and requiring hardly any additional theoret-
ical knowledge, except the short-time Fourier transform. The
aim of this paper is to show that the and the wavelet trans-
forms are closely related. To this end, a clear relation between
both has been defined. This link is important since it enables to
rewrite the -transform as a wavelet multiplied by some data-in-
dependent phase and amplitude adjustments. In particular, the

-transform with a Gaussian window can be rewritten in terms
of a Morlet wavelet transform. Additionally, thanks to this re-
lation we have inferred a new inverse from the wavelet recon-
struction formula, that allows the use of logarithmic frequency
scales, and we have related the time inverse -transform with a
simplified version of the reconstruction formula. We also con-
clude that most of the efficiency and resolution limitations of
the discrete -transform are caused by the obligation of using
a linear frequency scale. We propose to use the wavelet frames
in combination with the relation between the and the wavelet
transforms as a method to overcome the limitations in resolu-
tion inherent to an inappropriate sampling. Finally, frames give
a criterion to know when the redundancy of the discretized con-
tinuous -transform and their reconstruction formulas are high
enough for these approximations to be valid.

In conclusion, the -transform is a good tool as it facilitates
the use of multresolution analysis to a wide range of applica-
tions. However, to make the most of our data, a more profound
knowledge of the wavelet transform and its time-scale analysis
techniques would be of great help.
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Erdbeben im oberen Erdmantel unter dem Golf von Cadiz, Ostatlantik –
Erste Ergebnisse seismologischer Beobachtungen mit dem NEAREST OBS-
Netzwerk

Bisher durchgeführte geophysikalische und geologische Untersuchungen im
Golf von Cadiz geben uns eine Vorstellung von den größten aktiven Störungen, an
denen zerstörerische Erdbeben stattfinden und damit verheerende Tsunamis aus-
gelöst werden können, vergleichbar den Ereignissen am 1. November 1755 (Liss-
abon). Jedoch sind ihre Kinematik und die seismische Aktivität bisher unzure-
ichend bekannt, da die seismischen Stationen an Land keine genaue Lokalisierung
und Bestimmung der Herdparameter für kleinere Ereignisse erlauben. Deshalb
wurde das durch die EU geförderte Projekt NEAREST (Integrated observation
from NEAR shore sourcES of Tsunamis: towards an early warning system) ins
Leben gerufen (GOCE, contract n. 037110). Eines der Hauptziele des Projek-
tes ist die Charakterisierung der potentiellen Tsunami-Quellen im Golf von Cadiz
durch seismologische kontinuierliche Beobachtungen der natürlichen Seismizität.
Dazu wurden für einen Zeitraum von elf Monaten das GEOSTAR Multiparameter-
Tiefseeobservatorium (verantwortlich: INGV Rom) und 24 Breitband-OBS des
DEPAS Gerätepools ausgesetzt. Zusammen mit dem dichten seismischen Netz an
Land erlaubt das OBS-Netzwerk die Lokalisierung und Charakterisierung auch
sehr kleiner Erdbeben (ML = 1) in bisher unerreichter Genauigkeit. Automatis-
che Trigger und Spektrogramme wurden zur Detektion bisher unbekannter Erd-
beben verwendet. Eine der zentralen Fragen der Untersuchungen ist die maximale
Herdtiefe der Beben unter dem Golf von Cadiz. Im Zeitraum September 2007 bis
August 2008 wurden etwa 300 Ereignisse innerhalb des OBS-Netzwerkes durch
die Portugiesischen Landstationen lokalisiert. Die Magnituden reichen von 1 bis
4.7 (ML, Quelle: Institute of Meteorology Lisbon, Portugal). Mit dem OBS-
Netzwerk können weitere Ereignisse detektiert werden, die bisher nicht von den
Landstationen erfasst wurden. Erste Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Erdbeben bis in
Tiefen von etwa 50 km stattfinden. Dies ist oftmals tiefer, als von den Land-
stationen lokalisiert. Damit werden bisherige Ergebnisse von Modellierungen
teleseismischer und regionaler Wellenformen der stärksten registrierten Erdbeben
bestätigt. Die Herdmechanismen zeigen überwiegend Seitenverschiebungen und
Aufschiebungsereignisse.
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Gibraltar arc
south Iberian upper mantle is investigated using shear-wave splitting of SKS
phases. We analyzed teleseismic events recorded by sixteen permanent broadband stations installed on the
southern Iberian Peninsula and in northern Africa, and we determined fast polarization directions ϕ, and
delay times δt between fast and slow components. The area of investigation extends across two important
geological structures in the Variscan Iberian Peninsula: the Variscan Iberian Massif in its center, and the
Gibraltar arc in the Southeast, that represents the most westerly Alpine belt in the western Mediterranean.
Shear-wave splitting measurements from stations in the Betic domain show homogeneous ENE–WSW fast
directions nearly parallel to the trend of the mountain belt, and smooth spatial variations. Stations in the
North, toward the southern part of the Variscan Iberian Massif show homogeneous fast directions however
trending NS to NE–SW, different from those recorded in the Betic. These observations may reflect a post-
Hercynian (Variscan) deformation of the Ossa-Morena zone, related to the main stages in the tectonic
evolution of this part, namely transpressional stage, transtensional stage and shortening episode, or a
deformation related to the posterior Alpine orogeny. Along the Gibraltar arc, we observe a smoothly varying
ϕ trend changing from ENE–WSW in the Eastern Betics to NS in the area of Gibraltar and Ceuta, following
more or less the general trend of the mountain belt around the Alboran Sea, and the coastline. Since a similar
rotation is also visible in results from Pn anisotropy, this suggests that the anisotropy is vertically coherent
starting from just below the Moho. Comparing the anisotropy pattern expected from various geodynamic
models with the observed SKS splitting suggests that the anisotropy is best explained by a model of slab
rollback, rather than by delamination models.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
During the last decades, seismological techniques have been
developed to analyze the deep deformation of the Earth, and
particularly the relation between plate tectonics and mantle flow as
well as the internal deformation of the plate (e.g., Silver and Chan,
1988). The most popular technique uses the birefringence in
anisotropic media that induces the splitting of shear waves and
allows one to obtain quantitative information about seismic aniso-
tropy in the upper mantle below a seismic station. Seismic anisotropy
in the upper mantle is dominated by elastic anisotropy of rock-
forming minerals which develop lattice-preferred orientations (LPO)
or fabrics in response to strain (e.g. Nicolas and Christensen, 1987;
Mainprice et al., 2000). The primary constituent of the upper mantle is
olivine which is more anisotropic than most other minerals. Olivine
deforms by dislocation-creep at upper mantle conditions (Nicolas and
Christensen, 1987), and it generally aligns the main crystallographic
4 958160907.
okelmann@gm.univ-montp2.fr
ruol), morales@iag.ugr.es
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axes with respect to the structural directions (lineation, pole of the
foliation), therefore producing a large-scale anisotropy that is
detectable by seismic waves. The anisotropy is thus correlated with
the strain in the upper mantle, and it therefore allows constraining
deformation at that depth within the Earth remotely from the surface.

The most useful seismological phase for studying shear-wave
splitting is the SKS phase. It travels through the mantle as an S wave,
through the liquid outer core as a Pwave after a S to P conversion at the
core–mantle boundary, and is converted back into a radially polarized
S wave when passing back in the mantle. On its way to the Earth's
surface, this SKS phase is split into two mutually orthogonally
polarized shear waves as it propagates through an anisotropic
medium. From three-component seismic records, two parameters
can bemeasured to quantify the anisotropy: 1) the difference in arrival
time (δt) between the two split waves that depends on thickness and
the intrinsic anisotropy of the medium, and 2) the polarization plane
azimuth ϕ of the faster split shear wave that is related to the
orientation of the anisotropic structure. Shear-wave splittingmeasure-
ments can therefore characterize the orientation and to a lesser degree
the depth extent of themantle strainfield (see review by Savage,1999).

Determining the vertical location of the anisotropic layer(s) is
always challenging since the splitting of SKS phases may occur
somewhere between the core–mantle boundary and the station.
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Other phases such as local S (e.g. Bowman and Ando, 1987), may help
to constrain the anisotropy distribution beneath a station, but they
require the presence of nearby seismogenic zones. Petrophysical
analyses of mantle minerals and rocks (Mainprice et al., 2000;
Mainprice et al., 2005) suggest that anisotropy lies in the uppermost
400 km of the Earth. Recent theoretical studies using finite-frequency
sensitivity kernels provide similar conclusions since SKS splitting are
shown to be more sensitive to the upper mantle above the transition
zone than to the lower mantle (Sieminski et al., 2007). If one assumes
that the crust may contribute only a few tenths of a second to the total
SKS splitting (Barruol andMainprice, 1993; Godfrey et al., 2000), these
arguments suggest that the anisotropy lies primarily in the subcrustal
upper mantle. It is however not clear whether the anisotropy lies
within the lithosphere and is related to a ‘frozen’ deformation (Silver
and Chan, 1988), or within the asthenosphere and is thus related to
present-day plate motion (Vinnik et al., 1992). This question can be
addressed by SKS splitting only indirectly since these observations
constrain only weakly the depth of anisotropy within the upper
Fig. 1. Tectonic sketch of the Mediterranean area showing the Neogene basins and Alpine ch
North of Africa (bottom, redrawn from Lonergan and White, 1997; Platt el al., 2003). Main
Crevillente fault, AMF: Alhama de Murcia fault, PF: Palomares fault, CFZ: Carboneras fault, N
triangles.
mantle. On the other hand, this question can in principle be resolved
combining SKS observations with surface wave anisotropy and Pn
observations. We will in fact use Pn in this study to compare with SKS
splitting results.

The area of interest of this paper, in southern Iberia and around the
Gibraltar arc, represents a key area of geodynamic interest for the
Africa–Eurasia collision and for the various stages of opening and
closure of the Mediterranean basins. Various geodynamic models and
mechanisms have been proposed to explain the large-scale structures
and timing constraints, based on regional-scale recycling of litho-
sphere into the mantle, such as active continental subduction
(Morales et al., 1999), delamination (Seber et al., 1996a) or active
oceanic subduction (Lonergan andWhite, 1997; Gutscher et al., 2002).

In this study, we present new shear-wave splitting measurements
obtained at permanent stations located in the Betic and Rif Cordillera
and in the southern part of the Variscan Iberian Massif. We compare
these new results with previous ones from Iberia (Diaz et al., 1998;
Schmid et al., 2004), as well as from Pn phase anisotropy (Calvert et al.,
ains (top, redrawn from Comas et al., 1999) and geological setting of South of Iberia and
faults are shown in the External and Internal Zones and in the Alboran Domain (CVF:
F: Nekor fault). Locations of seismological stations used in this study are also shown by
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2000b). In the light of tomographic models for this regionwe propose
that all these anisotropy observations may help to constrain and to
better understand the geodynamic setting of this complex area.

2. Geodynamic setting

The Betic and Rif belts, connected through the Gibraltar arc,
represent the most westerly Alpine range in southern Europe (Fig. 1).
Together with the Alboran basin, these belts constitute one of the most
complex and most debated geological regions in the western Medi-
terranean. A major characteristic of the Alboran basin is that it is an
extensional regime (Comaset al.,1999)within a general collision regime,
induced by the convergence of Africa and Eurasia from the Cretaceous to
Paleogene (Dewey et al., 1989). The geological records and geophysical
observations shed some light on the evolution of the region. Formally,
the Gibraltar arc is divided into three pre-Neogene crustal domains: the
first consists of Mesozoic and Tertiary sedimentary rocks deformed
during the Neogene as a thrust-and-fold belt mainly directed to the NW
and WNW (e.g., Garcia-Dueñas, 1969; Garcia-Hernandez et al., 1980),
which covered the South-Iberian and Maghrebian continental paleo-
margins and constitute the External Zones of the Betics and Rif. The
second corresponds to the sediments deposited on oceanic troughs or
thin continental crust (Luján et al., 2006) and belongs to the so-called
FlyschTrough that iswell-represented in theRif andTell regions. The last
one, the Alboran crustal domain, represents the internal zones of the
orogen, composedmainly of Paleozoic toMesozoic rocks affected by low
to very high-grade metamorphism that were deformed mainly during
the late Cretaceous to Paleogene and thrust onto the south Iberian and
north African margins during the Early Miocene (Balanyá and García-
Dueñas, 1988). Three tectono-metamorphic complexes are recognized
in this zone, the Nevado-Filabride, the Alpujarride and theMalaguide in
the Betics. The Alboran domain showsN–S continuity below the sea and
constitutes themetamorphic basement of the Alboran basin (Platt et al.,
1996). That basin represents a post-orogenic back arc basin (Lonergan
and White, 1997), similar to the Calabrian arc (Faccenna et al., 2004;
Rosenbaum and Lister, 2004), formed during thewestwardmigration of
the orogenic wedge. The main extension occurred during the Early
Miocene (Comas et al., 1999), coeval with shortening in the orogen. The
extension was associated with subsidence during the Miocene and
accompanied by tholeitic and calcoalkaline magmatism (Turner et al.,
1999; Duggen et al., 2005). Since the Upper Miocene–Pliocene until
present, a contractive episodewitha roughlyNW–SEdirection, although
varying from the Upper Miocene to the Pliocene (Ott D'Estevou and
Montenat,1985; De Larouzière et al.,1988; Galindo-Zaldívar et al.,1997)
manifests itself by strike–slip tectonics, mainly in the eastern Betics and
Table 1
Station locations and mean splitting parameters, given as mean values (m), median values

Station name Latitude
(°)

Longitude
(°)

ϕm

(°)
σϕm

(°)
δtm σδtm

ACBG 36.7686 −2.1939 59.42 7.94 1.70 0.64
ACLR 37.1897 −2.5822 77.16 8.49 1.74 0.69
ANER 36.7623 −3.8453 31.12 21.11 1.54 0.8
ARAC 37.8800 −6.5800 63.65 12.51 0.99 0.35
ASCB 37.0394 −2.0056 54.26 14.76 1.46 0.73
CART 37.5868 −1.0012 68.86 7.97 1.56 0.31
CEUT 35.8831 −5.3263 −3.61 22.27 2.06 0.88
ESTP 37.2713 −4.8662 81.14 13.05 1.56 0.59
GORA 37.4805 −3.0398 72.71 6.85 1.30 0.38
HORN 37.8200 −5.2800 58.06 21.19 1.07 0.4
JAND 38.22 −3.97 6.49 48.64 1.72 0.33
MELI 35.2899 −2.9392 66.87 8.24 1.43 0.6
SELV 37.2383 −3.7277 59.01 14.65 1.04 0.56
SESP 38.1208 −2.5452 66.28 28.69 1.68 0.63
SFS 36.4656 −6.2055 −1.27 28.41 1.10 0.99
VELZ 37.5838 −1.9880 69.66 12.87 1.45 0.48

For (m) errors give two times the standard deviation of individual values; for (w) they give
Alboran basin. This contractive episode was accompanied by magma-
tism of mainly shoshonitic, lamproitic and alkaline basalts (Lonergan
and White, 1997; Zeck et al., 1998; Duggen et al., 2005).

At present, the kinematics of the Gibraltar arc as defined by GPS and
seismicmoment tensor observations shows different deformation styles
that are characterized by NNW-directed thrust faulting near the
Algerian coast and the SW of Iberia and an E–W extensional regime in
the Alboran Sea (Stich et al., 2003, 2006). A crucial role is played by the
so-called Trans-Alboran shear zone, amajor structure formedbyNE–SW
sinistral strike–slip faults, and NW–SE conjugates in the partitioning of
the strain in the region (Fernández-Ibáñez et al., 2007) that allow coeval
shortening and extensional structures in a oblique convergent plate
margin between Africa and Europe.

Several models have been proposed to explain the formation of the
Gibraltar arc. These models may be compared by considering the style
of recyclingof lithosphericmaterial back into themantle thatmayoccur
in the form of lithospheric delamination (e.g. Seber et al., 1996a; Platt
et al., 1998; Calvert et al., 2000b), convective removal (Platt and Vissers,
1989), or subduction (Lonergan andWhite,1997; Gutscher et al., 2002).

Platt and Vissers (1989) proposed that a lithospheric thickening as
a result of convergence created a collisional ridge of thick crust
underlain by a thick root of cold lithospheric mantle, during late
Eocene to Oligocene time. Such a gravitationally unstable root could
have been removed by convection and replaced by an asthenospheric
mantle during the late Oligocene, resulting in the uplift and extension
of the region and in the exhumation of metamorphic rocks and high-
temperature peridotites from the base of the crust. The continuous
convergence between Africa and Eurasia is then proposed to be
accommodated by shortening in the external zones of the belts
(Subbetic and External Rif).

The model proposed by Seber et al. (1996a) is also based on
delamination, and is somewhat similar to the model of Platt and
Vissers (1989). The difference is the style of removal of the thickened
lithosphere. Seber et al. (1996a) proposed indeed that, as a
consequence of compression, a thickened lithosphere was underlying
the (thickened) crust, and that gravitationally unstable lithospheric
root was progressively replaced by hot asthenosphere by convective
removal from the crust toward W and NW. A consequence of the
resulting asthenospheric inflow is the heating of the crust inducing an
uplift and the extension in the Alboran area.

The slab rollback model of Royden (1993) and Lonergan andWhite
(1997) is very different from the above models, since it focuses
primarily on subduction of oceanic lithosphere under the Alboran Sea.
As the rate of subduction exceeds the rate of convergence, the
subduction zone began migrating to the west while the crust of the
(md) and weighted-mean values (w) with 2σ errors

ϕmd

(°)
δtmd ϕw σϕw δtw σδtw Number of

observations

59.59 1.88 67.09 1.59 1.86 0.08 5
77.20 2.00 82.60 4.26 1.72 0.18 6
36.82 1.18 35.91 1.29 1.29 0.06 16
67.81 1.00 65.00 6.95 0.79 0.12 8
63.46 1.52 65.73 2.51 1.62 0.16 6
69.74 1.50 72.93 1.27 1.46 0.07 11
−3.61 2.06 −15.01 3.76 1.71 0.44 2
83.16 1.34 63.44 3.12 1.45 0.18 9
74.46 1.12 73.28 5.36 1.18 0.14 5
57.56 0.94 40.15 2.28 0.92 0.1 14
31.52 1.80 1.03 3.75 1.61 0.32 3
63.11 1.50 67.51 3.27 0.95 0.09 3
52.48 0.81 48.33 4.56 0.86 0.12 6
72.26 1.70 47.35 1.38 1.77 0.11 14
−1.27 1.10 17.03 7.91 0.87 0.41 2
66.45 1.40 64.94 2.64 1.39 0.08 8

the error of the weighted mean.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1029/2002JB002057
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former collision ridge (Internal Zone) was broken up and dispersed,
and the crust behind this region was thinned by extension. In the
northern and southern portions of the subduction zone, the westward
movement slowed down as Iberian and African lithosphere was
encountered and the emplacement of the Internal Zone was
accommodated by shortening in the continental margins. The central
portion of the subducting trench continued its westward migration
and the continued subduction-zone rollback induced extension
beneath the Alboran Sea. On the other hand, several other models
consider different geometries and dip direction for the subducting
slab: the above models invoke eastward subduction of oceanic
lithosphere rolling back to the west (Lonergan and White, 1997;
Gutscher et al., 2002); others consider an extinct subduction oriented
northwards (e.g., Zeck, 1996). Recent analyses of body-wave disper-
sion at Ceuta (Bokelmann and Maufroy, 2007) indicate very different
dispersion characteristics of events arriving from the West from those
arriving from the East, which suggests the presence of an oceanic slab
beneath the Alboran Sea.

3. Data and method

In this study, we used seismic data recorded by 13 permanent
broadband stations of the Instituto Andaluz de Geofisica (IAG), and by 3
broadband seismic stations of the ROA-UCM-GEOFON (Real Observa-
torio de la Armada in San Fernando—Universidad Computence Madrid-
Geofon). The station locations are reported in Fig. 1 and Table 1.

Locations and centroid times of teleseismic events used to extract
the data from the continuous record were taken from the Harvard
Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of earthquakes used in this study in a projection that preserves
measurement) and 130° of epicentral distance are also shown.
catalogue, http://www.seismologyharvard.edu/CMTsearch.html and
arrival times of theoretical SKS phases at the stations were calculated
using the theoretical Earth model IASP91 (Kennett, 1995) with the
IASP91TTIM software (Buland and Chapman, 1983; Kennett and
Engdahl, 1991). From the teleseismic events covering the period
2001–2006, we selected events occurring at distances larger than 85°
and of magnitude (Mw) larger than 5.7. The selected events are shown
in Fig. 2, with a global projection centered on southern Spain and
preserving the azimuths. For the distance range between 130 and 165°
we also selected SKKS phases. A careful visual inspection of the data
allowed us to keep about 207 seismograms from 67 teleseismic events.

For each selected event,we calculated the two splitting parameters,
that is, the azimuth of the fast axisϕ and the delay time δt between the
fast and slow component of the shear waves. We performed these
measurements using SplitLab (Wüstefeld and Bokelmann, 2007;
Wüstefeld et al., 2008), which utilizes three different techniques
simultaneously: the rotation-correlation method (e.g. Bowman and
Ando, 1987), that is maximizing the cross-correlation between the
radial and transverse component of the SKS phase, the minimum
energy method (Silver and Chan, 1991), that is minimizing the energy
on the transverse component, and the minimum eigenvalue method
(Silver and Chan, 1991). Fig. 3 shows an example of the application of
these techniques for an event that arrives from the North at station
ACBG. Under good measurement conditions, i.e. good signal-to-noise
ratio and a favorable backazimuth, these methodologies give similar
splitting parameters. The comparison between the different methods
is helpful for characterizing cases of small δt where seismograms do
not show clear SKS splitting, the so-called Null measurements, and for
backazimuths, centered on the Alboran. The 85° (minimum distance for SKS splitting

http://www.seismologyharvard.edu/CMTsearch.html


Fig. 3. Example of data processing using SplitLab software (Wüstefeld et al., 2008) at ACBG station. (top) The upper panel shows the event information and the initial radial and
transverse components. Dashed lines are the predicted phase arrival times from IASP91; the shaded area is the selected window for the shear-wave splitting processing. (middle)
Figures for inspecting the performance are shownwith four plots for the rotation-correlationmethod in panel a) and four plots for the minimum energymethod in panel b). From left
to right: 1) fast and slow components (dashed and continuous lines, respectively), corrected for the calculated splitting delay time; 2) corrected radial and transverse components
(dashed and continuous lines, respectively), note that the energy on the transverse component is well removed after anisotropy correction; 3) the particle motion in the horizontal
plane (dashed) becomes linear after the correction for anisotropy (solid); 4) contour plot for the maximum value of correlation coefficient and for the energy on transverse
component as function of delay time and fast polarization angle. The shaded area marks the 95% confidence interval. (bottom) Numerical values that summarize the results for the
three methodologies are given at the bottom, with their respective error ranges.
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Fig. 4. Splitting results shown at the seismic stations used in the present study. Each measurement is characterized by a fast azimuth ϕ, and the length of the segment is proportional
to the delay time δt. Good (thick dark lines) and fair (thin lines) are represented.

Fig. 5. Individual splitting measurements projected at 150 km depth along the ray paths. Good measurements are shown by thick lines, fair measurements by thin lines. Null
measurements (events with no apparent splitting) are shown by circles. White arrows are average stress extension directions calculated by Stich et al. (2006), the dark arrow shows
absolute plate motion direction for the model HS3-Nuvel-lA (Gripp and Gordon, 2002).
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discriminating them from cases of existent but weak splitting. Null
measurements occurwhen the SKS phase is not split. Thismay happen
when the medium is isotropic or when the backazimuth of the
incoming SKSwave is parallel to either the slowor the fast directions in
the anisotropic layer. In the case of a simple anisotropic medium, Null
and non-Nullmeasurements have to be consistentwith each other. For
simplicity in the discussion and pictures we present only measure-
ments obtained with the minimum energy method. Table 1 gives
resulting splitting parameters (ϕ and δt) for each seismogram.

We qualified the splitting results as “good”, “fair”, and “poor” as
proposed by Barruol et al. (1997), i.e., depending on the quality of the
seismograms, on the signal-to-noise ratio of the initial phase, on the
Fig. 6. Backazimuthal distribution of SKS splitting for stations SESP, JAND, HORN, ARAC, and A
show the prediction for the best-fitting two-layer model. See text for explanation.
amount of energy on the transverse component, on the correlation of
the two split waveforms, and on the elliptical particle motion before
anisotropy correction and its linearization after correction.Waveforms
with good or fair quality generally provide similar results with and
without filtering, indicating that results do not overly depend on the
filter parameters. We generally choose to not filter the data unless
required to remove high frequencies and/or long-period noise.

Wewill initially assume that the anisotropy is characterized by layer
(s) with horizontal symmetry axes. Dipping axes of symmetry (or some
orthorhombic symmetry systems) can cause systematic variations of
splitting parameters as functions of backazimuth. However the small
number of observations at each station precludes testing such cases.
NER that are not easily explained by a single anisotropic layer. The panels for ANER also
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4. Results of SKS splitting

The individual splitting measurements (see Table 2, given in the
Electronic supplement) are plotted in Fig. 4 at the various stations to
evaluate the coherence of the results. Lines show the fast anisotropy
directions ϕ, obtained from the minimum energy method, and their
lengths are proportional to the splitting delay time δt. “Good” data are
shown by thick dark lines, and “fair” data by thin lines; “poor” data are
not plotted. Most stations in the Eastern Betics, CART, VELZ, ACBG,
GORA, ACLR and ASCB show a homogeneous ϕ trending roughly
N70°E and high delay times of around 1.5 s. Given the weak spreading
of fast direction measurements ϕ at stations in that region, and the
spatial coherence, the splitting observed at those stations is likely
originating within a single anisotropic layer that is well-constrained
by a suitable number of measurements. We record a similar trend for
the station MELI in Northern Africa, where the fast direction is N68°E
with a delay time of roughly 0.95 s. Interestingly, ϕ is nearly North–
South at stations SFS and CEUT, i.e., parallel to the trend of the
Gibraltar arc. At each of these two stations unfortunately, measure-
ment conditions were relatively difficult, and there are only two
measurements available at CEUT from 3 yr of data analyzed, (N12°E,
δt=1.44 s and N19°W δt=2.68 s), and two non-Null measurements at
SFS (N19°E, δt=1.80 s and N21°W δt=0.4 s).

Diaz et al. (1998) used data from temporary stations and found a
fast direction oriented N80˚E at a station in the southern part of the
Variscan IberianMassif. In the Betics, they observed a NNE–SSW trend
in the eastern part that changes to E–W in the central part, near
Granada, and again NNE–SSW near the coast of Malaga interpreted in
terms of their particular lithospheric geodynamic settings. Schmid et
al. (2004) studied the station CART, in the eastern part of Betic, and
MELI in the north of Africa, finding fast directions in the Betic trend,
oriented N70°E and N56°E respectively.

At a number of stations, there is a clear backazimuthal dependence of
the splitting parameters, like at stations ARAC, HORN, JAND, SESP, and
ANER. Such a backazimuthal dependence of splitting parametersmay be
explained either by invoking vertical variation of anisotropy, e.g. by the
presence of two (or more) anisotropic layers, or by lateral variations of
anisotropy. First, we address the case of lateral heterogeneity. In order to
better visualize the lateral sampling of the anisotropy measurements
and the regional-scale stabilityof theanisotropyparameters beneath the
stations, we choose to project the individual splitting measurements of
good and fair quality along their incoming rays to a depth of 150 km
(Fig. 5). Although the splitting of the SKS waves is not well-located
vertically, this representation is helpful since it plots the splitting
parameters closer to the location where they were acquired. The
measurementswithwell-constrained anisotropy (“good”) are presented
as thick dark lines while measurements of lower quality (“fair”) are
shown by thin lines. In addition, Fig. 5 presents the Null measurements
by open circles. In the eastern and internal Betics, this figure clearly
indicates smooth spatial variation of the anisotropic structures beneath
most stations (with the exception of ANER, see discussion below). Such a
patternwas less clear in Fig. 4. It suggests that the variation is not caused
by noise in the observations. It is apparently due to real anisotropic
variations at depth. This suggests that the upper mantle beneath the
Internal Betics is dominated by a single anisotropic layer, with smoothly
varying fast directions. Station ESTP located in the Subbetic domain
shows a homogeneous distribution of the fast directions that led us to
conclude that this part is characterized by a single layer.Wewill address
the nature of this anisotropy and its smooth spatial variation in detail
below.

The splitting parameters observed at stations ARAC, HORN and
JAND near the transition to the Variscan Iberian Massif, SESP in the
Prebetic units, and ANER in the Internal Betics, are not fully explained
by lateral variation of splitting. These 5 stations are characterized by
an apparent backazimuthal variation of the splitting parameters as
shown in Fig. 4. The projection at depth of the individual splitting
measurements (Fig. 5) suggests strong lateral variations at small scale-
length. Such a rapid variation is not easily explained by lateral
variation since the Fresnel zone of SKS phases in the uppermantle that
quantifies the width of the zone over which the SKS ‘average’ the
structure, is 100 to 200 km wide for SKS waves with 10 s period. For
these 5 stations, we show the detailed ϕ and δt backazimuthal
variation in Fig. 6. A single anisotropic layer would produce a constant
fast direction ϕ, independent of backazimuth, as well as a constant
splitting delay δt. With the possible exception of station ARAC, such a
simple single layer does not explain the observations at these stations.
However, the stations are characterized by varying amounts of data,
partly due to the different running periods of the stations. Data at
station JANDwere available only from July 2006 and therefore provide
only few SKS measurements. Nevertheless, the station exhibits a
general NE trend except for the event on day 237 (year 2006, see
Table 2 Electronic supplement) with backazimuth of 234° that shows a
different ϕ. The small number of data cannot constrain the results for
that station. For ANER, there is a nearly North–South trend for such
events that arrive from ENE, but data with NNE backazimuth show
NE–SW fast directions. The stations HORN, SESP and ARAC exhibit a
good number of data which will allow the discussion of a possible
two-layer case that we will present below.

5. Discussion

A striking feature in the anisotropy pattern observed in this study
is that the Eastern Betics seems to be well-described by a single and
rather homogeneous anisotropic layer, whereas a more complex
anisotropic model likely involving lateral and vertical variations of
anisotropy seems to be present in the upper mantle beneath stations
in the North, and perhaps the West and the South. The Eastern Betics
show indeed a smooth lateral variation of anisotropy, whereas stations
in the Western and Southern part of this region indicate much
stronger lateral variations in the splitting parameters. There are also
strong lateral variations associated with the transition from the Betic
to Variscan Iberia, in addition to two-layer anisotropy as we will show
below, as is required at some of the stations at least.

5.1. Eastern Betics

Fast directions are oriented ENE–WSW in the Eastern Betics, and
there is a smooth spatial variation clearly visible in Fig. 5 that is more
or less parallel to the mountain belt. The anisotropy in that region is
easily explained by a single anisotropic layer. The average splitting
delay time in that region is about 1.5 s, which is consistent with a layer
that is 150 km thick assuming the typically used value of 4% anisotropy
in the upper mantle (Mainprice and Silver, 1993; Mainprice et al.,
2000). Tomographic models for the region, (e.g. Blanco and Spakman,
1993), show a pronounced low-velocity anomaly in the upper mantle
under the Betics between 30 and 100 km depth that is also apparent
and even more pronounced in the Pn tomographic model of Calvert
et al. (2000a). This area is also the locus of a pronounced high
attenuation anomaly of Sn waves (Calvert et al., 2000b). This may
suggest that continental mantle material under the Betics has been
replaced by asthenospheric material. Geochemical studies favor such a
hypothesis by suggesting an edge delamination that could have
occurred under the Betics (Duggen et al., 2005). If the lithosphere has
indeed been removed, this should suggest that the deformation
recorded by the seismic anisotropy under the Betics is associated
rather with hot and thus relatively low-viscosity material. At larger
depths, however, velocities are again relatively high in tomographic
models (e.g., Blanco and Spakman, 1993) down to the transition zone,
including the zone of very deep seismicity around 600 km depth
(Buforn et al., 1997).

The ENE–WSW fast directions observed in the Eastern Betics are
nearly parallel to the absolute plate motion direction, which is 239°
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and 2 cm/yr for the motion model Nuvel1A relative to the hotspot
reference system HS3 (Gripp and Gordon, 2002). Although the
Eurasian plate motion vector is slow and therefore still matter of
debate, a simple deformation model related to plate motion of the
Iberian/Eurasian plate over the deeper mantle might thus explain the
anisotropy. In this context, the gradual rotation of fast direction along
the coast might be explained reasonably by invoking a deviation of
mantle flow around the Iberian lithosphere, following similar
suggestions of Bormann et al. (1996) for central Europe and of Barruol
et al. (1997) and Fouch et al. (2000) for North America. This might also
explain the minor difference of 10° between the average fast direction
in the Eastern Betics and the absolute plate motion direction.

On the other hand, the observed fast directions in the Eastern
Betics also show an interesting correlationwith crustal features which
is not expected in the case of plate motion induced asthenospheric
anisotropy. The convergence direction between the African and the
Iberian/Eurasian plate is NNW–SSE, and the current style of deforma-
tion in the crust is predominately left-lateral strike–slip faults with a
NE–SW trend (e.g. Alhama de Murcia, Palomares and Carboneras
faults). Vauchez and Nicolas (1991) suggested that in many collisional
belts the dominant motion is strike–slip parallel to the main trend of
the belt. In this case, both crustal and mantle fabrics may reflect these
movements, and the entire lithosphere develops a fabric and becomes
anisotropic. They attribute this anisotropy to a dominant mantle flow
parallel to the mountain belt during orogeny. Such a structure is well
illustrated in the Ronda peridotite massif where pervasive structures
and fabric in the lithospheric and asthenospheric mantle are well
preserved (Vauchez and Garrido, 2001). The present-day extension
direction inferred by Stich et al. (2006), using moment tensors of
crustal earthquakes, is N240°E, which is indeed parallel to the inferred
fast polarization directions. The anisotropy is thus also consistent with
a notion of vertically coherent deformation of crust and mantle as
initially proposed by Silver and Chan (1988, 1991), except that we are
dealing with hot deformed mantle in this region, and thus probably
with current deformation, rather than fossil deformation remaining
from the creation of continental lithosphere. For the close-by Gulf of
Cadiz region, Stich et al. (2005) have shown that the stresses imposed
by the Africa–Iberia plate convergence have the same geometry in the
crust and the mantle. The convergence thus imposes a similar lateral
boundary condition over a considerable depth range. Crust andmantle
in the Betics may thus both be constrained to deform in a similar
fashion. The observed anisotropy under the Eastern Betics could be
thus caused by a combination of this kind of vertically coherent
deformation, and absolute-motion-related deformation, both produ-
cing a seismic anisotropy such as the observed one. The relative
importance of each is not constrained though. Interestingly, amodel of
slab rollback is also consistent with such coherence between crustal
and upper mantle deformation. The retreat to theWSWof the Alboran
slab may have induced a large transcurrent deformation in the mantle
beneath the eastern Betics but also in its crust.

5.2. Variscan belt

The northernmost stations of our study area are situated on or near
the Variscan Iberian Massif. The fast anisotropy directions we observe
at these stations are trending more NE–SW than those recorded by
stations in the Betics that trend more ENE–WSW. These directions do
not appear to correspond to orientations of geological structures in
the Variscan basement, since the latter trend more or less NW–SE in
the Northwest portion of Iberia and East–West in eastern Spain. While
we do not obtain those “Variscan” directions for our northernmost
stations that are near the southern end of the Variscan belt, they are in
fact observed further North, in the center of Variscan Iberia (Silver and
Chan, 1988; Schmid et al., 2004), where they are roughly E–W. Three
of our northernmost stations show a wide range of fast orientations
(Figs. 5 and 6). Different anisotropy parameters are obtained for
measurements arriving from the North and South. This is not easily
explained by lateral heterogeneity, unless all these stations are located
above a geological suture zone so that events arriving from the North
and the South could experience a different medium. Since these
stations are indeed near the Betics deformation front, we wish to
further test both hypotheses for the northernmost stations, namely
the ‘lateral heterogeneity hypothesis’ and the ‘two-layer anisotropy
hypothesis’. Fig. 5 illustrates the ‘lateral variation hypothesis’, where
splitting results were projected along the incoming rays to 150 km
depth. In this view, fast directions that show up to the North of the
stations, within the Iberian Variscan Massif, are generally associated
with NE–SW fast direction, while results generally show more East–
West trending fast directions, for southern backazimuth i.e., close to
the general Betics trend. This is particularly clear at station SESP, and it
may indicate that the events arriving from the south are experiencing
the same anisotropic structure as the stations located further south in
the Internal Betics. This would suggest that SESP may lie close to an
important boundary between lithospheric blocks. Among the north-
ern stations of our study area, ARAC shows little backazimuthal
dependence of the anisotropy parameters: NE–SW fast directions are
visible both to the North and to the South of the station.

On the other hand, we may assume a two-layer model for each of
these four northern stations, to try to explain the observed variation of
the splitting parameters apparent in Fig. 6. Constraining the four
parameters of a two-layer model requires a relatively good back-
azimuthal coverage (seeWalker et al., 2007), whichwe do not have.We
therefore decided to applya similarapproachas Fontaineet al. (2007) for
the SKS splitting obtained at oceanic island stations, by considering the
area as homogeneous enough to group the individual splitting
measurements together into a single “virtual” station. We processed
measurements obtained from the four stations together, since they have
similar backazimuthal coverages.Different fromtheother three stations,
SESP is located within the Betic Cordillera, in the so-called Pre-Betic.
Nevertheless splitting parameters are more like those of the stations at
the limit, e.g. HORN, rather than the other station on the Betics.

If there were several anisotropic layers present at depth, mantle
deformation would not necessarily mimic crustal deformation. A
tectonic decoupling somewhere within the lithosphere might explain
why anisotropic directions in the area are different from the trend of
the mountain belt. Seismic reflection profiles in the south-western
portion of the Iberian Massif show that the Moho is discontinuous
(Simancas et al., 2003), particularly under the Ossa-Morena and
Central IberianMassif. In fact, the Moho is probably a decoupling zone
between the mantle and the crust in the area.

Following the approach defined by Silver and Savage (1994), we
therefore tested two-layer models by varying ϕ and δt in the upper
and lower layer by increments of 2° and 0.2 s, respectively, and
compared the expected backazimuthal variations with our observa-
tions. We use the statistical technique presented in Walker et al.
(2005) to judge the significance of the variance reduction over the
best-fitting one-layer model. Testing all possible two-layer models
(Fig. 7), we find that the best-fitting models belong to three groups of
models, 1) those having NE–SW fast directions in both layers, 2) those
having NE–SW for the upper layer and NW–SE for the lower layer, and
3) vice-versa. While the best model formally falls into the second
category, we cannot rule out the other two cases, including the one of
a shallower layer with NW–SE fast azimuths, that would indeed
correspond to the trend of the Variscan basement in its southern
portion. This ambiguity is in part due to the backazimuthal
distribution of the events being rather limited, but more fundamen-
tally since a second layer with exactly perpendicular orientation to the
first one only varies the splitting delay but does not produce a
backazimuthal variation of fast direction and splitting delay. We note
that the splitting delay associated with the lower layer is quite small
(0.2 s). While the additional variance reduction (39%) associated with
this weak second layer is slightly statistically significant, we choose to



Fig. 7. Statistical analysis of two-layer modelling for the joint data set of 4 stations in the north (ARAC + HORN + JAND + SESP): parameters for the 1000 best-fitting models are shown
as histograms for a) fast direction in upper layer; b) delay time in the upper layer c) fast direction in the lower layer; d) delay time in the lower layer. The arrows show the optimum
values for each model, ϕ=N52°E and ϕ=N136°E for a) and c) respectively, and δt=1.2 s and δt=0.2 s for b) and d) respectively.
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not attribute much significance to this. The backazimuthal variation
that is present in the data may likely represent a complexity that is
perhaps better characterized by an anisotropy that varies laterally.

5.3. Gibraltar arc: constraints on geodynamic models

Fast directions in Southernmost Spain, close to Gibraltar show
rather distinct orientations from those in the Internal or External
Betics: ϕ trends more or less North–South at the two stations CEUT
and SFS. Station ANER near Malaga provides evidence for higher
complexity and perhaps multi-layer anisotropy. We have therefore
performed a two-layer modeling as detailed above but consider only
the results obtained at this station. The thousand best two-layer
models obtained for ANER give a best-fitting model with fast direction
ϕ for the upper layer of N28°E and for the lower layer of N68°E (Fig. 8),
and splitting delays 1.0 and 0.6 s. This result suggests that this station
lies in a region of transition between the eastern Betics where ϕ trend
ENE (i.e., close to the ANER lower layer ϕ) and the Gibraltar arc where
ϕ trend close to NS (i.e., close to the ANER upper layer ϕ). Interestingly,
the close NS trend of the upper layer seems also to coincide with the
N–S line of intermediate-depth earthquakes (Morales et al., 1999;
Calvert et al., 2000b). Nevertheless, we note that for the fast directions
in the two layers, the maxima of the histograms in Fig. 8 are only 20°
apart. Even though the statistical improvement is slightly significant,
we defer a deeper discussion of a possible two-layer anisotropy until
data from more stations around ANER become available.

We consider both Pn and SKS anisotropy measurements, which
provide different and complementary depth sampling (e.g., Pera et al.,
2003). SKS waves travel almost vertically and are not able to localize
the precise depth range of the anisotropy, except that a layer of more
than 100 km thickness is required to explain the observed splitting
delay times (Mainprice and Silver, 1993; Ben Ismaïl and Mainprice,
1998), and that it should be in the uppermantle. On the other hand, Pn
travels horizontally just below the Moho, and thus constrains
anisotropy at that depth level. Pn models for the area have been
produced by Calvert et al. (2000b) and by Serrano et al. (2005) which
give rather similar results in the area of interest. In each case, arrival
times of regional events have been used to determine isotropic and
anisotropic velocity variations. The agreement of anisotropic fast
directions from Pn and SKS are in fact remarkable on the Spanish side



Fig. 8. Statistical analysis of two-layer modelling for station ANER: parameters for the 1000 best-fitting models are shown as histograms for a) fast direction in upper layer; b) delay
time in the upper layer; c) fast direction in the lower layer; d) delay time in the lower layer. The arrows show the optimum values for each model, ϕ=N28°E and ϕ=N68°E for a) and
c) respectively, and δt=1.0 s and δt=0.6 s for b) and d) respectively.
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of the Alboran arc (Fig. 9). Not only are these fast directions parallel in
the eastern Betics, but they seem to rotate together with the large-
scale geological structures of the Alboran arc, and parallel with the
coast, in a similar fashion for the shallowest and somewhat deeper
mantle. The model may perhaps suggest that this parallelism is not
present on the African side of the Gibraltar arc where fast Pn trend NS
to NNW–SSW and fast split SKS trend NE–SW. The model is less well-
constrained in that area, but if the feature is real, this may suggest a
complete decoupling between the sub-Moho and the deeper
anisotropy. However, the similarity between Pn and SKS fast
directions may reflect different tectonic processes at depth, particu-
larly in the vicinity of a subduction zone. Indeed, if there is subduction
in the area, as has often been argued (e.g., Gutscher et al., 2002), Pn
may be affected by the anisotropy above the slab, whereas SKS might
be sensitive to the anisotropy below, above, and possibly within the
slab. Fast split directions parallel to the slab is a rather common
feature in subduction zones, both above and below the slab. This has
been found for instance in New Zealand (Marson-Pidgeon and Savage,
2004) and in Northern Italy (Mele et al., 1998). Trench-parallel fast
directions, may be explained either by invoking trench-parallel flow
(e.g., Russo and Silver, 1994), or by invoking a hydrated mantle wedge
above the slab (Jung and Karato, 2001). The degree of hydration of the
mantle wedge and of magnitude of the applied stress above a
subduction zone appears to have a strong influence on the style of
seismic anisotropy (e.g., Jung and Karato, 2001; Kaminski and Ribe
2002): Slab-parallel seismic fast axes from SKS can in principle be
explained either by slab-parallel flow in an anhydrous mantle wedge
or by slab-normal compression in a hydrous mantle wedge. Such a
pattern of anisotropy may show apparently erratic behaviour in some
places; this may perhaps help to explain the complexity that we find
at station ANER.

Deep structure and dynamics beneath the Alboran area has been
widely debated throughout the last decades and a wide variety of
geodynamic models has been proposed for the area. These models can
be categorized by the way material is recycled into the mantle. If
mantle lithosphere has been removed as has been proposed in the



Fig. 9. Comparison of SKS fast directions (weighted-mean values from this study) with Pn-fast directions (redrawn from Calvert et al., 2000b). See text for explanations.
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convection-removal hypothesis (Platt and Vissers, 1989) and the
delamination model (e.g., Seber et al., 1996a), this would require the
removed material to be replaced by asthenospheric material. This
replacement would correspond to a flow that is directed radially
inwards. An idealized convective-removal model would in fact imply
that such a flow would be acting radially inwards from all directions.
One should not expect to observe a radial flow from all directions
though, since any asymmetry or heterogeneity would easily lead to an
asymmetric flow, more like that to be expected in a delamination
model. However, a radial flow would necessarily exist somewhere, to
replace the material that has been recycled into the mantle. This flow
would produce anisotropic fast directions that are oriented radially.
Fig. 5 shows however, that the flow is oriented more or less
tangentially to the Alboran Sea region. The required radial flow is
thus not observed. This suggests that convective-removal and
delamination models are unlikely to explain the anisotropy observa-
tions. On the other hand, subduction to the Northwest, as proposed by
Zeck (1996), would require a rollback to the South to produce trench-
parallel flow. Focal mechanisms of intermediate-depth seismicity are
consistent with this, but hypocenters do not show a dip toward the
North. In fact, they do not show a clear Benioff zone at all, but a line of
seismicity dipping steeply to the South. For that same area, teleseismic
and regional tomographic studies indicate a pronounced high-velocity
anomaly located beneath the Alboran Sea (e.g. Blanco and Spakman,
1993; Calvert et al., 2000b; Seber et al., 1996a). Calvert et al. (2000b)
produced a tomographic model that showed a robust high-velocity
anomaly beneath the west Alboran Sea and west and central Betics
between 100 and 150 km. Assuming that these positive velocity
anomalies indicate a region of cooler mantle, the most likely
interpretation is that it indicates the presence of lithospheric mantle
in view of the coherent continuation of the anomaly at depth. The
positive anomaly extends from lithospheric depths beneath the Strait
of Gibraltar and southern Spain to depths of about 350–400 km
beneath the Alboran Sea, and it is interpreted as a lithospheric body
that has descended into the upper mantle. More recently, waveform
studies (Bokelmann and Maufroy, 2007) have indicated dispersed
body-wave arrivals propagating through the mantle under the
Alboran Sea, that favor the presence of a subducted slab under the
Alboran Sea, still containing a continuous low-velocity crustal layer.
Wortel and Spakman (2000) also proposed a slab structure isolated in
the mantle below the Betic-Alboran region at 200 km depth and that
seems to be connected with deep seismicity at depths of about
640 km. Lonergan and White (1997) proposed that there was a
subduction zone beneath the Alboran Sea that is now extinct. They
suggested that the ancient subducting slab in the Western Mediterra-
nean was split into two fragments, the eastern one of which has
continued to roll back toward the south-east, generating the
Tyrrhenian Sea and forming the present-day Calabrian arc. The
other slab fragment rolled back to the west, generating the Alboran
Sea and the Betic-Rif orocline. Our SKS splitting observations, together
with the previously published Pn results, show a spectacular rotation
following the curvature of the roll back and of the mountain chain. If
the SKS fast directions are to be explained by a rotation similar to that
shown by the Pn observations, this would be explained most easily by
a toroidal mantle flow under the subducting lithosphere that shows
rollback toward the west. There is an interesting similarity with the
Calabrian arc in Southern Italy, for which shear-wave splitting results
have been presented by Civello and Margheriti (2004) and more
recently by Baccheschi et al. (2007). The asthenospheric toroidal flow
induced by the Tyrrhenian slab roll back is presently beneath Calabria
(Civello and Margheriti, 2004; Baccheschi et al., 2007) but may have
left some imprint in the mantle all along its Neogene travel path from
southern France (Barruol et al., 2004) to Sicily (Lucente et al., 2006).
Seismic anisotropy beneath the Betics is likely related to a similar
phenomenon, and thus to the large-scale dynamics of ocean opening
in the Southwestern Mediterranean.
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6. Conclusions

We have studied upper mantle seismic anisotropy in Southern
Spain and around the Gibraltar arc. Our observations suggest
a consistent splitting direction parallel to the mountain belt in
the Internal Betics, a more northerly direction at stations located
further north in the transition with the Variscan Iberia, and a
rotation of fast split directions toward NS azimuths around the
Gibraltar arc.

The Eastern Betics anisotropy observations are well explained by
a single layer of anisotropy with a fast anisotropic direction trending
ENE, with smooth and small variations in space. In the transition
region between the Variscan and the Betics, the anisotropy shows
backazimuthal variations of splitting parameters. Models of two-
layer anisotropy and lateral heterogeneous anisotropy have been
tested, and a strong lateral change in anisotropy is likely for the
transition region toward the Variscan Iberian Massif. Close to
Gibraltar, fast directions are oriented close to N–S at CEUT and SFS
and this suggests a gradual rotation around the arc. Combining Pn
and SKS anisotropy, geological features and tomographic images
allow us to discuss the various families of geodynamic models.
Our SKS measurements are difficult to reconcile with geodynamic
models based on delamination or convective removal. The observa-
tions instead favor models of subduction and rollback of the western
Mediterranean slab.
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Abstract

One of the aims of the SEDPORT project (ESF Euromargins EUROCORES program) was to investigate the depositional features on the shelf
and upper slope of the Portuguese Margin — Tagus System, during the Holocene. To fulfill the objectives, two shallow box-cores and two
sedimentary sequences were studied: PO287-26B and the spliced sequence of sites D13902, PO287-26G recovered on the Portuguese Continental
Shelf SSW off the Tagus River mouth, and the box PO287-28B and gravity-core GeoB8903 collected towards the W of the river mouth.

Magnetic susceptibility, grain-size and XRF-Fe data as well as 210Pb and AMS 14C dating of these sedimentary sequences have allowed the
identification of an “instantaneous deposit” at about 20 cm in the box-cores. Downcore we could establish: a hiatus corresponding to 355 yr of
sedimentation at both sites; a 39 cm “instantaneous deposit” of coarse material including carbonate broken shells on the SSW site; and a 1.5 m
“instantaneous deposit” of fine material on the W site. Both hiatus and instantaneous deposits are considered to be of tsunamigenic origin. The
box-cores' deposit has an estimated age of 1969 AD and it is attributed to the 1969 earthquake caused tsunami. The hiatus and deposits found
downcore are, due to the age limits encountered, believed to represent the tsunami related to the 1755 Lisbon major earthquake. These data further
indicate a sediment deposit similar in type and thickness on both SSW and W sites in 1969, while the 1755 AD record indicates a higher energy
backwash along the SSW and a preferential deposition of fine suspended matter towards the W.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: tsunami; Lisbon; shallow-shelf areas; historical earthquakes; 1969; 1755
1. Introduction

In recent years, much research on modern and paleotsunami
deposits, in particular the ones found on land, has been published.
To reconstruct past and pre-historic tsunamis, including a
determination of tsunami size, extent and recurrence interval, is
the fundamental goal of such work whose final objective is to
contribute directly to tsunami-mitigation and risk-assessment
programs.
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As shown by the December 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami and
other historic tsunamis, erosion is widespread as well as
deposition both at sea, shallow and abyssal basins, and inland
along the world's coastal areas. “Fine to coarse debris, at times
including boulders, peat masses, trees, uprooted vegetation, and
man-made materials, can be moved by the force and run-up of a
tsunami” (Teller et al., 2005).

Whereas research focusing on geologic evidences of tsunami
has shown a broad variety of tsunami depositional traces inland
along the coastlines of the world, very little (van der Bergh et al.,
2003; Pareschi et al., 2006) has been done on tsunami transport
and deposition in the offshore zones or in shallow-shelf areas as
recognized by Dawson and Stewart (2007).

Such studies are particularly important in regions prone to
earthquakes andwith an historical record of tsunamis. Portugal and
the Lisbon area have suffered from several historical earthquakes,
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of which 1531, 1755, 1761 and 1969were associatedwith tsunami
events (NOAA National Geophysical Data Center; Portuguese/
European GITEC database; Baptista et al., 1988a).

On the basis of historical records, the most destructive
tsunamis listed are the 1531 AD as a local tsunami in Lisbon
and 1755 AD and 1761 AD transatlantic events. Some authors
consider the 1531 event even more catastrophic for the city of
Lisbon than the 1755 one (Mendonça, 1758). However, the 1755
ADearthquake, ranked 8.75 to 9.0 on the Richter scale,was one of
the strongest in human history (Campos, 1991;Mader, 2001), and
the effects of the earthquake related tsunami, not only over the city
of Lisbon but also over 52 other locations on both Atlantic coasts,
turned it into the most catastrophic of the historical tsunamis.

The sources of these historical events are uncertain. The
1531 AD earthquake inferred source has been placed both
offshore Iberia and north of Lisbon, up the Tagus estuary (Justo
and Salwa, 1998). The similarities between the isoseismals for
the 1969 and 1755 earthquakes have led to the construction of
several models, using as a source for the 1755 AD the 1969 AD
instrumentally defined Gorringe Bank source. However, many
other models have been suggested and except for a SSW located
epicenter no consensus has yet been reached (Machado, 1966;
Zitelini et al., 2001; Terrinha et al., 2003). An epicenter SSWof
Lisbon agrees with historical eyewitness reports that indicate a
NNE/SSW direction for the tsunami water transport in/out the
Tagus Estuary mouth area (Charles Davy in Tappan 1914;
Sousa, 1928).

Without doubt, the tsunamis triggered by these earthquakes
and the 1755 AD in particular, must have had substantial run-
ups. The 1761 AD tsunami influence has propagated all the way
up to Ireland and to Barbados, and 2.4 m is its estimated
maximum run-up in Lisbon (NOAA National Geophysical Data
Center). For the 1969 AD event, maximum run-up in the area of
Lisbon only reached ±0.50 m (Batista et al., 1992). As for the
1755 AD event, historical accounts indicate maximum run-ups
of 30 m in the Algarve and 12–15 m in Lisbon, heights
confirmed by Baptista (1988b). Off Oeiras, on the northern bank
of the Tagus estuary, southwest of Lisbon Baptista et al., (2003)
modeled a 5 m wave, and Whelan and Kelletat (2005) propose
that tsunami waves responsible for the transport of the boulders
encountered at Cabo de Trafalgar, southern Spanish Atlantic
coast, had to have run-up heights in the order of 19 m or more.

Historical sources mention tsunami waves and the inundation
of Lisbon both in 1531 AD and 1755 AD (Viana-Baptista et al.,
Table 1
List of cores used in this work

Core no. Type Latitude
(°W)

Longitude
(°N)

D13902 Long piston 38° 33.24′ 9° 20.13′
D13882 Long piston 38° 38.07′ 9° 27.25′
PO287-26G Gravity 38° 33.49′ 9° 21.84′
GeoB8903 Gravity 38° 37.86′ 9° 30.84′
MD99-2333 Calypso 38° 33.51′ 9° 21.85′
PO287-26B Box-core 38° 33.49′ 9° 21.84′
PO287-28B Box-core 38° 37.47′ 9° 30.87′

Numbers in bold refer to the best-dated sedimentary sequences used as the basis of
2006). Inland field evidence that has been interpreted as tsunami
deposits generated by the 1755 AD event includes large littoral
debris and geomorphic features found at the Algarve coast
(south Portugal — Hindson et al., 1996; Dawson et al., 1991;
Dawson et al., 1995; Andrade, 1992), northwest of Lisbon
(Scheffers and Kelletat, 2005) and at Cabo de Trafalgar (Whelan
and Kelletat, 2005).

Major problems in studies of inland paleotsunamis are
related to the positive identification of a tsunami deposit, due to
their variable character, and the dating difficulties. Two aspects
that are possibly easier to deal with in marine sediments, where
distinctive deposits may be left by such events, and the dating of
marine carbonate microorganisms by AMS 14C is possible. The
Tagus upper shelf offers a natural laboratory to scrutinize in
detail deposits associated with the Lisbon historical tsunamis.

In this paper, we revisit the published characteristics of the
record found in a core located SSW of the Tagus River mouth
and that has been attributed to the 1755 tsunami (Abrantes et al.,
2005), and present new data from a core located on the W
extreme of the shelf mud deposit often labeled as Tagus prodelta,
as well as box-core records from both locations.

2. Material and methods

The material used in this study is a suite of 6 cores recovered
from the upper shelf off the Tagus river mouth (Table 1, Fig. 1);
however, we concentrate mostly on the two best-dated and
studied sedimentary sequences. That is, a spliced sequence of
cores D13902 and box- and gravity cores PO287-26B, G
positioned SSWof the Tagus River mouth, and cores GeoB8903
and PO287-28B collected to the W, offshore of the river mouth.

Magnetic susceptibility was measured on a multi-parameter
logging system at the Southampton Oceanography Center for
core D13902 and D13882, while all other cores were measured
at the Bremen Core Repository. Iron (Fe) content as counts per
second (cps) was determined, at 1 cm intervals for all cores by
X-ray fluorescence core scanning for non-destructive semi-
quantitative analysis of major elements (from K to Sr)
developed at the Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (Jansen
et al., 1998) and was carried out at the Bremen Core Repository
of the University of Bremen.

For grain-size determination, sediments were sliced at 1 cm
intervals and 5–8 cm3 of sediment prepared through organic
matter removal with basic H2O2 (130 vol) and dispersed with
W. Depth
(m)

Length
(m)

Ship Cruise

90 6.00 Discovery D249
88 13.61 Discovery D249
97 3.05 Poseidon PO287
102 5.40 Poseidon PO304
91 3.47 Marion DuFresne IMAGES V
96 0.52 Poseidon PO287
105 0.52 Poseidon PO287

this paper.



Fig. 1. Sites location on the inner shelf, offshore the Tagus River mouth on a detailed bathymetric map. Sites D13902 and PO287-26 SSWof the river mouth and sites
GeoB8903 and PO287-28, W of the river mouth.
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sodium hexametaphosphate (0.033 M), prior to being analyzed
with a Coulter LS230 laser instrument. On gravity-core
GeoB8903, analysis was done on bulk sediment collected every
1 cm for the top 55 cm and every 5 cmbelow that, and run trough a
Coulter LS200 after dispersion with sodium pyrophosphate.
Mean grain-sizes were calculated with the software GRADISTAT
(Blott and Pye, 2001) after the Folk and Ward (1957) method.

X-ray scanning of core MD99-2333, retrieved with the
French RV Marion Dufresne during the IMAGES V campaign,
was obtained by SCOPIX at the University of Bordeaux.

3. Chronology

The age models proposed for the box-cores are based on
210Pb determinations done at NIOZ for 9 levels in both cores,
and three deeper samples from core D13902 for base activity
determinations, and considering a CF:CS model (Constant Flux
and Constant Sedimentation rate).

For the longer cores, age models were constructed on the
basis of accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) radiocarbon
dating performed at 16 levels in core D13902, 3 levels in PO287-
26G and 9 levels in core GeoB8903 (Table 2). AMS 14C ages are
corrected for a marine reservoir effect of 400 yr, as determined
for the area (Abrantes et al., 2005) and converted to calendar
ages with the INTCAL04 data set (Reimer et al., 2004).
Calibrated ages are presented in years Anno Domini (AD).

The definition of the spliced sequence age model (D13902
and PO287-26B, G) followed the line of reasoning presented by
Abrantes et al. (2005) although the conversion of the
conventional AMS 14C ages into calendar ages is based on
the new INTCAL04 data set. As presented by those authors, a
splice of the above referred cores was constructed using the
1896 AD age found at 51.5 cm of box-core PO287-26B,
assuming the top of the box-core to represent 2001, in
conjunction with a simple correlation of the MST data of the
cores, which revealed that piston-core D13902 failed to recover
the uppermost 48 cm of the seafloor at this location (Table 2).

Of the 16 AMS 14C dates of core D13902, a sequence of 3
ages, between 95 to 76 cm, deviates considerably from the
regular progression with depth of the remaining 9 dates (Fig. 2).
Those strange ages coincide with an anomalously high peak in
magnetic susceptibility (MS) and grain-size (GS), and are
assumed to represent older reworked material (Fig. 2).

In core GeoB8903, 4 of the 9 AMS 14C dates obtained
between 198 and 65 cm core depth, are not only very close to
each other but there is even a slight inversion. Within 2 σ these
ages are not independent of each other, implying a nearly
instantaneous sedimentation of this interval (Fig. 3).

In order to avoid major changes in the sedimentation rate
resulting from the traditional linear interpolation between two
sequential 14C dated levels in such a short time interval (2000 yr),
it was chosen to interpolate linearly between all the accepted ages.
The equations on the figure represent the age/depth relationship
defined for each one of the best-fit lines (Fig. 3).

From the observation of the age vs. depth plot (Fig. 4) a
major change in sedimentation rate is obvious for cores D13902



Table 2
Results of AMS dating of the box, gravity and piston cores PO287-26B, G, D13902 and GeoB8903

Sample
code

Lab code Description Spliced
depth

Sample type 14C
age

Corrected
+/−

δ13C Cal_curve 1 or 2
σ

# of
ranges

Med.
prob.

Cal_AD/BC
ranges⁎

Rel.
prob

(Lower) (Upper)

PO26B AAR-
8368.2-K

PO287-26B
32–33 cm

51.0–
52.0

Mollusk
shell

40 25 0 intcal04.14c 1 4 1896 1890 1909 0.71
2 5 1896 1877 1917 0.60

D13902 AAR-
7825

D13902
27–28 cm

75.4–
76.4

Mollusk
shell

92 39 0 intcal04.14c 1 5 1838 1867 1918 0.41
2 5 1838 1802 1938 0.69

D13902 AAR-
8338

D13902
31–32 cm

79.4–
80.4

Mollusk shell 1700 80 0 intcal04.14c 1 1 338 240 425 1.00
2 2 338 206 535 0.93

D13902 AAR-
7826

D13902
37–38 cm

85.4–
86.4

Mollusk shell 8555 70 0 intcal04.14c 1 2 −7584 −7611 −7524 0.97
2 1 −7584 −7733 −7490 1.00

D13902 AAR-
8351

D13902
46–47 cm

94.4–
95.4

Mollusk shell 6675 50 0 intcal04.14c 1 1 −5593 −5637 −5556 1.00
2 2 −5593 −5671 −5508 0.99

D13902 AAR-
7207

D13902
62–63 cm

110.4–
111.4

Mollusk
shell

760 45 0 intcal04.14c 1 1 1253 1226 1279 1.00
2 2 1253 1178 1297 1.00

D13902 AAR-
7208

D13902
62–63 cm

110.4–
111.4

Turritella 785 40 0 intcal04.14c 1 1 1241 1221 1269 1.00
2 1 1241 1178 1283 1.00

D13902 AAR-
7209

D13902
96–97 cm

144.4–
145.4

Mollusk
shell

970 45 0 intcal04.14c 1 3 1086 1081 1127 0.47
2 1 1086 988 1167 1.00

D13902 OS-
37307

D13902
124–125 cm

172.4–
173.4

Foraminifera 1480 160 0 intcal04.14c 1 2 552 386 692 0.97
2 2 552 214 895 1.00

D13902 AAR-
7828

D13902
151–152 cm

199.4–
200.4

Mollusk
shell

1607 37 0 intcal04.14c 1 3 466 483 533 0.54
2 2 466 382 547 1.00

D13902 AAR-
7210

D13902
199–200 cm

247.4–
248.4

Mollusk
shell

1940 55 0 intcal04.14c 1 1 60 4 125 1.00
2 1 60 −49 217 1.00

PO287-
26G

OS-
42380

PO287-26G
21–22 cm

21.0–
22.0

Mollusk
shell

−345 25 0 marine04.14c 1 0 NAD
1950

NAD
1950

NAD
19502 0

PO287-
26G

OS-
42381

PO287-26G
86–87 cm

86.0–
87.0

Mollusk
shell

145 25 0 intcal04.14c 1 9 1801 1726 1766 0.33
2 6 1801 1718 1781 0.32

PO287-
26G

KIA
23661

PO287-26G
125–126 cm

125.0–
126.0

Turritella 910 25 0 intcal04.14c 1 3 1103 1045 1094 0.59
2 2 1103 1035 1186 0.99

GeoB8903 KIA
30888

GeoB8903
8–12 cm

8.0–
12.0

Foraminifera NAD
1950

– 0 intcal04.14c 1 NAD
1950

NAD
1950

NAD
19502

GeoB8903 - GeoB8903
52–53 cm

52.0–
53.0

Foraminifera 210 35 0 intcal04.14c 1 3 1768 1764 1801 0.47
2 3 1768 1727 1812 0.52

GeoB8903 KIA
30890

GeoB8903
65–70 cm

65.0–
70.0

Foraminifera 335 55 0 intcal04.14c 1 3 1556 1540 1603 0.49
2 1 1556 1449 1650 1.00

GeoB8903 - GeoB8903
171–173 cm

171.0–
173.0

Foraminifera 285 30 0 intcal04.14c 1 2 1569 1523 1572 0.62
2 3 1569 1494 1601 0.63

GeoB8903 - GeoB8903
139–141 cm

139.0–
141.0

Foraminifera 360 25 0 intcal04.14c 1 3 1525 1467 1521 0.62
2 2 1525 1452 1527 0.52

GeoB8903 - GeoB8903
198–199 cm

198.0–
199.0

Foraminifera 360 45 0 intcal04.14c 1 1463 1523 1542 0.52
2 1450 1636 1542 1.00

GeoB8903 - GeoB8903
248–249 cm

248.0–
249.0

Foraminifera 735 30 0 intcal04.14c 1 1 1271 1261 1285 1.00
2 1 1271 1224 1293 1.00

GeoB8903 - GeoB8903
333–334 cm

333.0–
334.0

Foraminifera 1260 35 0 intcal04.14c 1 1 740 687 776 1.00
2 2 740 668 829 0.94

GeoB8903 - GeoB8903
413–414 cm

413.0–
414.0

Foraminifera 1600 40 0 intcal04.14c 1 2 472 482 533 0.56
2 1 472 383 560 1.00

MD99
2333

AAR-
6804

MD99 2333
240–241 cm

240.0–
241.0

Mollusk
shell

1845 45 0 intcal04.14c 1 2 125 233 169 1.00
2 2 66 257 169 0.98

MD99
2333

AAR-
6806

MD99 2333
115.5–116.5 cm

115.5–
116.5

Mollusk
shell

295 40 0 intcal04.14c 1 2 1521 1591 1568 0.69
2 2 1477 1664 1568 0.99

Ages were reservoir corrected by 400 yr. Levels in italic correspond to ages not considered for the age model. Med.prob. – Median probability; Rel.prob. – Relative
probability.
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and PO287-26G below and above the interval with older ages,
implying a hiatus or a major change in the sedimentation regime
at this level. As for core GeoB8903, besides the observation of
the same age gap, also pointing to the occurrence of a hiatus, the
existence of 143 cm with similar and non-independent ages can
only be explained by an almost instantaneous sedimentation.
4. Results and discussion

The studied material corresponds to two sedimentary
sequences recovered off Lisbon, right at the mouth of the
longest Iberian river, the Tagus River, at ≈100 m water-depth
from the extremities of an organic-rich clayey silty deposit



Fig. 2. Magnetic susceptibility, grain-size mean, and radiocarbon chronology along PO287-26B and D13902 composite depth. Ages as calendar yr BP; magnetic
susceptibility (106 SI — full dots) and mean grain-size (µm — open diamonds).
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located on the inner shelf. This area of the shelf represents the
preferred depositional site of continental material transported in
suspension by the river (Monteiro and Moita, 1971; Gaspar and
Monteiro, 1977; Cabeçadas and Borgueira, 1997).

4.1. Last century record

210Pb is widely used in the study of sedimentary environ-
ments on a temporal scale up to 150 yr, and its total concentration
Fig. 3. Magnetic susceptibility, XRF-Fe, grain-size mean, XRF-Ca and radiocarbon chr
Fe and Ca (cps).
profile along an undisturbed sediment sequence is characterized
by an exponential decrease with depth. Deviations from the
expected exponential profile can be due to bioturbation, when
values are higher than expected, but when the observed values
are lower than expected, it is more likely due to the presence of
older reworked material.

The analysis of the total 210Pb record of both box-cores (26B—
SSWand28B—W) reveals aminimumat about 20 cm.However,
no specific mark can be seen on either the core description or the
onology along GeoB8903. Magnetic susceptibility (106 SI), mean grain-size (µm),



Fig. 4. Age vs. depth model for box- and gravity-core PO287-26B, G and piston-core D 13902 and gravity-core GeoB8903 based on the AD ages calibrated from AMS
14C ages as listed in Table 1 (upper, lower and most probable ages at both 1 and 2 σ). Dark circles correspond to box-core PO287-26 1B and piston-core D13902; light
circles represent the ages obtained along core PO287-26 3G, and triangles the age for gravity-core GeoB8903. Equations represent the age/depth relationship given by
the best-fit line for each set of dates.
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MS and grain-size records for this level, which, on the basis of our
age model, corresponds to 1970±4 (Fig. 5).

The same trend in total 210Pb has been described for a few sites
collected in the SW Iberian Margin, between 2173 and 4900 m
water-depth, and the 210Pb age model for the shallower and higher
resolution site (MC1), recovered from 36° 56′N, 9° 45′W,
indicates an age of 1971±3 for this minimum in total 210Pb
(Garcia-Orellana et al., 2006).Again, no specific sedimentological
or geochemical mark has been found at this level in theMC1 core.

137Cs is another radionuclide that can be used as a time
stratigraphic marker, since its presence in the sediments is
associated with the atmospheric nuclear tests and has its onset
in the 1950's. 137Cs determinations in MC1 reveal first ap-
pearance at a level that agrees with the 210Pb age model
prediction.

On the basis of the above presented information we conclude
that the minimum in total 210Pb found in the box-cores repre-
sents an otherwise unidentifiable turbidite, composed of
material of the same type/origin as the one encountered above
and below this level whose age, close to 1970±4, can be
attributed to the 1969 AD earthquake related tsunami felt in
the Lisbon area (NOAA National Geophysical Data Center;
Heinrich et al., 1994; Garcia-Orellana et al., 2006). A tsunami
that reached a maximum run-up of about 50 cm in Lisbon and
that caused reworking of older material and the instantaneous
deposition of a fine turbidite with a thickness of ≈8 and 5 cm
respectively at the SSW and W extremes of the clayey silty
deposit off the Tagus River mouth.

4.2. Historical (last 2000 yr) record

4.2.1. The SSW and W site record
Along piston-core D13902 — SSW site, MS and mean

grain-size plots show extremely high magnetic susceptibility
values centered at 90 cm, closely followed by a maximum in
mean grain-size (up to 386 µm) (Fig. 2). As discussed in the
Chronology section and in Abrantes et al. (2005), the
coincidence of the 3 much older ages with the peaks in MS
and mean grain-size suggests deposition of older and coarser
material by an event that has also caused significant erosion and
reworking of the existing sediments. Considering the ages
below and above the anomalous deposit a loss by erosion of
355 yr worth of sediment and the instantaneous deposition of
49 cm of reworked material is estimated (Fig. 6).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1029/2006GL028417


Fig. 5. Magnetic susceptibility, mean grain-size and total 210Pb records along box-cores PO287-26B and 28B. Grey bands represent the thickness of the deposit o
reworked sediment generated by the 1969 tsunami.
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On the W site — GeoB8903, the magnetic susceptibility
record (Fig. 3) shows a hint of a rapid increase at about 200 cm,
immediately followed by quite homogeneous values upward, and,
Fig. 6. Magnetic susceptibility and ARM comparison of the cores collected on the Tagus Prodelta (Table 1) and depicted on Fig. 1 (centers where measurements wer
done: LSCE — Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et de l'Environnement; SOC — Southampton Ocenographic Center; Bremen — University of Bremen).
f

a XRF-Fe content that mimics the MS record. As for mean grain-
size and XRF-Ca, their records are like a mirror image of the MS
or Fe records, indicating that Ca is mainly in coarser particles,
e
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while Fe is in the finer sediment fractions. Furthermore, all records
show quite homogeneous sediments between 198 and 65 cm, the
depth interval in which the AMS 14C ages become undiffer-
entiated at 2 σ (Figs. 4, 6).

4.2.2. Timing of the earthquake and tsunami events
Considering the age model described in Section 3 (Table 1,

Figs. 4, 6), the described anomalous deposits are imbedded
between 1253±45 and 1838±39 AD, a time that encompasses
1531, 1755, and 1761, the dates of the major earthquakes and
tsunamis felt in Lisbon (1531) and the Iberian Peninsula (1755,
1761) during historical times.

The 1755 AD earthquake is generally referred to as the major
historic earthquake, and had associated tsunami waves that
reached maximum run-ups, at Lisbon, 6 times higher than the
ones estimated for the 1761 AD event (National Geophysical
Data Center — NOAANNESDISNNGDCNNatural Hazards).
Relative to the 1531 AD event, even though this earthquake
might have been strong in the Lisbon area, it had a localized
effect. On this basis, we assume that the major 1755 AD earth-
quake and tsunami was the determinant one for any sedimentary
process recorded in the area in study.

Different epicenters have been proposed for the 1755 Lisbon
earthquake, the Gorringe Bank by Machado (1966), the
Marquês de Pombal Fault by Zitellini et al. (2001) and Terrinha
Fig. 7. Magnetic susceptibility and dated levels comparison of the best-dated core
GeoB8903 positioned to the W side. Numbers in italic identify non-independent ag
instantaneously at each site; E relates to the n of years represented by the sediment
et al. (2003), but all agree with a southward origin as also
indicated by the deposits found in the southern part of Portugal
(Andrade, 1992), as well as with a NNW direction of water
transport by the tsunami indicated by eyewitness reports
(Nozes, 1990; Sousa, 1928). However, using the analysis of
the contemporary accounts and intensity data from other more
recent earthquakes, Vilanova et al., (2003) defend that although
the main shock was offshore (Gorringe Bank), the resulting
stress changes induced the rupture of the Lower Tagus Valley
Fault (LTVF in Fig. 1 of Vilanova et al, 2003) a few minutes
after the main shock resulting in a sequence of high-energy
tsunami waves, or a tsunami-like wave in the Tagus followed by
the arrival of the offshore-generated tsunami wave. Either way,
enormous alteration must have occurred on both the bed of the
Estuary and the shallow-shelf area.

4.2.3. Processes and mechanisms of sediment dispersal and
deposition

Off the Tagus River mouth, the correlation of the MS for the
existing sites recovered from the shelf clayey silty deposit
reveals a general increase in magnetic susceptibility≈1200 AD
at all sites (Figs. 2, 3, 7), reflecting an increase in the input of
continental materials at that time. However, neither the sites
located to the west of the Tagus mouth (D13882, PO287-28 and
GeoB8903), nor the SSW site (PO287-26), located to the west
s PO287-26G and D13902 located to the SSW of the Tagus River mouth, and
es at the 2 σ; ID refers to the height of sediment, in cm, estimated as deposited
eroded by the event.
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of site D13902, shows the strong magnetic susceptibility peak
found in the easternmost core (D13902) (Fig. 7).

Visual examination of the D13902 archive half did not reveal
major perturbations and magnetic susceptibility measurements
done on u-channels (1.5 m length liners made of transparent stiff
plastic, with a 2×2 cm square cross section and an air tight clip-
on cover constituting one of the sides), sampled from the central
part of the archive core, confirmed the occurrence of a major
magnetic susceptibility peak (Abrantes et al., 2005), while the
Anhysteretic Remanent Magnetization (ARM⁎) data validates
the existence of an exceptionally high concentration of magnetic
minerals in the fine-grained sediment (Kissel et al., 1999).

The occurrence at the SSW site of this highly magnetic
sediment over a larger medium grain and Ca rich sediment,
reflecting the presence of large shell fragments, and the asso-
ciated much older ages than found for the rest of the sequence,
are clear indications of a deposit of reworked material. Besides,
the ages below and above the anomalous deposit indicate a loss
by erosion of 355 yr worth of sediment.

Although little is known about the effect of strong tsunamis
on shallow-shelf regions, such events are expected to cause
important erosion from the depth at which the wave(s) starts
feeling the seabed, resuspending and transporting sand and
other fine materials more than 1 km inland or even single
boulders or boulder assemblages several meters above sea level
and 100–400 m inland (Scheffers and Kelletat, 2003; and
literature cited therein). As to the backflow, Dawson (1994) and
Nanayama et al. (2000) consider that although its carrying
capacity is unknown, it is certainly erosive enough to rework the
onshore deposits, which, becoming part of the outflow, will in
turn lead to an increase of the rip currents erosional capacity.

According to the above referred information, and the eye-
witness reports (Nozes, 1990; Sousa, 1928) a stronger impact by
the tsunami backflow is likely to have occurred southwestwards
of the Tagus mouth causing erosion of the whole area and the
hiatus found at site D13902 and PO287-26B, G.

Concerning the deposition of 49 cm of eroded material, Le
Roux and Vargas (2005) pictured the sediment seaward
transport as gravity flows increasing in sediment concentration
in near shore channels, while Coleman (1968) proposed the
Fig. 8. Comparison of the magnetic susceptibility records along cores MD99 2333 and
layered sediments depicted in the X-ray image.
deposition of poorly sorted sediments close to the shore due to
the rapid loss of energy in the outflow. As a result, the coarse
shell and heavy fine material ended up as a lag deposit formed
as the water receded seaward through a SSW direction.

At site PO287-26, located to the W of D13902 at a minor
canyon of the Setubal Canyon system, there is indication of a
hiatus but no clear instantaneous deposit was identified. Core
MD99-2333 has also been retrieved close to this site location
(Table 1) and although whole core MS and mean grain-size are
not indicative of any major change in sedimentation regime or
sediment origin, X-ray images of this sedimentary sequence
reveal a thin disturbed mud sediment level within somewhat
sandier levels reaching a total of 9 cm (Fig. 8). A layer that may
be interpreted as the tsunami record at a minor canyon of a
system that is likely to have functioned as a washout pathway of
material towards the deeper Abyssal Plain. This possibility was
also predicted by Coleman (1968) and that the records found at
the Tagus abyssal basin (Thomson and Weaver, 1994) appear to
confirm, since the abyssal sediments most probably represent
the sand sized sediments destabilized by the tsunami passage
and that have flowed down slope and contributed to the
formation of turbidity currents that very probably escaped via
the Lisbon and Setubal canyons (Fig. 8).

As to the sites recovered to the W, only site GeoB9803 was
carefully dated. Determined ages reveal a 143 cm sedimentary
body of uniform age that did not stand out from the sediment
above and below it during core description. Its homogeneous
character both in terms of grain-size (silt–clay) and composition
(Fig 3) is similar to that observed in the box-cores for the 1969AD
tsunami record and also alike the described meter-thick ‘homo-
genite’ that blankets much of the central Mediterranean and that
was interpreted by Cita et al. (1996) as a result of the Thera
tsunami. As a possible mechanism to explain the origin of this
homogenite, Cita et al. (1996) considered both: (1) the erosional
process of the near-bottom currents and (2) the increase in
suspended load generated by the spontaneous liquefaction of
seabed slopes overloaded by cyclic pressure pulses of the passing
tsunami. Although the mechanism proposed might still be
considered speculative (Dawson and Stewart, 2007) and in need
of further investigation, the resuspension of material by the
PO287-26G to the X-ray image of MD99 2333. Shadow band marks the≈9 cm

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sedgeo.2007.01.002
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backwash has been proved by the great plumes of turbid water
moving offshore observed in the video footage of the 26
December 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami.

The deposition of the fine resuspended material reworked
fromwithin the same sedimentary environment and that ended up
on the W site (GeoB8903 and PO287-28B), might be attributed
to more inland/estuarine and shallow-shelf fine materials that are
likely to have been transported out in suspension, by the tsunami-
like wave generated in the Estuary as proposed in the Vilanova
et al., (2003) model, or, to a somewhat slower sedimentation
determined by the water column and circulation conditions after
the event.

Spatial comprehensive studies of shallow marine tsunami
deposits are scarce, however, data from a shallow marine
embayment NW of Java, that suffered a tsunami caused by the
Krakatau eruption, also reveal major variability both in
the composition and thickness of the tsunamite with lack of a
record on the north open sea facing part of the bay (van der
Bergh et al., 2003).

Themajor difference between the 1969AD record, constituted
by a sediment level similar in composition and thickness on both
the SSW and W sites, and the quite heterogeneous record as-
sociated to the 1755 AD event, might be attributed to the major
differences in wave run-up. Yet, changes in the estuary mouth and
coastal morphology and bathymetry caused by human action
through the centuries, and possibly also by the 1755 AD tsunami
itself, could have resulted in heavy changes in the propagation of
waves and resulting effects.

5. Conclusions

The most important conclusion is that both the 1969 AD and
the 1755 AD earthquake-originated tsunami left a sedimentary
imprint in the shallow-shelf environment off Lisbon. However,
while the 1969 record appears as an almost uniform layer of equal
210Pb decrease, the record attributed to the 1755 tsunami reveals a
quite heterogeneous record. At the SSW site, the tsunamite is
identifiable as a stratigraphically localized sedimentary sequence
that stands out by grain-size and MS records that cannot be easily
interpreted in terms of gradual sedimentary processes. On the W
site the tsunamite levels correspond mainly to fine sediments no
different either chemically or texturally from the rest of the
sequence, and so, most likely to be overlooked in an environment
where the occurrence of fine sediments is normal. Consequently,
identification of deposits of historical paleotsunamis will require
special attention and detailed dating, given that, such as in the
Lisbon area, sediments attributed to a tsunamic cause can
originate and redeposit within a sedimentary environment that
is maintained unchanged before and after the event.

The variability found for different tsunamis (1755 and 1969)
in such a small area is significant. A difference certainly related
to the different wave run-ups but that can also derivate from
changes in coastal morphology, shelf bathymetry, relative
importance of the bottom currents effect, the backwash sus-
pended load and circulation characteristics.

Paleotsunami studies in shallow-shelf areas beyond histor-
ical times in sites such as our W site, will be difficult due to
the lack of diagnostic sedimentary criteria for the passage of
a tsunami.
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[1] Within the framework of a 2-D compressible tsunami generation model with a flat
porous seabed, acoustic waves are generated and travel outward from the source area.
The effects of the porous seabed during tsunami generation and propagation processes
include wave amplitude attenuation and low-pass filtering of both the hydroacoustic signal
and tsunami wave. The period of the acoustic wave generated by the seafloor motion
depends on water depth over the source area and is given by four times the period of time
required for sound to travel from the seabed to the surface. These waves carry information
about seafloor motion. The semianalytical solution of the 2-D compressible water layer
model overlying a porous seabed is presented and discussed. Furthermore, to include the
effects generated by the coupling between compressible porous sedimentary and water
layers, a simplified two-layer model with the sediment modeled as a compressible viscous
fluid is presented.

Citation: Chierici, F., L. Pignagnoli, and D. Embriaco (2010), Modeling of the hydroacoustic signal and tsunami wave generated by

seafloor motion including a porous seabed, J. Geophys. Res., 115, C03015, doi:10.1029/2009JC005522.

1. Introduction

[2] Tsunami waves, which travel long distances at speeds
depending on water depth, can be extremely dangerous and
destructive, as shown by the recent disastrous Sumatra earth-
quake [e.g., Lomnitz and Nilsen-Hofseth, 2005;Merrifield et
al., 2005]. Tsunamis can be generated by different mecha-
nisms, such as shallow submarine earthquakes, subaerial
and submarine landslides or volcanic eruptions and conse-
quent submarine landslides [Synolakis et al., 2002; Tinti et
al., 2004], meteoric impacts, or meteorological tsunami.
The most common and effective mechanism derives from
earthquakes, as reported by historical sources [e.g., Boschi
et al., 1997; Tinti et al., 2004; Bernard and Robinson, 2009;
see also NGDC Tsunami Catalog, http://www.ngdc.noaa.
gov/hazard/tsu db.shtml].
[3] From the 1980s onward, many different theoretical

approaches, both analytical [e.g., Ward, 1980; Comer, 1984;
Okal, 1988; Panza et al., 2000] and numerical [e.g., Kowalik
et al., 2005], have been developed to model tsunami gener-
ation. Most of these studies take into account a wide variety
of physical characteristics within the framework of incom-
pressible fluid theory with few exceptions [e.g., Nosov,
1999; Ohmachi et al., 2001]. These theoretical approaches
are mainly based on an absolutely rigid bed, or alternatively
on an elastic half-space, coupled with an incompressible

water layer in a spherical domain [Ward, 1980, 1981, 1982]
or in a plane domain [Comer, 1984] or coupled with a
stratified incompressible fluid [Panza et al., 2000]. In spite
of the great scientific and technological effort made to deal
with the tsunami hazard over the past few years and the
numerous studies performed on tsunamigenic sources [Ma
et al., 1999; Synolakis et al., 1997; Zitellini et al., 1999;
Baptista et al., 2003], propagation and the flooding caused
by tsunami waves [Synolakis, 1995], the details of tsunami
generation processes are still poorly understood, mainly
because of the scarcity of direct measurements in tsunami
generation areas. Recently, some authors have accounted for
the significant role played by water compressibility in
tsunami generation, showing that this compressibility is
significant in tsunami generation but not in their propaga-
tion [Nosov, 1999; Nosov and Skachko, 2002; Nosov et al.,
2007; Nosov and Kolesov, 2007].
[4] The general contribution of compressibility in tsunami

evolution has been presented by Miyoshi [1954], Sells
[1965], and Kajiura [1970]. The assumption of the com-
pressibility of the water layer allows the sound waves, which
are pressure waves, to form and propagate into the water
layer [Gisler, 2008].
[5] Summarizing the modeling of tsunami generation is

still in its infancy compared to propagation modeling.
Compressibility is likely to be relevant in all circumstances
where rock motion is coupled to water motion, and there are
very few models which properly account for this imperfect
coupling and the generation of acoustic waves, turbulence,
and even shock waves in extreme cases. Compressibility
may also be of significant importance in calculating the
impact of tsunami waves on structures.
[6] The low-frequency acoustic waves generated through-

out the entire water column by seismic seafloor motion
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should not be confused with the high-frequency acoustic
waves from earthquakes (Twaves) which are channeled into
an underwater waveguide, known as SOFAR. Okal et al.
[2003] proposed a new approach to tsunami early warning
based on this particular kind of acoustic wave: the presence
of a potential tsunami would be signaled by an energy
deficiency in the frequency band of the T waves produced
by the earthquake.
[7] The first convincing experimental proof of the exis-

tence of low-frequency elastic waves generated throughout
the entire water column by the seabedmotion, with frequency
inversely proportional to the water depth was obtained during
the Tokachi-Oki 2003 tsunami event, when the real-time
Independent Administrative Institution, Japan Agency for
Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC), obser-
vatory detected the acoustic pressure signal, with a 0.15 Hz
frequency peak, generated by the seafloor motion caused by
the earthquake [Nosov et al., 2007]. The two pressure
sensors were located in the epicenter area, allowing direct
measurement of water pressure variation during the earth-
quake. The spectral analysis of the pressure signal clearly
shows the low-frequency elastic oscillation of the water
column as expected and predicted by the compressible fluid
formulation and also shows other frequency components
[Nosov et al., 2007]. As expected from the theory, the elastic
oscillation carries information on the water column height
above the source (with a maximum depth of about 7500 m
in the Tokachi-Oki area and about 2200–2300 m at the
pressure sensor locations).
[8] However, the 3-D compressible numerical model used

by Nosov and Kolesov [2007] fails to reproduce the order of
magnitude of the acoustic band power spectrum generated
during the Tokachi-Oki 2003 event. Moreover, it does not
match the lower-frequency value, measured by the pressure
sensors, of the expected peak due to the water layer
oscillation. To address these critical points from Nosov
and Kolesov [2007], the introduction of a sedimentary
porous layer, modeled using the Darcy equation, beneath
the compressible water column should be considered. In
fact, the sedimentary layer causes the damping of water and
hydroacoustic waves generated by seafloor motion, lower-
ing the whole energy spectrum, with the compressibility of
the porous layer ‘‘shifting’’ the expected frequency peak
toward a lower value. We present here a model which, by
taking into account water compressibility and porous sea-
bed, highlights some important characteristics of tsunami
generation processes which can enhance present tsunami-
warning capabilities and increase the understanding of the
source ground motion.

2. Model

[9] We have developed a new 2-D model with a com-
pressible water column overlying a porous layer, which is
solved semianalytically (see Appendix A) by merging the
methods used by Nosov and Sammer [1998], Nosov [1999,
2000], Gu and Wang [1991], and Habel and Bagtzoglou
[2005]. We assumed the approximation of small-amplitude
waves that allows us to simplify the model to a linear
problem. The linearity of the equations allows the compo-
sition of simple motions (i.e., permanent displacements and
elastic sinusoidal displacements) to model much more

complicated motion with various source parameters, initial
polarity, amplitudes, phases, and durations (see section 4.1).
[10] For the sake of simplicity and brevity we focus only

on some aspects of the simulations of tsunami and hydro-
acoustic signal generation, which are better illustrated by
showing the solution in the water layer and for permanent
displacement. The Navier-Stokes equation is the governing
equation in the water layer:

@r
@t
þr � rUð Þ ¼ 0

@U

@t
þ U � rU ¼ � 1

r
rP � gþ nr2Uþ n2r r � Uð Þ;

8>><
>>: ð1Þ

where r is the water density, U is the fluid velocity, P is the
pressure, n is the kinematic viscosity, n2 is the second
viscosity, and g is the gravitational acceleration.
[11] We have introduced some simplifying assumptions to

solve the model. In particular, we use the small-amplitude
wave approximation; that is, the wave amplitude is small
with respect to its wavelength, which also applies to huge
tsunami waves in the open ocean, and the nonviscous fluid
approximation in the water layer (viscosity is not significant
on typical tsunami scales). As a consequence, the nonlinear
and viscous terms in equation (1) become negligible.
[12] Assuming irrotational flow in the water column, the

fluid velocity field U is described by the potential 8(x, z, t):

A=l� 1 ð2Þ

U ¼ r8; ð3Þ

where A is the wave amplitude and l is the wavelength. All
departures from the assumption of fluid at rest with uniform
density r0 are regarded as small quantities. We assume P =
P(r) that is linearized using a Taylor expansion [see Lamb,
1932; Lighthill, 1993], so the equation of state reduces to

P ¼ P r0ð Þ þ r� r0ð Þ @P
@r

r0ð Þ þ � � � ¼ P r0ð Þ þ r� r0ð Þc2 þ � � � ;

ð4Þ

where c is the sound speed in water (about 1500 m/s,
depending on seawater temperature and salinity), here
considered as constant because of the hypothesis of small
fluctuations.
[13] Applying assumptions (2)–(4) to equation (1), we

obtain

r28 ¼ 1

c2
@28

@t2
ð5Þ

P ¼ �r @8
@t
� rgz; ð6Þ

where z is the vertical axis positive in the upward direction.
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[14] In the porous layer we use the Darcy equation:

r �Q ¼ 0

rPs ¼
m
Kp

Qþ r
n

@Q

@t
;

8<
: ð7Þ

where Q = (Qx, Qz) is the discharge velocity; Ps is the pore
pressure; Kp and n are the intrinsic permeability and
volumetric porosity, respectively; and m and r are the
dynamic viscosity and density of the fluid, respectively.
This approach differs from the viscoelastic model proposed
by Biot for porous media [Biot, 1962], because we do not
consider the elastic deformation of the solid matrix.
[15] The boundary conditions at the free surface (z = 0)

are

@8

@t
¼ �gx

����
z¼0

ð8Þ

@x
@t
¼ @8
@z

����
z¼0
; ð9Þ

representing the dynamic and kinematic conditions, respec-
tively, where x is the free-surface perturbation. The boundary
conditions at the water-sediment interface (z = �h) are

r
@8

@t
¼ Ps

����
z¼�h

ð10Þ

@8

@z
¼ Qz

����
z¼�h

ð11Þ

representing the continuity of the stress field and the vertical
component of the fluid velocity, respectively, where h is the
water column height.
[16] Assuming the nonpermeability of the ‘‘bottom,’’

defined as the surface underlying the porous sedimentary
layer, the boundary condition at the base of the sedimentary
layer is given by

Qz ¼
@h
@t

����
z¼�h�hs

; ð12Þ

where h(x, t) is the bottom motion. The small-amplitude
approximation, h/h � 1, must be satisfied, and hs is the
sediment thickness. In Figure 1, some examples of seafloor
motion used below are displayed. The discontinuous
derivatives implied by the cusp points in Figure 1 (left)
are quite unphysical, but they do not affect the physical
essence of the main results presented here.
[17] Equations (5) and (7) are solved to obtain the

potential field and pressure in the porous layer by taking
a Fourier transform with respect to x and Laplace transform
with respect to the time t:

8 x; z; tð Þ ¼ 1

4p2i

Zsþi1
s�i1

dw
Zþ1
�1

dk ewt�ikx

� A k;wð Þ½ sinh �azð Þ þ B k;wð Þ cosh �azð Þ� ð13Þ

Ps x; z; tð Þ ¼ 1

4p2i

Zsþi1
s�i1

dw
Zþ1
�1

dk ewt�ikx

� C k;wð Þ½ sinh �k zð Þ þ D k;wð Þ cosh �k zð Þ� ð14Þ

from which the desired quantities can be computed using (3),
(6), and (8). The A, B, C, D, and a expressions are given in
Appendix A.

3. Results

[18] The model allows the study of signal amplitude and
shape in the water layer at various distances and depths and
for different bottom motions. In this paper we have pre-
sented a simple kind of motion, i.e., the piston-like motion
caused by a seabed displacement of fixed length 2a, which
rises at constant velocity n, reaching the final elevation h0
after a time t (permanent displacement). Solutions can be
easily obtained for more complicated motion due to linear-
ity (see section 4.1). The seafloor motion is modeled using
the dynamic approach proposed by Nosov [1999]. The
traditional static approach consisting of an instantaneous
translation of the seafloor deformation to the free surface,
computed by using, for instance, the Okada [1985] model,
neglects the effect of the moving-bed velocity in tsunami
generation (for a comparison between the two approaches,
see Dutykh et al. [2006]).
[19] As a consequence of model linearity, it can also be

shown that all the output parameters (i.e., sea level dis-
placement x, pressure P, etc.) are proportional to seafloor
motion amplitude h0. The indicative value of h0 = 1 m for
the amplitude of the vertical displacement has been used in
the following.
[20] The model presented here reduces to Nosov’s com-

pressible model [Nosov, 1999], within the limit of null-
sediment thickness (hs ! 0). The main effect of the porous
layer is the attenuation of the signal amplitude, during the
generation and propagation phases, and also a high-frequency
smoothing (Figures 2a–2d). The porous layer causes an
attenuation of the power spectrum amplitude with respect to
the compressible case without sediment (Figure 2c), which
is so relevant for higher frequencies as to become a real
cutoff effect (Figure 2d). The tsunami wave amplitude is
also influenced, during generation and propagation, by the
presence of a porous layer causing a reduction of the wave
amplitude compared to the compressible case without porous
sediment (Figures 2a and 2b).
[21] The assumption of compressibility in the water

column leads naturally to the generation of acoustic waves
in the water layer in addition to tsunami formation [Nosov
and Skachko, 2001; Gisler, 2008]. The model allows the
study of the effects of wide sources (much larger than water
depth) on the tsunami generation process; as a consequence
of the model, acoustic wave generation continues after the
seafloor motion stops, due to the coherent elastic oscillation
of a large portion of the displaced water layer being
subjected to the gravitational restoring force.
[22] The propagation of hydroacoustic waves outward

from the generation area, with frequencies lower than the
proper frequency of the water layer is affected by the porous
sedimentary layer: the resulting behavior, in fact, is different
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from that expected in the case of an elastic basement, where
there is a propagation cutoff, due to the waveguide formed
by the water-free surface and elastic seafloor [Tolstoy,
1963]. As shown by Naoi et al. [2006], if the effect of a
sediment layer is considered, then the attenuation of the
low-frequency acoustic waves, propagating toward shal-
lower water, is not as strong as in the case of an elastic
seafloor, due to the coupling between the water layer and
the sediment.
[23] In the following we show results in which tsunami

formation and the hydroacoustic signal in the water layer
are obtained by taking into account a porous sediment and
water column compressibility. In Figures 3a and 3b, the
water surface disturbance for observation points at different
distances from the source is shown (the virtual pressure
sensor is located at the water surface). Figures 3c and 3d,

show the same simulation, with the virtual pressure sensor
located at a depth of 1500 m; here the vertical axis unit is
given in hPa, roughly corresponding to 1 cm of equivalent
water column height. The details of the source length and
motion are given in the caption of Figure 3 together with the
other parameters. Figure 3 clearly shows the tsunami and
the acoustic signal with its modulation. Within the frame-
work of the model the signal amplitude decreases with the
distance as x�1/2, showing low attenuation at a long distance
from the source. The signal vibrates at frequencies nl =
c(2l + 1)/4h, where h is the water depth and l = 0, 1, 2
[Nosov, 1999]. The acoustic signal reaches the observing
points at time ts = xs/c, where xs is the distance from the
source, well preceding the arrival of the tsunami wave,
which travels at a lower speed nT = (gh)1/2. There is a
difference in shape between the acoustic signal modulation

Figure 1. Different kinds of motion are shown: (left) the time history and (right) the corresponding
piston-like motions. The top plots represent the basic permanent displacement from which more
complicated motion can be obtained.
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at the water surface and at depth, completely described by the
function fp(w, k, z) in the (w, k) domain (see Appendix A),
which acts as a transfer function between the signal at depth
and at the free surface. The amplitude modulation shown by
the acoustic waves presents an interesting feature from
which, at least within the framework of the model, infor-
mation on source motion and its geometry can be extracted.
[24] Figures 4 and 5 show the various acoustic modula-

tions produced by sources of different lengths, moving at
different velocities and their comparison. We have analyzed
the envelopes of the acoustic signals, finding unexpected
correlations among source length, envelope mean slopes,
and the number of envelope pulses over a given time
interval (Figure 4), and between the mean slopes and the
source velocities (Figure 5). The mean slope has been
defined as the difference between the relative maximum

and minimum of the single pulse, divided by the pulse semi-
length (i.e., it is the incremental ratio: the tangent of the
angle formed with the horizontal axis by the chord con-
necting the pulse maximum and minimum). The envelopes
can be obtained by applying a demodulation technique to
the signals, for instance, a Hilbert transform or the ‘‘square
and low pass.’’
[25] In particular, Figure 4 shows that the number of

pulses is proportional to the source length: increasing the
length of the source, the number of pulses within a time
interval increases according to the ratio between the source
lengths. The mean slope of the pulses also scales propor-
tionally with the source lengths.
[26] Figure 5 shows the modulation caused by the same

seafloor motion as in Figure 4, but with different velocities
n of the source, here chosen with a length of 2a = 30 km.

Figure 2. (a) A comparison at fixed time of a tsunami profile in the generation area with a porous layer
against a nonpermeable layer. Green dash-dotted lines delimit the bottom motion area. The tsunami
generation is captured at about 100 s from the initial bottom motion. Motion duration is t = 20 s and the
length is a = 5 km. (b) A comparison between porous (black line) and nonpermeable bed (red line) is
shown at x = 75 km from the source and for a bottom motion duration of t = 3 s and a displacement
semilength a = 10 km. Sediment thickness is hs = 2500 m and water depth is h = 1500 m. Porosity n = 0.5
and permeability is Kp = 10�6 cm2. The effect of the porosity is a lowering of the acoustic modulation
and tsunami amplitude, and a frequency smoothing. (c) The power spectrum, corresponding to Figure 2a.
(d) A zoom of Figure 2c (linear amplitude). The frequency cutoff due to the action of porosity is clearly
visible.
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Although of different amplitudes, the modulations appear to
be quite similar. The mean slope of the pulses scales with
the same ratio of the various velocities.
[27] The mean slope of the pulses varies with the energy

released by the bottom motion into the water layer. The
expression of the energy transmitted to the water layer by
the seafloor motion, within the framework of a compressible
model, is given by W = rcV2St, where S is the source area,
V is the sea bottom velocity, and t is the duration of the
motion [Nosov, 1999; Nosov and Kolesov, 2007]. The
quantities which linearly vary the energy are the same that
linearly vary the mean slopes of pulses and their number
over a given time interval (rewritten as W = rcVLh0, having
substituted V = h0/t and S with the source length because of
the 2-D model). Hence, the mean slope can be effectively
considered as an indicator of the energy released by the
bottom motion into the water layer.
[28] Thus, by using a semiempirical approach toward data

interpretation, we have shown that, at least within the
framework of the model, the information about the source

length, the ground motion velocity and amplitude, and the
water depth at the source location can be extracted from the
arrival of the very first pulse of the acoustic signal. In
principle, if hydroacoustic waves generated by bed motion
are detected, this information could also be extracted from a
real signal. Particular cases occur when the period of the
bottom motion is similar to the fundamental one of the
water column oscillation and when the length of the source
is smaller than the water depth.
[29] When the frequency of ground motion and the

fundamental frequency of oscillation n0 of the water column
present similar or commensurable values (i.e., kn0, k = 1, 2,
. . .), an ‘‘interference’’ occurs between these two frequen-
cies. As shown in Figure 6, in this interference situation the
hydroacoustic signal shape and modulation are quite differ-
ent from those produced by ground motions with periods far
from the fundamental period T = 1/n0. In Figure 6, the
proper frequency of the water layer is 0.25 Hz, and we use
this same frequency and its harmonics for the bed motion
(see Figure 6 caption for details of the simulation). It can be

Figure 3. Free-surface plots at (a) x = 100 km and (b) x = 300 km from the source. The parameters of
the simulation are h0 = 1 m for the bottom displacement and t = 25 s, the duration of the motion. The
displacement length is chosen at 2a = 60 km in a h = 3000 m water depth. The porous seabed thickness is
hs = 1500 m, volumetric porosity n = 0.3, and permeability Kp = 10�6 cm2. The acoustic modulation and
tsunami are shown; the inset in Figure 3b is a zoom of the first part of the acoustic modulation. Also
shown is (c and d) show the pressure signal corresponding to Figures 3a and 3b but at z = 1500 m water
depth.
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seen that not only the shape of the modulation in the
interference case is quite different from the ‘‘noninterfer-
ence’’ one (see Figures 4a and 4b and 5a–5c for compar-
ison), but also the amplitude of the interference signal is
much smaller. The interference modulation scales monoton-
ically with the seafloor velocity. The envelopes of Figure 6
again show a linear relationship between mean slopes and
bottom velocities (Figure 6c) with a correlation coefficient
r2 = 0.9987 (Figure 6d). After the first train of pulses, which
scales proportionally with the velocities, before the tsunami
arrives, the modulations turn into tails where the magnitude
of the signals is almost the same for any ‘‘interference
frequency’’: differences are of the order of 10�3 times the
signal amplitude values. The very first part of the demod-
ulation must be ignored in this particular case because the
low-pass filter demodulation technique fails to closely
follow the first high-frequency pulses because of the filter
parameter settings. The interference caused by a seafloor
motion with a period equal to that of the seawater layer
fundamental oscillation does not erase the source parameter
information carried by the acoustic signal and, at least
within the framework of this model, this information can

be retrieved. This result also remains valid for much more
complicated motions (see section 4.1). On the contrary, the
tsunami wave amplitude is not affected by this kind of
interference (see Figure 7).
[30] The power spectra of interference and noninterfer-

ence modulations are shown in Figure 8. Both spectra show
peaks at the fundamental frequency of the water layer. Odd
harmonics are also present. The interference spectrum is
characterized by a lower amplitude of the peaks, but a much
more broadly distributed power.
[31] At the limit of source lengths smaller than the water

depth (for instance, modeling a point source, a/h < 1),
corresponding to the second particular case mentioned
earlier, the hydroacoustic signal shows no modulation
(Figure 9), with the consequent loss of information about
the source parameters, as obtained numerically by Gisler
[2008].

4. Discussion

[32] Some results of a 2-D semianalytical model for
tsunami generation have been presented for the case of

Figure 4. The observing distance is chosen at x = 300 km and the water layer is h = 1500 m deep. The
sedimentary bed has a thickness of hs = 750 m for a t = 1 s motion duration. Bottom motion amplitude
and permeability and porosity are the same as in Figure 3. Shown are the acoustic modulation, due to
different source semilengths of (a) a = 15 km and (b) a = 45 km. (c and d) As can be clearly noted in the
zoomed envelopes, the number of pulses in the same time interval varies with source length, scaling with
the ratio among these lengths.
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‘‘piston-like’’ motion with residual permanent displacement,
taking into account water compressibility and seabed poros-
ity. In section 4.1, we show that much more complicated sea
bottom motions can be obtained by combining the piston-
like motion and the time shift operator. Appendix A shows
that the acoustic modulation obtained at depth can be
always related to an equivalent ‘‘representation of acoustic
modulation’’ at the free surface. Appendix B proposes a
simplified model, to take into account compressibility, both
in water and in the sedimentary layer, to address a critical
point presented by Nosov and Kolesov [2007].

4.1. Relationship Between Permanent Displacement
and More Complicated Seafloor Motions

[33] Notwithstanding the fact that the above results were
obtained for only permanent displacement, they remain
valid for much more complicated bed motions. As men-
tioned in section 2, these various kinds of motion can be
constructed by starting from the permanent displacement.
Because of the linearity of the model, a similar relationship

can also be obtained between the corresponding solutions.
For example, the simplest elastic seafloor motion (rise and
fall, second row of Figure 1) identified by he(t) can be
constructed as

he ¼ 1� Ttð Þhp; ð15Þ

where hp(t) is the function describing the permanent
seafloor motion. Tt is the time-shift operator, where t is
the shift. Using the properties of Fourier and Laplace
transforms, the relationship between the solutions corre-
sponding to the motions in equation (15) can be obtained
(see Appendix C):

~xp x;wð Þ ¼ 1

1� e�wt
~xe x;wð Þ; ð16Þ

where the tilde denotes the Laplace-transformed function
with respect to t, and xp(x, t) and xe(x, t) are the solutions

Figure 5. The semilength of the source is chosen as a = 15 km. The point of observation is located at a
distance x = 300 km from the source and all the other parameters are the same as in Figure 4: Shown are
the acoustic modulation, with the envelopes superimposed, for different source velocities n = h0/t ((a) n =
1 m/s, (b), n = 0.2 m/s, and (c) n = 0.1 m/s). Also shown is (d) a comparison between envelopes, with the
values of the mean slopes of the associated pulses (shown by arrows). The mean slope variation is
directly proportional to the velocity variation. As in Figure 4, the mean slope is an indicator of the energy
released into the water by the ground motion, but the number of pulses is the same within the same time
interval.
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corresponding to permanent displacement and elastic
motion, respectively. If the parameter t is known (for
instance from the seismic network), then equation (16) can
be solved and, as in the case of permanent displacement,
information on the source motion can be obtained. Thus, not
only can more complicated seafloor motion be constructed
by starting from permanent displacement, but the results
obtained above for the acoustic modulation can also be
extended to the case of more complicated motion.

4.2. Limitations of the Model

[34] Attention must be paid in the interpretation of the
results obtained for many different reasons. The Darcy-
based model presented here is a simplified representation of
the real ocean and here we assume a flat sea bottom within a

2-D model which takes into account neither the possible
interference effects due to 3-D wave generation and bathy-
metric gradients nor eventual signal masking due to environ-
mental noise. Moreover, the contribution of the nonlinear
effects during tsunami generation is neglected [Novikova and
Ostrovsky, 1982; Nosov and Skachko, 2001, 2002; Nosov et
al., 2008].
[35] In the Darcy-based model, the compressibility in the

porous layer is not taken into account. To better describe the
effect of compressibility of the sedimentary porous layer on
the acoustic waves, this contribution has been modeled
apart (see section 4.3 and Appendix B).
[36] In spite of its limitations, the Darcy-based model

provides significant new information on tsunami generation
by taking into account the porous seabed and shows that the

Figure 6. The envelopes of permanent displacement motions with periods (a) t = 4 s, (b) t = 8 s, t =
12 s, and (c) t = 16 s are shown. In this simulation, a h = 1500 m water depth is chosen, a sediment
thickness of hs = 750 m, a source semilength of a = 15 km, and the observation point is located at x =
375 km from the source. All other parameters are the same as in Figure 4. The interference between the
seafloor motion frequency and the fundamental water layer frequency of oscillation leads to a very
different modulation pattern with respect to that caused by the same seafloor motion but with frequencies
far from the fundamental water layer frequency. Moreover, the modulation amplitude is an order of
magnitude smaller. As can be seen in Figure 6c, the different ‘‘interference’’ periods produce similar
envelopes, which in the first pulses scale in amplitude with bottom velocities (or equivalently with the
periods as the motion is the same for each simulation) and then flatten into tails of equal amplitudes
before the tsunami arrives (about 3091 s in this simulation). Also shown is (d) the distribution of the
mean slopes plotted against the interference bottom motion periods of t = 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and
32 s. The linear trend is clearly recognizable, with a correlation coefficient of r2 = 0.9987.
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acoustic signal generated by ground motion presents rele-
vant features directly related to the distance, extension,
velocity, amplitude, frequency, and water column height at
the source.

4.3. Tokachi-Oki Mismatch

[37] In the model described in section 2, we used the
Darcy equation to take into account porosity and perme-
ability effects by assuming compressibility only in the water
layer. By extending the assumption of compressibility to the

sedimentary layer, one can explain the mismatch, presented
in the paper of Nosov and Kolesov [2007], between the
computed and observed spectrum peaks in the Tokachi-Oki
2003 event. In a later paper Nosov et al. [2007], estimated a
range of values for the correction of this frequency peak
mismatch using a transcendent equation, to take into account
the ‘‘coupled vibrations’’ of two nonviscous layers (charac-
terized by height, density, and the speed of sound in water
and sediment).
[38] To evaluate the contribution of the sedimentary layer

to the frequency spectrum of the waves generated by bed
motion, it can be modeled as a homogeneous fluid-like
viscous layer [Buckingham, 1998], with mean density rs and
bulk viscosity ranging from 106 up to 1020 Pa s [Kimura,

Figure 9. The hydroacoustic signal produced by a source
with a length shorter than the water depth. Modulation of the
acoustic signal is not present. Here the source semilength is
a = 1 km, the water depth is 4500 m, and the observing
point is chosen at 100 km from the source. The motion
causes a permanent displacement over a 3 s period.

Figure 7. An example of a tsunami generated by a
permanent displacement bottom motion with 24 s inter-
ference period. The observation point is 100 km from the
source. All other parameters are the same as in Figure 3a: the
resulting tsunami amplitude is also the same as in Figure 3a.
On the contrary, the amplitude of the hydroacoustic signal is
smaller.

Figure 8. (a) The power spectrum corresponding to Figure 6a, interference bottom motion period of 8 s.
(b) The power spectrum obtained for a period of 10 s, all other parameters of the simulation being the
same.
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2006; van Keken et al., 1993]. Considering that the tsunami
wavelengths are of the order of about 10–1000 km (with
typical frequencies lower than 0.01 Hz) and that the
wavelength of the generated acoustic waves are thousands
of meters (with frequencies ranging from 0.05 to 1 Hz), then
the sediment granularity, together with the effect of the
small irregularities and of porosity, can be ‘‘treated as a bulk
fluid in which sound propagation is governed by internal
losses arising at grain-to-grain contacts’’ [Buckingham,
1997, p. 2581]. Assuming the above, we have developed
a two-layer compressible model (see Appendix B) which,
when fed with input parameters similar to those given by
Nosov and Kolesov [2007], reproduces the measured value of
the frequency peak related to the water layer (see Figure 10).
We correctly predict the ‘‘measured’’ value of 0.15 Hz for
the peak using a sediment thickness of 1000 m, a sediment
density rs = 1850 kg/m3, and sound speed in the sediment
of 2000 m. The bulk viscosity is fixed at 2 � 1010 Pa s. The
other parameters are source area semilength a = 112 km and
the virtual pressure sensor (PG2 by Nosov and Kolesov
[2007]) was on the seabed at a distance x = 96 km from the
epicenter. The seafloor motion is a sinusoid of 8 s period
and amplitude h = 1 m with no-residual displacement.
[39] The coupling between the two compressible layers

shifts some frequency peaks and produces a new peak

distribution in the power spectrum, with respect to the
Darcy-based model. The presence in the water column of
a strong peak at 0.15 Hz (lower than the 0.1705 Hz value
expected from compressible models with an incompressible
sedimentary layer) should be excluded by the Tolstoy cutoff
[Tolstoy, 1963]. This gives rise to some doubts about the
appropriateness of applying this cutoff in the presence of
porous sediment. In conclusion, the introduction of a porous
sedimentary layer may be the clue to solving the main
problems arising in the work of Nosov and Kolesov [2007],
i.e., the overestimated amplitude of the power spectrum and
the higher frequency of the water layer frequency peak.

4.4. Toward Hydroacoustic Signal Measurement

[40] The measurement and characterization in real ocean
situations of the hydroacoustic signal generated by seabed
motion is a key element for evaluating the use of these
signals for warning purposes as well as for seismic studies.
In this respect, the Gulf of Cadiz could become a laboratory
for measuring and studying hydroacoustic signals, keeping
in mind that tsunami early warning should be the final
target. In this area, a large amount of geophysical data have
been collected over the past 12 years, particularly through
the Big Sources of Earthquqke and Tsunami in SW Iberia
(BIGSETS) and Integrated Observations from Near Shore
Sources of Tsunamis (NEAREST) European projects
(NEAREST Project; see http://nearest.bo.ismar.cnr.it) and
the Earthquake and Tsunami Hazards of Active Faults at the
South West Iberian Margin (SWIM) ESF project. In partic-
ular, a moderate seismic activity is present, and it is
concentrated along a belt from the Gulf of Cadiz to the
Azores [Zitellini et al., 2009]. Zitellini et al. [2004] showed
that the main tsunamigenic tectonic sources in the area are
located near the coastline at about 3000 m or in shallower
water, and face a deeper abyssal plain. In this particular
environment, an acoustic antenna equipped with suitable
low-frequency hydrophones (presently under development
within the European Seas Observatory Network (ESONET)
Network of Excellence (NoE)–Listening to the Deep Ocean
Environment (LIDO) DEMO mission) deployed on the
abyssal plain and operated jointly with three-component
bottom seismometer and bottom pressure sensor, could
detect acoustic waves generated from local sources (up to
hundreds of kilometers from epicenters).
[41] An initial estimation of the hydroacoustic environ-

mental noise present in the area at those depths, and its
possible correlation with a seismic signal, can be extracted
from the data collected during the 1 year NEAREST exper-
iment performed in the Gulf of Cadiz (concluded in August
2008 [Geissler et al., 2009]). The acoustic waves, when
detected, could be compared with seismic and bottom pres-
sure signals acquired by the NEAREST-GEOSTAR (Geo-
physical and Oceanographic Station for Abyssal Research)
abyssal station. A further deployment of the abyssal station
in the same area is planned during 2009, together with the
installation of several local land seismic stations (Portuguese,
Spanish, and Moroccan).

5. Conclusions

[42] The introduction of a porous sedimentary layer in
compressible models of tsunami generation can address

Figure 10. Comparison between the power spectra of a
two-layer compressible sediment model in light gray
(Appendix C) and an incompressible porous sediment
model in black (Darcy model). The measured value of
0.15 Hz for the frequency peak is correctly predicted by the
compressible model for a choice of parameters compatible
and similar to those given for the PG2 pressure gauge by
Nosov and Kolesov [2007]. We use a sediment thickness of
1000 m, a sediment density rs = 1850 kg/m3, and a speed of
sound in the sediment of 2000 m/s. The bulk viscosity is
fixed at 2 � 1010 Pa s. The other parameters are a source
area semilength a = 112 km, and the virtual pressure sensor
placed on the seabed at a distance x = 96 km from the
epicenter. The seafloor motion is a sinusoid of 8 s period
and amplitude h = 1 m with no residual permanent
displacement. The different frequency peak distribution is
due to the coupling between the two compressible layers.
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some points, not considered by models which ignore the
sediment contribution, but which are critical for a correct
real measurement prediction [Nosov and Kolesov, 2007].
The porous sediment attenuates both the water and acoustic
wave amplitudes, overestimated by compressible models,
and allows for a more realistic reproduction of particular
frequency features of the power spectrum, which were
measured during the Tokachi-Oki 2003 event [Nosov and
Kolesov, 2007; Nosov et al., 2007]. Furthermore, the porous
sediment acts as a natural low-pass filter for hydroacoustic
waves. Some doubts are raised about the effectiveness of the
Tolstoy cutoff mechanism in the presence of porous sedi-
ments [see also Naoi et al., 2006], thus allowing the
possibility of propagation of the hydroacoustic waves,
upslope and at a considerable distance from the source area.
The model also shows that some remarkable characteristics
can be extracted from the acoustic signal generated in the
water layer by seafloor motion.
[43] In summary, the following conclusions can be drawn.
[44] 1. One of the main effects of the porous layer is low-

pass filtering of the signals and damping of the tsunami
wave and acoustic signal amplitude: the incompressible
porous layer acts as a viscous medium.
[45] 2. The coupling of a compressible porous sediment

layer with the water layer produces a coupling of the modes
in the hydroacoustic signals which changes the power
spectrum distribution.
[46] 3. The acoustic signal generated by the seafloor

motion, reaches the observation points much earlier than
any possible tsunami wave, even in very deep water.
[47] Starting from the model, by applying a semiempirical

analysis of the outputs from a number of simulations we
found the following.
[48] 4. In the acoustic signal, the number of pulses

(modulation packets), the amplitude of the signal, and the
mean slope of the pulses scale with the source length. The
acoustic signal also carries information on sea bottom
velocity and water depth at the source.
[49] 5. This information can be extracted from the signal

on the arrival of the very first pulses.
[50] 6. Interference between bottom motion period and

the fundamental period of the water layer does not eliminate
the source motion information contained in the acoustic
signal.
[51] 7. The acoustic signal shows only low attenuation in

amplitude even at long distances from the source.
[52] In conclusion, the introduction of the porous sedi-

ment layer can resolve some critical issues shown by rigid
bed models and, in particular, the overestimation of the
power spectrum amplitude and distribution of frequency
peaks. The applicability of the Tolstoy cutoff to hydro-
acoustic signals is called into question in the presence of
porous sediments.
[53] In the model, the hydroacoustic signal and its mod-

ulation carry a surprising amount of information about
source parameters, seabed motion as well as the energy that
the ground motion releases into the water column. This
information, if extracted from a real hydroacoustic signal,
may allow the development of a tsunami early-warning
technique based on this acoustic ‘‘precursor.’’ This tech-
nique could be integrated into a tsunami early warning
system, and moreover might give outstanding information

on the source ground motion. The application of these
results to the real ocean will require a great deal of
theoretical as well as experimental work.

Appendix A

[54] This appendix provides details on the solution of the
equation of motion within the water layer and porous
sediment (see equations (13) and (14)). In particular, when
solving equations (5) and (7), in Laplace and Fourier spaces
and imposing the boundary conditions, the problem reduces
to a linear system of four equations in the four functions
A(w, k), B(w, k), C(w, k), and D(w, k). The first two define
the pressure field into the water column, while the other two
define the pressure field within the porous sediment layer.
Moreover, using the linear deconvolution algorithm, it is
possible to reconstruct the free-surface signal starting from
the pressure signal within the water layer, evaluated at a
fixed depth z0.
[55] The functions A(k, w) and B(k, w), used in equation (13),

are defined as

A ¼ w2

ga
B k;wð Þ; ðA1Þ

B ¼ � 2mp wð Þw sinh khð Þ
cosh k hþ hsð Þ½ �

� y k;wð Þ
AS k;wð Þ sinh ahð Þ þ AC k;wð Þ cosh ahð Þ : ðA2Þ

The functions C(k, w) and D(k, w), describing the pressure
field within the porous domain, equation (14), can be derived
from B(k, w),

C ¼ � sinh khð Þr k;wð Þ þ amP

k cosh khð Þ cosh ahð Þ w
2

ag
þ sinh ahð Þ

� �� �
� B k;wð Þ ðA3Þ

D ¼ cosh khð Þr k;wð ÞB k;wð Þ: ðA4Þ

The symbols used in A(k, w), B(k, w), C(k, w), andD(k, w) are
defined as

mp wð Þ ¼ m
Kp

þ rw
n
; ðA5Þ

a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2 þ w2

c2

r
; ðA6Þ

AS k;wð Þ ¼ 2krw3

ag
1� cosh2 khð Þth kð Þ
� 	

þ mp wð Þa sinh 2khð Þth kð Þ;

ðA7Þ

AC k;wð Þ ¼ 2krw 1� cosh2 khð Þth kð Þ
� 	

þ
mp wð Þw2

g
a sinh 2khð Þth kð Þ;

ðA8Þ
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th kð Þ ¼ 1� tanh khð Þ tanh k hþ hSð Þ½ �; ðA9Þ

r k;wð Þ ¼ rw sinh ahð Þ w
2

ag
þ cosh ahð Þ

� �

� amP

k
tanh khð Þ cosh ahð Þ w

2

ag
þ sinh ahð Þ

� �
: ðA10Þ

Here, y(k, w) is the Laplace (time) and Fourier (x space
coordinate) transform of the bottom floor motion

h x; tð Þ ¼ 1

2pi

Zsþi1
s�i1

dw
1

2p

Zþ1
�1

dk y k;wð Þewtþikx
2
4

3
5: ðA11Þ

The permanent displacement is described by the function

h x; tð Þ ¼ h0 q xþ að Þ � q x� að Þ½ � q tð Þt � q t � tð Þ t � tð Þ½ �
t

;

ðA12Þ

where q is the Heaviside function. The pressure fluctuations
at depth z can be obtained using equation (6):

P x; z; tð Þ ¼ �r 1

4p2i

Zsþi1
s�i1

dw
Zþ1
�1

dk wfp k;w; zð ÞB w; kð Þewtþikx;

ðA13Þ

where

fp k;w; zð Þ ¼ w2

a g
sinh �a zð Þ þ cosh �a zð Þ: ðA14Þ

The free-surface elevation, obtained using equation (8), is
similar to the previous expression for the pressure field,
except for the multiplying integrand factor fp(k, w, z). In fact,

x x; tð Þ ¼ � 1

g

1

4p2i

Zsþi1
s�i1

dw
Zþ1
�1

dk wB k;wð Þewtþikx: ðA15Þ

[56] Using the properties of the Laplace and Fourier trans-
forms, the pressure field at depth, given by equation (A13),
can be obtained from the linear convolution between the free-
surface perturbation, given by equation (A15), and the inverse
Laplace and Fourier transforms of the function fp(w, k, z). In
other words, the source information carried in the free-surface
modulation is still present at depth and can be recovered by
applying a linear deconvolution.

Appendix B

[57] The porous sediment is treated as a fluid-like, homo-
geneous and isotropic medium. The propagation of the
acoustic waves is described by the wave equation with a
dissipation term, represented by a sediment effective vis-
cosity ns (as proposed by Lighthill [1993] and Buckingham

[1998]), to take into account intergranular friction within the
sediment itself.
[58] The porous layer is characterized by the density rs

and the speed of sound within it, cs, the motion being
described by a velocity potential 8s:

US ¼ r8S : ðB1Þ

The motion equations for the coupled water column and the
sediment viscous layer are defined as

@28

@t2
¼ c2r28 �h � z � 0ð Þ ðB2Þ

in the water layer and

@28S

@t2
¼ c2S þ 2nS

@

@t

� �
r28S � hþ hSð Þ � z � �hð Þ ðB3Þ

in the sedimentary layer.
[59] The boundary condition at the free surface is given

by

@28

@t2
¼ �g @8

@z
z ¼ 0ð Þ; ðB4Þ

whereas the boundary conditions at the water-sediment
interface are

r
@8

@t
¼ rS

@8S

@t
z ¼ �hð Þ; ðB5Þ

@8

@z
¼ @8S

@z
z ¼ �hð Þ: ðB6Þ

The boundary condition at the sediment basement is

@8S

@z
¼ @h
@t

z ¼ � hþ hSð Þð Þ: ðB7Þ

The solutions 8 and in 8s in the water and sediment layers
are

8 x; z; tð Þ ¼ 1

4p2i

Zsþi1
s�i1

dw
Zþ1
�1

dk ewt�ikx

� A k;wð Þ½ sinh �azð Þ þ B k;wð Þ cosh �azð Þ� ðB8Þ

8S x; z; tð Þ ¼ 1

4p2i

Zsþi1
s�i1

dw
Zþ1
�1

dk ewt�ikx

� C k;wð Þ½ sinh �aSzð Þ þ D k;wð Þ cosh �aSzð Þ�; ðB9Þ

where the coefficients A, B, C, and D are defined as

A ¼ w2

ga
B k;wð Þ; ðB10Þ
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B ¼ �2w sinh aShð Þ
cosh aS hþ hsð Þ½ �

y k;wð Þ
~AS k;wð Þ sinh ahð Þ þ ~AC k;wð Þ cosh ahð Þ

;

ðB11Þ

C ¼ 1

sinh aShð Þ
r
rS

sinh ahð Þ w
2

ag
þ cosh ahð Þ

� ��

� cosh2 aShð Þr k;wð Þ
�
B k;wð Þ; ðB12Þ

D ¼ cosh aShð ÞrS k;wð ÞB k;wð Þ: ðB13Þ

The symbols used in A(k, w), B(k, w), C(k, w), and D(k, w)
are defined as

a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2 þ w2

c2

r
; aS ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2 þ w2

c2S

s
; ðB14Þ

~AS k;wð Þ ¼ 2aSrw2

arSg
1� cosh2 aShð Þth aSð Þ
� 	

þ a sinh 2aShð Þth aSð Þ;

ðB15Þ

~AC k;wð Þ ¼ 2aS

r
rS

1� cosh2 aShð Þth aSð Þ
� 	

þ w2

g
sinh 2aShð Þth aSð Þ;

ðB16Þ

th aSð Þ ¼ 1� tanh aShð Þ tanh aS hþ hSð Þ½ �; ðB17Þ

rS k;wð Þ ¼ rw2

rSag
þ a
aS

tanh aShð Þ
� �

sinh ahð Þ

þ r
rS
þ w2

aSg

� �
cosh ahð Þ: ðB18Þ

Appendix C

[60] In the case of seafloor motion with final permanent
displacement, the free-surface solution, evaluated at fixed
location x, carries significant information concerning the
source motion and geometry. Different and more compli-
cated sea bottom motion can be obtained by combining the
permanent displacements with time shift operators (see
Figure 1). The three different motions can be used in turn
for the construction of more complicated seafloor motions.
[61] The free-surface solution, corresponding to these

different motions, can be related to the solution obtained
for the permanent displacement, and can be inverted using
the Laplace transform and its properties. As a consequence,
also in the case of more complicated seafloor motions, the
acoustic modulation still carries the same information about
source motion and geometry.

[62] The simple elastic seafloor motion (rise and fall) he(t)
given in equation (15) is obtained using the time shift
operator Tt defined as

Tt f tð Þ ¼ f t � tð Þ: ðC1Þ

From equations (A2) and (A15) the free-surface solution at
fixed observing point x is

x x; tð Þ ¼ FLð Þ�1I k;wð Þ FLð Þh x; tð Þ ¼ Hh x; tð Þ; ðC2Þ

where

I k;wð Þ ¼ �w
g

B k;wð Þ
y k;wð Þ : ðC3Þ

HereF andL are the operators corresponding to direct Fourier
and Laplace transform, B(k, w) is the coefficient shown in
equation (13) and given in equation (A2) and y(k, w) is the
direct Laplace and Fourier transform of the seafloor motion
which, in the case of permanent displacement, is given by
equation (A12), g is the gravitational acceleration. Using the
properties of the Laplace transform, with some algebra, we
can show that the two operators H and Tt commute:

HTth x; tð Þ ¼ Hh x; t � tð Þ ¼ FLð Þ�1I k;wð Þe�wt FLð Þh x; tð Þ
¼ x x; t � tð Þ ¼ TtHh x; tð Þ: ðC4Þ

Using this property, the free-surface solution xe correspond-
ing to the elastic seafloor motion described in equation (15),
can be written as a function of the solution xp which
corresponds to the permanent displacement

xe ¼ Hhe ¼ H 1� Ttð Þhp ¼ 1� Ttð ÞHhp ¼ 1� Ttð Þxp: ðC5Þ

The same conclusion can be easily extended to more compli-
cated bottom motion due to linearity. Equation (C5) can be
inverted using a Laplace transform to obtain equation (16):
once the parameter t is known, then this equation can be
solved and the information on the source motion retrieved.
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The Gulf of Cadiz is one of the seismogenic-tsunamigenic areas around Europe; it is one of the few geological
environments able to generate transatlantic tsunamis, which can deeply affect the coasts of Iberia and Morocco,
but with significant effects in northern Europe and the Caribbean Islands. Here we report the major results of the
EU Project NEAREST (Integrated observations from Near Shore Sources of Tsunami: toward an Early Warning
System). NEAREST carried out the geophysical exploration of this area that led to the complete mapping of one
of the most active tectonic structures and the determination of the associated geo-hazards. A GEOSTAR deep sea
observatory was installed above one of those potential tsusamigenic structures, south of the Portuguese coast since
2007. This observatory allows the continuous monitoring of a set of geophysical and oceanographic parameters
and, complemented to the land observation networks, may represent a major step for implementation of a future
Tsunami Early Warning System of SW Iberia. In addition, NEAREST improved the numerical models of large
tsunami impact based on high-resolution bathymetry and then produced accurate inundation maps in selected areas
of SW Portugal. NEAREST also carried out a sedimentological study of paleo-tsunamis and paleo-earthquakes
deposits and investigated the tsunami generation mechanisms.
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Abstract 

 
In the framework of the EU project NEAREST, a new Tsunami Early Warning System (TEWS), 
able to operate in  tsunami generation areas, was developed and installed in the Gulf of Cadiz. The 
TEWS is based on the abyssal station GEOSTAR, placed above a major tsunamigenic structure, and 
on three seismic centres of Portugal, Spain and Morocco. The core of the system is a tsunami 
detector installed onboard of GEOSTAR. The tsunami detector communicates with a surface buoy 
through  a dual acoustic link. The buoy is connected to land stations via satellite link. The system 
was designed for near-field conditions and successfully operated from August 2007 to August 2008, 
100 km SW of Cabo de Sao Vincente (Portugal). A new mission started on November 11th, 2009 in 
the same location. The tsunami detection is based either on pressure events either on seismic events. 
The bottom pressure data are analysed in real-time at the seafloor by a new tsunami detection 
algorithm, which can recognize tsunami waves as small as one centimetre. At the same time it was 
developed a new theoretical approach to account for tsunami generation in compressible water and 
in presence of a porous sediment. This model showed that hydro-acoustic waves, travelling much 
faster than the tsunami, are caused by the seafloor motion. These waves can propagate outside the 
generation area and are characterised by a modulation carrying valuable information on the seafloor 
motion, which can be recovered from their first arrival. 

 
Long abstract 

 
Nell’ambito delle attività svolte dal progetto NEAREST, finanziato dalla EU, è stato sviluppato un 
prototipo di sistema di allerta rapida per onde di tsunami (Tsunami Early Warning System - TEWS) 
in grado di operare in zona di generazione. Il componente principale di questo sistema è costituito 
dallo tsunamometro, installato a bordo della stazione abissale GEOSTAR (Geophysical and 
Oceanographic Station for Abyssal Research) sviluppata dall’INGV con fondi europei. Lo 
tsunamometro è in grado di rilevare con elevata precisione il passaggio di onde di tsunami, di solo 
un centimetro. Lo strumento comunica attraverso un collegamento acustico a doppio canale con una 
boa superficiale. La boa è poi collegata, tramite collegamento satellitare, con stazioni a terra e con 
tre centri di monitoraggio sismico localizzati in Portogallo, Spagna e Marocco. Il sistema è stato 
installato nel Golfo di Cadice, 100 km SO di Capo San Vincenzo (Portogallo), a 3200 m di 
profondità ed ha operato con successo da agosto 2007 ad agosto 2008. Il sistema sta di nuovo 
acquisendo dati, nel medesimo sito, dall’11 novembre 2009 insieme ad una serie di altri sensori per 
il monitoraggio di lungo termine di parametri di interesse geofisico. La procedura di tsunami 
detection si basa su un doppio controllo relativo ad eventuali anomalie di pressione e sismiche. I 



dati acquisiti sono processati in tempo reale a fondo mare utilizzando un algoritmo di tipo “Short 
Term Average over Long Term Average” (STA/LTA) per il segnale sismico e da un algoritmo 
proprietario per il riconoscimento di onde di tsunami dai dati di pressione. Questo algoritmo risulta 
particolarmente preciso, in quanto è in grado di riconoscere un’onda di tsunami inferiore ad 1 cm di 
ampiezza anche in condizioni di forte rumore ambientale.  
Il prototipo di tsunamometro è in grado di operare in zona di generazione (near-field) e può quindi 
essere impiegato con successo nei casi in cui le sorgenti potenzialmente tsunamigeniche sono vicine 
alle coste da proteggere. In queste condizioni, che sono comuni a tutto il bacino Mediterraneo e al 
Golfo di Cadice, il problema principale è quello di riuscire a produrre un’allerta nel minor tempo 
possibile; in questo caso il progetto NEAREST si propone di monitorare direttamente le sorgenti 
tsunamigeniche collocando i sensori di misura direttamente sulle strutture tettoniche attive. In caso 
di generazione di uno tsunami, la strumentazione deve essere in grado di registrare e riconoscere 
questa onda ed essere in grado di inviare un segnale di allerta alle stazioni a terra. 
Nei casi di “near-field”, una rapida allerta può essere ottenuta, in modo molto efficace, anche 
attraverso la misura di potenziali precursori dell’onda di tsunami che ne anticipano l’arrivo sulle 
coste. In un recente articolo di Chierici et al. del 2009, sviluppato nell’ambito del progetto 
NEAREST, è stato dimostrato come, nel contesto di un modello 2-D per la generazione di onde di 
tsunami in un fluido comprimibile e in presenza di un mezzo poroso, il moto del fondo marino 
induce delle onde idro-acustiche nella colonna d’acqua che viaggiano con velocità molto più elevata 
rispetto all’onda di tsunami. Queste onde acustiche, grazie all’accoppiamento tra colonna d’acqua e 
sedimento poroso, sono in grado di propagarsi al di fuori della zona di generazione e sono soggette 
ad una scarsa attenuazione; il risultato più importante è però legato alla modulazione che 
caratterizza queste onde acustiche. E’ stato infatti dimostrato che questa modulazione porta 
importanti informazioni sul moto del fondo che ha generato le onde stesse. Queste onde acustiche 
possono essere considerate come un precursore dell’onda di tsunami e la loro misurazione e analisi 
in un caso reale può dare un forte impulso allo sviluppo di innovativi sistemi di allerta rapida per 
onde di tsunami. 

 
Introduction 
 
Tsunami waves are dangerous and potentially destructive waves generated by different 
mechanisms, as submarine earthquakes, sub-aerial and submarine landslides, volcanic eruptions, 
meteorite impacts or moving barometric variation. Among these mechanisms, the most common is 
due to earthquake as reported by the catalogues (Boschi, 1997;  NGDC Tsunami Catalogue; 
Bernard 2009). Tsunamis can travel long distances with low attenuation, at speed depending on 
water depth. The disastrous Sumatra event on December 26th, 2004 ( Lomnitz, 2005) and the event 
of Samoa Islands on September 29th, 2009 are recent examples of the tsunami threat. As a 
consequence of those tragedies, the development of reliable Tsunami Early Warning System 
(TEWS) received a strong impulse both from scientific and civil institutions. 
A TEWS is presently based on a seismic trigger and on the direct measurement of the anomalous 
wave in deep sea or, alternatively, on the observation of its effect in the vicinity of the shore. The 
current systems are based on bottom pressure recorder and seismic sensors network, as DART and 
DART II (Meining, 2005), DONET (Kawaguchi, 2002) and GITEWS (Rudloff, 2006). The 
common feature of these TEWS is the presence of the pressure sensors, used to monitor the 
pressure perturbations at depth, including travelling tsunami waves (Filloux, 1982). In this case the 
tsunami signal has to be identified among other pressure perturbations, which can have greater 
amplitudes and that are caused by various effects as barometric pressure changes, wind waves, 
tides, boats travelling nearby the sensor location, sea floor acceleration due to seismic events, 
salinity and temperature variations, and marine currents. All these effects are considered as noise 
and have to be filtered out to obtain a detailed measurement of the tsunami wave. 



When tsunami waves are generated by sources far from the coast these TEWS should operate with 
good results, but when the tsunamigenic sources are located near the coast they show strong 
limitations because of the very short time allowed to issue an effective warning. Unfortunately, the 
highly populated coasts of the Mediterranean are all characterized by a similar condition. To 
minimize the elapsed time between generation and identification of the tsunami wave, NEAREST 
project (http://nearest.bo.ismar.cnr.it) proposed to monitor directly the potential tsunamigenic 
structures. This poses the problem of the tsunami wave detection in near field condition where, in 
addition to the effects mentioned above, the tsunami signal is masked by dynamics and kinematics 
effects induced by sea floor motion. 
We choose the Gulf of Cadiz as a test region for the Tsunami Warning System able to operate in 
generation area, because this region is characterised by well confined potential tsunamigenic 
sources (Zitellini, 2009). In the framework of NEAREST, a prototype of a new instrument, called 
“tsunameter”, specifically designed to operate well in near-field conditions has been developed and 
installed above a major tsunamigenic structure, off the Gulf of Cadiz, at water depth of 3200m. The 
tsunameter is installed onboard the abyssal station GEOSTAR developed by INGV through 
previous EU funding. The station communicates with a surface buoy through a dual acoustic link: 
the buoy is connected to land stations via satellite link. This system operated from August 2007 to 
August 2008 offshore Cabo de Sao Vincente (Gulf of Cadiz) and a new mission started in the same 
region on November 2009. The need to better understand the tsunami generation process favoured 
the development of a new conceptual model taking into account water compressibility and the 
presence of porous seabed (Chierici, 2009). 
 
Tsunameter Components and Characteristics 
 
The tsunameter is made by a set of devices, bottom pressure sensor, accelerometers, seismometer 
connected to a processing unit hosted onboard of GEOSTAR. The tsunameter is in charge of the 
data processing and of the identification of the tsunami wave, if present. In addition, the tsunameter 
communicates in a two-way mode by mean of a surface buoy, through a dual acoustic link. The 
surface buoy is connected to control land stations thanks to a satellite dual link. Figure 1a) shows 
the tsunameter communication scheme.. 
The seafloor station is designed to operate in three different ways:  
1) Mission mode: two periodic messages are sent to the surface buoy every 6 hours containing, 
respectively, the sensors status and sampled data.  
2) Event mode: it is triggered by a seismic or pressure event, the data relevant for the warning 
purpose are sent to the surface buoy.  
3) Idle mode: a power saving mode during which the station can be reconfigured and restarted. 
The data acquired by the tsunameter are real-time processed at the sea-floor by dedicated algorithms 
and are cross-checked in order to send a tsunami warning message. In particular the tsunami 
detection procedure is based on a double check on both pressure and seismic events. The seismic 
data are processed using a Short Term Average over Long Term Average (STA/LTA) algorithm. 
The bottom pressure data are analysed using the new tsunami detection algorithm developed within 
NEAREST and composed by a chain of different filters. Each filter can be included or excluded by 
the processing routine. The application of this filtering cascade to the bottom pressure time series 
reduces the dynamical range of the sea level perturbations, from about 1-3 meters of equivalent 
water to few centimetres, obtaining tsunami detection sensibility better than 1cm. Finally, the 
filtered bottom pressure data are matched against an appropriate tsunami amplitude threshold. Once 
exceeded a warning message is issued. 
 
NEAREST pilot experiment in the gulf of Cadiz 
 



The SW Iberia is a tsunami prone area as testified by the 1755 Lisbon earthquake which caused a 
devastating tsunami affecting all the cities facing the Gulf of Cadiz and reaching the coasts of Great 
Britain and Caribbean islands. This region is situated at the Eastern end of the Atlantic Eurasia-
Africa plate boundary with convergence rate of 4mm/y (DeMets, 1994) and has seismic activity 
concentrated along a belt going from the Gibraltar Strait to the Azores. The geological structures of 
this area were studied and mapped in the framework of NEAREST and during the previous EU 
project BIGSTES and the ESF project SWIM. It is now well established that the main tsunamigenic 
tectonic sources are located between the long ESE-WNW strike-slip faults, the SWIM lineaments 
showed in figure 1b (Zitellini, 2009) and the Iberian coastline.  
In the framework of NEAREST, a prototype of the tsunameter described in the previous paragraph 
was installed onboard of the multi-parametric observatory GEOSTAR and successfully deployed 
offshore Cabo de Sao Vincente. The station was placed above an active, potentially tsunamigenic 
structure, the Marques de Pombal Structure (Zitellini, 2001,; Zitellini, 2004)  at a depth of 3200 m. 
on August 25th 2007. The system operated for one year. The bottom pressure signal was processed 
by the new tsunami detection algorithm. 
Recently, on November 11th 2009, the abyssal station, with the tsunameter onboard, was deployed 
again in the same region where it is presently operating.  

 
 
Figure 1: Inset a): Communication scheme of the tsunameter. Inset b): Gulf of Cadiz morpho-
tectonic map. Contour line every 500m from GEBCO digital Atlas; Black star: GEOSTAR 
Location; Grey arrows: relative movement direction between Africa and Iberia plates; TAP: Tagus 
Abyssal Plain; HAP: Horseshoe Abyssal Plain; SAP: Seine Abyssal plain; GB: Gorringe Bank; MP: 
Marques de Pombal Structure; Swim Lineaments from (Zitellini, 2009) representing the probable 
modern plate boundary between Africa and Iberia; black line with triangles: major thrust fault 
present in the area. 
 



 
4. Future perspectives for hydro-acoustic precursor ? 
 
A challenging and very promising frontier for scientific research in the field of the Tsunami Early 
Warning is the ”hunt” for a potential tsunami precursor. Starting from the pioneering work of 
Peltier and Hines (Peltier, 1976) and passing through the work of Artru et al. (Artru, 2005) many 
attempts have been made to find the possible tsunami precursors induced in the atmosphere, while a 
first attempt to look for a hydro-acoustic precursor in the water column was made by Okal et al 
(Okal, 2003), who proposed to use the T-waves for tsunami warning purpose. These waves are the 
high-frequency acoustic signal caused by the earthquake and channelled in the seawater by SOFAR 
wave guide. 
More recently, Chierici et al. (Chierici, 2009) developed a theoretical work concerning tsunami 
generation taking into account the water compressibility and the effect of a porous sea bed. They 
showed that modulated hydro-acoustic waves are generated in the water layer by the sea-floor 
motion. The presence of the porous sediment acts as a “natural” low pass filter and allows the 
hydro-acoustic waves to propagate up-slope and outside the generation area with low attenuation. 
The main and surprising feature of these waves is their modulation, which carries information on 
the seafloor motion and source parameters. The existence of these waves was firstly observed 
during the Tokachi-Oki 2003 event (Nosov, 2007), when two pressure sensors, located within the 
generation area, detected an hydro-acoustic signal generated by the seafloor motion induced by the 
earthquake. The model of Chierici et al. correctly reproduces the measured frequency and amplitude 
of the signal. 
These acoustic waves travel with speed at least seven time greater than the tsunami waves well 
preceding its arrival. Information about the source parameters, for instance the sea floor motion 
velocity, the source extension and the source displacement may be extracted from the very first 
pulses of the modulation. Thanks to these results the modulation of these acoustic waves may act as 
a “hydro-acoustic tsunami precursor” and could be integrated in a new generation of Tsunami Early 
Warning System. Figure 2 shows an example of this hydro-acoustic signal, obtained using the 
model developed by Chierici et al., 2009. The upper inset represents the water surface disturbance 
for a fixed observation point at 100 km distance from the source. The lower inset shows the hydro-
acoustic precursors and its modulation characterised by its pulses.  
 



 
 
Figure 2: Inset a) represents the free-surface plots at fixed observation point located at 100km from 
the source, while inset b) is the zoom of the first part of the acoustic signal with its modulation. 
  



5. Conclusions 
 

In the framework of EU project NEAREST, a new tsunameter designed to operate in a generation 
area was developed and installed off the Gulf of Cadiz, where successfully worked for one year. 
The system has been recently redeployed at the same site. The tsunameter is able to take into 
account the dynamical and kinematical effects due to the sea floor motion biasing the tsunami 
signal measurements and identification. 
A key role in the development of a future and more effective Tsunami Early Warning System 
designed for near-field conditions, could be played by potential tsunami precursors. On behalf of 
NEAREST project Chierici et al. found, in a theoretical work, that modulated waves, which are 
induced in the water column by the sea floor motion, might be regarded as “hydro-acoustic tsunami 
precursors”. These waves travel at speed much greater than the tsunami wave, propagating outside 
the generation area with low attenuation and carrying relevant information on the sea floor motion. 
The measurement and analysis, in a real ocean environment, of this hydro-acoustic signals is the 
needed step in order to validate the use of this acoustic signal for tsunami early warning purpose.  
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a b s t r a c t

The SW margin of the Iberian Peninsula hosts the present-day boundary between the Eurasian and African
Plates. Convergence (4–5 mm/yr) is accommodated through a wide deformation zone characterized by
moderate magnitude seismic activity. This zone has also been the source of the most important seismic
events in Western Europe, such as the 1755 Lisbon Earthquake and Tsunami and 1969 Horseshoe Earth-
quake. Despite efforts to identify active seismogenic structures in the Gulf of Cadiz in the last ten years, little
is known about its paleoseismic history. The turbidite paleoseismology approach was applied for the first
time in a low-rate convergent margin to determine the recurrence interval of large earthquake events that
occurred in SW Iberia during the Holocene. Four sediment cores collected at strategically located sites
offshore Portugal (i.e. Tagus Abyssal Plain, Infante Don Henrique Basin and Horseshoe Abyssal Plain) reveal
that these deep-sea basins preserve a record of episodic deposition of turbidites. In the SW Iberian Margin
excluding special climatic events, earthquakes are the most likely triggering mechanism for synchronous,
widely-spaced distributed turbidites during the Holocene, when the sea level was relatively stable. Age
correlation together with textural, mineralogical, physical properties and geochemical signatures of the
new cores complemented by pre-existing multicores and gravity cores reveals a total of 7 widespread
turbidite events for the Holocene. Precise dating of the most recent turbidite event (E1) based on 210Pb and
137Cs geochronology provides an age of AD 1971� 3. This age corresponds to a high-magnitude instru-
mental earthquake in the region: the 1969 Horseshoe Earthquake (Mw 8.0). Calibrated 14C ages of subse-
quent widespread turbidite events (E3 and E5) correlate with the dates of important historical earthquakes
and paleotsunami deposits in the Gulf of Cadiz area, such as AD 1755 and 218 BC, respectively. If older
synchronous events (E6, E8, and E10) with ages ranging from 4960–5510 yr BP to 8715–9015 yr BP are also
taken into account, a great earthquake recurrence interval of about 1800 years is obtained for the Holocene.
Our correlations suggest that the turbidite record may be considered as a proxy for paleoseismic activity in
low-convergence rate margins, and a valuable complementary tool in earthquake and tsunami hazard
assessment along the coasts of the Iberian Peninsula and North Africa.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
; fax: þ34 93 230 95 55.
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1. Introduction

Crustal deformation in the SW margin of the Iberian Peninsula is
controlled by the NW–SE convergence of the African and Eurasian
Plates (4.5–5.6 mm/yr) at the eastern end of the Azores–Gibraltar
zone (e.g. Argus et al., 1989; McClusky et al., 2003). This conver-
gence is accommodated through a wide active deformation zone
(e.g. Sartori et al., 1994; Hayward et al., 1999) characterized by low
to moderate magnitude seismicity (Udı́as et al., 1976; Grimison and
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Chen, 1986; Buforn et al., 1995, 2004; Stich et al., 2005a,b) (Fig. 1).
However, great earthquakes (Mw� 8.0) such as the 1755 Lisbon
Earthquake and Tsunami and the 1969 Horseshoe Earthquake have
also occurred in this region (Fukao, 1973; Buforn et al., 1995, 2004;
Baptista et al., 1998; Martı́nez Solares and López Arroyo, 2004)
(Fig. 1). A multidisciplinary marine geological and geophysical
dataset acquired during the last ten years offshore southern
Portugal revealed a number of active NE–SW trending west-
verging folds and thrusts (Zitellini et al., 2001, 2004; Gràcia et al.,
2003a; Terrinha et al., 2003) and WNW–ESE strike-slip faults
(Rosas et al., 2009; Zitellini et al., 2009; Terrinha et al., 2009)
(Fig. 1). Deformed Quaternary units together with swarms of
earthquakes associated with seafloor surface ruptures suggest that
these faults are active and that they may represent an earthquake
and tsunami hazard to the coasts of Portugal, Spain and North
Africa (Gràcia et al., 2003a,b; Terrinha et al., 2003, 2009; Zitellini
et al., 2004).

Assessment of seismic hazard in SW Iberia is largely based on the
relatively short period of instrumental (<50 years) and historical
(<2000 years) earthquake catalogues (e.g. Peláez and López Casado,
2002). This may not be sufficient to assess seismic hazard models in
the Iberian Peninsula, especially when considering high-magnitude
earthquakes and long recurrence intervals (>103 years) (e.g. Masana
et al., 2004; Gràcia et al., 2006; Vizcaino et al., 2006). A submarine
paleoseismic approach may allow us to determine past seismic
Fig. 1. a) Plate-tectonic setting of the SW Iberian Margin (grey box) along the boundary be
Margin (contour interval: 200 m) based on SRTM-3 for land topography and GEBCO for bathy
period between 1965 and 2000 is depicted. Small grey dots correspond to epicenters of eart
correspond to epicenters of historical and instrumental earthquakes of Mw� 6.0 occurred in
selected Mw� 6.0 earthquakes (Fukao, 1973; Buforn et al., 1995, 2004; Martı́nez Solares an
arrows show the direction of plate convergence between the Eurasian and African plate from
from Zitellini et al., 2001, 2004, 2009; Gràcia et al., 2003a,b; Terrinha et al., 2003). The bla
activity and to obtain a recurrence rate for great magnitude earth-
quakes (Mw� 8.0).

In order to investigate the recurrence rate of large Holocene
events, such as the Lisbon Earthquake, we tested for the first time
the ‘‘turbidite paleoseismology’’ concept (Adams, 1990; Nelson
et al., 1996; Goldfinger et al., 2003, 2007) in a low-convergence
margin. Data from four sediment cores collected in slope basins and
abyssal plains off SW Iberia are presented (Fig. 2). The objectives of
this study are fourfold: 1) to characterize turbidite events on the
basis of sedimentary facies, texture, physical properties,
geochemical composition and radiocarbon ages; 2) to establish
a regional correlation of turbidite events integrating results from
210Pb dating of the recentmost events (Garcia-Orellana et al., 2006)
and from a local study at the Marquês de Pombal Fault area
(Vizcaino et al., 2006); 3) to propose a correlation of widespread
turbidite events with instrumental and historical earthquakes, and
tsunami deposits from the Gulf of Cadiz; and 4) to determine
a recurrence interval of large earthquakes that occurred during the
Holocene, highlighting the potential of the turbidite record as
a marine paleoseismic indicator in low-convergence rate margins.

2. Regional setting

Active deformation in the SW Iberian Margin is revealed by
earthquake mechanisms covering both onshore and offshore regions
tween the Eurasian and African Plates. b) Colour shaded relief map of the SW Iberian
metry. Seismicity from the Instituto Geográfico Nacional (IGN) (2000) catalogue for the

hquakes for 2.5<mb< 3.5, and large grey dots for earthquakes of mb> 3.5. Black stars
the SW Iberian Margin, and the white/dark balls represent the fault plane solutions of

d López Arroyo, 2004; Stich et al., 2005a,b; 2007; Baptista and Miranda, 2009). White
the NUVEL1 model (Argus et al., 1989). Yellow lines show the active faults (modified

ck outlined box depicts the study area presented in Fig. 2.



Fig. 2. Detailed bathymetric map of the external part of the SW Iberian Margin including the Horseshoe and Tagus abyssal plains, extracted from the ESF EuroMargins SWIM
multibeam compilation (Zitellini et al., 2009). Red dots locate the CALYPSO piston cores studied in the present work and the multicores collected from the same sites presented by
Garcia-Orellana et al. (2006). Yellow dots locate gravity cores in the Marquês de Pombal Fault area presented by Vizcaino et al. (2006) and multicores MC1 and SW37 by Garcia-
Orellana et al. (2006). IDHB: Infante Don Henrique Basin; MPF: Marquês de Pombal Fault; HF: Horseshoe Fault; SVC: São Vicente Canyon; LC: Lagos Canyon; PC Portimão Canyon; PB:
Portimão Bank.
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(e.g. Buforn et al., 1995; Stich et al., 2003, 2005a) (Fig. 1). Focal
mechanisms are heterogeneous and faulting style ranges from
reverse to strike-slip (Stich et al., 2005a), as corroborated by recently
acquired marine geological and geophysical data (Gutscher et al.,
2002; Gràcia et al., 2003a,b; Terrinha et al., 2003; Gutscher, 2004;
Zitellini et al., 2004, 2009) (Fig. 1). Regional seismicity in the Ibero-
Maghrebian region is diffuse and does not clearly define the
present-day European–African plate boundary (e.g. Sartori et al.,
1994; Buforn et al., 1995; Hayward et al., 1999). In the SW Iberian
Margin, located at the eastern end of the Azores–Gibraltar zone,
seismicity is characterized by shallow to deep earthquakes of low to
moderate magnitude (Mw< 5.5) (Udı́as et al., 1976; Buforn et al.,
1995, 2004; Stich et al., 2003, 2005a). However, this region is also
the source of the largest and most destructive earthquakes that have
affected Western Europe (AD 1531, 1722, 1755 and 1969). The 1755
Lisbon Earthquake (estimated Mw> 8.5) destroyed Lisbon (intensity
X–XI MSK) and was accompanied by tsunamis that devastated the SW
Iberian and NW African coasts (more than 60 000 casualties in
Portugal, Baptista et al., 1998). On the basis of geological evidence,
geophysical data and tsunami modelling, different geodynamic
models and mechanisms have been proposed as the source of the
Lisbon Earthquake (Gutscher et al., 2002; Baptista et al., 2003; Gràcia
et al., 2003a; Terrinha et al., 2003; Gutscher, 2004; Zitellini et al., 2004,
2009; Stich et al., 2007). However, none of these models satisfactorily
accounts for the estimated magnitude of the earthquake and tsunami
arrival times at the different localities onshore.

The morphostructure of the Gulf of Cadiz is shaped by the
following components: a) Mesozoic horst-and-graben structures
reactivated during the Neogene compressive phases (e.g. Gràcia
et al., 2003b); b) large allochthonous masses emplaced during the
Upper Miocene, such as the Gulf of Cadiz Imbricated wedges (e.g.
Gràcia et al., 2003b; Medialdea et al., 2004; Iribarren et al., 2007); c)
active faults, such as the NE–SW trending Marquês de Pombal, São
Vicente, and Horseshoe thrust faults (Zitellini et al., 2001; Gràcia
et al., 2003a; Terrinha et al., 2003), and the newly identified, long
WNW–ESE dextral strike-slip faults (Rosas et al., 2009; Zitellini
et al., 2009; Terrinha et al., 2009) (Fig. 1), and d) surface
morphologies resulting from mass fluxes and submarine landslides,
fluid flow, mud volcanism, and deep water contour currents (e.g.
Gràcia et al., 2003a; Hernández-Molina et al., 2003; Somoza et al.,
2003; Mulder et al., 2006; Vizcaino et al., 2006).

The study area is located in the outer Gulf of Cadiz from 36�N to
37�300N, in the region between the Gorringe Bank and Cape São
Vicente comprising the basins from the Tagus Abyssal Plain (TAP) to
the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain (HAP) (Figs. 1 and 2). This region is
characterized by an abrupt, irregular physiography dominated by
massive ridges and large seamounts, highly incised narrow canyons,
and deep, extensive abyssal plains (Fig. 2). As for the infill of the TAP
and HAP plains, Lebreiro et al. (1997) corroborated their alternating
turbidite and hemipelagic layer composition. These authors also
suggested that the emplacement of the Late Quaternary age turbi-
dites, at least for the HAP, was not directly linked to sea-level
changes, but probably related to seismic activity. In fact, the most
recent turbidite layer identified in the HAP has an emplacement
time of 140�120 years BP, coeval with the AD 1755 Lisbon event
(Thomson and Weaver, 1994; Lebreiro et al., 1997), suggesting the
presence of earthquake-triggered turbidites in the area.

Apart from the two abyssal plains, the other study area corre-
sponds to the Infante Don Henrique Basin (IDHB), a slope basin
bounded by the foothills of the Gorringe Bank to the west and the
Marquês de Pombal Fault (MPF) escarpment to the east (Fig. 2).
Associated with active faulting, mass transport deposits have also
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been recognized in the IDHB at the foot of the Marquês de Pombal
fault block (Gràcia et al., 2003a; Vizcaino et al., 2006). Based on
radiocarbon dating of the Holocene debris flows and turbidite
records, the authors estimated a recurrence rate of mass movement
deposits of less than 2000 years (Vizcaino et al., 2006).

The first turbidite paleoseismology study in the SW Iberian
Margin was carried out by Garcia-Orellana et al. (2006). These
authors investigated six short sediment cores (50 cm long) collected
by a multicorer in the area stretching from the Tagus to the Horse-
shoe Abyssal plains for radiometric (210Pb and 137Cs) and sedimen-
tological analyses (Fig. 2). Garcia-Orellana et al. (2006) dated the two
recentmost detrital layers and turbidite events (<150 years), the
ages of which correspond to two large (Mw> 6.0) historical and
instrumental earthquakes that occurred in the SW Portuguese
Margin: the 1909 Benavente and 1969 Horseshoe earthquakes.

3. Data and methods

3.1. Core site location and core quality

This study is based on the Holocene sections of four giant
CALYPSO piston cores, termed MD03 2701 to MD03 2704, which
were acquired during the PICABIA–PRIME cruise (July 2003) on
board the French RV Marion Dufresne (Table 1, Fig. 2). These cores
are strategically located for characterizing the main depositional
areas in the SW Iberian Margin (i.e. TAP, HAP and IDHB), where
seismic activity is generated.

Core site MD03 2701 is located in the Tagus Abyssal Plain at
5000 m depth on the NW flank of the Gorringe Bank (Fig. 2). Core site
MD03 2702 is located at 3900 m depth in the IDHB, NW of the
Marquês de Pombal Fault area. This core differs from the other cores
in that it records fewer mass transport deposits. The two last piston
cores, MD03 2703 and MD03 2704, were sampled in the Horseshoe
Abyssal Plain around 4900 m depth. They are 12 km apart and
separated by an active fault. Four multicores (GeoB 9095-2, GeoB
Table 1
Location of the studied cores, AMS radiocarbon data and sample age calibrations based on

Core # Lat
(�N)

Lon
(�W)

Water
depth (m)

Total core
length (m)

AMS lab
referenc

MD03 2701 37�30.01 11�02.01 5052 8.5 49063
Tagus Abyssal Plain 49064

49065
49066
52940
49067
49068

MD03 2702 37�00.96 10�10.92 3876 25.5 49069
Infante Don Henrique Basin 52124

49070

MD03 2703 36�06.27 10�40.09 4807.5 19.58 49077
Horseshoe Abyssal Plain 49078

49079
49080
49081
49082
49083

MD03 2704 36�02.21 10�34.79 4813 19.31 49084
Horseshoe Abyssal Plain 52122

49085
49086
49087
49088
49089

O. uni.: Orbulina universa; G. sac.: Globigerinoides sacculifer; G. rub.: Globigerinoides ruber;
* Local reservoir correction (DR) for the Portuguese margin based on Monge Soares and

a Ages in brackets are not used in the present study: Sample obtained within a debrit
b Sample rejuvenated by mixing from overlying sediment.
9005-1, GeoB 9089-1 and GeoB 9099-1) were acquired during the
GAP 2003 cruise (RV Sonne) at the same sites as the four CALYPSO
piston cores (Fig. 2). These multicores together with multicore MC1
provide information on the uppermost sediment record (Garcia-
Orellana et al., 2006), which is often lost during piston coring.

The CALYPSO piston cores were designed to acquire long
sedimentary records. However, the quality of the upper core
sections is inhomogeneous owing to piston stretching. For
instance, the top of the core may be lost during coring and the
upper sections are often deformed showing a bending of laminae
in which the apex of bent layer is thickened due to sediment flow
(Skinner and McCave, 2003). Bending especially affects the
sampling of hemipelagic sediment for dating, which instead of
being acquired just below turbidite bases needed to be sampled
further downcore (up to 6 cm).

The methodology followed to study the piston cores included
description, imaging, physical properties and geochemical
measurements on half core sections. Sediment composition and
grain-size analyses, smear-slide description and radiocarbon dating
were carried out on selected samples.

3.2. Sediment measurements and analytical procedures

Immediately after core splitting and cleaning on board the R/V
Marion Dufresne, all core sections were imaged with digital colour
photo and logged for physical properties at 2 cm intervals using the
multisensor core logger from GEOTEK. Sediment physical property
measurements included magnetic susceptibility, P-wave velocity
and gamma-ray attenuation from which density is calculated.
Lightness (L*) and colour parametres (a* and b*) were manually
measured every 2 cm using a spectrophotometer on board. Detailed
core description has been performed based on changes observed in
the colour, lithology, texture and structure of the sediments (Fig. 3).

Geochemical composition was measured on archive sections
using the non-destructive X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) scanner from
the Marine04 curve (Hughen et al., 2004) included in OxCal 4.0 calibration software.

e
Core depth
(cm)

Foraminifera
sampled

Radiocarbon
age (yr BP � 1s)

DR (*) 1s calibrated age
(Cal yr BP)

25–27 Mixed 2530 � 100 95 � 15 1940–2210
65–67 O. uni., G. sac. 5200 � 70 95 � 15 5395–5565

130–132 O. uni. 6770 � 40 95 � 15 7160–7250
218–220 O. uni. 8650 � 60 95 � 15 9100–9290
230–232 Mixed 8760 � 55 95 � 15 9275–9415
289–291 G. rub. 9700 � 45 95 � 15 10425–10535
370–372 O. uni. 12100 � 60 95 � 15 13350–13505

56–57 O. uni., G. rub. (6500 � 130)a – –
80–81 O. uni., G. rub. 1230 � 45 95 � 15 645–725

235–237 O. uni. 7840 � 50 95 � 15 8160–8285

42–44 Mixed (1870 � 35)b – –
168–172 G. rub. 6100 � 45 95 � 15 6355–6480
185–187 G. rub. 6770 � 40 95 � 15 7160–7250
225–227 O. uni., G. con. 8150 � 50 95 � 15 8445–8570
259–261 O. uni. 8790 � 55 95 � 15 9305–9440
348–350 O. uni. 12100 � 60 95 � 15 13350–13505
438–440 N. pach. 14100 � 70 95 � 15 15975–16385

50–52 Mixed 1200 � 60 95 � 15 615–725
103–104 O. uni., G. sac. 2790 � 35 95 � 15 2330–2435
216–218 O. uni., G. rub. 6150 � 45 95 � 15 6405–6535
236–238 G. rub. 6970 � 45 95 � 15 7335–7430
284–286 G. rub. 8140 � 45 95 � 15 8435–8555
325–327 O. uni. 8600 � 55 95 � 15 9050–9220
507–509 O. uni., G. rub. 12400 � 85 95 � 15 13665–13850

G. con.: Globigerinoides conglobatus; N. pach.: Neogloboquadrina pachyderma.
Alveirinho Dias (2006).
e.
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the University of Bremen (Germany). We measured the following
elements: K, Ca, Ti, Fe, Mn, Cu, Sr, V, Cr, Co, Ni, Zn and Pb, at 2 cm
interval for cores MD03 2701, MD03 2703 and MD03 2704, and at
1 cm resolution for core MD03 2702. The data obtained correspond
to the values of element intensity in counts per second (cps),
providing information on the relative element concentration. In the
present study we selected K, Ca and Ti, which are the elements that
better characterize the relationship between detrital and biogenic
Fig. 3. Image, lithological description, grain-size distribution, magnetic susceptibility, densit
piston cores: a) MD03 2701 from the Tagus Abyssal Plain, b) MD03 2702 from the Infante Do
Plain. Turbidite numbers are depicted for each core.
sedimentation (e.g. Adegbie et al., 2003) (Fig. 3). These data help us
to characterize different types of turbidites as well as to define the
hemipelagic intervals between turbidites that are essential to
calculate the age models.

Grain-size analyses were systematically carried out every 10 cm
except in the homogeneous core MD03 2702 with a sample interval
of 20 cm. In addition, other samples were obtained in turbidite
bases or debrites adding to make 205 samples. We used the Coulter
y and geochemical composition (K/Ti and Ca/Ti) of the studied sections of the CALYPSO
n Henrique Basin, c) MD03 2703 and d) MD03 2704, both from the Horseshoe Abyssal
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LS200 from the GRC Geociències Marines group of the University of
Barcelona, which provides the grain-size data as a volume
percentage for all the textural distribution (<4 mm to 2 mm). Sand
fraction and very coarse silt components (>50 mm) were identified
using a binocular microscope. Relative mineral abundance was
estimated by counting a minimum of 300 grains per sample. In
addition, to define the boundary depths between turbidite tails and
hemipelagites, 105 smear slides were qualitatively analyzed.

3.3. Radiocarbon dating, calibration and age models

Radiocarbon dating was performed using 24 samples of hemi-
pelagic sediment mainly located about 0.5–2 cm below the turbi-
dite bases, locally reaching up to 6 cm. For AMS 14C dating, we
hand-picked between 7 and 10 mg individual foraminifera of the
same species with a diameter larger than 250 mm. Orbulina uni-
versa was preferentially used because it was the most common
species, although we also selected Globigerinoides ruber (var. alba),
Globigerinoides sacculifer, Globigerinoides conglobatus, Neo-
globoquadrina pachyderma and mixed samples. Foraminifera were
prepared and dated at the National Ocean Sciences Accelerator
Mass Spectrometry Facility (NOSAMS-WHOI laboratory, Woods
Hole, USA) (Table 1).

To obtain an accurate turbidite event chronology, the first step
was to calibrate the 14C ages of the hemipelagic sediment samples
using the Marine04 curve (Hughen et al., 2004) included in the
OxCal 4.0 software. To this end, it is necessary to know the value of
DR, the site-specific offset from the global ocean reservoir. In the
SW Portuguese Margin, 14C dating of marine shells and associated
charcoal or bones from archaeological sites with ages spanning the
Holocene yielded a wide range of reservoir ages suggesting fluc-
tuations in the intensity of coastal upwelling (e.g. Monge Soares
and Alveirinho Dias, 2006). However, most of the values obtained
for the Holocene period are lower than the modern value (250� 25
14C yr). To find a suitable DR value, we considered the weighted
mean of the DR obtained for the period from 3000 to w600 yr BP,
which was sampled at a greater resolution including more than 30
DR values. This period, with a weighted mean of 95�15 14C yr,
seems to have lower upwelling than at present (Monge Soares and
Alveirinho Dias, 2006). The resulting calibrated ages using this DR
are given in Table 1.

The next step was to determine the age of each single turbidite
with sufficient precision and accuracy. Since the samples of hemi-
pelagic sediment are located a few cm below the base of the
turbidites or tens of cm above the turbidite tails, it was necessary to
interpolate or extrapolate the ages of the calibrated samples as far
as the base or top of the neighbouring turbiditic intervals. For this
purpose we used the P_Sequence, a Bayesian model of deposition
implemented in the computer program OxCal 4.0 (Bronk Ramsey,
2008). Given that the hemipelagic sedimentation rate cannot be
regarded as perfectly constant, the P_Sequence depositional model
takes into account the uncertainties in the variation of the hemi-
pelagic sedimentation rate by regarding sedimentation as an
inherently random process. The resulting age model, referring to
the calibrated age scale, reflects the increasing uncertainties with
distance from the calibrated sample ages (Fig. 4).

To run the P_Sequence model, apart from DR, several input
parameters are needed. First, the uncalibrated 14C ages and their
corresponding sample depths are provided as the main dataset.
Second, the uncalibrated ages of the top and bottom boundaries of
each core are estimated. These are determined with ample margins,
only constrained by the age of the seafloor at the time of sampling
and by the age of the shallowest sample for top boundaries, and by
the age of the deepest sample for bottom boundaries. Finally, the
regularity of the sedimentation process is determined by factor k,
with the higher values of k reflecting smaller variations in sedi-
mentation rate (Bronk Ramsey, 2008). For each core, we chose the
highest possible values of k, on condition that the modelled age
fitted each individual calibrated age with c2<1 (all agreements
>68.2% in P_Sequence model output). Applying this criterion, we
used k¼ 1.5 for cores MD03 2703 and MD03 2704, and k¼ 1 and
k¼ 0.8 for cores MD03 2701 and MD03 2702, respectively. For each
core we obtained the 68% and 95% probability ranges which are
plotted in the calibrated age vs. hemipelagic depth model (Fig. 4).
Based on the hemipelagic depth of every single turbidite, the age
models yield the calibrated ages which are reported as maximum
probability values, 1s and 2s age ranges in Table 2. In the following
sections, turbidite calibrated ages are reported with 1s ranges
based on the most likely turbidite correlations that characterize the
occurrence of events.

Owing to the limited number of cores available for this study, it
was not possible to quantify basal erosion in the calculation of the
time interval between the dated sample and the turbidite base (e.g.
Nelson et al., 1996; Gutiérrez-Pastor et al., 2009). Consequently,
turbidite erosion was assumed to be negligible for modelling the
14C dates to obtain the ages of the turbidites.

3.4. Criteria for turbidite correlation

In this study we use the fundamental concept of ‘‘event’’ (E).
This may be constituted by one or more mass transport episodes
(turbidite or debrite) correlated across different depositional areas.
The correlation between turbidite deposits may be based on
a number of factors of which the most important is chronology.
Different turbidite deposits located far apart from one another will
be regarded as the same turbidite event if their calibrated ages
overlap at 1s uncertainties. As part of the same event, these
turbidites will be known hereinafter as ‘‘synchronous’’ or ‘‘coeval’’.
In addition, when synchronous turbidites are found in at least two
of these widely separated depositional areas, these events will be
referred to as ‘‘widespread’’. As previously mentioned, radiocarbon
dating was performed in the hemipelagic material found below
each turbidite layer. Since hemipelagic thickness might have been
partially reduced by erosion from the overlying turbidite, we
decided to use the youngest age from each event to characterize its
occurrence. This geological criterion allows us to disregard the
older turbidite ages of a given event which are probably affected by
the ageing effect of erosion.

Other criteria can also be used to correlate turbidite events.
Sedimentological aspects, such as hemipelagic thickness between
different turbidite sequences (e.g. Gutiérrez-Pastor et al., 2009), are
also important factors that strengthen the correlation. In addition,
physical parameters (magnetic susceptibility and density) and
geochemical composition (K/Ti and Ca/Ti) may also reinforce the
correlation between different turbidites (e.g. Goldfinger et al., 2007),
especially if they are from the same source area. In summary, if
turbidite deposits from different cores (T) meet the aforementioned
correlation criteria, these turbidites will be considered to be
synchronous and will form part of the same turbidite event (E).

4. Results

4.1. Sedimentary facies

Three main sedimentary facies were distinguished in the cores:
1) hemipelagites, 2) debrites and 3) turbidites. Hemipelagite was
mainly described as homogeneous olive (Munsell notation 5Y 5/4)
bioclastic silty-clay (52.4% clay, 43.6% silt and 3.9% sand and a mean
diameter of 6.2 F) highly bioturbated. The thickness of hemipelagic
deposits ranges from few millimetres up to 60 cm, with exception



Fig. 4. Age-depth model output for cores a) MD03 2701, b) MD03 2702, c) MD03 2703, and d) MD03 2704 assuming the deposition is a Poisson process using P_Sequence from OxCal
4.0 software (Bronk Ramsey, 2008). 1s and 2s probability distributions are depicted for the calibrated sample ages (in black), sequence boundary ages (in white) and modelled
turbidite ages (in grey). The value of k used to run each age model is indicated.
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of core MD03 2702, where a single hemipelagic interval exceeds
220 cm in thickness. Debrite only appears in core MD03 2702 and is
characterized by homogeneous greyish brown silty-clay (46.7%
clay, 48.1% silt and 5.2% sand and a mean diameter of 6.2 F). Despite
textural similarities with hemipelagite, debrite tends to be darker
(brownish) with an absence of bioturbation, and may show mud
clasts and soft sediment deformation.

Turbidite facies was characterized as a fining-upward sequence
with a sharp erosive base, a coarse interval (18.7% clay, 30.8% silt and
50.5% sand and mean diameter of 2.5 F) and a turbidite tail (48.5%
clay, 51.3% silt and 0.2% sand and mean diameter of 6.5 F), repre-
senting well-distinguished sedimentary layers described in the
Bouma sequence. In core MD03 2701 from the TAP, we identified 8
grey to olive grey (5Y 5/1 to 5Y 4/2) turbidite layers (T1–T8) with
a thickness ranging from 3 to 60 cm. The sand fraction is composed of
quartz, feldspar, carbonates, micas and biogenic components
(mainly foraminifera) reaching 45% of the total of this fraction.
Turbidites were classified as poorly sorted sand to silt with a mean
diameter of 1.9 F (T7) to 5.4 F (T6) (Fig. 3a). However, two silty-clay
turbidites (mean diameter of 6.7 F) were identified in the upper
section (T1 and T3). Few sand layers showing a disrupted sedimen-
tary structure appear anomalously intercalated in the sedimentary
sequence from the sides of the core (Fig. 3a). They resulted from
disturbance during piston coring. However, it was possible to accu-
rately identify these artefacts and exclude them from the dataset.

In core MD03 2702 (IDHB), 2 turbidites (T1 and T2), 30 and
25 cm thick respectively, are characterized as greyish brown (2.5Y
5/2) sandy silt. These two turbidites are mainly composed of
biogenic compounds. A debrite was identified under turbidite T1
between 51 and 66 cm depth (Fig. 3b). The HAP cores, MD03 2703
and MD03 2704, are formed by a succession of 8 (T1–T8) and 9
(T1–T9) turbidite layers, respectively. The colour of turbidites varies
from olive (5Y 4/4) to dark grey (5Y 4/1), and their thickness ranges
from 4 to 140 cm (Fig. 3c,d). The sand fraction is composed of
quartz, feldspar, carbonates, micas, heavy minerals and biogenic
components (50% foraminifera), which may reach 72% of the total
components of this fraction. The grain-size distribution of the
turbidite bases ranges from silty-clay (mean diameter of 5.8 F) to
medium sand (mean diameter of 3.6 F).

4.2. Physical properties

Downcore variability of the magnetic susceptibility (MS),
density and lightness (L*) allowed us to complete a detailed char-
acterization of the sedimentary facies (Fig. 3). In core MD03 2701,
hemipelagites are characterized by low MS values around 10 SI and
density values of about 1.9 g cm�3. Turbidites were divided into two
groups based on MS and density. The first group corresponds to the
turbidite deposits from T1 to T6, with MS ranging between 9 and 14
SI and density from 1.8 to 2.0 g cm�3. The second group including
T7 and T8 presents higher MS values reaching up to 40 SI whereas
density ranges from 1.9 to 2.4 g cm�3 (Fig. 3a). Turbidite layers are
darker (L*¼ 42) than the hemipelagites (L*¼ 55). This suggests that
the lightness shows a good correspondence with the sediment
composition and texture. In core MD03 2702, hemipelagites,
debrites and turbidites facies show fairly constant MS values
(8–18 SI). This is not the case for density and L*, which increase
from 1.5 to 2.4 g cm�3 and from 45 to 53, respectively (Fig. 3b).

In core MD03 2703, two groups of turbidites were distin-
guished based on their physical properties (Fig. 3c). In the upper
interval (from T1 to T5), magnetic susceptibility ranges between 5
and 24 SI, density oscillates from 1.4 to 2.1 g cm�3. In the lower
interval (T6–T8), MS and density vary between 8 and 34 SI and
2–2.4 g cm�3, respectively. L* is characterized by a successive
increase in darker colours, from 47 in T1 to 31 in T7. In core
MD03 2704, there are also two groups of turbidites depending on
the physical parameters. In the upper interval (from T1 to T7),
magnetic susceptibility ranges between 6 and 32 SI, density
oscillates from 0.8 to 2.2 g cm�3, and L* from 35 to 52. T4
constitutes an exception with low values of lightness (L*¼ 29).
The lower turbidite group (T8 and T9) is characterized by MS
values ranging from 8 to 50 SI, density values from 1.6 to
2.4 g cm�3, and the lightness reaches down to 27. In both cores,
hemipelagites show average values of MS about 12 SI, increasing
densities from 1.3 to 2.0 g cm�3 and relatively high values of L*

between 45 and 55 (Fig. 3d).

4.3. Geochemical composition

In light of XRF-scan data, it was possible to recognize relative
abundances of terrigenous and biogenic sediment supply, based on
the variability of K/Ti (detrital proxy) and Ca/Ti (biogenic calcareous
proxy) ratios (e.g. Adegbie et al., 2003). Turbidites of core MD03
2701 are characterized by K/Ti measurements ranging between 1.5
and 3 whereas Ca/Ti is roughly constant (13), locally increasing up
to 20 in T8 (Fig. 3a). Hemipelagites are characterized by K/Ti varying
from 1.5 up to 2.5 and Ca/Ti from 10 to 35 (Fig. 3a). In core MD03
2702, the uppermost turbidite (T1) and debrite could not be
geochemically analyzed because of the watery conditions of the
sediment that were unsuitable for XRF scanning. In general, K/Ti
and Ca/Ti do not show large oscillations in core MD03 2702
(Fig. 3b). In turbidite T2, the detrital ratio was lower than expected
with values reaching 1.5 whereas the calcareous ratio ranged
between 14 and 26. This might be explained by the relative abun-
dance of transported biogenic components (mainly foraminifera)
with respect to siliciclastic components. Hemipelagites show K/Ti
values of 1.7–2.9 and of Ca/Ti between 10 and 36.

Cores MD03 2703 and MD03 2704 also show similar trends
(Fig. 3c,d). In MD03 2703 XRF measurements performed in the
turbidites show K/Ti and Ca/Ti values fluctuating between 1.3 and 2,
and 10 and 35, respectively. T6 and T7 in core MD03 2703 present
the highest values of K/Ti (up to 2.5) and Ca/Ti (up to 43) respec-
tively. In core MD03 2704 turbidites show higher values of K/Ti
(between 1.3 and 3.4) and Ca/Ti (between 17 and 65) with marked
peaks of both ratios observed in T4, T6 and T7 (Fig. 3d). In both
cores, hemipelagites are characterized by detrital values ranging
between 1.4 and 2.5 and calcareous values from 14 to 30.

4.4. Chronology of turbidite deposits

The 6 uppermost turbidites (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5 and T6) recorded in
core MD03 2701 were deposited during the Holocene at around 1980–
2280 yr BP, 4960–5510 yr BP, 7105–7250 yr BP, 8540–8985 yr BP,
9230–9370 yr BP, 10 175–10 425 yr BP, respectively (Fig. 4a, Table 2).
The remaining two turbidites (T7 and T8) occurred during the Last
Glacial–Interglacial Transition period at around 13 310–13 515 yr BP
and 15 020–16 630 yr BP, respectively (Figs. 4a, 5; Table 2). In core
MD03 2702, two turbidites and a debris flow deposit were identified
in the Holocene section. The uppermost turbidite (T1) and debrite was
deposited at around 385–545 yr BP while turbidite (T2) was deposited
at 7880–8145 yr BP (Fig. 4b, Table 2).

Five Holocene turbidites (T1–T5) and three pre-Holocene turbi-
dites (T6–T8) were distinguished in core MD03 2703. In the Holocene
section they occurred at around 2080–2620 yr BP, 6340–6505 yr BP,
6690–6985 yr BP, 8185–8425 yr BP, and 8715–9015 yr BP, respec-
tively; and during the Last Glacial–Interglacial Transition period at
12 950–13 325 yr BP, 15 695–16 090 yr BP, and 16 160–16 635 yr BP,
respectively (Fig. 4c, Table 2).

In core MD03 2704 the 7 uppermost turbidites (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6
and T7) were deposited during the Holocene, at around 300–560 yr



Table 2
Calibrated ages of the turbidite events. Calibration is based on Marine04 curve (Hughen et al., 2004) included in OxCal 4.0 calibration software. Turbidite ages are modelled
using the P_Sequence model of deposition implemented in OxCal 4.0 (Bronk Ramsey, 2008).

Core # Core
depth
(cm)

Hemipelagic
depth
(cm)

Turbidite
number #

Distance from the
turbidite base or tail
to the sample (cm)

Max. probability
Cal age (Cal yr BP)

1s Cal age ranges
(Cal yr BP)

2s Cal age ranges
(Cal yr BP)

Turbidite
event #

MD03 2701 25 23 T1 1 2170 1980–2280 1770–2395 E5
TAP 65 34 T2 1 5325 4960–5510 4135–5590 E6

130 66 T3 1 7185 7105–7250 6955–7310 E8
213 90 T4 6 8765 8540–8985 8275–9095 E9
228 102 T5 3 9310 9230–9370 9140–9425 E10
286 122 T6 4 10 345 10 175–10 425 9985–10 500 E11
370 172 T7 1 13 385 13 310–13 515 13 155–13 625 E12

204 T8 31 15 630 15 020–16 630 14 690–17 360 E13

MD03 2702 68 21 T1 12.5 460 385–545 305–625 E3
IDHB 232 158 T2 4 8020 7880–8145 7690–8235 E9

MD03 2703 43 34 T1 62 2310 2080–2620 1830–2900 E5
HAP-West 169 95 T2 1 6420 6340–6505 6250–6585 E7

184 98 T3 2 6835 6690–6985 6565–7105 E8
224 116 T4 2 8320 8185–8425 8040–8530 E9
258 119 T5 2 8870 8715–9015 8600–9165 E10
347 143 T6 2 13 170 12 950–13 325 12 675–13 455 E12
400 164 T7 19 15 885 15 695–16 090 15 490–16 300 E13
438 169 T8 1 16 340 16 160–16 635 15 945–16 915 E14

MD03 2704 48 3 T1 3 455 300–560 120–645 E3
HAP-East 62 7 T2 1 975 855–1110 755–1270 E4

103 23 T3 0.5 2345 2285–2415 2195–2490 E5
213 75 T4 4 6255 6110–6365 5950–6465 E7
233 82 T5 4 6895 6745–7020 6630–7155 E8
282 91 T6 3 8075 7930–8240 7765–8355 E9
324 100 T7 2 8985 8880–9090 8780–9180 E10
506 147 T8 2 13 585 13 430–13 715 13 245–13 830 E12

158 T9 9 14 545 14 275–14 780 14 065–15 080 E13

In italics are represented the ages modelled by extrapolation from the top of a neighbouring turbiditic interval. In bold are depicted the widespread Holocene turbidite events.
Overlaid in grey is the youngest turbidite age characterizing the occurrence of each Holocene event.
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BP, 855–1110 yr BP, 2285–2415 yr BP, 6110–6365 yr BP, 6745–7020 yr
BP, 7930–8240 yr BP and 8880–9090 yr BP, respectively. Turbidites T8
and T9 occurred during the Last Glacial–Interglacial Transition period
at around 13 430–13715 yr BP and 14 275–14780 yr BP, respectively
(Figs. 4d and 5; Table 2).

5. Discussion

5.1. Turbidite events

Detailed turbidite characterization and accurate chronology
allowed us to conduct a synchronicity test between turbidite
deposits from the four piston cores described in this paper (Figs.
5–8). In addition, we also included the age results from four
gravity cores of the MPF area (Vizcaino et al., 2006) and six
multicores, two from the MPF area and four from the same
locations as the CALYPSO piston cores (Garcia-Orellana et al.,
2006) (Fig. 2). The most recent turbidite events (E1 and E2) in
the SW Iberian Margin are characterized by very thin (<2 cm
thick) silty-clay deposits identified and dated in multicore MC1
(Garcia-Orellana et al., 2006). E1 and E2 were not detected in the
CALYPSO piston cores. Their turbidite deposits reflect different
sediment characteristics and distribution. E1 is characterized by
thicker turbidites that were identified in all the basins studied
(TAP, IDHB and HAP) whereas E2 was locally observed only in the
IDHB and MPF area. Precise dating based on 210Pb and 137Cs
geochronology provides ages of AD 1971�3 and AD 1908� 8 for
the turbidite events E1 and E2, respectively (Garcia-Orellana
et al., 2006) (Fig. 7). The uppermost turbidite event recognized
in the CALYPSO piston cores (T1 in both MD03 2702 and MD03
2704) is E3, which occurred at around 300–560 yr BP (Figs. 5 and
7, Table 2). This event can also be correlated with the most recent
turbidite identified by Thomson and Weaver (1994) in the TAP at
300�120 yr BP, and in the HAP at 140�120 yr BP. E4 was only
identified in core MD03 2704 and is characterized by a muddy
turbidite with MS and Ca/Ti values lower than those detected in
E3 (Fig. 6). This event occurred around 855–1110 yr BP.

The next event (E5), detected in the cores from the TAP and HAP,
is widespread. This event includes the uppermost turbidite T1 from
cores MD03 2701 and MD03 2703, and turbidite T3 from MD03 2704
(Figs 3. and 6). This suggests that the top of cores MD03 2701 and
MD03 2703 suffered a sediment loss with respect to core MD03
2704, where the base of the turbidite characterizing E5 in this core is
located around 1 m downcore. E5 is characterized by muddy to silty
turbidites with similar values of MS and Ca/Ti in all three cores
(Fig. 6), and occurred at around 1980–2280 yr BP (Figs. 5 and 7,
Table 2). Vizcaino et al. (2006) identified a turbidite deposit in the
MPF area with a similar calibrated age (1940� 55 yr BP) (Fig. 8).
Event E6 includes turbidite T2 of core MD03 2701 from the TAP
(Fig. 5). E6 is the most biogenic turbidite deposit of core MD03 2701
and this could account for the similar values in physical properties
and geochemical composition with respect to the hemipelagites
(Fig. 6). E6 occurred around 4960–5510 yr BP (Figs. 5 and 7; Table 2).
A coeval turbidite was identified by Vizcaino et al. (2006) in the MPF
area (Fig. 8).

Event E7 was locally detected in the deep-sea cores from the
HAP and includes turbidites T2 from core MD03 2703 and T4
from MD03 2704. This event is characterized by the thickest
Holocene turbidites (58 cm thick in core MD03 2704), coarse
turbidite bases, the highest values of MS, density, K/Ti and Ca/Ti,
and the lowest values of lightness of all Holocene sections (Figs.
3 and 6). E7 occurred around 6110–6365 yr BP (Figs. 5, 7, 8;
Table 2). Event E8 is widespread and was detected in cores
MD03 2701 (T3) from the TAP and MD03 2703 (T3) and MD03



Fig. 5. Age correlation of turbidites from the Tagus Abyssal Plain (MD03 2701) and the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain (MD03 2704). Probability distribution curves of modelled turbidite
ages (orange) were obtained using P_Sequence from OxCal 4.0 software (Bronk Ramsey, 2008). Black horizontal lines link turbidite bases and their respective calibrated ages.
Modelled turbidite ages (1s) are projected on the time axis by a purple band, where event numbers are indicated.
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2704 (T5) from the HAP. Their turbidite deposits are character-
ized by low amplitudes in physical properties and geochemical
composition (Fig. 6). E8 occurred at around 6690–6985 yr BP
(Fig. 7; Table 2).

E9 is a widespread event and was detected in cores MD03
2701 (T4) from the TAP, MD03 2702 (T2) from the IDHB, and
MD03 2703 (T4) and MD03 2704 (T6) from the HAP. Turbidite T4
of core MD03 2701 from the TAP is thicker, coarser grained, and
has an older age than the rest of the E9 turbidites (Figs. 3, 5, 7;
Table 2). This suggests a relatively high erosional potential, which
would explain the older age of this turbidite. Given the strati-
graphic position of T4 and T5 from this core, we assigned T4 to E9
and T5 to the immediately older event (E10) (Fig. 5). E9 occurred
at around 7880–8145 yr BP. E10 is the oldest widespread event in
the Holocene and was detected in cores MD03 2701 (T5), MD03
2703 (T5) and MD03 2704 (T7). E10 occurred around 8715–
9015 yr BP (Fig. 8; Table 2). E9 and E10 are characterized by high
amplitude geochemical signatures detected in the two cores from
the HAP (Fig. 6). The first event recorded during the Holocene is
E11, only detected in core MD03 2701 (T6), which occurred at
10 175–10 425 yr BP (Table 2).

As regards the Last Glacial–Interglacial Transition period, the
last event is E12, a widespread turbidite event identified in cores
MD03 2701 (T7) from the TAP, and MD03 2703 (T6) and MD03 2704
(T8) from the HAP (Figs. 5–7). The three turbidite deposits char-
acterizing E12 show differences in texture and in physical and
geochemical properties. T8 of core MD03 2704 from the HAP is the
thickest turbidite identified (>1 m thick) characterized by a coarse
grain-size base showing large pulses in the MS (Fig. 6). In addition,
the slightly older age of T8 of core MD03 2704 suggests that it may
have eroded the underlying sediment (Figs. 6 and 8). E12 occurred
around 12 950–13 325 yr BP (Fig. 7; Table 2). E13 is the oldest
widespread turbidite event and was detected in core MD03 2701
(T8) from the TAP and cores MD03 2703 (T7) and MD03 2704 (T9)
from the HAP. Its turbidite ages were extrapolated from the over-
lying deposits characterizing E12 (Fig. 7). E13 occurred at around
14 275–14 780 yr BP (Table 2). The oldest event is E14 only detected
in core MD03 2703 (T8) from the HAP (Figs. 6 and 7), which
occurred at around 16 160–16 635 yr BP (Table 2).

Summarizing, 11 Holocene turbidite events (E1–E11) and
a total of 14 events for the last 16.5 ka (E1–E14) were identified in
the SW Iberian Margin including the TAP, the IDHB, MPF area and
the HAP. In the Holocene, only 7 of the total 11 turbidite events
(E1, E3, E5, E6, E8, E9 and E10) are widespread, i.e. detected in
cores from at least two of the different depositional areas (Figs. 5
and 6). The remaining four Holocene turbidite events (E2, E4, E7
and E11) were only identified in sediment cores from one of the
basins (Fig. 7).



Fig. 6. Peak-to-peak correlation of magnetic susceptibility (MS) and Ca/Ti data between cores from the Tagus (MD03 2701) and Horseshoe abyssal plains (MD03 2703 and MD2704).
Dark orange lines correlate turbidite bases. Light orange lines link MS and Ca/Ti signals between turbidite bases, yellow lines correlate turbidite tails, and green lines hemipelagites.
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5.2. Triggering mechanisms of turbidite events in the SW
Portuguese Margin

Turbidites have been used as a proxy for paleo-earthquakes
since 1952, when the study of the 1929 Grand Banks Earth-
quake and associated turbidity current was published (Heezen
and Ewing, 1952). However, they found difficulties in linking
the gravity flow deposits with the 1929 Earthquake mainly
because turbidity currents may be triggered by different
processes. Adams (1990) proposed four triggering mechanisms
for turbidite generation: a) sediment loading, b) wave-induced
slumping, c) tsunamis and d) large earthquakes. This list was
expanded by Goldfinger et al. (2003) adding e) crustal earth-
quakes, f) slab earthquakes, g) aseismic accretionary slip wedge,
h) hyperpycnal flows, and i) gas hydrate dissociation. Tides (Sarı
and Çağatay, 2006) and postglacial isostatic rebound (Blumberg
et al., 2008) have also been regarded as possible turbidite trig-
gers. A number of these mechanisms are related to local
processes but only earthquakes, storm waves and hyperpycnal
flows can trigger widespread turbidites in a region (Goldfinger
et al., 2003). Hyperpycnal flows and storm waves seem to be
the most important turbidite triggering mechanisms during the
low-stand glacial periods, when there is a direct sediment supply
from rivers to submarine canyons (Goldfinger et al., 2007).
However, in an active, mid latitude margin such as the SW Iberian
Margin, and during the high-stand Holocene period, earthquakes
are the most likely mechanism for turbidite generation.

In turbidite paleoseismology, synchronicity is probably the most
accepted criterion for suggesting that turbidity currents are trig-
gered simultaneously by an earthquake. As defined by Adams
(1990), Nelson et al. (1996) and Goldfinger et al. (2003, 2007)
synchronicity is based on the ‘‘confluence channel test’’, i.e. the
same number of turbidite events should be found upstream and
downstream from the confluences between tributaries, slope
channels and deep-sea channels. In the SW Iberian Margin, sedi-
ments are transported from the shelf edge and upper slope directly
to the abyssal plains through large, deeply incised canyons. The
particular physiography of this margin is unsuitable for applying
the channel confluence test. Instead, the synchronicity test in this
study is based on the existence of coeval deposits located in widely
separated depositional areas (slope basins and abyssal plains) (Figs.
2, 5, 6 and 7).

Although it may be assumed that earthquakes are the most
likely triggering mechanism of turbidites in the SW Iberian Margin
during the Holocene, we should not exclude other non-seismic
causes for the emplacement of widespread turbidite events
(Fig. 7). Of the 7 widespread events (E1, E3, E5, E6, E8, E9 and E10),
event E9 occurred immediately after the well known 8.2 ka climatic
event (e.g. Bond et al., 1997, 2001). Although an earthquake cannot
be ruled out as the triggering mechanism for the E9 turbidite event,



Fig. 7. Chronostratigraphic event correlation from the Tagus to the Horseshoe abyssal plains integrating the turbidite ages obtained from 210Pb profiles (Bq/kg) of multicores (GeoB
9095-2, GeoB 9005-1, MC1, GeoB 9089-1 and GeoB 9099-1) presented by Garcia-Orellana et al. (2006), and the 14C calibrated and extrapolated turbidite ages from the sections of the
CALYPSO piston cores studied (MD03 2701, MD03 2702, MD03 2703 and MD03 2704).
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the 8.2 ka event may have created a climate-related instability in
the SW Iberian Margin slope. Despite being widespread, we do not
regard event E9 as seismically triggered (Fig. 8).

The non-widespread Holocene turbidite events (E2, E4, E7 and
E11) may have been generated by low to moderate earthquakes,
although we cannot exclude other non-seismic causes (Fig. 8). We
are unable to assign an earthquake origin to the turbidite events
during the Late Pleistocene because their triggering could have also
been related to the rise of sea level and associated instability
processes.



Fig. 8. a) Turbidite ages separated by study areas for the last 16 000 years. TAP: Tagus Abyssal Plain; IDHB: Infante Don Henrique Basin; MPF: Marquês de Pombal Fault area; HAP:
Horseshoe Abyssal Plain. The time interval including all turbidite ages for event is depicted by light orange bands. The 1s age given to each event (E1–E13) corresponds to the
youngest turbidite age and is depicted by a dark orange band. The ages of turbidites presented in this work are depicted in black and grey (extrapolated), and the ages of turbidites
from the MPF area are shown in red (Vizcaino et al., 2006). Dashed-line rectangle corresponds to Fig. 9. b) Eustatic sea-level curve (green) and GISP2 d18O curve (purple) modified
from Hernández-Molina et al. (1994) and Jouzel (1994), respectively.
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Table 3
Largest instrumental earthquakes, historical seismic record, historical tsunamis and tsunami deposits (tsunamites) from the SW Iberian margin.

Age Name Source location Magnitude Intensity Type of Record References

Location of tsunamites M* (MSK)

AD 2007 São Vicente EQ Horseshoe Fault 6.0 - Instrumental EQ 19
AD 1969 Horseshoe EQ Horseshoe Abyssal Plain 8.0 VII Instrumental EQ and T 2, 21
AD 1964 Guadalquivir Bank EQ Gulf of Cadiz 6.1 - 6.6 - Instrumental EQ 12, 16
AD 1960 - Atlantic Morocco 6.2 - Instrumental EQ 12
AD 1909 Benavente EQ Lower Tagus Valley (6.0) IX-X Historical EQ 4, 14, 17
AD 1858 Setúbal EQ Lower Tagus Valley (7.1) IX Historical EQ 3, 4
AD 1761 North Atlantic Gloria Fault zone (6.7) VI-VII Historical EQ and T 3, 21
AD 1755 Lisbon EQ and Tsunami SW Iberian margin (8.5 - 8.7) X-XI Historical EQ, T and TD 5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 22
AD 1722 Tavira EQ Offshore Algarve (6.5) VIII Historical EQ and T 1, 4, 10, 21
AD 1531 Vila Franca de Xira EQ Tagus Estuary - IX-X Historical EQ and T 1, 8, 21
AD 881 - Cádiz - X-XI Historical EQ and T 1, 3
AD 382 Cape São Vicente EQ SW Iberian margin - VII -X? Historical EQ and T 1, 10, 21
60 BC Portugal and Galicia EQ W Iberian margin - IX ? Historical EQ and T 1, 10, 21
2200-2300 yr BP 218 BC EQ and Tsunami Gulf of Cadiz - - Historical EQ, T and TD 1, 11, 20, 22
3700-3900 yr BP - Doñaña marshlands - - EWE (local TD?) 15, 20, 22
4100-4500 yr BP - Doñaña marshlands - - EWE (TD?) 15, 22
5300-5500 yr BP 5310 yr BP Tsunami Gulf of Cadiz - - TD 15, 20, 21, 22
6000-7000 yr BP - Guincho Beach, Lisbon - - TD (giant boulders and cobbles) 15, 18, 21, 22

M* ¼ In brackets, estimated magnitude; EQ ¼ Earthquake; T ¼ Tsunami; TD ¼ Tsunami deposit; EWE ¼ Extreme Wave Event.
(1) Galbis, 1932; (2) Fukao, 1973; (3) Mezcua and Martı́nez Solares, 1983; (4) Moreira, 1984; (5) Andrade et al., 1994; (6) Dawson et al., 1995; (7) Baptista et al., 1998; (8) Justo
and Salwa, 1998; (9) Luque et al., 2001; (10) Martins and Mendes Victor, 2001; (11) Luque et al., 2002; (12) Buforn et al., 2004; (13) Martı́nez Solares and López Arroyo, 2004;
(14) Mezcua et al., 2004; (15) Ruiz et al., 2005; (16) Stich et al., 2005a; (17) Stich et al., 2005b; (18) Scheffers and Kelletat, 2005; (19) Stich et al., 2007; (20) Ruiz et al., 2008; (21)
Baptista and Miranda, 2009; (22) Lario et al., 2010.
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5.3. Linking Holocene turbidite events with historical earthquakes
and tsunami deposits in the Gulf of Cadiz

To lend support to the hypothesis that earthquakes are the main
triggering mechanism of the widespread turbidite deposits in the
SW Iberian Margin, we correlate these turbidite events with the
instrumental and historical seismic records. Numerous seismic
events have been instrumentally recorded in the area since the
1960s, the largest being the Horseshoe Earthquake in 1969 (Mw
8.0) (Fukao, 1973) (Table 3). In addition to the instrumental data,
historical record allows us to investigate the seismicity for the last
two millennia (Table 3) including great earthquakes, such as the
1755 Lisbon Earthquake and Tsunami (e.g. Martins and Mendes
Victor, 2001; Martı́nez Solares and López Arroyo, 2004; Baptista
and Miranda, 2009) (Figs. 8 and 9).

Instrumental and historical records of earthquakes and tsunamis
enabled us to identify three widespread turbidite events in the SW
Iberian Margin for the last 2500 years: E1, E3 and E5 (Fig. 9a). E1,
which occurred at around AD 1971�3 dated by 210Pb chronology
(Garcia-Orellana et al., 2006), was correlated with the AD 1969
Horseshoe Earthquake (Mw 8.0) (Fukao,1973). E3 which occurred at
300–560 yr BP, was also identified by Thomson and Weaver (1994),
Lebreiro et al. (1997), Abrantes et al. (2005) and Vizcaino et al.
(2006). This turbidite event is contemporaneous with the AD 1755
Lisbon Earthquake and Tsunami (e.g. Baptista et al., 1998; Martı́nez
Solares and López Arroyo, 2004) (Fig. 9a). Although there is an
ample historical record of the effects of the AD 1755 Tsunami along
the Atlantic coast, its preserved tsunamites seem to be limited to
few locations on the Algarve coast (e.g. Andrade et al.,1994; Dawson
et al., 1995) and Spanish shore of the Gulf of Cadiz (e.g. Lario et al.,
2001, 2010; Luque et al., 2001) (Table 3). It should be noted that
E3 is a thin widespread turbidite event in the SW Iberian Margin. A
relationship between the turbidite thickness and earthquake
magnitude in this margin cannot be demonstrated because there
are other factors to be considered, such as sediment availability and
stability conditions in the source area. Coeval with E5 (1980–
2280 yr BP) was the large historical earthquake and tsunami that
occurred around 218 BC in the Bay of Cadiz in Roman times (e.g.
Galbis, 1932; Luque et al., 2002; Ruiz et al., 2008; Lario et al., 2010)
(Fig. 9; Table 3). Morphological coastal changes caused by this
tsunami together with the magnitude of its sedimentary deposits
suggested that this event was probably as destructive as the AD 1755
Earthquake and Tsunami (Luque et al., 2001, 2002; Ruiz et al., 2005,
2008; Baptista and Miranda, 2009; Lario et al., 2010). Two local
turbidites (E2 and E4) may also be related to moderate historical
earthquakes. Garcia-Orellana et al. (2006) suggested that E2 was
coeval with the Benavente Earthquake in 1909 (Mw 6.0) (Moreira,
1984; Mezcua et al., 2004; Stich et al., 2005b) (Table 3). E4 (855–
1110 yr BP) seems to be coeval with the AD 881 historical earth-
quake and tsunami (Galbis, 1932; Mezcua and Martı́nez Solares,
1983) (Fig. 9a; Table 3).

Before 2500 yr BP, we should look for the geological record of
past earthquakes and tsunamis. Unfortunately, there is no paleo-
seismic catalogue available for SW Iberia but instead, there is
a relatively good record of paleotsunamis. Paleotsunami studies are
based on sedimentological fieldwork in lagoons and marshes from
the Iberian Peninsula around the Gulf of Cadiz and west Portuguese
coast (e.g. Andrade et al., 1994; Dawson et al., 1995; Lario et al.,
2001, 2010; Luque et al., 2001, 2002; Ruiz et al., 2005, 2008;
Scheffers and Kelletat, 2005; Baptista and Miranda, 2009). The
tsunami record provides information of tsunamis as far back as
6000–7000 yr BP, when the shoreline stabilized after sea-level rise
(Fig. 8b). The size of an earthquake-generated tsunami depends on
the magnitude of the earthquake, focal depth, fault type and
aftershock area, and distance between the epicenter and shore (e.g.
Luque et al., 2001). Correlation between widespread offshore
turbidites and tsunami deposits onshore strengthens the hypoth-
esis of a seismic origin for both (Fig. 9).

Turbidite event E6, dated as 4960–5510 yr BP, may be correlated
with a coeval tsunami deposit that occurred around 5310 yr BP and
found in reworked washover fans near Doñana (Cadiz) (Ruiz et al.,
2005, 2008; Baptista and Miranda, 2009; Lario et al., 2010) (Figs. 8
and 9). Widespread turbidite event E8 (6690–6985 yr BP) may be
correlated with the 6000–7000 yr BP tsunamite (Ruiz et al., 2005;
Scheffers and Kelletat, 2005; Baptista and Miranda, 2009; Lario
et al., 2010) (Table 3). Excluding the climate-related event E9
(8.2 ka cold event), synchronicity of widespread turbidites is the
only criterion for suggesting that the oldest Holocene event E10



Fig. 9. a) Turbidite ages separated by study areas for the last 2500 years. Black lines correspond to the ages of instrumental and historical earthquakes and tsunamis of estimated
Mw� 8.0 that occurred during this time period whereas dashed lines correspond to historical earthquakes and tsunamis of estimated Mw� 6.0 and <8.0. The ages of turbidites
presented in this work are depicted in black and grey (extrapolated) and the ages of turbidites from the MPF area are shown in red (Vizcaino et al., 2006). The ages of the youngest
turbidites from the TAP and HAP by Thomson and Weaver (1994) are depicted in blue. b) Age of the widespread turbidite events linked to the instrumental and historical
earthquakes, tsunamis and paleotsunamis of the SW Iberian Margin. E9 (in grey) is a widespread turbidite event that might be related to the 8.2 ka cold event.
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(8715–9015 yr BP) could also have been seismically triggered
(Fig. 9b).

Finally, we sought to determine how often great magnitude
(Mw� 8.0) seismic events, such as the AD 1755 Lisbon Earth-
quake and Tsunami, occurred in the SW Iberian Margin. In this
regard, Ribeiro et al. (1996) suggested a broad recurrence interval
of about 300–1500 yr, and Gutscher (2004) of about 1000–
2000 yr, but none of them was based on marine paleoseismic
studies. Based on the correlation between turbidite events and
historical earthquakes and tsunamis, we established that the
three widespread turbidite events (E1, E3 and E5) that occurred
during the last 2500 years correspond to great instrumental and
historical earthquakes of estimated Mw� 8.0 (Fig. 9a). In
contrast, local, non-widespread turbidite events (E2 and E4) that
occurred during the same period of time, seem to correlate with
historical earthquakes and tsunamis of lower magnitude (around
Mw 6.0–7.0) (Fig. 9a). Hence, the historical record suggests that
widespread turbidite events require great magnitudes (Mw� 8.0)
to be generated. Extrapolating to the pre-historical period,
a Mw� 8.0 is suggested for the oldest Holocene widespread
events (E6, E8 and E10). Hence, considering the 6 Holocene
widespread turbidite events as seismically triggered (Fig. 9b),
a recurrence period for great earthquakes (Mw� 8.0) of approx-
imately 1800 years is determined.

6. Conclusions

Correlation between synchronous turbidite layers found in long
distance apart basins (Tagus Abyssal Plain, Infante Don Henrique
Basin and Horseshoe Abyssal Plain) allowed us to construct
a turbidite event chronology for the SW Iberian Margin. In accor-
dance with this chronology, we recognized a total of 14 turbidite
events in the last 16.5 ka (E1–E14), of which 11 occurred during the
Holocene.
Coeval turbidites from distal depositional areas can be used as
a paleo-earthquake proxy during the high-stand Holocene period.
This may account for the origin of the 7 widespread Holocene
events identified (E1, E3, E5, E6, E8, E9 and E10). In support of this
paleoseismic hypothesis, we use a correlation between the deep-
sea sediment record, the instrumental and historical seismic
record, and tsunami deposits of the SW Iberian Margin.

Widespread turbidite events E1 (AD 1971�3), E3 (300–560 yr BP)
and E5 (1980–2280 yr BP) can be correlated with instrumental and
historical earthquakes that occurred during the last 2500 years, such
as the AD 1969 Horseshoe Earthquake, the AD 1755 Lisbon Earthquake
and Tsunami, and the 218 BC Earthquake and Tsunami, respectively.
Older widespread Holocene events E6 (4960–5510 yr BP) and E8
(6690–6985 yr BP) can be correlated with tsunami deposits that
occurred around 5310 yr BP and 6000–7000 yr BP, respectively. On
the basis of synchronicity, E10 (8715–9015 yr BP) may also be regar-
ded as a seismically triggered event. In contrast, the fact that E9
occurred immediately after the 8.2 ka climatic event suggests the
possibility of a non-seismic origin for its associated turbidite layers. As
regards the non-widespread Holocene turbidites E2 (AD 1908� 8), E4
(855–1110 yr BP) and E7 (6110–6365 yr BP), the first two could be
related to low-moderate magnitude historical earthquakes, although
no further evidence is available to support this interpretation.

Widespread turbidites deposited during the Holocene suggest
that they are related to great earthquakes (Mw� 8.0) occurred in
the SW Iberian Margin. If we regard the 6 Holocene widespread
turbidite events as seismically triggered, the recurrence interval for
great earthquakes is determined as approximately 1800 years. The
relatively good correlation between deep-sea turbidites and
instrumental and historical seismic events and tsunami deposits
suggests that turbidite records may be used as a paleoseismic
indicator in the slow-convergence SW Iberian Margin, thus
constituting a valuable complementary tool for seismic hazard
assessment in Western Europe and North Africa.
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Abstract 

Iberia Africa plate boundary, cross, roughly W-E, connecting the eastern Atlantic Ocean from 

Azores triple junction to the Continental margin of Morocco. Relative movement between the 

two plate change along the boundary, from transtensive near the Azores archipelago, through 

trascurrent movement in the middle at the Gloria Fracture Zone, to transpressive in the Gulf 

of Cadiz area. This study presents the results of geophysical and geological analysis on the 

plate boundary area offshore Gibraltar. The main topic is to clarify the geodynamic evolution 

of this area from Oligocene to Quaternary. Recent studies have shown that the new plate 

boundary is represented by a 600 km long set of aligned, dextral trascurrent faults (the SWIM 

lineaments) connecting the Gloria fault to the Riff orogene. The western termination of these 

lineaments crosscuts the Gibraltar accretionary prism and seems to reach the Moroccan 

continental shelf.  

In the past two years newly acquired bathymetric data collected in the Moroccan offshore 

permit to enlighten the present position of the eastern portion of the plate boundary, 

previously thought to be a diffuse plate boundary.  

The plate boundary evolution, from the onset of compression in the Oligocene to the Late 

Pliocene activation of trascurrent structures, is not yet well constrained. The review of 

available seismics lines, gravity and bathymetric data, together with the analysis of new 

acquired bathymetric and high resolution seismic data offshore Morocco, allows to 

understand how the deformation acted at lithospheric scale under the compressive regime. 

Lithospheric folding in the area is suggested, and a new conceptual model is proposed for the 

propagation of the deformation acting in the brittle crust during this process. Our results show 

that lithospheric folding, both in oceanic and thinned continental crust, produced large 
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wavelength synclines bounded by short wavelength, top thrust, anticlines. Two of these 

anticlines are located in the Gulf of Cadiz, and are represented by the Gorringe Ridge and 

Coral Patch seamounts. Lithospheric folding probably interacted with the Monchique – 

Madeira hotspot during the 72 Ma to Recent, NNE – SSW transit. Plume related volcanism is 

for the first time described on top of the Coral Patch seamount, where nine volcanoes are 

found by means of bathymetric data. 40Ar-39Ar age of 31.4±1.98 Ma are measured from one 

rock sample of one of these volcanoes. Analysis on biogenic samples show how the Coral 

Patch act as a starved offshore seamount since the Chattian. We proposed that compression 

stress formed lithospheric scale structures playing as a reserved lane for the upwelling of 

mantle material during the hotspot transit. The interaction between lithospheric folding and 

the hotspot emplacement can be also responsible for the irregularly spacing, and anomalous 

alignments, of individual islands and seamounts belonging to the Monchique - Madeira 

hotspot.  
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Riassunto 

Il limite di placca tra Iberia e Africa nell’oceano Atlantico centrale si estende dalla giunzione 

tripla delle Azzorre ad est fino all’ orogene betico-rifano verso ovest. Il regime tettonico 

lungo il limite di placca varia da transtensivo nei pressi delle Azzorre, trascorrente lungo la 

zona di frattura Gloria, a compressivo nell’area del Golfo di Cadice. Qui la velocità di 

convergenza tra le due placche è attualmente di 4 mm/a (DeMets et al. 1994). Negli ultimi 

anni il Golfo di Cadice è stato interpretato come un limite diffuso di placca. Recentemente è 

stata scoperta una serie di lineamenti morfologici (lineamenti SWIM, dal progetto europeo 

che ha acquisito i dati batimetrici che hanno permesso la loro individuazione) attribuiti a 

strutture trascorrenti che interessano tutto il Golfo di Cadice. Questi sono stati proposti da 

Zitellini et al. (2009) come costituire il probabile limite di placca tra Iberia e Africa a partire 

dal Pliocene Superiore (2 Ma). I lineamenti connettono la zona di frattura Gloria con il 

margine Marocchino e la catena Betico Rifana. Su questo margine, a seguito di una campagna 

oceanografica avvenuta nel 2008 è stato possibile caratterizzare i lineamenti tramite 

batimetria ad alta risoluzione e sismica CHIRP. I lineamenti in questo settore si impostano sul 

prisma di accrezione di Gibilterra, causando evidenti fenomeni gravitativi nella sua parte 

superficiale. 

Uno degli obbiettivi di questa tesi è stato inoltre lo studio delle deformazioni a scala 

litosferica a partire dall’Oligocene fino ad oggi. La riattivazione di questo margine in regime 

compressivo è avvenuta a causa della rotazione antioraria di Iberia a partire dall’Oligocene. 

Tramite lo studio di linee sismiche e dati gravimetrici è stato proposto che a partire 

dall’Oligocene l’area del Golfo di Cadice sia stata interessata da piegamenti litosferici. Inoltre 

è stato possibile proporre un nuovo modello concettuale di come si manifestino nella crosta 

superiore processi legati a piegamento litosferico. Questo modello prevede che si formino 
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sinclinali ad ampia lunghezza d’onda (30 – 140 km) seguite da anticlinali con lunghezze 

d’onda minori (10 – 80 km).  

L’area in esame è stata interessata a partire da 72 Ma dal transito del punto caldo Monchique 

– Madeira. Numerosi monti sottomarini e piccole colline abissali ne segnano la traccia. In 

questo lavoro per la prima volta viene descritto in dettaglio uno di questi, il monte 

sottomarino Coral Patch. Nove edifici vulcanici minori sono stati descritti sulla sua sommità e 

uno di questi, campionato durante una crociera oceanografica nel 2004, è stato datato a 31 

Ma. Inoltre è stato ipotizzato che il magmatismo nell’area abbia interagito con i processi di 

piegamento litosferico. Questa interazione ha portato ad una distribuzione anomala dei 

vulcani che spesso, come nel caso del Coral Patch, si allineano lungo le zone di debolezza 

litosferica causate dai processi tettonici.  
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Study area 

The Gulf of Cadiz is the portion of the Eastern - Central Atlantic bounded by South Iberia and 

Northwest Morocco (Fig. 1.1.1). Here is located the Eastern end of the Azores-Gibraltar plate 

boundary. Nowadays, the kinematic of this plate boundary show a progressive change from 

extension at the Azores, pure right lateral strike slip in the middle at the Gloria trascurrent 

fault, compression in the Gulf of Cadiz with a relative plate velocity of about 4 mm/a (Argus 

et al., 1989, DeMets et al., 1994). To the East, the Azores - Gibraltar plate boundary ends 

against the Gibraltar accretionary prism (Fig. 1.1.2) formed by the westward motion of the 

Betic – Rif orogenic arc.  

 
Figure 1.1.1 Central Atlantic Sea. MAR: Mid Atlantic Ridge; TR: Terceira Ridge; GFZ: Gloria 
Fracture Zone; MTR: Madeira Tore Rise; SL: SWIM Lineaments; TP: Tagus abyssal Plain; HP: 
Horseshoe abyssal Plain; SP: Seine abyssal Plaine; Dashed line; Betic-Rifean Front; White box 
outlines area of figure 1.2; White arrows indicate relative plate motion along the plate boundaries. 

 

Several huge seamounts are present offshore in the Gulf of Cadiz, as the Gorringe Ridge and 

the Coral Patch seamounts. Associated to these seamounts are the greatest geoid anomaly in 
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the Atlantic sea with a gravity anomaly of about 400 mGal at the Gorringe and 200 mGal at 

the Coral Patch (Sandwell and Smith, 1997). 

 

Figure 1.1.2 Study area. Thin solid line, Gibraltar accretionary prism; thick solid line Gloria fracture 
zone and SWIM lineaments; grey arrow, track of the Monchique – Madeira hotspot. 
 

Natural seismicity is heavily concentrated along the Gloria Fracture Zone, while it becomes 

scattered in the Gulf of Cadiz and Gibraltar region (Fig 1.1.3). In this area the seismicity is 

located preferentially offshore South Iberia and it is not focused on some particular structures 

(Grimison and Chen, 1986).  

In the last 15 years, this sector of the Eurasia – Africa plate boundary was interpreted as a 

diffuse plate boundary (Sartori et al., 1994, Hayward, 1996). In particular, Sartori et al. (1994) 

showed that the compressional deformation is NW-SE trending, and distributed over a wide 

region. The Gulf of Cadiz is also the source area of several high- magnitude earthquakes, as 

the 1755 Great Lisbon earthquake with an estimate magnitude of M=8.5 to 8.7 (Martinez-

Solares and López Arroyo, 2004). The earthquake was followed by the largest tsunamis ever 
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experienced in the Western Europe Atlantic margin and was observed as far as the Caribbean 

and North American coasts. In the past twenty years several international project were 

focused on the area. Thanks to these efforts a huge geophysical and geological dataset was 

collected.  

 
Figure 1.1.3 Natural seismicity of the Gulf of Cadiz and surrounding area, from August 2007 to April 
2008, recorded during the NEAREST project. Blue triangle, OBS station; green triangle, land 
seismometers station 
 

The Gulf of Cadiz was almost completely mapped by means of high-resolution bathymetry 

and geophysical seismic data during the ESF SWIM project to constrain the major active 

structures of the area (Gracia et al., 2003; Zitellini et al., 2004). After the SWIM project new 

bathymetric compilation is now available (The SWIM multibeam compilation, Zitellini et al., 

2009). The SWIM compilation revealed a new set of lineaments, that were called the SWIM 

lineaments, cross cutting the Gulf of Cadiz from the eastern termination of the Gloria fault to 

the NW Moroccan offshore. Zitellini et al. (2009) proposed this structures to be the recent 

plate boundary between Iberia and Africa (Fig 1.1.4) and Rosas et al. (2009) showed how, in 

the last 2 Ma, the deformation was active on these trascurrent structures.  
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Figure 1.1.4 SWIM lineaments cross-cutting Horseshoe Abyssal plain and the Gibraltar accretionary 
prism. West to East view. Vertical exaggeration 5X. 
 

The Gulf of Cadiz evolution was also influenced by the transit of the Madeira – Monchique 

hotspot. The track of this hotspot is underlined by a 700 km long, 200 km wide chain of 

volcanic abyssal hills and seamounts (Fig. 1.1.2). The hotspot volcanism spans in age from 

the 70-72 Ma at the Monchique volcanic field, in South Portugal, to 14-0 Ma volcanism at 

Madeira archipelago (Morgan, 1981; Geldmacher et al., 2000). Up to day several aspect of 

this volcanism are still matter of debate: for example the alignment of seamounts such as the 

Coral Patch and Ormonde offsets the trace axis (Geldmacher et al., 2005). This anomalous 

feature of the Monchique – Madeira hotspot track is explained either as related to (1) a 

volcanism locally controlled by lithospheric discontinuities or (2) magmatism, possibly 

related to a weak pulsating plume (Merle et al, 2006; Geldmacher et al., 2005). In addiction, 
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the interaction of volcanism with tectonic processes nearby the plate boundary is still not yet 

well understood because of the scarce information about its submerged part.  

 

1.2 Objectives 

Aim of this work is to understand the tectonic processes, at crustal and lithospheric 

scale, acting in the area from the onset of the counterclockwise rotation of Iberia, during 

Oligocene, and the consequent reactivation of the Azores Gibraltar plate boundary between 

Iberia and Africa. The rotation of Iberia caused extension in the Bay of Biscay and the 

reactivation of a compressive stress regime offshore SW Iberia and in the Gulf of Cadiz. This 

study intend mainly to enlighten the processes that were active during this compressive stage. 

In this work, the interaction between tectonic setting and the alkaline hotspot 

volcanism belonging to the Madeira – Monchique volcanic province, is also analyzed. This 

volcanism is present in the area from Late Cretaceous in South Portugal to Recent at the 

Madeira archipelago. 

Furthermore, in this study the deformation associated to the WNW-ESE-oriented 

dextral strike-slip movement across the Gibraltar accretionary prism in the vicinity of the 

Moroccan coast is analyzed.  

  

1.3 Structure of the work 

This thesis is constituted by seven chapters. After a general introduction on the study area 

(chapter 1), the principal data and methodology used during this work are shown in chapter 2. 

Geological and Geomorphological setting of the study area are treated in chapter 3. Chapter 4 

presents a paper “submitted to Geology” focused on the mode of deformation acting near the 

Plate boundary, from Eocene to Pleistocene, while Chapter 5, contains a work on the tectonic 

process acting in this sector from Pleistocene to Recent, along and in the vicinity of the WNW 
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– ESE SWIM faults, on the plate boundary offshore Morocco. The following chapter 6, 

presents a paper concerning volcanism episodes not related to the opening of the Atlantic 

Ocean and examine the interaction of this volcanism with the tectonic processes acting in the 

area. This paper is submitted to Terra Nova. The main conclusions of this work are discussed 

in Chapter 7. 
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2 Data and methodology  

2.1 Swath bathymetry  

In the last decade the Gulf of Cadiz has been intensively investigated. One of the major 

outcomes of these researches was the publication of the “Bathymetry of the Gulf of Cadiz, 

North-East Atlantic: the SWIM multibeam compilation”  (Zitellini et al., 2009). This map is 

the result of a collaboration with several European and Italian scientific partners, 19 surveys 

for more than 200 days (Enclosure 1). The map was built from a dtm with 100 m x 100 m 

cells resolution and the digital data are available on line as supplementary material with cells 

resolution of 250 m x 250 m.  

 

Model  RESON SeaBat 8160 

Operating frequency:  50 KHz 

Swath angle:    150° 

Operating Depth:   5 – 3000 mt 

Beam number:   126 

Vertical resolution:   

1.4 cm with range until 750 m 

2.9 cm with range between 1000 m and 1500 m 

8.6 cm with range between 1500 m and 2500 m 

TABLE 2.1 Technical parameter of the RESON multibeam system of the R/V Urania during the 
NEAREST cruises. 
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Two of the surveys mentioned above were the Nearest 2007 and Nearest 2008 cruises carried 

out in the frame of the European project NEAREST (http://nearest.bo.ismar.cnr.it). Two 

bathymetric surveys were acquired and began part of the compilation. The research cruise was 

carried out with the 61 meter R/V Urania, owned and operated by SO.PRO.MAR. and on 

long-term lease to CNR. I had the opportunity to be on board and to acquire and reprocess the 

data at the Centro di Calcolo facilities in ISMAR-Bo.  

R/V Urania was equipped with a RESON 8160 multibeam systems and a DGPS FUGRO 

positioning system. The navigation and the bathymetric acquisition was done with the 

PDS2000 software by RESON. During the acquisition CTD casts were performed to calibrate 

the Sound velocity values on the acquisition software (Table 2.1). 

The data was stored in SIMRAD binary format (*.all) to be reprocessed by the most common 

bathymetric processing software. To reprocess the data I used the: NEPTUNE / Konsgberg, 

CARAIBES / Ifremer and MB system / Columbia University (Caress and Chayes, 2009) 

softwares. After reprocess classical digital terrain model (dtm) are built using GMT (Wessel 

and Smith, 1995 & 1998) to make bathymetric map. 

NEAREST 2007 survey was done on the South Portuguese continental shelf offshore 

Portimao (Fig. 2.1.1). This survey covers 400 km2 of the external continental shelf and the 

first part of the continental slope at depth between 100 m bsl and 300 m bsl. The shelf is 

characterized by a general flat morphology, somewhere interrupted by meter scale high 

hundreds meters long, bedrock ridges. The southern margin of the continental shelf and the 

slope characterized by the head of three small arcuate canyons. These develop on a 11° dip 

slope and connect to the continental shelf through a structural flat area at 300 m bsl.  

The results of NEAREST 2008 survey offshore Morocco are presented and discussed on 

chapter 5. 
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Figure 2.1.1 NEAREST 2007 survey, bathymetric shaded relief map (Coloured area: 25 m x 25 m cell 
size resolution). Blue bathymetry from Gulf of Cadiz Multibeam Compilation (Zitellini et al., 2009) 
100 m x 100 m grid resolution.  

 

2.2 High-resolution CHIRP seismic  

Hull-mounted and towed sub-bottom profilers have become common within the academic 

community and are typically acquired during high-resolution multibeam bathymetric surveys. 

Sub-bottom profilers emit a chirp signal that characterized by frequencies of 3-7  KHz which 

often penetrates the bottom 100 meters or more. Sub-bottom profilers get more deep 

penetration with low frequency, thus a chirp center frequency near the “old” 3.5 kilohertz is 

generally used (Henkart, 2009).  

The high-resolution sub-bottom seismic data, acquired during NEAREST 2007 and 2008 

cruises with a BENTHOS CHIRP II (Table 2.2), were processed with SeisPrho (ISMAR) 

software (Gasperini and Stanghellini, 2009). The program allows the users to handle SEG-Y 
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data files (and other non-standard formats) carrying out a processing sequence over the data to 

obtain, as a final result, bitmap images of seismic sections. The resulting images have been 

interpreted on screen or printed, then the interpretation was reported on cartographic software 

as QGis or GMT. During this three years a large database of sub bottom lines acquired during 

several oceanographic cruises has been created using GIS software. 

Factory Benthos 

Model Chirp II 

Installation Hull mounted 

Number of transducers 16 

Transducers type AT 471 

Signal generator / DSP CAP-6600 Chirp II Workstation 

DSP Sonar Signal Processing 16 bit A/D, continuous FFT 

Operating sweep frequency 2 – 7 kHz 

Ping rate Variable, operator selectable (max 12 ping/sec) 

Sweep Length Variable, operator selectable 

Multiping option yes 

Gain Automatic gain control 

Bottom tracking Interactive 

Navigation / Annotation NMEA 0183 

Data format SEG Y 

Printer Alden 

Acquisition software SwanPRO / ChirpScan II 

Processing software SeisPRO / SwanPRO 

Location controller / recorder Recording room (room # 525) 

Table 2.2 CHIRP seismic sub bottom profiler on board R/V Urania during NEAREST cruises. 
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During this period I had the chance to take part in two oceanographic surveys, the Nearest 

2007 and Nearest 2008 cruises, in the area of the Gulf of Cadiz and to acquire directly Chirp 

data helpful to my study. In particular CHIRP data have been used for the geo-morphological 

interpretation of the NEAREST08 Morocco bathymetric survey (chapter 5) and for the 

geological interpretation of the Coral Patch seamount (chapter 6). 
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2.3 Seismic reflection data 

 2D seismic multichannel (MCS) data have been the main dataset used in this work. 

ISMAR-BO participated in the last 20 years to several international and national scientific 

projects during which a large dataset of seismic lines was acquired (Fig. 2.3.1). Data available 

and interpreted during this thesis belong to several survey: RIFANO 1992 (Sartori et al., 

1994), BIGSET 1998 (Zitellini et al., 2004 a), VOLTAIRE 2004 (Zitellini et al., 2004 b), 

IAM 1993 (Banda et al., 1995), SWIM 06, SISMAR 2001 (Contrucci et al., 2004) and 

ONHYM-ONAREP 1987 (Flinch, 1993).  

 
Figure 2.3.1 Seismic lines dataset collected in the last 15 years at ISMAR for the area offshore SW 
Iberia. TP: Tagus abyssal Plain; GB: Gorringe Bank; HP: Horseshoe abyssal Plain; CP: Coral Patch; 
SP: Seine abyssal Plain; GAP: Gibraltar Accretionary Prism. Red line: Seismic AR07 line in Fig. 
2.4.2. 
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Seismic interpretation is based on the recognizing of faults and unconformities, seismic facies 

and reflectors termination (Payton, 1977). Seismic facies are defined on the basis of change in 

reflection style including continuity, wavelength and amplitude (Mitchum et al., 1977; Bally 

1987).  

 
Figure 2.3.2 Seismic line AR 07 and 3D view bathymetry of the Gulf of Cadiz. (SW to NE view). 
Vertical scale in second Two way Time. For location see Fig. 2.4.1. 
 

In particular for this thesis about 5000 km of MCS were interpreted. The review of these 

seismic dataset collected in the last 15 years at ISMAR-BO permits to directly correlate, for 

the first time, the principal regional unconformity in the three main basins of the area, Seine, 

Horseshoe and Tagus Abyssal plains. In turn, this allows to correlate the main tectonic events 

and their temporal development on the whole oceanic domain of the Gulf of Cadiz. The 

constraining of the temporal evolution of the main tectonic events, at regional scale, permits 

to better understand the events responsible of the main geological structures in the area at 

lithospheric scale. 
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3 Geomorphological, structural and geophysical setting of the Gulf of Cadiz 

3.1 Structural Settings 

Kinematic model proposed in the last 10 years (Rosembaun et al., 2002; Schettino & Scotese 

2005) shows that the Gulf of Cadiz area was characterized by a poliphasic tectonic regime 

from the onset of Atlantic oceanization to Recent.  

Palinspastic restoration, based on the study of oceanic magnetic anomaly lineations 

(Srivastava et al., 1990), show how the Eurasia - Africa plate boundary (Fig. 3.1.1) owns the 

present day configuration only since Late Oligocene times. Since first continental break-up, 

the region recorded complex plate interactions outlined in Fig.3.1.2.  

 
Figure 3.1.1 The Azores Gibraltar plate boundary Line (AGL); NA: North America Plate; MAR: Mid 
Atlantic Ridge; TR: Terceira Ridge; GFZ: Gloria Fracture Zone; SL: SWIM Lineaments; Dashed line 
mark the Betic Rifean chain. 
 

The continental margins of South Iberia and Morocco formed during Jurassic continental 

break-up between North America and Africa while the western continental margin of Iberia 

formed as a result of the Cretaceous separation of from North America. As a consequence, the 

Tagus, Horseshoe and Seine Abyssal Plains correspond to oceanic crust of Late Jurassic-Early 
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Cretaceous age. Starting approximately from Chron M0 (~125 Ma) Iberia moved 

independently until Chron 34 (~85 Ma) when appeared welded to Africa. At Chron 13 (~34 

Ma), contemporaneously with the Pyrenean continental collision, the boundary jumped again 

South of Iberia and only at Chron 6 reached the present day plate-tectonic configuration.  

 

Figure 3.1.2 Plate kinematics reconstruction after Rosembaun et al., 2002, (in a fixed Eurasia 
references). Blue arrows: movement vectors for the Coral Patch Seamount; red arrows: movements 
vector for the Gorringe Bank. These two seamounts are chose to enlighten the stress field acting in the 
Horseshoe abyssal plain between them. Seismic lines permit to consider the Coral Patch as part of 
Africa plate and Gorringe Bank as part of Iberia plate since the Jurassic breakup. 
 

The Europe-Africa plate boundary now trends roughly E-W, connecting the Azores-Triple 

Junction to the Gibraltar Strait along the so called Azores-Gibraltar Line (AGL in Fig. 3.1.1). 

Along this line the plate motion is divergent East of the Azores with a dextral strike-slip 

component, transform in the middle segment, the Gloria fault, and convergent to the East of 

the Tore-Madeira Rise where the upper crust appears affected by diffuse compression (Sartori 
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et al., 1994). At about 2.0 Ma the localization of the deformation offshore Iberia started to be 

focused along ESE-WNW strike-slip faults (Rosas et al., 2009) controlling the present-day 

plate interaction between Iberia and Africa.  

Further eastward, the eastern part of the AGL is buried by deformed sediments of the 

accretionary wedge related to westward-trending Miocene emplacement of the Gibraltar 

orogenic arc.  

 
Figure 3.1.3 a) Stress map of the study area, color bar strain rate and b)Recent tectonic setting, 
(bottom arrow: direction of relative movement of Africa with respect to Iberia). GFZ: Gloria Fracture 
Zone; Modified after Zitellini et al. (2009). 
 

In the area between the Gorringe Ridge and the Gibraltar Strait, compressive stress trends 

mainly NNW-SSE with plate convergence rate of 4 mm/y (DeMets et al., 1994). The 

Gorringe Ridge, the Coral Patch Ridge, and the series of Abyssal hills in the Seine Abyssal 
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Plain formed by northwest to southeast-trending thrusting during the latest stages of the 

Eurasia-Africa convergence.  

 

3.2 Main geomorphologic features  

The main morphological features of the Gulf of Cadiz (Fig. 3.2.1) are described hereafter 

from South to North, from the Moroccan offshore to the West Iberia continental margin and 

abyssal plain systems. The Gibraltar accretionary prism domain is introduced at the end of the 

chapter.  

 
Figure 3.2.1 Morpho bathymetric map of the Gulf of Cadiz, SWIM compilation.  
(LC Lisboa Canyon; TAP Tagus Abyssal Plain; SV San Vicente Canyon; GB Gorringe Bank; HS 
Hirondelle seamount, HAP Horseshoe Abyssal Plain; AS Ampère seamount; CP Coral Patch 
seamount; CPR Coral Patch Ridge; GAP Gibraltar accretionary prism; SAP Seine abyssal plain; MP 
Mazagan Plateau).  
 

Zitellini et al. (2009) published a bathymetric compilation map of a great part of the Gulf of 

Cadiz (Fig.3.2.1 and Plate 1) merging high-resolution bathymetric surveys performed in the 
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last ten years by several European Oceanographic Institutes. The results is a bathymetric map, 

(100 m x 100 m grid resolution) that improved the knowledge of the whole area. 

The Moroccan Mazagan platform, West of Casablanca, is a 50-60 km wide continental shelf. 

In this sector four DSDP site (545, 544, 546, 547) (Hinz et al., 1982) reveal the stratigraphy 

and the evolution of the continental margin showing how the present day continental slope is 

strongly influenced by the presence of a Cretaceous drowned carbonate platform buried below 

it. The continental platform gently dips from the coast and is abruptly interrupted by a highly 

inclined slope connected to the Seine Abyssal plain. The slope, with a mean inclination about 

5°, presents a classical canyon - ridge - canyon morphology. In several parts this escarpment 

can reach slope values around 30°-40°, this steepness resulting by erosive process acting on 

the old carbonate platform buried below this escarpment.  

Northwest of the Moroccan shelf there is the Seine Abyssal Plain. This plain, about 400 km 

long x 250 km wide, has a mean depth of 4400 m and can be divided in two parts. Toward the 

West, there is a starved flat basin with only few abyssal hills on the northern side. East of 

10°30’ W the plain is interrupted by ridges and hills that arise up to 3500 m bsl. Seismic data 

show how these hills and ridges are of two types: the first one is formed by a regular, sub-

parallel top-thrust anticlines, the second one is formed by isolated to aligned diapiric hills. 

Ridges are commonly 10 to 20 km wide, with a maximum length about 50 km. Diapiric 

domes are generally of rounded in shape, 5 km wide, rising about 200-300 m from the flat 

plain. On the western margin a series of rounded shape hills arise for about 200 m from the 

4400 m deep, flat abyssal plain. Seismic data reveal that these structures are the 

morphological expression of deep diapiric structures flowing up to the sea-bottom (Fig. 

3.2.2). These diapiric domes are aligned ENE – WSW. Some of these hills are also present 

eastward, on the top of the Gibraltar accretionary prism.  
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The presence of these diapiric structures cutting all the sedimentary layers of the accretionary 

prism, without sign of tectonic lateral displacement, testify the inactivity of the accretionary 

prism at least at the toe of this structure.  

 
Figure 3.2.2 MCS line AR06 in the Seine Plain, Blue arrow: diapirs; Red arrow: thrust in the 

accretionary prism; Yellow line: onlap unconformity. 
 

The northern part of the Seine abyssal plain ends at the toe of the 200 km long, WSW-ENE 

oriented Coral Patch Ridge. This long chain of ridges and seamount starts from the North, at 

9°30’ W - 35° 30’N, with a 1000 m high seamount and ends to the South with the Coral Patch 

seamount. On the top of this ridge, halfway between the Coral Patch seamount and the 

northern Coral Patch Ridge, is located the site of DSDP 135 (see chap. 3.4). The Coral Patch 

seamount, well described in chapter 6, is a large seamount rising 3800 m from the 

surrounding abyssal plains. On the top at least nine well preserved volcanic edifices are 

present. The slopes of the seamount are steep and characterized by gully-like scours and 

gravitative phenomena. To the west, the Coral Patch is connected through a thin saddle to the 

Ampere seamount. This is a volcanic seamount rising up to 250 m bsl with a classical conic 

volcanic shape down to 1000 m bsl. The basal part of the Ampere seamount is elongated in a 

WSW-ENE direction as the Coral Patch. The Ampere and Coral Patch Ridge separates the 

Seine abyssal plain from the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain. This is long 300 km with a mean width 

of 65 km, is elongated toward NE with depth ranging from 4750 m and 4900 m bsl. Only few 
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abyssal hills rise from the HAP in the eastern sector. These hills seem to be aligned from 

WNW to ESE; they have been interpreted by Rosas et al. (2009) and Zitellini et al. (2009) as 

the morphological expression in the area of a set of trascurrent faults, the SWIM lineaments, 

crosscutting all the Gulf of Cadiz from the Gloria fault to the Moroccan coast. The Western 

termination of the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain corresponds to the Tore Madeira Rise, formed by 

a series of seamounts and abyssal hills, roughly aligned N-S.  

 
Figure 3.2.3 Gorringe Bank shaded relief map, Mercator Projection, coordinates in meters. White box 

location of Figure 3.2.4. 
 

The Horseshoe Abyssal Plain is bounded to the North by the impressive slope of the Gorringe 

Bank and Hirondelle Seamount. The Gorringe Bank is a 4800 m high seamount elongated SW 

- NE, 200 km long and 80 km wide. The top is made up of two main reliefs, the Gettisburg 

seamount on the southwestern part, and the Ormonde seamount on the northeastern end, both 

rising up to 50 m bsl. In between it is located the sites of DSDP 120 (see chap. 3.4), the two 
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peaks have a flat top surface because of winnowing process during last glaciations; observed 

morphologies suggest the presence of outcrops of the substratum. The North flank of the 

Gorringe is characterized by a slope with a mean inclination varying between 7° ad 10°. On 

this slope a giant landslide is present, with the head escarpment at 2500 m bsl, 20 km wide 

(Fig. 3.2.3, 3.2.4). The toe deposit of the slide is 20 km wide on the northern abyssal plain, at 

5000 m bsl. The slide surface is around 350 km2 and it is long 45 km from the hinge of the 

head escarpment to the toe of the accumulation zone. The source area is 20 km long and is 

from 15 to 20 km wide.  

 
Figure 3.2.4 Giant Slide on the Northern flank of the Gorringe Bank. Red line: headwall; Black 
dashed line: Toe deposit. Vertical exaggeration 5X, location on figure 3.2.3. 
 

The Hirondelle seamount, bounds the North western sector of the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain 

West of the Gorringe Bank, it arises 2000 m from the adjacent abyssal plains and is 

characterized by elongated SW-NE small ridges, probably due to the accretion of new oceanic 

crust during the initial stage of the oceanization (Rovere et al., 2004). Moreover, the 

Hirondelle is crosscut by a linear depression extended from the NW sector to ESE, this 
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depression is interpreted as part of the SWIM trascurrent lineaments (Zitellini et al., 2009). 

Unfortunately, westward to the Hirondelle, the unique bathymetric data are the Gebco 

predicted topography (Sandwell and Smith, 1997) that do not have the resolution sufficient to 

check the westward continuation of the SWIM lineaments.  

North of Gorringe Bank and Hirondelle seamounts, the deepest abyssal plain of the area, the 

Tagus Abyssal Plain, is present. This plain has a mean depth of 5000 m bsl and is bounded to 

the East by the Iberian continental slope. No particular features are detected at the sea-bottom 

on this extremely flat plain. The West Iberia Continental margin, instead, shows many of 

different morphological structures. In this work, is taken into consideration the part comprised 

between the Lisbon Canyon to the North and the S. Vicente Canyon to the south. Lisbon 

Canyon, as well as the Cape S. Vicente Canyon, starts on the continental platform and reaches 

the abyssal plain acting as a connector for the silicoclastic sediment transport from land to the 

distal abyssal systems (Purdy, 1975).  

The South Iberian continental platform starts East of Cape S. Vicente. It can be divided into 

two main levels at different depth. From the coast, often represented by high-cliffs and 

Ercinian basements outcrops, a first gently sloping platform extends for ten to twenty 

kilometers to a depth of 120 m, then, below, a second sub-horizontal platform at depth 

between 200 and 700 m is present (Terrinha et al, 1998; Rovere et al, 2002). The continental 

shelf morphology down to -120 m bsl is influenced by Ercinian substratum outcrops between 

Cape S. Vicente and Faro lagoon. The two set of plateau are formed by prograding neogenic 

units and then influenced by the strong Mediterranean Outflow Water (MOW) current.  

Both the Iberian and the Moroccan platforms terminate to the East against the Gibraltar 

Accretionary Prism. This is the offshore continuation of the Betic-Rifean arc. Overall, the 

accretionary wedge is characterized by a mean moderate slope (<2° in general). However, 

along its external and internal boundaries the seafloor can locally reach slopes up to 10°. The 
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surface appears scattered by large sub-circular scours and depressions (Rosas et al., 2009). 

Seismic data show that this morphology is the surface expression of the geological thrust and 

fold structures of the wedge, covered by few meters of recent sediments. The North-Eastern 

sector of the Gibraltar Accretionary Wedge is also affected by the Mediterranean Outflow 

Water current that models and control the local sediment fabric and transport, in fact many 

conturite fields are present. The central sector of the prism shows two lobes. The lower 

boundary of these two lobes corresponds approximately to the -2000 m bathymetric contour, 

and they are marked by arcuate bands of steep (around 10°) slopes. The southern lobe 

presents several elongated WNW-ESE lineaments cutting the sea-bottom. These lineaments 

are part of the SWIM lineaments of Zitellini et al. 2009. They cut all the prism from the HAP 

to the Moroccan margin. Lineaments in this sector influenced and drove the gravitational 

bodies that in several place are confined by these WNW – ESE oriented lineaments. 
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3.3 Gravimetric data 

Gravity data have been used to investigate crustal density variation. The Sandwell and Smith 

altimetry derived Free Air Anomaly (Sandwell and Smith, 1997) and the Multibeam 

topographic data have been used for the gravity inversion. The gravimetric processing was 

done at INGV La Spezia institute. First the gravity-bathymetric correlation was determined 

using the Nettleton approach in order to compute the best crustal density for Parker inversion; 

this method gave a 2600 g/cm3 as mean crustal density. Next, the predictable signal due to 

water/crust and crust/mantle boundaries were removed from the Free Air Anomaly.  

Figure 3.3.1 Free Air Anomaly (Sandwell and Smith, 1997), for the multibeam compilation 

area 
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This was done by using a crustal layer bounded by the topography and by a flat 14 km depth 

Moho. Finally a modified Parker algorithm (Caratori Tontini et al., 2008) was used to 

compute crustal lateral density variation. The range in density variation  is between 2.0 and 

3.1 g/cm3.These are preliminary results. In fact seismic line will be used to constrain 

sediment/basement and crustal/mantle bounderies in order to perform new gravity inversion. 

The gravimetric data are used to validate the lithospheric folding model presented on chapter 4. 
 

 

Figure 3.3.1: Bouguer anomaly, corrected for the Gulf of Cadiz Bathymetric Compilatio, UTM 29 
Projection. 
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Figure 3.3.3: Crustal density variation computed using the Caratori & Tontini (2008) algorithm. 
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3.4 DSDP  

The Atlantic continental margin between North Iberia and Morocco was matter of several 

studies implying ODP, IODP and DSDP project. In particular 4 zones were drilled on 27 sites 

during several leg of this projects.  

 
Figure 3.4.1 Location map of DSDP drilling sites: DSDP 120 and DSDP 135; TP: Tagus abyssal 
Plain; HP: Horseshoe abyssal Plain; SP: Seine abyssal Plain. 
 

The main topic of the drilling project was to study the mode of rifting, subsequent drifting and 

complete oceanization of the Atlantic Sea, that occurred from the late Jurassic to middle 

Cretaceous. In particular from North to South the Galizia Margin (ODP sites 103, 149, 173, 

637, 638, 639, 641, 398, 897, 898, 899, 900, 901, 1065, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1276, 1277 

Boillot et al., 1985; Sawyer et al., 1994; Whitmarsh et al., 1998), the Gorringe Bank (DSDP 

120) the Coral Patch Ridge (DSDP 135) and the Moroccan Margin (DSDP sites 370, 544, 

545, 546, 547) were drilled between 1970 and 2001. 

Two DSDP (120 and 135) wells drilled in the Gulf of Cadiz (Figures: 3.4.1, 3.3.2, 3.4.3) are 

used in this work to calibrate and correlate seismo – stratigraphic interpretation. 
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Figure 3.4.2 schematic stratigraphy. 

 

The well DSDP 120 (Ryan et al. 1973), located at 36°41.388'N 11°25.938'W on the northern 

flank of the Gorringe Bank, reach a depth of 253.4 m from the sea bottom (Fig 3.4.2). During 

the drilling, because of technical problem, only 8 core fragments were recovered, so the 

sampled material was only the 19.8% of the total length of the well. 

At DSDP 120, Lower-Middle Miocene and Lower Cretaceous (Albian, Aptian, Barremian) 

gray and green, partly silicified nannofossil oozes were cored. The inferred stratigraphic 

section (Fig. 3.4.2) contains two significant unconformities: (l) a hiatus in bathypelagic 

sedimentation between Cretaceous and Miocene; (2) an abrupt change in sediment facies 

across this unconformity, silicified nannofossil ooze yielding poor assemblages of planktonic 

foraminifera (suggestive of original deposition near or below the lysocline) and younger 

chalks and oozes unaffected by solution with rich, diverse assemblage. 

The well reached the basement at 251.7 m below the sea bottom, the basement rocks consist 

of spilitic basalt, serpentinite, and meta-gabbro. This ophiolitic rock give a radiometric 

Giurassic age.  
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Figure 3.4.3 DSDP 135 schematic stratigraphy. 
 

The well DSDP 135 (Hayes et al. 1972), located at 35°20.802'N 10°25.458'W on the Coral 

Patch Ridge, drilled 687 m of recent to Aptian sediments (Fig 3.4.3) and did not reach the 

basement.  

The upper part of the core consist of 325 m of calcareous mud from Pleistocene to Recent in 

age. Under this unit pelagic sediments with little carbonate fraction and terrigenous quartz 

dominated sediment are recovered. The bottom part of the DSDP 135 is characterized, below 

560 m, again by calcareous sediments, Aptian in age. A major unconformity is represented by 

a hiatus in the sedimentation between Oligocene and Upper Eocene. 
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ABSTRACT 

Quantitative analysis of deep penetrating multi-channel seismic (MCS) lines, supplemented 

by gravity data, documents the fine structure of intra-plate deformation adjacent to the 

convergent Europe-Africa plate boundary offshore Gibraltar, Central Atlantic. In the brittle 

lithosphere, the deformation is expressed by crustal folding with the development of 30-190 

km wide large wavelength synclines, bounded by short wavelength anticlines. The synclines 
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are almost symmetrical with wavelengths characteristic either for coupled or decoupled 

lithosphere. The spatial characteristics of the deformation show a striking similarity with the 

intraplate deformation in the northeastern Indian Ocean in terms of inferred mantle 

wavelengths. In contrast, the observation that in the Gulf of Cadiz only syncline structures are 

well expressed, suggests that gravity prevents the formation of anticlines of  the same 

wavelength during the first stages of plate convergence, and only later one vergence will 

prevail, as in the Indian Ocean.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the discovery of intraplate deformation in the form of oceanic lithospheric folding in the 

Northeastern Indian Ocean, numerous studies have provided evidence in support of this style 

of deformation in several areas around the globe (e.g. Stephenson and Lambeck, 1985; 

Stephenson and Cloetingh, 1991; Burov et al., 1993; Burg and Podlachikov, 1999; Cloetingh 

et al., 1999). Most of these studies have addressed folding in continental lithosphere since, 

due to its mechanical stratification, continental lithosphere is in general more prone to folding 

than oceanic lithosphere (Sokoutis et al., 2005). However, studies of continental lithosphere 

folding have been hampered by sub-aerial erosion removing part of the record of associated 

vertical motions and wiping out much of the high-frequency, short-wavelength records of 

folding (Cloetingh et al., 1999). Oceanic lithosphere and offshore rifted margin lithosphere 

has no such drawbacks, allowing the determination of the full spectrum of intraplate 

wavelengths due to folding. Due to its high strength, folding of oceanic lithosphere requires 

high stress levels such as observed in the Indian plate (see also Cloetingh and Wortel, 1985, 

Stein et al, 1989). Similar high stress levels are likely generated also in the proximity of plate 

boundaries in contrast to the interiors of oceanic plates where exceptionally high stress levels 

are generally not observed.  Lithosphere regions adjacent to plate boundaries may thus be 

likely candidates for folding in oceanic domains. We present the results of a new quantitative 
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analysis of a set of MCS profiles offshore SW Iberia (Fig.1), acquired parallel to the motion 

vector of Africa with respect to Iberia. The data set, collected during the AR92 R/V Explora 

Cruise (Sartori et al., 1994), provides new evidence for folding of continental and oceanic 

lithosphere.  

 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

Palinspastic restorations (Plate 1), based on oceanic magnetic anomaly lineations (Srivastava 

et al., 1990), show that the Eurasia/Africa plate boundary underwent complex plate 

interactions, acquiring its present configuration only since late Oligocene times (Plate 1h). 

The continental margins of South Iberia and Morocco formed during Jurassic continental 

break-up between North America and Africa while the western continental margin of Iberia 

formed as a result of the Cretaceous separation between Iberia and North America (Plate 1c). 

As a consequence, the Tagus, Horseshoe and Seine Abyssal Plains correspond to oceanic 

crust of Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous age.  

In the Atlantic, the Europe-Africa plate boundary (Plate 1h) now trends roughly E-W, 

connecting the Azores-Triple Junction to the Gibraltar Strait along the so-called Azores-

Gibraltar Line (AGL). Along this line, plate motion is divergent east of the Azores, transform 

in the middle segment (Gloria fault), and convergent to the east of the Tore-Madeira Ridge 

where the upper crust appears affected by diffuse compression (Sartori et al., 1994) with plate 

convergence of 4 mm/y (DeMets et al., 1994). Further eastward, the termination of the AGL 

is buried by the deformed sediments related to westward Miocene emplacement of the 

Gibraltar orogenic arc (Fig.1). During the Eocene-Late Pliocene stages of Eurasia-Africa 

convergence, northwest and southeast directed thrusting originated the Gorringe Ridge, the 

Coral Patch Ridge and the series of abyssal hills in the Seine Abyssal Plain (Zitellini et al., 

2009). At about 2.0 Ma (Rosas et al., in press) the localization of the deformation offshore 
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Iberia started to be focused along ESE-WNW strike-slip faults controlling the present-day 

plate interaction between Iberia and Africa (Zitellini et al., 2009).  

 

 

DEFORMATION OFF SW IBERIA: CONSTRAINTS FROM MCS DATA 

The seafloor off SW Iberia and in the Gulf of Cadiz has attracted considerable attention 

during the last decade (Sartori et al. 1994; Hayward et al. 1999; Gutscher et al., 2002; 

Terrinha et al., 2003; Gracia et al., 2003; Medialdea et al., 2004; Zitellini et al. 2001, 2004) 

due to the occurrence of pronounced anomalous topography. The area is also considered to be 

the source area of the 1755 Lisbon earthquake (Plate 1a). Spectacular features include the 

Gorringe Bank, a large uplifted block of oceanic mantle characterized by shallow-depth 

peridotite outcrops, and by one of the largest geoid anomalies of the oceans (Bergeron and 

Bonin, 1991). 

Figure 1 displays line drawings of three parallel MCS lines exhibiting the spatial variation of 

the deformation pattern of the area. Line AR10 encompasses the deformation of the thinned 

continental margin offshore SW Iberia. Lines AR03-08 and AR07 comprise the full 

deformation zone  of the oceanic domain, situated between the undeformed sediments of the 

Tagus and Seine Abyssal Plains.  

 

Line AR10 (Fig.1 and Plate 1j) shows the deformation due to Europe-Africa convergence of 

Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous thinned continental crust of the rifted SW Iberia margin that 

began in the Eocene. The seismic line shows the presence of a large syncline bounded by two 

top thrust anticlines with opposing, outward verging, thrust planes. The width of this structure 

measured from the two opposite bounding faults is 90 Km (Fig.1) with peak to peak distance 

between the bounding anticlines of 63 km. The two bounding faults, as shown in Plate 1, are 

at high angle throughout the sediment cover and are blind thrusts, not reaching the surface. In 
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the upper crust however, they propagate at lower angle with a dip of 24° (Zitellini et. al., 

2001). The bounding faults merge on a common, almost horizontal, detachment fault at 11 

sec. TWT depth, at approximately 18 km, where the earthquake activity of the structure is 

concentrated. Zitellini et al. (2001) interpreted this horizon as an intra-crustal decoupling 

level.  

Within the sedimentary cover, which is approximately 3 sec TWT thick and which records 

presently active shortening (Zitellini et al., 2004), the unconformity that marks the onset of 

compression can be recognized (Plate 1, shot point 1500, 5s depth). Most of the deformation 

is concentrated on the bounding anticline structures while the intervening syncline, once 

formed, remained practically undeformed, becoming an important regional basin depocenter. 

At present, however, no clastic sedimentation occurs as a result of compression induced uplift 

that triggered the formation of the San Vicente Canyon within the syncline axis (Plate 1j). 

 

Line AR03-08 connects the Gorringe Bank with the Coral Patch Ridge (Fig. 1i). These two 

parallel ridges can be regarded as analogues, at a larger scale, of the anticline structures 

described above. The Gorringe/Coral Patch ridges show shortening accommodated mainly by 

two, inward directed faults bounding a less deformed, wide, syncline. The peak to peak 

distance of the anticlines is about 165 Km. At the Gorringe Bank the bounding thrust exposes 

mantle rocks, implying lithospheric, low angle decoupling whereas at the Coral Patch Ridge 

the bounding fault increases its dip upward, without reaching the surface, similar to the 

previous AR10 line case. The occurrence of mantle rocks at the Gorringe Ridge can be 

explained if the seafloor was floored by peridotite, exhumed during the initial stages of 

Cretaceous separation between Iberia and North America, as in the Galicia Bank (Rovere et 

al., 2004). Deformation across the Gorringe-Coral Patch ended during Middle-Late Miocene 

as indicated by the on-lapping sedimentary units of the Tagus and Horseshoe (HS) Abyssal 

Plains (Zitellini et al., 2004). As in line AR10, the syncline become a basin depocenter, 
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storing 3 km of syn-post deformation sedimentary deposits. Once more, we observe that most 

of the brittle deformation is concentrated at the bounding anticline structures while the 

syncline did not experience important deformation. The vertical set of faults cross-cutting the 

HS Plain are related to later dextral strike-slip motion (Zitellini et al., 2009) that started later, 

at the end of Pliocene time (2.0 Ma). 

 

Line AR07 illustrates the deformation that occurred on the 160 Ma old (Srivastava et 

al.,1990), Late-Jurassic, oceanic crust of the Seine plain, 200 km offshore Morocco. 

Expressed as a set of parallel folds emerging from the Seine Plain, the deformation took place 

from Eocene until Late Pliocene. In section, the presence of a large syncline is observed 

which encompasses and contains a smaller one. As in the previous cases, the synclines are 

confined laterally by a set of opposite verging high angle inverse faults, marked by anticlines 

(Fig.1 and Plate 1l). The spatial separation between two bounding anticlines of the same order 

is 82 km and 34 km. The onset of folding and faulting is recorded by a regional unconformity 

for the larger structure and by a local unconformity for the smaller one. The relations between 

these unconformities show that deformation moved toward the centre (centripetal) in time. 

However, once formed the larger and the smaller structures grow together. In this sector the 

onset of the compressional stage is synchronous with the onset of deformation in the HS area, 

as shown by the good correlation of a region-wide, pre-folding unit. A regional unconformity 

marks the end of the major stage of compression, at about 2 Ma, when deformation focused in 

the HS plain transcurrent structures (Zitellini et al. 2009).  

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The seismic sections reveal that deformation in the brittle lithosphere is expressed as a 

set of large synclines possessing variable wavelengths (Fig. 1). These are bordered by short 

wavelength anticlines generated above two antithetic thrust faults dipping inward, towards the 
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syncline axis. Deformation of synclines with relatively shorter wavelengths involve the Late 

Jurassic continental crust of the Iberian continental margin (Line AR10) and the Jurassic 

oceanic crust offshore the Moroccan margin in the Seine Plain (Line AR07). Larger 

wavelength deformation appears to be restricted to the oceanic lithosphere of the 

Gorringe/Coral Patch region (Lines Ar03-08). Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of 

these structures. We term these structure “Drakkar” given their close similarity with the hull 

of the Viking ships. 

Gravity data furnish the means to explore the lithosphere character of the Drakkar 

structures. In particular, lateral density variations are mirrored by the long wavelength of the 

gravity field (Cloetingh et al., 1999). Free-air gravity anomalies of the region (Plate 1b) 

appear directly correlated with the longer wavelength topographic structures of the area (Plate 

1a). In fact, the pronounced positive gravity anomalies over the Gorringe Bank and the Coral 

Patch ridge are separated by a gravity low, corresponding to the syncline that connects them. 

In contrast, the shorter wavelength Drakkar structures such as the set of folds in the Seine 

plain do not display any direct gravimetric correlation. This is an indication that the  Drakkar 

structures of the Gorringe/ Coral-Patch pair are conformable with the deep lithosphere 

deformation, while the short wavelength tectonic deformation occurring in the Seine Plain 

implies decoupling between the upper oceanic crust and the mantle.  

Figure 2 displays folding wavelengths against the thermal ages of the lithosphere as 

observed offshore SW Iberia together with other documented studies. There  is a good 

correlation between the wavelengths and the thermal ages of the Drakkar structures for 

different decoupling levels that have been inferred from MCS data. Besides the 18 km deep 

intra-crustal decoupling level along the continental margin of SW Iberia, Figure 2 reveals that 

two decoupling levels act in the Seine Plain, one within the crust and one deeper at the crust-

mantle transition. The Gorringe-Coral patch structure instead resides in the coupled crust-

mantle field. 
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Despite the general agreement between field data and previous theoretical models for the 

lithospheric folding wavelength in the upper crust, a substantial divergence is observed 

between folding models and the Drakkar structures. Classical models, in fact, predict 

deformation made up of synclines and anticlines with constant wavelength (Fig. 3a,c). We 

observe only the syncline development with deformation focused on the bounding top thrust 

anticlines with slight deformation within them as sketched in Fig. 3b,d. In the Gulf of Cadiz 

this occurs both in coupled and in mechanically decoupled lithosphere (Fig.2), suggesting that 

syncline development forms the principal mode by which the upper lithosphere responds to 

lithospheric folding during the initial stage of compressional deformation. This is also shown 

by Burov and Cloetingh (2009) (Figure DR-1) which presents the results of a numerical 

model for folding of a weak lithosphere similar to the case of the offshore Iberian margin (i.e. 

Line AR10); although generalized in terms of adopted timing, erosion and sedimentation 

rates, the model predicts that, in this rheologically state, asymmetric anticlines-synclines 

structures  can develop similar to those observed in the study area. 

 The most obvious force preventing the full development of anticlines is gravity, both 

for mechanically coupled and uncoupled lithosphere. Meanwhile, the sedimentary load of this 

basin can, as gravity, enhance the development of the synclines. An immediate consequence 

of this mechanical behavior of the upper lithosphere is the generation of almost symmetrical, 

barely deformed basins, of particularly large dimensions in cases of mechanically coupled 

lithosphere, which are predicted to occur during the first stage of plate convergence.  
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

 

Figure 1. Sketch map of the studied area with line drawing of deep seismic reflection profiles 

showing the major compressional structures. The lines are located parallel to plate motion 
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direction active from Eocene to Late Pliocene. Inset shows the bathymetry of the studied area 

(Data from GEBCO97 Digital Atlas Web site:www.gebco.net) with toponyms. 

 

Figure 2. Comparison of observed (solid square, circle and triangle) wavelengths of folding 

offshore Iberia with theoretical predictions for oceanic lithosphere (McAdoo and Sandwell, 

1985) in the absence (solid line) or presence (dotted line) of a thick sedimentary column 

(representative for the intraplate area in the NE Indian Ocean) and continental lithosphere 

(gray bands) (Cloetingh et al., 1999). Also shown for comparison are other estimates (open 

squares, circles and triangles) for wavelengths documented from geological and geophysical 

studies (Arctic Canada: Stephenson and Cloetingh, 1991; Central Asia: Nikishin et al., 1993; 

Britany: Bonnet et al., 2000; Mainland Iberia: Cloetingh et al., 2002, NE Indian Ocean: 

McAdoo and Sandwell, 1985; Stein et al., 1989). Both offshore Iberia (solid square and 

circle) and mainland southern Iberia (open solid square and circle) are characterized by 

separate dominant wavelengths for crust and mantle folds, reflecting decoupled modes of 

lithosphere folding. Note the similarity in wavelength of the inferred folding in the Gorringe 

Bank and Ampere Patch area (solid triangle) and the Central Indian Ocean (open triangle). 

 

Figure 3. Four modes of continental folding: a) Folding of coupled oceanic lithosphere, 

typical for the NE Indian Ocean (McAdoo and Sandwell, 1985; Stein et al., 1989); b) Folding 

of partially decoupled oceanic lithosphere, with a possible decollement between crust and 

upper mantle at oceanic Moho depths. Activation depends on the degree of shortening and the 

magnitude of horizontal stress, which can lead to the development of large-scale synclinal 

deformation as observed in the Gorringe-Coral Patch area in the far field of the Africa-Iberia 

plate boundary (see Figs 1 and 2, line AR03-08) as well as to decoupled crustal scale folding 

in the area offshore Morocco closer to the Africa-Iberia plate boundary (see Figs 1 and 2, line 

AR07); c) Decoupled continental lithosphere folding with separate wavelengths for crustal 
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and upper mantle folding such as observed in mainland Southern Iberia (Cloetingh et al., 

2002); d) Folding of decoupled rifted Cretaceous continental margin lithosphere characteristic 

for offshore Iberia (see Figs. 1 and 2, line AR10).  

 

Table 1 

Constraints on timing, shortening rate and thermo-mechanical age of lithosphere in the Gulf 

of Cadiz. 

 

Plate 1 (a) Bathymetry of the Gulf of Cadiz and offshore SW Iberia (Data from GEBCO97 

Digital Atlas Web site:www.gebco.net). Solid thick lines mark the locations of deep 

penetration seismic profiles shown in Fig.1 and Plate 1, solid thin line marks the boundary of 

Gibraltar accretionary prism. Arrows show the relative motion between Europe and Africa. 

Star shows location of the 1755 Lisbon Earthquake epicenter. (b) Free-air gravity map of the 

area (Sandwell and Smith,1997), color bar in mgal. (c-h) Jurassic to Present Plate tectonic 

reconstruction modified after Srivastava et al. (1990). (i-l) Time-migrated seismic lines 

AR92-3, AR92-8, AR92-7 and AR92-10, and interpretation, modified after Sartori et al. 

(1994). 

 

Repository Data Figure Captions: 

 

Figure DR-1. A numerical model (Burov and Cloetingh, 2009) of folding of weak lithosphere 

of thermo-tectonic age and initial structure resembling the case of the line AR10 (visco-

elastic-plastic rheology) with quartz-dominated crust and olivine-dominated mantle. Note 

initially harmonic character of deformation that evolves in asymmetric folding during later 

stages.  Note that these results should be considered as illustrative only for the key features of 
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the observed intraplate deformation as the adopted sedimentation rates and timing are only a 

first order approximation of the characteristics of the study area. 
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5 Recent development of the Eurasia-Africa Plate Boundary offshore Morocco 

5.1 Introduction 

The Iberia Africa plate boundary was interpreted as a diffuse plate boundary in the last 15 

years (Sartori et al., 1994 ; Zitellini et al., 1999; Maldonado et al., 1999; Gutscher et al., 2002; 

Gracia et al., 2003; Gutsher, 2004; Zitellini et al., 2001, 2004; Medialdea et al., 2004). Recent 

high-resolution swath bathymetry compilation of the Gulf of Cadiz (Fig. 5.1.1 and Plate 1, 

Zitellini et al., 2009)  

 
Figure 5.1.1 Gibraltar accretionary prism shaded relief; A: El Arraiche mud volcano fiel; B: 
NEAREST 2008 survey acquired and processed during this work. UTM 29 Projection.  

 

provided new data that may solve the nature of the plate boundary. Zitellini et al. (2009) 

documented a series of tectonic lineaments cross-cutting the whole margin from the eastern 

termination of the Gloria fracture zone to the Moroccan continental shelf. Seismic 

multichannel lines from Horseshoe abyssal plain reveal that these lineaments are sub vertical 

faults.  
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Figure 5.1.2 NEAREST08 (this work) and, in the box, R/V Belgica 2002 (Van Rensbergen et al., 

2005), bathymetric surveys, shaded relief. Thin black line, CHIRP navigation tracks. 

 

The presence of pop up structures, flowers geometries and the linearity prove their trascurrent 

nature (Line AR08 Plate 2). Eastward to the Horseshoe plain, these lineaments intersect the 

toe of the Gibraltar accretionary prism few kilometers North of Coral Patch Ridge. In this 

sector the morphological deformation associated to the lineaments are well recognized. Rosas 

et al. (2009) performed analogue modeling experiment to reproduce the mode of deformation 

associated to the lineaments as their interaction with the shallow soft sediment.  

The experiment showed that the lineaments are related to crustal dextral trascurrent 

deformation started in the Late Pliocene at 1.8 Ma (Fig. 5.1.3).  
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Figure 5.1.3 Analog modeling of the SWIM lineaments, modified after Rosas et al., (2009).   

 

During the NEAREST 2008 R/V Urania cruise offshore Gibraltar, 1500 km2 of multibeam 

high-resolution swath bathymetry were acquired together with high-resolution CHIRP seismic 

(Fig 5.1.2 and Plate 3). The survey was planned to map the eastern end of the SWIM 

lineaments on the Moroccan shelf. New bathymetric data provide grid image of the seabottom 

with the resolution of 25 x 25 m, this resolution allows to study also the small-scale elements 

of the lineaments and the interaction with the top of the accretionary prism. 

The Gibraltar accretionary prism (Fig. 5.1.1), the offshore expression of the Betic Rifean 

orogenic arc extends for 350 km westward of Gibraltar Strait and is 150 km wide, in the 

North – South direction. To the North, it is bounded by the Guadalquivir Bank, an outcrop of 
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Hercinian Iberian basement. To the South, the prism is bounded by the Rharb submarine 

valley, the offshore extent of the Rharb basin, in Morocco. The frontal part of the prism ends 

against the Coral Patch Ridge which divided it in two lobes, one laying on the Seine and one 

laying on Horseshoe abyssal plains. These two frontal lobes present a markedly rough slope 

deformed by the high gravitational sliding of the prism. 

The internal portion of the Gibraltar arc is characterized by a series of curvilinear ridge and 

troughs (Gutscher et al., 2009). The lower portion, at depth ranging from 3000 m bsl to 4300 

m bsl, presents short wavelength (2-5 km), sub-parallel ridges, while in the shallower parts, 

up to 1000 m bsl, the ridges bound larger sub-rounded troughs. These ridges often are 

elongated parallel to the arcuate front of the prism. Offshore Morocco, the top of the prism 

has a very low slope, ≥1° and is flatter than its deeper parts.  

 

Figure 5.1.4 Al Idrissi mud volcano, located at the eastern termination of the Al Arraiche field, 
Shaded relief map, 25 x 25 m grid resolution. Image from NEPTUNE (Konsberg) multibeam data. 
Mercator projection. 
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The top of the prism presents several mud volcanoes clusters, frequently located at depth ≥ 

1000 m. For example the El Arraiche field (Fig 5.1.1 and 5.1.2), North of the NEAREST2008 

survey, consists of 8 mud volcanoes of various size and shape just below the Moroccan shelf 

edge. The largest mud volcano, Al Idrissi mud volcano (Fig. 5.1.4), is 225 m high and 5.3 km 

in diameter, the smallest observed mud volcano is only 25 m high and 500 m wide (Van 

Rensbergen et al., 2005). This area is cross cut by elongated sub linear features interpreted by 

Zitellini et al., 2009 as the eastern end of the SWIM lineaments. This linear features often 

correspond to two parallel ridges separated by deep narrow trough (Gutscher et al., 2009)  

 

5.2 NEAREST2008 offshore Morocco survey 

The investigated area is located on the continental slope offshore the Rharb basin, North 

Western Morocco, at depth variable from 170 m bsl down to 1100 m, in the South Western 

part (Fig. 5.1.2). 

This sector is located on the Gibraltar prism terminating on the southern part on the Rharb 

submarine valley. At regional scale the area present very low slope value ≥1° but, in the study 

area, higher slope values are associated to gravitative phenomena and mud volcanism. The 

largest features the Mekness Mud volcano (Van Rensberg et al., 2005), is located in the South 

western part of the Nearest survey, in a zone mapped by the R/V Belgica 2002 cruise (Fig. 

5.1.2).  
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Figure 5.2.1 Landslide bathymetric shaded relief in the northern part of the Morocco survey. For 
location see Fig. 5.1.2, in Red is remarked the head domain, in Blue the translational zone and in 
yellow the toe deposits and track of the chirp line in Fig. 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. 
 

The Nearest 2008 survey area presents many remarkable morphological features that denote 

the complex processes acting on top of the accretionary wedge. The North sector of the 

survey is characterized by a 20 km long and 10 km wide slide. All the three domains of the 

slide are well imaged from East to West, the headwall domain, the translational and the toe 

domain. The landslide present a very clear headwall domain zone with well developed 

graben-type deep valleys (Fig. 5.2.1). The headwall valleys are elongated from SW to NE 

where they are connected with a deep WNW - ESE deep submarine valley marking the 

Northern end of the slide. To the South, the headwall domain is connected with a set of 

lineaments elongated in the same direction. The valley reach a depth of 300 m in the northern 

sector while in the southern part it is at maximum 100 m deep. The sliding plane is not 

imaged in the Chirp line because of the presence of pervasive reflective hyperboles, in 
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correspondence of the head valleys, which mask the reflectors (Fig. 5.2.2) while in the 

translational domain the maximum penetration is a few tens of meters, so that, also in this 

sector, the bottom shear surface is not imaged. 

The translational and toe domains are not well distinguished one from the other because the 

amount of translation of the landslide is very low. In fact, the slide moved downhill for a 

maximum of some hundreds of meters. Total displacement calculation in the head sector 

gives an estimate value decreasing from the Northern sector (with a maximum displacement 

of about 2.5 km) to the Southern margin (about 500 m). Uphill to the head valleys a series of 

extensional faults, driven by the opening of the head deep valleys, are present. 

 
Figure 5.2.2 CHIRP seismic line LEG3_68. Vertical scale x2. Reflection hyperbole from the slide 
front. 
 

The translational domain is connected in continuity with the head domain. The Northern 

lateral margin presents a deep incised valley corresponding with a long regional structural 

lineament. This valley presents a series of sigmoidal deep incisions suggesting a right lateral 

movements. A series of arcuate folds are present in this sector of the translational domain, 

which are interpreted as push ridge caused by the deformation of the higher head sector in to 

the translational domain. Chirp lines on the Western end of the translational domain of the 

slide show that the lateral continuity of the reflector is periodically interrupted every few km 

(Fig. 5.2.3). The reflectors are almost undeformed, quite horizontal, but are shifted along 
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vertical discontinuities, this pattern of blocks of truncated reflectors can be interpreted as 

longitudinal shear band in the sense of Bull et al., (2009). due to different slide velocity  

The toe scarp of the landslide presents a series of downhill elongated scour and small ridges 

(Fig. 5.2.2). These features are elongated for a maximum of 1 km and wide some tens of 

meters Chirp lines downhill the toe domain show how the toe area is the source for dense 

turbidites like fluxes deposited few hundred of meters downhill. These fluxes can be triggered 

by the occurrence of a slope increment at the toe of the landslide together with fluid expulsion 

and consequent reduction of internal strength of the sediment.  

A 100 m high scarp, with rough surface, delimits southward the landslide body. This limit 

corresponds to another regional lineament, probably bounding the gravitational movement of 

the landslide as the Northern lineament.  

 

Figure 5.2.3 CHIRP line Leg3_81. Vertical exaggeration x5. Dislocated reflector in the translational 

domain of the landslide.  

 

The sector of the survey, South of the landslide, is characterized by several lineaments that cut 

its Western sector. This is a flat continuous plain bounded by the slide body to the North and 

by a series of deep - incised valley to the South. To the East the plain prolongs into a slope 

between 500 m bsl and 800 m. On this slope several ridges and incisions are present, caused 

by gravitational creeping of the sea bottom.  
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Two order of lineaments can be recognized in the sector. First-order lineaments (WNW – ESE 

trending), are deep valleys with several sigmoidal depressions and pressure ridges, suggesting 

right-lateral movements. Second-order lineaments, branching out  from the first order one and 

are elongated preferentially SW – NE; one of these second-order lineaments extends to the 

North and is in correspondence with the head domain area of the North Slide. This SW – NE 

lineaments cause weakening of the slope, likely triggering the onset of gravitative 

deformation. Chirp lines cutting the lineaments did not solve the deep structure of this for the 

poor penetration of the seismic high resolution signal and because of the hyperbolas. 

 

Figure 5.2.4 Particular of the NEAREST08 survey, shaded relief. It is recognizable on the wenstern 
margin the rounded scour. A set of lineaments marked with popmarcs are visible in the central and 
eastern sector. 
 

The South sector of NEAREST 2008 survey presents principal lineaments elongated from the 

western margin toward ESE from which a series of small lineaments starts, often marked by 

pockmarks. Also in this case, as in the Northern sectors, the Chirp profiles didn’t show clearly 
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the nature of the lineaments. Several round scours are present at the Southwestern end of the 

surveyed zone (Fig. 5.2.4). These are from 1km to 4 km wide and present the uphill side 

deeper than the downhill one. Chirp lines show how these gravitative fenomena are associated 

with the tectonic lineament. The erosional features are probably due to the interaction of sea 

bottom current and gravitative phenomena.  

 

 
Figure 5.2.5 3D prospective of the lineaments in the central sector of the NEAREST 08 survey. On 
the top left side is present the landslide shows in Fig. 5.2.1. 
 

Summarizing, this zone is characterized by the presence of four main NW-SE lineaments 

cross cutting the whole area. These elongated lineaments are frequently connected with a 

number of subsidiary and secondary lineaments. To the West, in the shallower part of the 

area, often these lineaments are not well recognized both by multibeam bathymetry and 

CHIRP seismic profiles. This is probably due to the high sedimentary rate which masks the 

deformation. Available seismic MCS line parallel, 15 nm to the Moroccan coast, evidenced 

that there is a extention of this discontinuities landwards. Despite the fact that the Rharb Basin 

is well studied in the deep portions by oil and gas well (Flinch, 1993), it is not sufficiently 
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investigated near the surface to find the presence of structures that can be related to this 

lineaments. 
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Abstract  

New detailed swath bathymetry, high resolution seismics and dredged samples from Coral 

Patch and Ormonde seamounts, SW Iberia,  provide constraints on the emplacement of the 

Monchique-Madeira hotspot in the Eastern Atlantic Sea.  

Swath bathymetric data document that Coral Patch is a composite structure, made up by at 

least nine distinct volcanic centers. Lithified pelagic carbonates, infilling fissures in lava 

blocks and hosting planktonic foraminifers permit to date at the Early Miocene  the first 

documentation of Coral Patch acting as an offshore terrigenous-starved seamount. This setting 

extends to recent times. At Coral Patch seamount, similarly to what already observed at the 

Ormonde seamount, volcanism was emplaced on the top of a pre-existing relief and was 
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strongly affected by the regional tectonic compressive regime active, on this sector of the 

Africa Eurasia plate boundary, since the Oligocene.  

 

Introduction  

In the eastern Atlantic, a 700 km long belt of irregularly spaced seamounts stretches from SW 

Iberia to the Madeira archipelago (Fig.1). This feature is late Mesozoic to Recent in age and 

thought to represent the trace of the Monchique-Madeira hotspot (Morgan, 1981; Geldmacher 

et al., 2000).  

Rocks representing initial and later stages of the Monchique – Madeira hotspot outcrop at the 

Serra de Monchique complex (~72 Ma, Miranda et al., 2009), in southern Portugal, and at the 

Madeira and Porto Santo islands (14-0 Ma, Geldmacher et al., 2000), respectively. The 

knowledge of the submerged portion of the hotspot track is quite scarce, due to the paucity of 

related samples. Previously collected volcanic samples from the Madeira hotspot  related 

seamounts are alkaline in affinity, displaying a NE-SW decreasing age. Ages around 62-67 

Ma (Ormonde seamount: Feraud et al., 1982, 1986), 31 Ma (Ampère seamount: Geldmacher 

et al., 2000), 27 and 22 Ma (Unicorn and Seine Seamounts, respectively: Geldmacher et al., 

2005), 11-14 Ma (Porto Santo Island) and < 5 Ma  Madeira/Desertas volcanic complexes 

(Geldmacher et al., 2000) are known.  

Various aspects concerning style of emplacement, spatial distribution and alignment of these 

volcanic seamounts are still debated (Geldmacher et al. 2005). Indeed, the emplacement of 

seamounts, particularly those lying eastward to the proposed hotspot track (i.e. Coral Patch 

and Ormonde) can either be related to (1) a volcanism locally controlled by lithospheric 

discontinuities or (2) magmatism related to a weak pulsating plume (Merle et al, 2006; 

Geldmacher et al., 2005).  

The hotspot emplacement took place between Iberia and Africa plates. Since the earliest 

phase of continental break-up, the region recorded complex plate boundary interactions. 
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Nowadays, relative movement between Iberia and Africa is 4 mm/yr (DeMets et al., 1994). 

The rifting-drifting stage was accompanied by sub-crustal mantle exhumation and scarce 

volcanic products (Boillot et al., 1995; Whitmarsh and Wallace, 2001; Rovere et al., 2004; 

Manatschal, 2004). From middle Cretaceous to late Oligocene, Iberia was part of the Africa 

Plate, and the Gulf of Cadiz was unaffected by any important tectonic stress. During the 

Oligocene, the counterclockwise rotation of Iberia respect to Africa produced a transtensive 

regime in the Bay of Biscay and intraplate diffuse compressive deformation in the Gulf of 

Cadiz (Sartori et al., 1994; Galindo-Zaldivar et al, 2003). At about 2.0 Ma, the localization of 

the deformation started to be focused along ESE-WNW strike-slip faults (Zitellini et al., 

2009; Rosas et al., 2009).  

During this compressive stage, lithospheric folding developed in the area from Oligocene to 

Late Pliocene (Burov and Cloetingh, 2009; Zitellini et al., submitted). Zitellini et al. 

(submitted)  propose that lithospheric folding in the Gulf of Cadiz area caused the 

development of large synclines bounded by short thrust-top anticlines in the brittle crust, 

represented in this sector by the Coral Patch (CP) and the Gorringe Bank seamounts.  

This work presents new marine geophysical and geological data collected it the Gulf of Cadiz 

area in the frame of the ESF SWIM project (SWIM04 and SWIM05 cruises) to better 

constrain the evolution of the Monchique-Madeira hotspot. 

 

Materials and method 

During the SWIM04 cruise of R/V Urania the navigation was done by the PDS2000 software 

linked with a DGPS Fugro satellite positioning system. High-resolution seismics was acquired 

by a 16 transducers 3.5kHz to 5 kHz BENTHOSII chirp sub bottom profiler. Sampling was 

performed by means of large volume (60 liters) grab and 200 kg heavy dredges. 

During SWIM05 cruise of R/V Explora, 10000km2 of swath bathymetric data have been 

acquired with a RESON 8150 multibeam system. The 12 kHz 234 beams echosouder was 
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mounted on the ship’s keel and generated a swath of 150°. Daily CTD casts were performed 

during the survey from the surface down to 2000 m and integrated up to 5000m depth with 

available data from the Levitus Database (Locarnini et al., 2005). The positioning and the 

navigation was performed with the PDS2000 software connected to a satellite DGPS 

LandStar MK Veripos. 

The bathymetric data were processed on board with the PDS2000 and with the IFREMER 

Caraibes software, and at the ISMAR laboratory with the Konsberg NEPTUNE software to 

build a 50 x 50 m grid spacing digital terrain model (Fig.2) for elevation down to 1000 m bsl, 

100 x 100 m under 1000 m bsl.  

Volcanics (lavas and hyaloclastites) and sedimentary carbonates were recovered from the four 

sampling sites at the CP and Ormonde seamounts (Fig.3, Fig.4 and Appendix in 

Supplementary Material). The volcanic samples are strongly alterated, thus precluding 

conventional geochemical whole rock analyses. The principal petrographical and 

mineralogical characteristics of the studied samples (thin sections and Electron Probe 

Microanalyses) are given in Appendix S2 and S3 (Supplementary Material). The major 

element composition of phenocrysts of the lava samples was analyzed by means of a 

CAMECA SX50 electron microprobe, equipped with four WDS, at the IGG-CNR, Padova.  

40Ar-39Ar step-heating and single crystal analyses were performed on volcanic samples at the 

Ar-Ar laboratory, IGG-CNR, Pisa (details on analysis are in Supplementary Material). Errors 

are quoted at the ± 2σ level. 

Biostratigraphical investigation has been performed on dredges SWIM29 and SWIM28, 

sampled from western part of the CP (Fig.3 and Fig.4). The analyses are based on the 

Foraminiferal content identified in thin section.  

 

Morphobathymetry 
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The CP is a WSW-ENE elongated seamount that arises about 4000 m above the adjacent 

Horseshoe and Seine abyssal plains with a minimum depth of about 645 m (Fig.2). It is sub 

elliptical in shape, 120 km long and about 70 km wide.  

Available seismic multichannel data (Hayward et al., 1999; Contrucci et al., 2004, Zitellini et 

al., 2009) shows that CP, up to 2.500 m bsl, is sedimentary in nature. Nevertheless, at 

shallower levels volcanic rocks are present, as documented by ROV visual inspection 

(Hebbeln, 2008) and the sampling from the seamount (this study and Geldmacher and 

Hoernle, 2000).  

On the CP top, swath bathymetry documents the presence of several coalescent volcanic 

edifices emplaced on the upper part of the seamount. Nine principal volcanic centers are 

recognizable, eight of which are clustered on the southwestern margin, while a single isolated 

cone (referred to as Vince volcano: Fig. 2) arises 450 m from the northeastern side. All the 

minor volcanic edifices have a mean width of about 3-5 km and a mean height of about 100-

300 m. Instead the largest Vince volcano reaches a diameter of about 8 km. The volcanic 

edifices are recognized due to a sub-circular conic shape and well preserved morphology; at 

places, radial elongated lava flows are recognizable along their slopes (Fig.2).  

On the western side, the CP declines gently joining the eastern slope of the Ampère Seamount. 

The southeastern slope is steeper with inclinations from 5° to 20°. This part is characterized 

by several straight scour erosional features; the biggest one, starting above a steep scarp near 

the summit, is 11 km in length with a mean slope of about 12°. East of Vince edifice, the 

slope becomes less steep and is characterized by several scarps elongated preferentially NNE-

SSW. These scarps often are the head-scarps of important gravitative phenomena. 

The North side of CP is more complex. On the eastern side, the slope declines gently toward 

the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain and only linear, small, scours are developed along it. The central 

sector is characterized by a flat topography in the shallower part and by a series of sub parallel 

north verging scarps on the deeper part, probably due to gravitational phenomena. A series of 
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sub parallel antiform ridges oriented NE-SW occurs westwards. These ridges run for 30 km 

and are usually 2-3 km wide terminating in the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain 

 

Petrography  

The samples dredged from the CP (station SWIM29) (Fig.3) and one sample from the 

Ormonde Seamount (station SWIM34) consist of large (up to 30 cm) blocks of fractured lavas, 

infilled by foraminiferal limestone, plus loose biogenic skeletal sediment. The other volcanic 

samples are hyaloclastites (CP) and lavas (Ormonde). 

The high degree of alteration of the volcanic sample recovered from CP precludes 

conventional whole-rock analyses, necessary to properly classify the volcanic rocks, thus the 

magmatic affinity of this sample is only based on mineralogical criteria. The CP sample 

consists of three large blocks of olivine-phyric lavas cemented by biogenic limestone (Fig.3). 

The lava blocks, classified as basanites, have a mineralogical assemblage made of olivine 

(Fo83-81), diopside (Wo47-50-En29-39) clinopyroxene. It is to note that the sampling of basanitic 

lavas from the CP improves our knowledge on the magmatism affecting this structure, since 

up to present only hawaiitic lavas were known (Geldmacher and Hoernle, 2000).  

Four altered volcanic samples were recovered from the Ormonde Seamount (stations 

SWIM32 and 34), thus also for these samples, like the CP sample, the magmatic affinity is 

based on mineralogical criteria. These samples resemble the highly alkaline, silica-

undersaturated volcanics previously recovered from the seamount (Corner, 1982; Geldmacher 

and Hoernle, 2000; Schärer at al., 2000). In detail, samples SWIM32/1, SWIM32/2 and 

SWIM32/3 show a mineralogical assemblage similar to the lamprophyric dikes cutting the 

north-eastern part of the seamount (Corner, 1982). These rocks are porphyric with altered 

olivine and diopsidic clinopyroxene (Wo47-52-En26-41) phenocrysts set in a groundmass 

consisting of these phases plus altered feldspar, phlogopite, opaque and altered glass. The 

other Ormonde sample (SWIM34) has rare phenocrysts of a mineral of the sodalite group and 
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resorbed biotite set in a microlitic fluidal groundmass consisting of these phases plus altered 

nepheline, feldspar, opaque and altered glass. 

 

Biostratigraphy and geochronology  

The micropaleontological analysis was performed on carbonate veins infilling fissures of the 

volcanic bedrock. A rich and  well preserved planktonic foraminiferal fauna is present in CP 

sample SWIM29. Thin section study positively identified Globoquadrina aff. dehiscens 

(primitive forms), Globorotalia ex gr opima nana/mayeri (Fig.3) and especially the absence 

of Globigerinoides spp. documents the lowermost part of the Miocene Epoch. Following Bolli 

& Sauders 1985, this fauna is  a characteristic element of the Catapsydrax stainforthi Zone  

correlable with the lower part of the M1 Zone of  Berggren et al. 1995 spanning from 23.8 to 

21.5 Ma. 

 40Ar-39Ar step-heating (SH) of the ground mass of sample (SWIM04-29/1) gives a disturbed 

age spectrum, with only a mini-plateau at 31.48 ± 1.98 Ma (28.4% of 39Ar release, 

MSWD=0.24) (Fig.3). It is worth noting that the high degree of alteration of the sample 

allows considering the 40Ar-39Ar datum only as indicative.  

At Ormonde, two biotites separated from station SWIM32 and SWIM34 give isochron ages of 

63.31±0.87 Ma (SWIM04-32/3, SH, 41.7 % of 39Ar release, MSWD=1.3) and 63.85±0.61 Ma 

(SWIM04-34, SH, 100% of 39Ar release MSWD=2.0). Single crystal laser fusion (SCLF) 

analyses of SWIM04-34 biotites display a probability plot slightly asymmetric toward 

younger ages, likely due to alteration. See Supplementary Material for details on the analyses. 

These new Ormonde age data are all within the limits reported in literature (Feraud et al., 

1982, 1986). 
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Discussion and Conclusion 

The geomorphological setting of CP seamount is quite complex as revealed by the detailed 

swath bathymetric data. Indeed, this new dataset shows that at the top of the seamount at least 

nine distinct volcanic coalescent cones are located. These were emplaced on a preexisting 

structural high and all of them have a well preserved morphology. The single volcanic sample 

recovered from one of the volcanic cones recognized on the western sector of the CP 

seamount is a strongly altered basanite whose groundmass suggests a middle Oligocene age 

(31 Ma). The Early Miocene age of the sediments infilling the basalt fractures further 

constrain the emplacement age of the volcanic complex at the CP. The combined petrologic 

evidence of our own data coupled with published data by Geldmacher et al. (2006) suggest 

that the magmatism affecting the CP seamount has a basanite-hawaiite range, comparable to 

that observed at the Ampère Seamount (Geldmacher and Hoernle, 2000). Geochemical 

composition from Ampère lavas permitted to relate their origin to different degrees of partial 

melting above discrete pulses of a mantle plume (Geldmacher and Hoernle, 2000). A similar 

process could control the basanite-hawaiite variation observed in the CP lavas, but more 

volcanic samples from this seamount are required to better constrain such an hypothesis.  

Recently, Zitellini et al. (2009) showed that the whole sector of the Eurasia – Africa plate 

boundary was affected, since the Oligocene, by lithospheric folding. This implies an overlap 

of the two processes: oblique lithosphere collision and hotspot related volcanism. The ENE-

WSW orientation of the major seamounts of the area, such as the Gorringe Bank and the CP 

Seamount, suggest that magmatism affecting these structures is also locally controlled by 

propagating lithospheric fractures.  

Burov and Cloetingh (2009) showed how the impact of a mantle plume may result in a 

reduction of the folding wavelength of the overlying lithospheric plate. In the Gulf of Cadiz, 

lithospheric folding is manifested in a confined region near the plate boundary and above the 

hotspot track, thus folding and thrusting in this area were influenced by the plume 
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emplacement. Following the Burov and Cloetingh (2009) model, folding in a low 

convergence rate (< 1.5 cm/yr) area, having relatively young (<150 Ma) lithosphere, can only 

occur if an external perturbation such as a mantle plume, is also present. 

Furthermore, as documented by our study, the volcanism affects pre-existing seamount 

structures suggesting that the lithospheric folding anticlines developed in the Gulf of Cadiz 

acted as preferential paths for the upwelling of mantle material. We suggest that the 

interaction between lithospheric folding and the hotspot emplacement can also be responsible 

for both the irregularly spaced hotspot seamounts, with large km-sized gaps in between, and 

for the WSW-ENE orientation of the volcanic centre at the CP and Ormonde seamounts. 

Finally, available seismic data integrated with new paleontological, and morphological 

evidences suggest that the CP was not affected by subsidence since early Miocene. 
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Figure Caption 

 

Figure 1  

Bathymetry of the Central Eastern Atlantic Sea (Sandwell and Smith, 1997); thin black line: 

Gibraltar accretionary prism; thick black line: Iberia – Africa plate boundary proposed by 

Zitellini et al., (2009); transparent arrow: Monchique Madeira hot spot track; black triangle: 

SWIM sample on the Coral Patch and Ormonde seamounts; date of the seamount after 

Geldmacher et al., 2006. 
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Figure 2  

a) Shaded relief of the SWIM 05 survey, contour lines step 100m. b) Morphological and 

structural interpretation. 
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Figure 3 

Sample SWIM 29 dredged on the Coral Patch seamount (coordinates in Table 1 supp. mat.). 

A lava blocks infilled by bioclastic sediments; B planktic assemblage, a Globoquadrina aff. 

dehiscens (primitive forms), b Globorotalia ex gr opima nana/mayeri; C SEM photo (in 

back-scattered electrons) of one lava block. ol=olivine, cpx=clinopyroxene; (ps)= 

pseudomorphs, having the shape of feldspathoids, composed of aggregate of zeolites and 

carbonate; gm=groundmass ; D 40Ar-39Ar step-heating age and K/Ca spectrum of the ground 

mass separated from sample SWIM 29-1. Horizontal bar indicates plateau steps and error box 

are ±2σ. See Supplementary Material for analytical details. 
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Figure 4 

Various types of sedimentary products sampled from Coral Patch seamount: 1. Sliced slab of 

the olivine-phyric sample (St. SWIM29) reported in Fig.3A; note fouling recent epifauna, 

including serpulid tubes (s) and indetermined solitary coral base (c). 2. Carbonate hardground 

from St. SWIM28,958/725m; the fresh cut shows many elongated vugs due to dissolution of 

former deep-water coral branches; the external surface is blakneded by Mn-Fe oxide coating 

and affected by intense bioerosion (Trypanites - ichnofacies). 3. Carbonate hardground 

recovered at St. SWIM28, showing different stages of lithification. 4. Close-up of same 

sample in Fig. 4.3 displaying coarse skeletal component entrapped in poorly lithified matrix, 

including (g) benthic (Amphissa acutecostata) and holoplanktonic (h) gastropods, (m) deep-

water branching corals (Madrepora oculata) and others. 5. Coarse coral frame bearing 
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hardground made up by degraded and bioeroded Madrepora, st. SWIM028. 6. Living hydroid 

(Sertularella sp.,identification courtesy of G. Bavestrello) growing on carbonate coral rubble 

(st. SWIM28). 7. Palimpsest skeletal assemblage from St. SWIM28; coarse coral-mollusc 

hash is mostly composed by more or less degared shell material, including molluscs (b= the 

bivalve Asperarca), brachiopods (t=Terebratula), corals (c=Deltocyathus sp.), barnacles, 

serpulids, echinoids etc. 

 

 

The supplementary material of the paper is presented as Appendix of this work  

 

Appendix S1: Sampling site, typology of sampling and recovery sample used in this work 

from SWIM 2004 cruise. 

Appendix S2: Petrographical semples description. 

Appendix S3: Petrographical analysis . 

Appendix S4: 40Ar-39Ar Dating. 

Appendix S5: 3D shaded relief of the Coral Patch Seamount. 
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7 Conclusion 

The Gulf of Cadiz lies at the eastern end of the Azores Gibraltar plate boundary. It was 

considered in the last 15 years as a diffuse plate boundary, characterized by scattered 

seismicity and active tectonic structures (Sartori et al., 1994). recently, an high resolution 

bathymetric map, compilated by Zitellini et al. (2009) and built up in the frame of the ESF 

SWIM project by 12 European Institution, permitted to clarify the recent tectonic setting of 

this area. Zitellini et al. (2009) proposed that the deformation of the plate boundary, starting 

about 2 Ma ago, focused on a set of right trascurrent lineaments, cross cutting the whole Gulf 

of Cadiz from the eastern end of the Gloria Fracture Zone to the Moroccan margin.  

One of the main task of this thesis was to investigate the deformation style offshore Gibraltar 

in the Eocene to late Pliocene time interval: It is here proposed that during this time the stress 

related to the compression between Africa and Eurasia caused lithospheric folding. Seismic 

lines interpretation and gravity data analysis permitted to develop a new concept on the mode 

of deformation caused by lithospheric folding in the upper lithosphere. In particular, the 

deformation is expressed by the development of large wavelength (8 – 130 km) “crustal 

scale” synclines bounded by short wavelength top thrust anticlines (2 – 40 km). This new 

concept predict that horizontal stress in the lithosphere do not form periodic anticlines and 

synclines, but develops asymmetric structures as large synclines and short anticlines. Further 

on, seismic multichannel data show that folding and faulting start both at the onset of the 

compression.  

The lithospheric folding processes interact in the Gulf of Cadiz with the Monchique Madeira 

hot spot emplaced in the area from the 72 Ma old Monchique volcanic complex to recent 

Madeira Archipelago, and testified by a 700 km long series of abyssal volcanic seamounts. In 

this work it is the characterized, for the first time, a 31 Ma old basanitic volcanism related to 

the upwelling of mantle plume material at the Coral Patch seamount, and it is shown how it 
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interacts with the lithospheric folding. This seamount has been completely mapped by high 

resolution swath bathymetry, revealing that is more complex than previously thought. At least 

nine volcanic edifices are described and one of this has been sampled, giving an 40Ar-39Ar 

age of 31.4±1.98 Ma, dating for the first time the top of the Coral Patch seamount. Analysis of 

bathymetry, seismic lines and paleontological samples testify that Coral Patch was not 

affected by subsidence since Chattian (28 Ma). This suggests that the tectonic horizontal 

stress and mantle plume thermal bulging are acting on this seamount since Oligocene. 

During Late Pliocene, at the plate boundary, compression focused on the SWIM lineaments, a 

series of right lateral trascurrent faults. The interaction of these lineaments with the Gibraltar 

accretionary prism was studied in the last part of this thesis, after an oceanographic cruise that 

acquired new bathymetric and geophysical data offshore Moroccan in 2008. The bathymetric 

and high-resolution seismic survey was focused on the acquisition of new data at the eastern 

end of the SWIM lineaments, near the Moroccan shelf. The new dataset provide evidence 

about the interaction of the relatively young trascurrent faults and the Mio-Pliocene arc. In 

particular, it illustrates how the SWIM lineaments interact with the Pleistocene to Recent 

gravitative and fluid escape phenomena characterizing the top of the Gibraltar arc in the 

Moroccan offshore. 
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Sample Rock type Texture Mineralogical assemblage Notes 
CORAL PATCH     

 
29/1 

 
 
 
 
 

Microprobe 
analyses 
(EMPA): 

ol, cpx 

 
basanite 

 
Almost aphyric, 
microvesicular, 
intersertal 

 

 
Phenocrysts: rare of olivine 
(ol) totally or largely 
pseudomorphically replaced by 
iddingiste and calcite, and 
pseudomorphs (ps) having the 
shape of feldspathoids but 
composed of aggregate of 
zeolites and carbonate. 
Groundmass: ol, 
clinopyroxene (cpx), ps (totally 
replaced by zeolites), dendritic 
crystals, brown glass  
 

 
Secondary 
minerals (zeolite 
and calcite) 
partially or totally 
infill the vesicles. 

 
29/2, 29/3, 29/4, 

29/5 
 

 
hyaloclastites 

 
Basic shards totally 
altered to palagonite 
and cemented by 
calcite 

  

 
29/6 

 

Granulite-facies 
metadiorite 

Polygonal 
granoblastic 

Plagioclase +K-feldspar +Ti-
pargasite 
+ Orthopyroxene+ 
Clinopyroxene + Fe-Ti oxides 
+ Biotite 
 

Slightly 
retrogressed rock 
(sericite, chlorite). 
Thin retrograde 
mylonitic to 
cataclastic shear 
zones. 

 
29/7, 29/8 

 

 
sediments 

   

ORMONDE     
 

32/1, 32/2, 32/3 
 
 

 
lamprophyre 

(var. monchiquite) 

 
Porphyric, 
intersertal 

 
Phenocrysts: ol, totally 
pseudomorphically replaced by 
iddingiste and calcite; rare 

 
Secondary 
minerals (zeolite 
and calcite) 

 Station Latitude Longitude Depth m Type Recovery 

C
or

al
 P

at
ch

 

SWIM28 34,95336 -11,91209 958/725 dredge Sediments and volcanics 

SWIM29 34,96606 -11,95575 1011/742 dredge Sediments and volcanics 

O
rm

on
de

 SWIM32 36,74908 -11,05070 317 grab Sediments and volcanics 

SWIM34 36,73478 -11,05161 103 grab Volcanics  



 
 
 

microprobe: 
cpx 

zoned cpx sometime with a 
greenish core. 
Groundmass: ol, cpx, ps 
(having rectangular or rounded 
shape and different extinction), 
biotite, opaques, totally altered 
glass.  
 

partially or totally 
infill the vesicles. 
In sample 32/3, an 
ocello made of 
brown cpx + 
biotite + glass is 
present. 
 

 
34 

 
 
 

microprobe: 
cpx, k-fd, noseana, 

flogopite 

 
phonolite 

 
 

 
Porphyric, 

fluidal 

 
Phenocrysts: rare feldspatoids 
of the sodalite group (noseana); 
ps having the shape of 
nephelina but replaced by 
zeolites; resorbed 
microphenocrysts of biotite. 
Groundmass: feldspar, ps, 
opaques and glass. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Seamount: Coral Patch
Sample 29/1
Phase Ol Ol Ol Ol Ol Ol Ol

2a8 3a6 3a7 3a9 3a10 3a14 4a1

SiO2 39.79 39.99 39.99 40.11 40.08 51.11 39.86

TiO2 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.05 0.04 1.65 0.00

Al2O3 0.00 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.03 3.08 0.04

Cr2O3 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.34 0.00

FeO 16.28 16.36 16.70 17.23 16.84 6.07 16.26

MnO 0.23 0.31 0.30 0.25 0.24 0.12 0.17

MgO 43.70 43.81 43.65 43.48 43.37 15.02 43.44

CaO 0.46 0.31 0.26 0.33 0.25 22.68 0.26

Na2O 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.36 0.06

Totale 100.54 100.89 101.08 101.47 100.97 100.42 100.08

Fo% 82.50 82.41 82.06 81.59 81.90 81.23 82.50

Sample
Phase Ol Ol Ol Ol Ol Ol Ol

5a1 5a8 5a10 5a12 6a2 6a5 6a11

SiO2 39.49 40.48 40.25 40.04 39.48 40.74 40.58

TiO2 0.17 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.02

Al2O3 0.40 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00

Cr2O3 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.03 0.00 0.00

FeO 17.54 17.31 16.01 16.23 16.66 16.72 16.48

MnO 0.22 0.25 0.16 0.27 0.29 0.20 0.22

MgO 42.43 43.01 43.90 43.90 43.49 43.41 43.72

CaO 0.34 0.28 0.24 0.29 0.35 0.28 0.26

Na2O 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Totale 100.67 101.44 100.70 100.86 100.33 101.35 101.29

Fo% 80.98 81.36 82.87 82.58 82.06 82.05 82.35



Seamount: Ormonde
Sample 32/1
Phase cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx

2b1 2b2 2b3 2b4 2b7 2b9 4b2 4b3 4b5 4b6 4b7

SiO2 47.04 46.00 46.14 46.61 47.47 46.48 52.63 50.55 51.92 42.43 48.76

TiO2 2.93 3.24 3.59 3.62 2.76 2.98 0.71 1.50 0.99 4.78 2.30

Al2O3 6.36 7.28 6.95 6.97 6.21 6.39 2.54 4.65 3.33 9.39 5.16

Cr2O3 0.00 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.07 0.04 0.41 0.60 0.07 0.05 0.02

FeO 6.67 7.21 6.38 5.92 6.75 6.92 7.22 5.97 6.16 7.67 6.29

Mno 0.13 0.12 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.29 0.09 0.17 0.21 0.25

MgO 13.34 12.31 12.71 12.79 12.91 13.14 12.95 13.24 14.58 11.65 13.84

CaO 24.33 23.26 24.27 24.38 23.91 24.04 22.70 23.35 23.29 23.82 24.23

Na2O 0.31 0.66 0.32 0.38 0.41 0.30 1.26 0.79 0.77 0.48 0.47

K2O 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Totale 101.14 100.14 100.50 100.75 100.57 100.34 100.70 100.73 101.27 100.49 101.32

Wo 50.01 49.28 51.10 51.33 49.94 49.82 46.69 48.78 46.79 50.80 49.20

En 38.15 36.27 37.22 37.47 37.52 37.87 37.05 38.50 40.76 34.56 39.12

Fs 10.70 11.93 10.48 9.74 11.00 11.19 11.59 9.74 9.65 12.77 9.97

Sample 32/2
Phase cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx

1d3 322s9 322s10 322s11 322s13 322s14

SiO2 46.44 47.21 39.57 51.83 50.97 47.46

TiO2 2.61 2.78 6.01 1.33 1.83 2.17

Al2O3 5.92 6.07 11.04 2.58 3.36 5.92

Cr2O3 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00

FeO 6.11 6.04 8.00 6.20 7.09 12.38

Mno 0.11 0.14 0.06 0.28 0.16 0.29

MgO 13.44 13.69 10.50 14.08 13.63 8.94

CaO 24.35 23.71 23.49 23.52 23.77 22.00

Na2O 0.24 0.32 0.41 0.73 0.69 1.61

K2O 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.00

Totale 99.27 100.00 99.11 100.63 101.51 100.78

Wo 50.46 49.36 52.10 47.74 48.00 46.80

En 38.75 39.64 32.41 39.76 38.29 26.45

Fs 9.88 9.81 13.86 9.83 11.18 20.56

Sample 32/3
Phase cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx

3a1 3a2 3a3 3a4 3a5 3a6 3a9 3a17 3a19 3a23 3a24 3a25 3a26 3a28

SiO2 51.25 48.27 48.59 46.53 45.48 46.67 46.48 43.45 46.20 47.04 49.70 49.43 49.65 46.63

TiO2 1.19 2.33 2.19 3.35 3.04 2.61 2.94 4.27 2.72 2.44 1.78 1.75 1.79 2.54

Al2O3 2.44 4.86 4.42 5.76 6.56 5.77 6.21 8.24 6.04 6.92 4.33 4.61 4.52 6.70

Cr2O3 0.08 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.11 0.22

FeO 6.24 7.17 7.36 6.22 6.52 6.21 6.41 6.44 6.94 5.89 5.80 5.81 5.95 6.49

Mno 0.19 0.06 0.26 0.10 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.07 0.13 0.07 0.08 0.11 0.04

MgO 14.57 13.73 12.94 13.26 13.19 13.78 13.17 12.20 13.40 12.61 14.03 14.26 14.27 12.89

CaO 23.21 23.65 23.29 23.77 24.38 24.50 24.16 24.03 23.91 23.70 23.85 23.72 23.38 23.21

Na2O 0.61 0.37 0.70 0.38 0.27 0.36 0.28 0.42 0.30 0.70 0.55 0.54 0.47 0.75

K2O 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00

Totale 99.78 100.51 99.77 99.37 99.55 100.08 99.78 99.17 99.65 99.50 100.20 100.27 100.25 99.46

Wo 46.92 48.24 48.21 49.78 50.46 49.84 50.34 51.36 49.28 50.32 48.78 48.32 47.98 48.80

En 40.98 38.97 37.27 38.63 37.99 38.99 38.19 36.27 38.43 37.25 39.92 40.43 40.75 37.71

Fs 9.85 11.42 11.90 10.17 10.53 9.86 10.43 10.74 11.17 9.75 9.26 9.24 9.54 10.65

Seamount: Coral Patch
Sample 29/1
Phase cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx

b 1a1 1a2 1a3 1a5 1a6 1a8 2a5 2a10 2a11 3a1 3a2 3a4 3a5 3a13

SiO2 42.56 41.08 41.84 41.31 41.88 42.71 41.55 41.47 40.60 44.68 41.93 42.08 47.48 41.23 42.19

TiO2 5.48 6.48 5.16 6.20 5.02 5.31 5.56 5.29 5.38 3.90 5.24 5.17 2.63 5.38 5.32

Al2O3 9.37 10.20 9.53 10.01 9.91 8.84 9.79 9.53 10.10 7.17 9.21 9.15 5.79 9.44 8.86

Cr2O3 0.01 0.01 0.11 0.11 0.00 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.01 0.05 0.39 0.00 0.15

FeO 9.66 9.72 10.41 9.52 9.87 9.13 10.25 10.35 10.40 9.20 10.47 9.14 6.90 11.40 9.35

Mno 0.21 0.10 0.16 0.13 0.15 0.11 0.16 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.15 0.10

MgO 10.51 9.90 10.14 10.18 10.02 10.79 10.04 10.07 9.65 12.31 10.19 10.45 13.34 9.69 10.87

CaO 22.10 22.08 21.94 22.00 22.18 22.22 21.57 21.56 22.22 22.12 21.67 22.25 22.97 21.43 22.03

Na2O 0.44 0.56 0.64 0.56 0.59 0.58 0.65 0.61 0.53 0.53 0.59 0.61 0.33 0.69 0.58

K2O 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03

Totale 100.36 100.18 99.94 100.02 99.66 99.75 99.60 99.05 99.10 100.11 99.46 99.02 99.94 99.40 99.49

Wo 49.04 49.68 48.42 49.31 49.41 48.91 48.24 48.18 49.68 46.67 48.06 49.41 48.34 47.57 48.40

En 32.45 30.99 31.12 31.75 31.06 33.07 31.25 31.32 30.02 36.14 31.44 32.29 39.08 29.92 33.24

Fs 16.73 17.07 17.92 16.66 17.17 15.69 17.89 18.05 18.15 15.15 18.12 15.85 11.33 19.76 16.04

Sample
Phase cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx cpx

4a2 4a3 5a3 5a11 5a14 5a15 5a16 6a1 6a8 6a9 291s2 291s4 291s5

SiO2 44.16 41.34 41.94 45.96 43.05 42.30 42.18 42.84 41.72 42.06 40.22 41.19 45.19

TiO2 4.00 5.80 5.70 3.44 5.34 5.25 5.43 5.22 5.76 5.56 5.92 5.89 3.83

Al2O3 8.19 9.34 9.82 7.18 8.85 9.52 9.20 9.03 10.34 9.50 9.94 9.69 6.86

Cr2O3 0.10 0.00 0.01 0.30 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.30

FeO 9.03 10.15 10.11 7.76 8.91 10.24 9.26 9.68 9.40 10.91 11.24 10.71 8.12

Mno 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.12 0.18 0.02 0.13 0.08 0.15 0.08

MgO 11.67 10.02 10.04 12.57 11.00 9.98 10.56 10.34 10.27 9.85 9.48 9.76 12.73

CaO 21.79 21.95 22.22 22.77 21.97 21.87 21.75 22.45 22.30 22.02 21.88 21.75 21.95

Na2O 0.44 0.54 0.58 0.44 0.60 0.58 0.48 0.62 0.59 0.51 0.63 0.62 0.50



K2O 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00

Totale 99.51 99.30 100.56 100.46 99.90 99.87 99.03 100.35 100.39 100.59 99.42 99.78 99.59

Wo 47.51 49.00 49.24 48.34 48.49 48.83 48.83 49.32 49.57 48.74 48.65 48.54 46.79

En 35.40 31.13 30.95 37.12 33.77 31.00 32.98 31.60 31.76 30.35 29.32 30.30 37.76

Fs 15.36 17.68 17.49 12.86 15.35 17.84 16.22 16.61 16.31 18.86 19.51 18.65 13.51



Seamount Ormonde

Sample 34
Phase Noseana Noseana

SiO2 36.82 37.55

TiO2 0.00 0.00

Al2O3 33.30 33.97

Cr2O3 0.00 0.00

FeO 0.12 0.18

MnO 0.00 0.01

MgO 0.00 0.03

CaO 2.32 1.98

Na2O 18.90 17.86

K2O 0.77 0.62

SO3 6.96 6.73

Totale 99.19 98.93

Seamount: Ormonde
Sample 34
Phase flogopite flogopite flogopite flogopite flogopite

SiO2 35.28 34.63 34.74 35.52 35.47

TiO2 4.88 4.78 4.63 4.52 4.42

Al2O3 13.00 13.09 13.05 12.73 12.93

Cr2O3 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01

FeO 24.16 23.68 24.44 23.40 23.40

MnO 1.07 1.03 1.09 0.95 0.86

MgO 8.62 8.49 8.65 8.83 8.70

CaO 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.00

Na2O 0.59 0.62 0.52 0.50 0.59

K2O 8.37 8.34 8.34 8.16 8.28

SO3
Totale 95.97 94.72 95.50 94.63 94.86

Sample 34
Phase K-fd K-fd K-fd

microlite microlite microlite

SiO2 67.69 65.06 66.95

TiO2 0.00 0.09 0.00

Al2O3 18.83 19.11 18.64

Cr2O3 0.00 0.02 0.00

FeO 0.39 1.17 0.42

MnO 0.02 0.01 0.06

MgO 0.03 0.36 0.01

CaO 0.11 0.11 0.12

Na2O 5.77 5.29 5.95

K2O 7.70 7.02 7.32

Totale 100.53 98.25 99.46

Ab % 52.96 53.06 54.90



An % 0.55 0.59 0.63

Or % 46.49 46.35 44.48



APPENDIX: 40Ar-39Ar DATING 

 

Samples 

Three samples were considered for 40Ar-39Ar dating: a lava block from Coral Patch seamount 

(SWIM04-29/1) and two small volcanic fragments from Ormonde seamount (SWIM04-32/3 and 

SWIM04-34). Coral Patch lava is heavily altered and full of empty cavities. The sample was cut in 

slices and the less altered inner parts were chosen for grinding, sieving and ground mass separation. 

The fraction chosen for the analysis (>180 μm) was leached in ultrasonic bath at 30 °C with HCl 

3.5N (60 minutes) and HNO3 1N (60 minutes) and then thoroughly washed with deionised water. 

Biotites of Ormonde seamount samples were separated with conventional magnetic and gravimetric 

methods followed by hand picking. SWIM04-34 biotites appeared fresh, while the few biotite 

crystals obtained from SWIM04-32/3 were relatively dirty. Biotites were washed with methanol and 

de-ionized water in ultrasonic bath. 

 

Method 

Samples were packed in Al foil and piled in a quartz tube along with multiple samples of the 

neutron fluence monitor FCT sanidine (28.03 Ma, Jourdan & Renne, 2007). The package was 

irradiated for 8 hours in the core of the 250 kW TRIGA reactor of Pavia University.  

All samples were step-heated (SH) and single crystals total fusion (SCTF) experiments were 

performed on both micas. In step-heating experiments the defocused beam of a diode-pumped Nd-

YAG infra-red (IR) continuous wave laser was used as heating device at progressively higher power 

levels. The defocused laser beam passed through a faceted lens that produces an even spatial 

distribution of the beam power. When the laser beam surface was smaller than the sampled area, the 

beam was slowly rastered over the entire sample. The evolved gas was cleaned with two SAES 

AP10 getters held at ~400 °C and one SAES GP50 getter held at room temperature. Argon was 

measured with a Mass Analyser Products (MAP) 215-50 mass spectrometer, operated in electron 

multiplier mode. System blanks were measured every two-four analyses. The mass discrimination 

was monitored using an on-line air pipette. The steps ages were corrected for system blanks, mass 

discrimination, radioactive decay of 37Ar and 39Ar and nuclear interferences through the 

ArArCALC software (Koppers, 2002) (see the Analytical Table). 40Ar-39Ar plateau ages were 

calculated on at least three consecutive steps that yield concordant ages at the 2σ level. In fact these 

samples never satisfy the criterion of Fleck et al. (1977) that requires at least 50% of the total K-

derived 39Ar for a reliable plateau and their age computation is discussed below. Unlike plateau 

ages, where an atmospheric initial isotopic ratio is assumed, isochron ages calculations correct for 



the initial 40Ar/36Ar ratio of the system, whichever its value. Isochron ages were calculated using 

ISOPLOT (Ludwig, 2003).  

 

Results 

SWIM04-29/1 ground mass displays a disturbed age spectrum, with older ages at low laser power 

(i.e. temperature) and younger ages at higher temperatures. The K/Ca shows a monotonic decrease 

from the second step, compatible with the progressive degassing of pyroxene. The only K-bearing 

phase in the sample is glass (see main text for further discussion). 

SWIM04-32/3 mica SH analysis was performed on a population of variable grain-size and limited 

weight (~1 mg). The sample displays a slightly disturbed age spectrum, with apparent ages slowly 

decreasing towards higher laser powers (i.e. temperatures) (Fig. 1). The majority of the age 

spectrum is also characterized by relatively low K/Ca ratios for a biotite. Five steps, equivalent to 

41.7 % of 39Ar release give a weighted plateau age of 64.02±0.48 Ma (MSWD=2.6), and K/Ca 

ratios varying from 23 to 7. The same steps identify an isochron age of 63.31±0.87 Ma 

(MSWD=1.3), with a poorly defined initial 36Ar/40Ar intercept (453±180) (Fig. 1). The limited 

amount of 39Ar release and the overall shape of the age spectrum question the validity of the 

obtained age.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. SWIM04-32/3- Left: age and K/Ca spectrum. Error boxes are ± 2 σ. The horizontal bar 

indicates the steps used to calculate the plateau age and the average K/Ca ratio. Right: Isotope 

correlation diagram: solid squares represent the plateau steps and have been used to calculate the 

isochron age, empty squares are all the other points. 
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The four single crystal total fusion analyses might suggest an explanation for the age spectrum 

shape, although the data are affected by high uncertainties due to the low analytical signal. Two 

crystals have almost no Ca, high 40Ar radiogenic yields (>95%) and ages of 63-64 Ma; two crystals 

have K/Ca ratios <1, lower 40Ar radiogenic yields (66-88%) and younger ages (~ 58 Ma).   The 

shape of the SH age spectrum might derive by the mixing of two population of micas, an older 

pristine one, and a younger altered one. The yield of the overall sample (95.7 %, see the Analytical 

Table) allows to consider that pristine micas prevail in the analysed population. The isochron age of 

63.31±0.87 Ma is considered the best estimate of the age of this sample. 

SWIM04-34 mica SH analysis evidences a flattish age spectrum, with an overall plateau age 

hampered by a low age intermediate temperature step (1.3 W). Two mini-plateau are calculated on 

steps 1-8, 64.03±0.39 Ma (MSWD=1.8, 45.8 % of 39Ar release) and steps 10-14, 64.07±0.32 Ma 

(MSWD=1.39, 44.9 % of 39Ar release) (Fig. 2). The data obtained on the two groups of steps are 

equivalent and overlap within error to the integrated age of 63.95±0.25 Ma.  All data points identify 

an isochron 63.85±0.61 Ma (MSWD=2.0, initial 36Ar/40Ar intercept =286±26) (Fig. 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. SWIM04-34- Left: age spectrum. Right: Isotope correlation diagram. Legend as in figure 1.  
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Eight SCTF analyses on relatively big crystals of SWIM04-34 evidence the presence of a unique 

population, with a weighted average age of 64.18±0.42 Ma  (Fig. 3) (see main text). Both SH and 

SCTF analyses of this biotite give concordant ages and the isochron age is chosen as more 

representative. 
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Fig. 3.  SWIM04-34. Age probability plot of single crystal laser total fusion experiments.WA= 

Weighted Average. 
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Analytical Table 
 
Legend:  Argon isotopes are in moles. 

 Steps used to calculate plateau and isochron ages are in bold. SH= Step-heating 
 analysis; SCTF= Single crystal laser fusion analysis. 

Columns headings are as follows: 36Ar(atm) = atmospheric 36Ar; 38Ar(Cl) = Cl-derived 
38Ar; 39Ar(K) = K-derived 39Ar; 40Ar(rad) = radiogenic 40Ar; 40Ar(rad)(%) = percentual 
ratio of  radiogenic 40Ar over total 40Ar. 

Total fusion age is calculated summing the isotopic measurements of all steps, and its 
error includes uncertainty on J value. Errors quoted for individual analyses ages 
include analytical error only. 

 
SWIM04-32/3 biotite  SH    J=0.0007318±0.0000011 (±1σ) 

Laser 
power 36Ar(atm)

37Ar(Ca)
38Ar(Cl)

39Ar(K)
40Ar(rad)

39Ar(K) Age ± 2σ 40Ar(rad) K/Ca ± 2σ 
W           % Ma   %     

            
0.2 1.64E-17 1.80E-17 6.79E-19 5.76E-17 1.71E-15   0.63 38.82 13.14  26.1 1.70 0.29
0.4 8.14E-18 1.21E-17 1.40E-18 1.56E-16 8.44E-15   1.71 69.93 5.01  77.8 6.84 2.72
0.6 5.49E-18 1.41E-17 1.36E-18 5.08E-16 2.57E-14   5.57 65.69 1.47  94.1 19.14 5.27
0.75 4.63E-18 2.10E-17 1.91E-18 8.83E-16 4.39E-14   9.68 64.54 0.88  97.0 22.29 4.64
0.9 1.35E-18 1.51E-17 2.22E-18 6.54E-16 3.21E-14   7.18 63.70 0.55  98.8 23.03 12.81
1.05 3.87E-18 6.53E-17 3.20E-18 9.60E-16 4.72E-14  10.53 63.75 0.44  97.6 7.80 1.07
1.2 1.75E-18 6.01E-17 3.30E-18 7.95E-16 3.94E-14   8.71 64.29 0.54  98.7 7.01 0.91
1.35 3.72E-18 9.66E-17 4.05E-18 8.60E-16 4.13E-14   9.44 62.29 0.66  97.4 4.72 0.40
1.55 3.65E-18 1.87E-16 4.40E-18 9.01E-16 4.35E-14   9.88 62.58 0.47  97.6 2.55 0.17
1.7 4.93E-18 2.62E-16 4.78E-18 1.03E-15 4.86E-14  11.31 61.21 0.51  97.1 2.08 0.10
1.9 5.35E-18 2.08E-16 3.76E-18 9.83E-16 4.58E-14  10.78 60.41 0.47  96.6 2.51 0.14
2.2 4.49E-18 5.25E-17 3.19E-18 9.84E-16 4.73E-14  10.79 62.37 0.52  97.3 9.93 1.43
2.5 2.40E-18 b.d.l. 9.46E-19 2.20E-16 1.07E-14   2.41 63.14 1.85  93.8 n.d.  
fuse 1.47E-18 b.d.l. 1.47E-19 1.25E-16 5.71E-15   1.37 59.41 2.77  92.9 n.d.  
            
TF             62.80 0.29 95.7 4.78 0.20

 
SWIM04-32/3 biotite SCTF   J=0.0007318±0.0000011 (±1σ) 

# ID 36Ar(atm)
37Ar(Ca)

38Ar(Cl)
39Ar(K)

40Ar(rad) Age ± 2σ 40Ar(rad) K/Ca ± 2σ 
            Ma   %     

           
Fuse 3.52E-18 1.07E-16 9.18E-19 1.77E-16 7.88E-15 57.96 2.99 88.3 0.87 0.10
Fuse 3.45E-18 1.01E-16 3.71E-19 4.41E-17 1.98E-15 58.31 13.3 66.1 0.23 0.04
Fuse 1.40E-18 2.19E-18 5.89E-19 1.69E-16 8.20E-15 62.86 3.12 95.2 40.94 208.58
Fuse 1.08E-18 b.d.l. 7.87E-19 3.49E-16 1.72E-14 63.97 1.6 98.2 n.d   

 
 
SWIM04-34 biotite SH    J=0.0007318±0.0000011 (±1σ) 

Laser 
power 36Ar(atm)

37Ar(Ca)
38Ar(Cl)

39Ar(K)
40Ar(rad)

39Ar(K) Age ± 2σ 40Ar(rad) K/Ca ± 2σ 
W           % Ma   %     

            
0.3 3.36E-18 3.48E-18 1.43E-19 3.64E-17 1.75E-15 0.21 62.51 17.73 63.8 5.54 10.58
0.5 7.07E-18 b.d.l. 1.86E-18 5.29E-16 2.62E-14 3.09 64.21 1.33 92.6 n.d.  
0.65 5.02E-18 b.d.l. 1.50E-18 7.34E-16 3.69E-14 4.28 65.17 0.95 96.1 n.d.  



0.8 4.52E-18 b.d.l. 3.01E-18 9.61E-16 4.73E-14 5.61 63.86 0.75 97.2 n.d.  
0.9 4.26E-18 b.d.l. 2.70E-18 1.14E-15 5.60E-14 6.66 63.6 0.63 97.8 n.d.  
1 5.46E-18 b.d.l. 4.23E-18 1.53E-15 7.58E-14 8.92 64.32 0.49 97.9 n.d.  
1.1 4.64E-18 b.d.l. 3.88E-18 1.27E-15 6.21E-14 7.41 63.45 0.64 97.8 n.d.  
1.2 6.82E-18 b.d.l. 4.02E-18 1.65E-15 8.14E-14 9.61 64.1 0.52 97.6 n.d.  
1.3 5.58E-18 b.d.l. 3.43E-18 1.39E-15 6.78E-14 8.14 63.07 0.56 97.6 n.d.  
1.4 4.13E-18 b.d.l. 3.86E-18 1.46E-15 7.21E-14 8.51 64.12 0.55 98.3 n.d.  
1.55 3.34E-18 b.d.l. 4.06E-18 1.67E-15 8.24E-14 9.74 64.02 0.45 98.8 n.d.  
1.7 4.37E-18 b.d.l. 1.66E-18 1.77E-15 8.69E-14 10.32 63.8 0.43 98.5 n.d.  
1.9 2.60E-18 b.d.l. 4.21E-18 1.51E-15 7.52E-14 8.82 64.57 0.51 99.0 n.d.  
2.2 3.78E-18 b.d.l. 3.46E-18 1.29E-15 6.38E-14 7.55 63.97 0.57 98.3 n.d.  
fuse 1.33E-18 b.d.l. 5.81E-19 1.89E-16 8.93E-15 1.11 61.18 3.61 95.8 n.d.  
            
TF             63.95 0.25 97.7     

 
SWIM04-34 biotite SCTF   J=0.0007318±0.0000011 (±1σ) 

# ID 36Ar(atm)
37Ar(Ca)

38Ar(Cl)
39Ar(K)

40Ar(rad) Age ± 2σ 40Ar(rad)

            Ma   % 
         
Fuse 2.66E-18 b.d.l. 9.03E-19 2.55E-16 1.25E-14 63.55 1.36 94.1 
Fuse 3.02E-18 b.d.l. 2.58E-18 1.05E-15 5.25E-14 64.53 0.45 98.3 
Fuse 1.75E-18 b.d.l. 1.21E-18 5.97E-16 2.92E-14 63.43 0.77 98.2 
Fuse 2.03E-18 b.d.l. 1.94E-18 7.26E-16 3.59E-14 64.01 0.60 98.3 
Fuse 1.47E-18 b.d.l. b.d.l. 1.94E-16 9.34E-15 62.41 1.94 95.5 
Fuse 2.12E-18 b.d.l. 1.74E-18 4.37E-16 2.18E-14 64.63 0.69 97.2 
Fuse 1.51E-18 b.d.l. 8.47E-19 3.22E-16 1.57E-14 63.41 1.16 97.2 
Fuse 1.43E-18 b.d.l. 3.93E-18 1.14E-15 5.67E-14 64.43 0.70 99.2 

 
SWIM29/1 g.m.    J=0.0007318±0.0000011 (±1σ) 

Laser 
power 36Ar(atm)

37Ar(Ca)
38Ar(Cl)

39Ar(K)
40Ar(rad)

39Ar(K) Age ± 2σ 40Ar(rad) K/Ca ± 2σ 
W           % Ma   %     

            
0.2 1.29E-16 1.59E-16 4.97E-18 1.75E-16 7.25E-15 9.76 53.87 7.06 16.0 0.5840 0.0799
0.4 6.02E-17 1.35E-16 7.23E-18 1.92E-16 6.31E-15 10.69 42.97 6.09 26.2 0.7529 0.0854
0.55 1.08E-17 1.33E-16 1.57E-17 1.44E-16 6.42E-15 8.06 57.77 3.35 66.8 0.5734 0.0818
0.7 9.95E-18 4.93E-16 3.30E-17 2.35E-16 9.30E-15 13.12 51.46 1.81 76.0 0.2527 0.0209
0.85 9.49E-18 9.26E-16 2.77E-17 2.30E-16 8.78E-15 12.85 49.61 1.69 75.8 0.1318 0.0100
1 8.88E-18 2.00E-15 1.96E-17 2.49E-16 7.52E-15 13.90 39.41 2.19 74.1 0.0660 0.0047
1.15 9.45E-18 2.43E-15 9.85E-18 1.66E-16 4.02E-15 9.25 31.69 3.19 59.0 0.0362 0.0024
1.3 6.46E-18 2.61E-15 4.36E-18 1.05E-16 2.60E-15 5.85 32.44 3.71 57.6 0.0213 0.0015
1.6 6.57E-18 4.84E-15 4.84E-18 1.21E-16 2.76E-15 6.73 29.94 5.31 58.7 0.0132 0.0009
2 5.75E-18 1.31E-14 4.94E-18 1.17E-16 2.76E-15 6.55 30.76 4.47 61.9 0.0048 0.0003
fuse 4.17E-18 6.03E-14 3.82E-18 5.79E-17 2.59E-15 3.23 58.13 24.55 67.7 0.0005 0.0001
            
TF             43.88 1.45 43.9 0.011 0.001

 
 
Age monitor for the second set of samples: FCT sanidine, 28.03 Ma (Jourdan & Renne, 2007). 
The correction factors for reactor induced interfering reactions were: 39Ar/37Ar (Ca) = 0.00075 ± 0.000075; 36Ar/37Ar 
(Ca) = 0.00024 ± 0.00002; 40Ar/39Ar (K) = 0.00925 ± 0.0009. 
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a b s t r a c t

Identification of past tsunamis is important for risk assessment and management of coastal areas.
Obtaining accurate and precise ages of sediments originating from such extreme marine coastal floods is
crucial for a reliable estimation of the recurrence interval of these often devastating events. We present
here the results of quartz optical dating and 14C dating of two sites (Boca do Rio and Martinhal) on the
Algarve coast (southern Portugal). These sites contain deposits of the great tsunami of November 1, 1755.
The sections were described using sedimentological techniques; at both sites tsunami-laid sands and
gravels were identified, intercalated between estuarine muds. Quartz luminescence ages from these
sedimentary successions were derived using standard SAR-OSL dating using multi-grain sub-samples.
A multiple sampling strategy was employed with several samples taken from the AD 1755 tsunami
deposit and from the sediments bracketing the tsunami layer. Our SAR-OSL protocol was shown to be
appropriate using dose recovery measurements (measured/given dose ratio of 1.004� 0.007, n¼ 165).
The several OSL ages from the 1755 tsunamigenic deposits are internally reproducible but yield age
overestimates of between 20 and 125% (60–310 years respectively); this is in agreement with values
reported in the literature for similar deposits. The age overestimation of the tsunami-laid sands is
presumably due to the rapid erosion and deposition of older sediments, with insufficient light exposure
for complete bleaching during the tsunami event itself. The absence of significant bleaching during the
tsunami is also suggested by the shape of the dose distributions based on sub-samples made up of only
about 100 grains. Analysis of the distributions with the minimum-age model seems to yield the expected
age for two of the three distributions. It is important to note that age offsets of a few tens of years to a few
hundred years rapidly become insignificant when dating older (>1 to few ka) tsunami layers.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Tsunamis can cause severe coastal erosion, but also transport
and deposit different sized particles, ranging from clay to boulders,
inland (Dawson, 1994). Establishing a chronology of tsunami events
preserved in the geological record (e.g. Morales et al., 2008) is
important for the estimation of the average recurrence interval and
time dispersion of extreme marine coastal floods and in the
assessment of seismic hazards of a region. Luminescence dating
methods have previously been applied to tsunami deposits using
thermoluminescence (TL; e.g. Bryant et al., 1996), infrared
x: þ351 239 860 501.

ll rights reserved.
stimulated luminescence (IRSL; e.g. Huntley and Clague, 1996;
Ollerhead et al., 2001) and optically stimulated luminescence (OSL;
e.g. Banerjee et al., 2001).

The earthquake of 1st November 1755 was of high magnitude
(8.5) and generated a tsunami (Baptista et al., 1998a,b) that flooded
the Algarve coast (southern Portugal) and deposited sediments in
the lowlands of Boca do Rio (BDR) and Martinhal (MRT). At Boca do
Rio the ages reported for those sediments in several independent
studies are quite diverse (e.g. Dawson et al., 1995; Hindson and
Andrade, 1999; Hindson et al., 1999; Allen, 2003). At Martinhal, the
ages reported by Kortekaas and Dawson (2007) were found to be
problematic because they are not in stratigraphic order, leading the
authors to state that in their study luminescence dating was not
a reliable method to date the 1755 tsunami layer.

mailto:pcunha@dct.uc.pt
www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/18711014
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/quageo
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In this paper, we test both spatially and stratigraphically the
application of standard large aliquot quartz SAR-OSL dating to both
the 1755 tsunami deposits and to the bracketing sediment units at
the Boca do Rio and Martinhal sites. The twenty-one OSL and four
14C ages from our study are compared with previously published
luminescence and 14C ages for the same sites and with the known
age of the deposit (250 years). The purpose of this work is to test the
accuracy of standard large aliquot quartz SAR-OSL for dating the
1755 tsunami layer on the Portuguese coast, and by implication, for
dating older deposits of similar origins.

2. Sites and sampling strategy

The Boca do Rio and Martinhal wetlands are separated from the
sea by sand-shingle beach barriers, which confine alluvial plains
that dry out during the summer but are periodically flooded by
freshwater during winter.

An eyewitness reported the 1755 event as having occurred on
a bright sunny morning during flood tide, producing on the Algarve
coast a run-up that was estimated as ca. 11–15 m. According to
historical records, the tsunami flooded ca. 1 km inland at Boca do
Rio (Fig. 1a). A tsunami-laid sand wedge, <50 cm-thick, containing
shell fragments, cobbles and boulders with borings of marine
endolithobionts represents the 1755 event at this location (Dawson
et al., 1995; Silva et al., 1996). In our study two trenches were dug at
BDR, a southern trench (BDR-ST) and a northern trench (BDR-NT),
located 300 m and 600 m from the modern beach respectively
(Fig. 1a). The tsunami sand was found at depths of 100–120 cm
(BDR-NT) and 70–100 cm (BDR-ST), intercalated with estuarine
muds that rest upon more open-marine sands. Three OSL samples
were taken laterally several meters apart in the tsunami layer in the
southern trench and four in the northern trench; OSL samples were
also collected from the sediments above and below the tsunami
layer. A schematic description of the stratigraphy and the OSL
sample locations is given in Figs. 2 and 3.

The trench excavated at Martinhal (Fig. 1b), located close
(~100 m) to the sampling location of Kortekaas and Dawson (2007),
showed a more diverse stratigraphy. Here, multiple shell-rich sand
and gravel layers were identified within estuarine deposits, of
which at least one, according to witness reports, should correspond
to the 1755 event. The characteristics of the coarser sediments
indicate a marine source (good sorting, high roundness of quartz
grains, presence of marine bioclasts, etc.), consistent with having
been deposited by an extreme marine coastal flood. We identify
this layer with the 1755 tsunami deposit. Three OSL samples were
taken in this marine layer and three in the silt and sand layers
below (Fig. 4).

3. Published absolute age information

Following the first study of the upper Holocene at Boca do Rio by
Andrade et al. (1994), Dawson et al. (1995) described in detail the
lithostratigraphic units at a trench close to our BDR-ST. They
characterized the units as follows from the surface to depth: unit A
– dark red/brown silt that towards its base changes to an organic
silty clay, up to 0.8 m thick; unit B – mainly medium sand but
sometimes grading from very fine to coarse sand at its erosive base,
containing marine macro- and micro-fossils, 0.1–0.4 m thick; unit
C1 – brown organic clay-rich silt containing fossil stems and root-
lets and occasional fragments of charcoal and shells, 0.1–1.0 m
thick; unit C2 – brown/black and organic silty clay, 0.1–1.0 m thick;
unit D1 – medium sand, 0.1–3.2 m thick; unit D2 – bioclastic gravel,
>0.5 m thick. For unit B, identified as the tsunami layer, a thermo-
luminescence age estimate of 260� 60 yrs (AD1734� 60) was lis-
ted (no sample code was provided); radiocarbon dates (accelerator
mass spectrometry – AMS) of units C1 and C2 yielded 1890� 60 yrs
cal BP (Beta-68853) and 1210� 60 yrs cal BP (Beta-68854) (Dawson
et al., 1995) (Fig. 2).

Hindson et al. (1999), in the same Boca do Rio area close to BDR-
ST, provided detailed foraminifera and ostracod analyses, but also
an OSL chronology (OSL ages before 1995, in years) based on seven
samples collected from a trench: BDR-A (587� 38), BDR-B
(194�76), BDR-C1 (1236� 540), BDR-C2 (1363� 420), BDR-D1
(1815� 411), BDR-D2 (1944� 280) and BDR-D3 (2320� 617);
samples BDR-D1, BDR-D2 and BDR-D3 were collected from the unit
D1 defined by Dawson et al. (1995) and provided ages that are in
stratigraphic order (Fig. 2). For units A and C the 4–11 mm poly-
mineral fraction was used and for units B and D the 180–225 mm
quartz fraction. Equivalent dose determination was done by the
additive-dose method and a halogen light source; luminescence
detection was in the UV through a U-340 filter pack. The dosimetry
was based on on-site gamma spectrometry and thick source beta
counting. An estimate of 5% was used for the water content,
although the authors acknowledge that this may be too conserva-
tive for their environment.

Allen (2003) made a palaeoecological analysis of a 3 m core from
the same lowland close to BDR-NT. Standard radiocarbon dates
were determined for three organic silts (numbers in the sample
code denote depth in cm): 1062�150 yrs cal BP – BDR135-138,
936�140 yrs cal BP – BDR146-148, 1171 (1304-966) yrs cal BP –
BDR253-254; a shell hash, dated as 8955 (8994-8660) yrs cal BP –
BDR286-294, was rejected because it was considered to be not in
situ. An AMS radiocarbon date on a shell yielded 1046, 1040, 974
(1061-935) yrs cal BP – BDR253-254 (Fig. 3).

For Martinhal, the published information is not easy to interpret
because of the complex stratigraphy in the Martinhal lowland
(spatially very variable), which does not allow us to reliably connect
both stratigraphies. Furthermore, the OSL results presented by
Kortekaas and Dawson (2007) were considered problematic by the
authors (also no experimental details are given). Because of the
difficulty of relating both studies, we restrict ourselves to reporting
the OSL results of Kortekaas and Dawson which were obtained on
the two samples taken in the layer identified by them as being
deposited by the 1755 tsunami: one sample (MRT3) yields an of
3199� 2008 yrs whereas the other sample (MRT2) yields and age
of 74� 45 yrs (Fig. 4).

4. 14C dating

In our study, a radiocarbon age (Beta83686 – 2250� 60 yrs BP,
1515 yrs cal BP) was obtained on an endolithic shell extracted from
a limestone boulder within the 1755 tsunami layer in a location
near BDR-ST (Fig. 2).

From unit C1, at a depth of 1.96 m in a pit located close to BDR-
NT, three AMS radiocarbon results were obtained from the same
estuarine mud sample: Beta241183 – 1400� 40 yrs BP (930 yrs cal
BP) from a shell; Beta241186 – 1480� 40 yrs BP (1360 yrs cal BP)
from particulate carbon; Beta241187 – 370� 40 yrs BP (470 yrs cal
BP) from charcoal (Fig. 3).

5. Luminescence dating

5.1. Sample preparation and measurement details

Quartz grains in the range 180–250 mm were extracted from the
inner part of 30 cm long (7.5 cm diameter) PVC or stainless steel
tubes using conventional sample preparation techniques (sieving,
10% HCl, 10% H2O2, 40% HF). The grains were mounted on stainless
steel discs using silicon spray. All measurements were made on large
aliquots containing several thousands of grains, except where



Fig. 1. Location of the study areas. A) Map of the Boca do Rio site, showing the location of the southern trench (BDR-ST) and the northern trench (BDR-NT). 1 – beach;
2 – backbarrier; 3 – alluvial plain; 4 – basalt; 5 – Cretaceous limestones; 6 – Jurassic limestones; 7 – limit of tsunami layer; 8 – fault; 9 – river channel; 10 – trench. B) Map of the
Martinhal site showing the location of the studied trench (MRT), at about 100 m inland from the coast. 1 – beach; 2 – dune; 3 – backbarrier; 4 – alluvial plain; 5 – marine Quaternary
terrace; 6 – basalt; 7 – Miocene calcarenites; 8 – Jurassic limestones; 9 – fault; 10 – river channel; 11 – trench.
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otherwise stated in the text. Measurements were made with
a conventional Risø TL/OSL DA-15 and DA-20 systems equipped with
an array of blue (470 nm, ~50 mW cm�2) and infrared (IR) LEDs
(870 nm, ~200 mW cm�2) (Bøtter-Jensen et al., 2003). Lumines-
cence was detected through ~7 mm of U-340 filter. A SAR protocol
(Murray and Wintle, 2000, 2003) using a fixed test dose of ~1 Gy and
a high temperature clean-out (40 s blue light at 280 �C) after every
SAR cycle was used to determine the De values of our samples (the
preheat conditions are discussed later). The integral of the first 0.8 s
of the stimulation curve was used for De determination, after sub-
tracting the background signal derived from the 1.5–2.5 s integral.
The purity of the quartz extracts was confirmed by the absence of an
IRSL signal. Nevertheless an IR OSL depletion test (Duller, 2003) was
carried out on every aliquot (aliquots with an IR OSL depletion
ratio< 0.90 were rejected from the analysis; less than 15 out of>500
measured aliquots needed rejection on the basis of this criterion).
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5.2. Luminescence characteristics

Figures S1–3 present the luminescence characteristics of this
material. Natural signals for all our samples lie in the linear region
of the SAR growth curve (Fig. S1). The blue light stimulated signal is
clearly dominated by a strong fast component (see inset Fig. S1).
When dating such young samples with De values <~5 Gy it is
important to check for the preheat dependence of the De (Madsen
and Murray, 2009). Thus, thermal transfer and preheat plateau tests
were carried out (Fig. S2a–c). In the thermal transfer test, aliquots
were first bleached with blue LEDs (2 times 40 s at room temper-
ature in the reader) and then measured in the usual manner.
Thermal transfer is negligible below ~200 �C and then starts to
increase with preheat temperature. There is no evidence for
a systematic trend in De with preheat temperature (Fig. 2Sb).
Recycling ratios are close to unity and recuperation (response to
a zero dose in the SAR procedure) is negligible up to ~280 �C. From
all these data it is clear that preheat temperatures �200 �C should
be suitable. We finally checked whether a known dose given prior
to any heating of the sample can be recovered in the laboratory
(Murray and Wintle, 2003). Aliquots were first bleached twice with
blue light at room temperature for 40 s and then given a beta dose
approximately equal to the natural dose. This dose was then
measured in the usual way, with a preheat of 200 �C for 10 s and
cut-heat to 180 �C. The results are shown as a histogram in Fig. S3.
The mean measured to given dose ratio is 1.004� 0.007 (n¼ 165).
We conclude that we can accurately recover a given dose in the
laboratory prior to any heat treatment. Based on these results,
a preheat of 200 �C for 10 s and a cut-heat to 180 �C were selected
for all subsequent De measurements.
5.3. Dosimetry

The dose rates were derived from high-resolution laboratory
gamma spectrometry (Murray et al., 1987). A contribution from
cosmic rays was calculated, based on Prescott and Hutton (1994).
The water content prevailing throughout the burial time was
assumed to be 2/3 of measured saturation water content; the
trenches were dug in supra-tidal wetlands and at the time of
collection the sample water contents were close to saturation due
to a recent rain episode. For the thin tsunami sand layers (10–
20 cm) the gamma contribution to the total dose rate was evaluated
for every sample using the model described in Appendix H from
Aitken (1985). The derived dose rates lie in the range 0.8–2.4 Gy/ka
for the tsunami sands and 2.6–4.2 Gy/ka for the bracketing muds
(Table S1). The luminescence ages are given in Table S1 and pre-
sented together with the other available age information in age-
depth diagrams in Figs. 2–4 for the BDR-ST, BDR-NT and MRT
trenches.

6. Luminescence and radiocarbon chronologies

In the BDR-ST (Fig. 2) the age for the OSL sample in unit A1
(062263 – AD1515� 30) is older than the expected 250 years
(AD1755); it is possible that the fluvial silt from unit A was not
significantly bleached at deposition, as already suggested by
Hindson et al. (1999; age for their corresponding sample BDR-A –
AD1408� 38). Our OSL ages for unit B (062259 – AD1525� 34;
062260 – AD1531�34; 062261 – AD1575� 33;) are very repro-
ducible but overestimate the 1755 event by ~200 years. The
tsunami sands have a different source from the adjacent A1
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(062263 – AD1515� 30) and C1 units (062262 – AD1580� 40) and
thus the OSL age agreement between these units is regarded as
coincidental. The apparent accuracy of the TL age (AD1734� 69)
from unit B reported by Dawson et al. (1995) is very surprising for
a tsunami deposit; it would be expected that the TL technique
would yield an age overestimation. The OSL age obtained by
Hindson et al. (1999) for B unit is younger than our results and close
to the expected age of 250 years. The other OSL ages they obtained
in units C1 (BDR-C1 – AD759� 540), C2 (BDR-C2 – AD632� 420)
and D1 (BDR-D1 – AD180� 411, BDR-D2 – AD51�280, BDR-D3 –
BC325� 617), are in stratigraphic order but have very large
uncertainties. The radiocarbon chronology at BDR-ST does not
seem to give reliable information about the age of the sediments.
The 14C age (Beta83686 – AD435� 60) on an endolithic shell of
a tsunami boulder is much older than AD1755, so the bivalve died
long before the tsunami. The 14C ages from Dawson et al. (1995) for
the units C1 (Beta-68853 – AD120� 60) and C2 (Beta-68854 –
AD840� 60) are not in stratigraphic order and give only a rough
age estimate for the sediments accumulated prior to the tsunami.

In the BDR-NT trench (Fig. 3) the OSL ages for unit B (062253 –
AD1699� 23, 062256 – AD1677�26, 062257 – AD1648� 21,
062258 – AD1633� 23) are again very reproducible but also
overestimate the expected age of the tsunami, although to a lesser
degree (~80 years) than at BDR-ST. The results obtained from unit A
(062254 – AD1796�12, 062255 – AD1819� 30) and unit C1
(062251 – AD1453� 36, 062252 – AD1408� 48) are strati-
graphically consistent and bracket the expected age. The result
most consistent with the expected age was obtained from the base
of unit A in the northern trench (062254 – AD1796�12). The
radiocarbon chronology is complex in the BDR-NT trench. From the
same stratigraphic level in unit C1, the 14C date on a charcoal
fragment agrees well with our OSL age, but the 14C ages obtained
from a whole shell, and from a silty matrix, are probably over-
estimates. Two 14C ages from unit C2 given by Allen (2003) agree
well with each other and fit into the stratigraphy; two others from
levels bracketing the tsunami layer are overestimates.

At Martinhal, our OSL ages are in stratigraphic order (Fig. 4), but
again the ages obtained from sand and gravel layers expected to be
deposited by the 1755 tsunami are overestimates (by ~230 years,
excluding the bottom-most sample for which the overestimate is
even larger, ~1200 years). From to historical reports, the 1755
flooding in Martinhal deposited boulders and a thick sand layer. We
therefore expect that the 1755 deposits should be represented by,
entirely or in part, the L and M layers. The ages reported by Kor-
tekaas and Dawson (2007) for the same sand unit (M) in a trench
close by (1204� 2008 BC and AD1921�45; Fig. 4) are not useful
(imprecise and no consistency at all with our ages nor the expected
age) and are thus not discussed any further.

It is clear that at all three locations the age of the tsunami layer is
overestimated by the OSL results. This may be because large
aliquots average both well-bleached and incompletely-bleached
grains. This is investigated in the next section. However, it is
important here to emphasise that, with one exception, the over-
estimates are all in the range 50 – 250 years. Such inaccuracies
become increasingly unimportant as the age of the deposit
increases. From our data, OSL ages from sediments deposited by
tsunamis from the mid/early Holocene (or older) are unlikely to be
significantly affected by incomplete bleaching.

7. Small aliquot dose distributions

In principle it is possible that at least part of the overestimation
of the age of the tsunami sediments can be attributed to the use of
large aliquots up of several thousand grains. Large aliquots may
include both grains recording the dose in the material picked up
from the beach during the tsunami run-up and other grains also
from this material, but which were then exposed to light during the
extreme coastal flood. The apparent dose recorded by such mixed
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populations will average these two dose distributions, and give
a result lying somewhere between the age of the tsunami event,
and that of the previous deposition recorded by the source material
picked up on the beach and in the offshore shallow water. Analyses
of dose distribution from small aliquot made up of <100 grains
could perhaps allow the identification and quantification of the
bleached population. In order to test this, we have measured small
(2 mm) aliquot dose distributions from three samples collected
from the tsunami layer at the different sites (062260 from BDR-ST;
062256 from BDR-NT; 062269 from MRT). Our small aliquots were
checked under a microscope to confirm that they were made up of
no more than a few tens of grains. The dose results are presented as
histogram and radial plots in Fig. S4 (the acceptance criteria are
discussed in the figure caption).

From Fig. S4 it is clear that at least for two samples (062256
[BDR-NT; mean overestimate ~80 years] and 062269 [MRT; mean
overestimate ~230 years]) the expected age (straight lines in radial
plots) is recorded in the lower edge of the distributions. Interest-
ingly, application of the 4-parameter minimum-age model of Gal-
braith et al. (1999) to these distributions yields ages that are
completely consistent with the expected age of 250 years (ageMAM-4

062256¼ 0.245� 0.016 ka; ageMAM-4 062269¼ 0.276� 0.016 ka).
However, for sample 062260 (BDR-ST; mean overestimate ~200
years) not a single result is consistent with the expected age. It is
well-known that surficial (top few cm) beach sediments are very
well-bleached, with samples yielding luminescence ages consistent
with zero (see review Madsen and Murray, 2009). For the BDR-NT
and MRT samples, given the fact that we obtain the right answer
using the minimum-age model, it is possible that some bleaching
has occurred during transport and deposition or that some modern
beach sediment was incorporated in the tsunami sediment
mixture. For the BDR-ST sample it is very unlikely that any signif-
icant bleaching occurred during tsunami transport after the
material was picked up or that any modern beach was included in
the sample. In any case, the distributions suggest that for all three
samples, the tsunami scraped the beach and shallow marine
deposits to such a depth that the transported sediment was mainly
made up of material of finite age (a few tens to few hundred years
old).

8. Discussion

In the BDR-NT trench, OSL overestimates the expected tsunami
age by 60–120 years; this is of the same order as that observed from
sediments deposited on the east coast of India by the 2004 Sumatra
tsunami (Murari et al., 2007). The overestimation at BDR-ST (300 m
inland) is larger (180 – 230 years) than that from BDR-NT (600 m
inland). At Martinhal (~100 m inland), an overestimation (at least
~230 years) larger to that at BDR-ST is observed. This could be
because the tsunami-transported sands deposited close to the
estuary mouth contain a larger contribution from deeper sediments
of finite age eroded by funnelling of the tsunami at the embayment
entrance. However, most of the tsunami-laid sands should have
been eroded from the shallow tidal and sub-tidal shore, and these
should be common to both sites. It may also be that the shallower
water depth 600 m inland allowed more opportunity for bleaching.

In the small aliquot dose distributions, sample 062260 from
BDR-ST (300 m inland) does not have any result consistent with the
expected dose whereas for the other two samples the low dose end
of the distribution contains the expected dose. In our opinion, this
places more weight on the interpretation that no significant
bleaching occurred during transport and deposition but that the
tsunami picked up and deposited a mixture of modern beach sand
and older material at BDR-NT and MRT but that the tsunami layer at
BDR-ST contains only older material.

Based on the large aliquot results presented in our study, we
suggest that any future OSL sampling strategy should include both
the probable tsunamigenic sand layer and also the low-energy
deposits immediately above and below. At site BDR-NT, the ages of
the sediments above and below the tsunami layer bracket the
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expected age. One should also consider sampling at least two
different distances inland from the coast. Our study indicates that
the section located more inland (BDR-NT) provided ages closer to
the tsunami event. This could be the result of a smaller contribution
from older underlying sediments or more opportunity for bleach-
ing with increased inland transport distance.

In our study, we collected OSL samples from the middle of the
tsunami layer. Especially in areas close to human occupation and
agricultural activity, we think it is likely that the upper few cm of
the deposit will have been bioturbated and thus bleached further,
after deposition but before later burial by fluvial flood sediments.
This could be investigated with a more detailed sampling strategy
in which thinner samples (1–2 cm) are taken in a vertical transect
through the tsunami layer and the overlying sediment.
9. Conclusions

In this study we have revisited the Boca do Rio and Martinhal
sites, on the Algarve coast in Portugal. Both sites contain a sedi-
mentary record of the large 1755 tsunami event. An extensive
sampling strategy, with multiple OSL samples in the tsunamigenic
sediments and the over- and underlying deposits was used. Stan-
dard large aliquot quartz SAR-OSL dating was employed and
extensive laboratory testing shows that the coarse quartz grains
from these deposits behave well in our SAR protocol. Our OSL ages
are remarkably reproducible within the same site but overestimate
the high-energy flooding event (AD1755) by up to 120 years (þ50%)
at the BDR-NT trench (600 m inland), and by up to 230 years (þ90%)
at the BDR-ST (300 m inland) and the Martinhal trench; the latter is
only 100 m inland and close to a sand barrier. The age over-
estimation of the tsunami-laid sands is presumably due to fast
erosion and deposition of older sediments that have been carried
from the near offshore, without significant bleaching of the sedi-
ment during transport. Small (2 mm) aliquot dose distributions for
three samples do not indicate any convincing evidence for signifi-
cant bleaching after the material has been picked up by the tsunami.
Nevertheless, for two out of the three distributions the lower dose
edge seems to yield the correct age when the minimum-age model
is applied, which, in our opinion, suggests that for those two
samples some modern beach sand was also picked up by the
tsunami. The closest age to the event was obtained from alluvial silts
that directly cover the tsunami bed. We conclude that using stan-
dard large aliquot quartz SAR-OSL dating of the sediments deposited
by the 1755 tsunami layers yields age overestimations of the order
of a few tens to few hundred years; such offsets will, of course, be
negligible when dating tsunami layers of a thousand years or older.
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e boundary between Eurasia and Africa in the central Atlantic is presented and
discussed. A set of almost linear and sub parallel dextral strike–slip faults, the SWIM1 Faults, that form a
narrow band of deformation over a length of 600 km coincident with a small circle centred on the pole of
rotation of Africa with respect to Eurasia, was mapped using a new swath bathymetry compilation available
in the area offshore SW Portugal. These faults connect the Gloria Fault to the Rif–Tell Fault Zone, two
segments of the plate boundary between Africa and Eurasia. The SWIM faults cut across the Gulf of Cadiz, in
the Atlantic Ocean, where the 1755 Great Lisbon earthquake, M~8.5–8.7, and tsunami were generated,
providing a new insight on its source location.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The present-day plate boundary between Northwest Africa and
Southwest Eurasia (Fig. 1) has been a matter of debate since the early
plate tectonic reconstructions of McKenzie (1970) and Dewey et al.
(1973). The solution to this puzzle has important implications in terms
of both plate tectonic theory and in the understanding of earthquake
and tsunami hazards. Firstly, it connects the west Alpine orogen
termination, the Betic–Rif orogenic arc, to the oceanic plate boundary,
the Gloria Fault. Secondly, this was the source area of the 1755 Great
Lisbon earthquake, with estimated M=8.5 to 8.7 (Martinez-Solares
and López Arroyo, 2004) and maximum MMI=XI, which caused the
largest tsunami everexperienced inWestern Europe. Thepopulation of
Europe was shocked to learn that the capital of one of the most
ellini).
ject “Earthquake and Tsunami
argin: deep structure, high-

ll rights reserved.
powerful maritime empires of the eighteenth century could be
destroyed within a few minutes. The ground shaking was felt as far
as in Finland and it generated tsunami waves that reached the
southern Brazil, the Caribbean and Scotland, and seches in the Scottish
and central Europe lakes. The most fantastic hypotheses were
suggested by contemporaneous writers to explain the phenomena.
For example, the German Philosopher Immanuel Kant wrote, in 1756,
about huge explosions of inflammable gases inside a coalescing series
of subterranean caves underneath the Alpine chain and their
continuation offshore, while religious leaders preferred simply the
punishment of God or action of the devil. Since then, determining of
the source location of this event has challenged a number of authors
leading to the conclusion that the great earthquake occurred at sea,
somewhere offshore SW Iberia, but without reaching a definitive
agreementon its precise location (e.g. Baptista et al.,1998; Buforn et al.,
1998).

The empirical relationships proposed by Wells and Coppersmith
(1994) for reverse faults indicate that for such an huge enormous
release of elastic energy, the rupture area has to be approximately
27,000 km2 and that the fault length should be approximately 370 km.
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Fig. 1. Shaded bathymetry map of Iberia, northwest Africa and Central Atlantic (Smith and Sandwell, 1997) with the main elements of plate boundaries superimposed: AGL: Azores–
Gibraltar Line; GC: Gulf of Cadiz; GF: Gloria Fault; MAR: Mid-Atlantic Ridge; TR: Terceira Ridge. Solid yellow line: plate boundaries from Bird (2003). Box for Fig. 2: location of the
study area. Small red circles: epicenters, from ISC, MN4, 1964 to present, http://www.ISC.ac.uk. Focal mechanisms from CMT catalogue for whole area, http://www.seismology.
harvard.edu; between 20° W–5°W data completed fromvarious sources. Arrows at right bottom corner show the relative movement of Africa with respect to Eurasia at the centre of
the Gulf of Cadiz, according to different authors. Black arrows deduced from geological indicators (Argus et al., 1989; DeMets et al., 1994) and red arrows from GPS (Sella et al., 2002;
Fernandes et al., 2003; Calais et al., 2003; Nocquet and Calais, 2004). Inset: location of the Euler pole and the relativemovement of Nubia with respect to Eurasia after Fernandes et al.
(2003).
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Recent work by Stich et al. (2007), scaling the source characteristics of
the 2007Horseshoe earthquake (Mw6.0) to the size of the 1755 Lisbon
event, also suggested fault lengths of 230–315 km. Earthquakes of this
magnitude only occur associated with plate boundaries, either at
subduction zones, intra-continental orogenic sutures or conservative
plate boundaries, such as the San Andreas Fault. In the case of the
Lisbon Earthquake the closest plate boundary is located at thewestern
part of the Eurasian–African Plates (Fig. 1). This boundary extends
along awest to east direction, from the Azores islands through the Gulf
of Cadiz into the western Mediterranean across the Gibraltar orogenic
arc. The pole of rotation of Africa with respect to Eurasia is located in
the Atlantic near the Equator and at a longitude ~20°W2, due south of
the mid-point between the Azores and the Gulf of Cadiz (inset in
Fig. 1). For this reason, the central part of the Azores–Gibraltar plate
boundary is a transform fault, the Gloria Fault (Fig. 1). West of the
Gloria Fault, the Terceira Ridge is an oceanic trans-tensional plate
boundary where oceanic-crust accretion occurs at present. East of the
Gloria fault, and already in the Gulf of Cadiz, the plate boundary is not
well established because deformation is distributed over a broad
elongated area about 200 km wide. Further East, to the east of the
Straits of Gibraltar, the Nubia–Iberia plate boundary is defined by a
right-lateral transpressive shear zone, the Rif–Tell fault zone (Morel
and Meghraoui, 1996).

Efforts to find a discrete plate boundary in the Gulf of Cadiz,
connecting the Gloria Fault and the Rif–Tell fault zone have failed
despite the use of different approaches, such as plate kinematic
reconstructions (e.g. McKenzie, 1970; Srivastava et al., 1990), gravity
data (Purdy, 1975), and, more recently, multi-channel seismic
reflection (Sartori et al., 1994) coupled with tomography (Gutscher
2 Current GPS measurements suggest the African plate has split into two blocks,
which are identified as the larger Nubia plate and the smaller Somalia plate. The GPS
measurements mentioned in the text refer to the Nubia sub-plate.
et al., 2002) and plate kinematic data derived fromGPSmeasurements
(Fernandes et al., 2007).

The goal of this paper is to describe and discuss a newly found set of
almost linear and sub parallel, WNW–ESE trending vertical faults, the
SWIM Faults, that form a narrow band of deformation over a length of
600 km connecting the Gloria Fault to the Rif–Tell plate boundary.
These provide new constraints on the plate boundary configuration in
this region (Figs. 2, 3 and Plate I).

2. The Gulf of Cadiz: geological setting

The last 200 Ma of the geological history of the Gulf of Cadiz is
intimately related to plate tectonic interaction between Southern
Eurasia and North Africa, when these two plates started to move apart
from North America. Palinspastic reconstructions of the Atlantic have
shown that (e.g. Srivastava et al., 1990) the continental margins of
South Iberia and Northwest Africa formed during the Jurassic
continental break-up between North America and Africa while the
western continental margin of Iberia resulted from separation of
Iberia with respect to North America in Cretaceous times. As a
consequence, the Tagus, Horseshoe and Seine Abyssal Plains are
underlain by oceanic crust of Late Jurassic–Early Cretaceous age. From
approximately Chron M0 to Chron 34 (118–84 Ma) (Gradstein et al.,
2004) Iberia moved independently from Eurasia and Africa, after
which Iberia became welded to Africa. At Chron 13 (35 Ma) the plate
boundary between Iberia and Africa again became active. However,
the present day plate tectonic arrangement was reached only at Chron
6 (20 Ma). In the Gibraltar Arc domain, the westwards directed
thrusting of the Betic–Rif orogenic arc (Dewey et al., 1989; Maldonado
et al., 1999) was coeval with subsidence, extension and crustal
thinning in the Western Alboran Sea during Oligocene through
Miocene times. In the Gulf of Cadiz this thrusting produced a complex
of imbricated thrusts detaching from a decollement surface located at
the top of the Cretaceous sedimentary units (Gutscher et al., 2002).
This resembles a subduction accretionary complex (Gutscher et al.,
2002), clearly defined by the seafloor morphology (Figs. 3 and 7). The
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3 Zipped xyz ascii file containing the SWIM digital map at 250 m grid-cell resolution.
See the legend in (Reference) Plate I to quote the data set.

Fig. 2. The SWIMmultibeam compilation. Swath bathymetry map compiled on behalf the SWIM collaborative research agreement; see Plate 1 for complete list of contributors. Color
scale in meters.
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accretionary wedge is covered by a sedimentary pile of variable
thickness, ranging from 0.2 km to 2 km of Late Miocene to Plio–
Quaternary age (Fig. 7). This cover is pierced by mud volcanoes, salt
diapirs and fluid escape features showing evidences of both strike–slip
and compressional deformation (Pinheiro et al., 2003; Somoza et al.,
2003; Rosas et al., in press; Gutscher et al., in press). Groundtruthing of
the active mud volcanoes has shown the presence of hydrocarbons of
thermogenic origin (Stadnitskaia et al., 2006) and fluids derived from
claymineral dehydration, indicating active processes offluidmigration
from depths up to 5 km below the seafloor (Hensen et al., 2007).

To the west of the Betic–Rif orogenic arc, from the Gulf of Cadiz to
longitude 15°W (see Fig. 1), major compressive structures formed
between the Late Cretaceous and present (Sartori et al., 1994). The
submarine mountains that border these abyssal plains, such as
Gorringe Bank, Coral Patch Seamounts and Ridge, and the series of
elongated hills in the northern Seine Abyssal Plain, formed by the
NW–SE trending compression during the latest stages of the Iberia–
Nubia convergence, from Late Cretaceous through Miocene–Late
Pliocene times (Plate II in Supplementary Material). At the present
day, an important part of the instrumental seismicity occurs beneath
the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain whilst the Tagus and the Seine Abyssal
Plains are almost aseismic (Fig. 1). In fact, multi-channel seismic
reflection data show that the major thrusts are sealed by the Late
Miocene–Early Pliocene and Middle Miocene sedimentary
sequences in the Seine and Tagus Abyssal Plains, respectively (see
Plate II in Supplementary Material). Further east, along the SW
Iberian Margin, there are numerous active thrust faults, all
associated with instrumental seismicity, including the Horseshoe
Fault, the Marquês de Pombal Fault and the Portimão–Guadalquivir
Bank Fault (Fig. 3) (Zitellini et al., 2001; Gracia et al., 2003a,b;
Zitellini et al., 2004).
3. The new findings

A high-resolution multibeam bathymetric compilation of the Gulf
of Cadiz was produced under the ESF EuroMargins SWIM project
“Earthquake and Tsunami hazards of active faults at the South West
Iberian Margin: deep structure, high-resolution imaging and paleo-
seismic signature” (Fig. 2, Plate I and zipped ascii file3in Supplemen-
tary Material). It results from the compilation of 19 surveys totalling
over 200 days of ship time, all performed between 2000 and 2006 by
teams belonging to 14 research institutions from 7 European
countries.

The new map provides detailed morpho-tectonic information at
the scale of the whole study area and, particularly when viewed in
conjunction with existing seismic reflection profiles, provides new
answers to old questions: which structures take up present day
tectonic deformation? Where is the Africa–Eurasia plate boundary,
West of Gibraltar, located?

The SWIM bathymetry revealed the existence of a series of sub-
parallel WNW–ESE trending lineaments, which we refer to as the
SWIM lineaments (Figs. 3, 4). They extend from the Hirondelle
Seamount to the Moroccan continental shelf, crossing over the
Horseshoe Abyssal Plain and Gulf of Cadiz accretionary wedge.
These lineaments are made up of a series of narrow ridges and valleys
corresponding to fold crests and fault traces in the Holocene
sediments (Figs. 2, 4) and they are punctuated by several active
mud volcanoes along with these. Inspection of MCS profiles showed
that the SWIM lineaments are faults (the SWIM faults) that affect the
seafloor. They are deeply rooted into steep faults that cut through the



Fig. 3. Tectonic map derived from the swath bathymetry map presented in Fig. 2 with feature names and structural interpretation. Black thick lines: location of multi-channel seismic
lines shown in Supplementary Material; gray stripe: 40 kmwide, centered at the small circle relative to Euler pole of rotation of Africa with respect to Eurasia inferred by Fernandes
et al. (2003); red line with triangle: active reverse fault; purple line with triangle: external limit of the accretionary wedge; blue line with triangle: inactive reverse fault; blue lines
with rhombus: axis of inactive anticline; short, close-spaced red line: lineament related to accretion of oceanic crust; violet line: Cretaceous normal fault; long, WNW–ESE oriented,
red lines: SWIM Lineaments; red triangle: volcanic edifice; green dotted line: oceanic magnetic lineation with chrons alongside.
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Upper-Miocene gravitational unit of the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain and
underlying Mesozoic sediments (Plate II in Supplementary Material).
The angular relationship between en-echelon fold axes of surface
sediments and the SWIM faults indicate a dextral strike–slip move-
ment (Rosas et al., in press) that is compatible with the steepness and
flower-structure style of these faults when observed on seismic
profiles (Plate II in Supplementary Material and Fig. 5). Cross-cutting
criteria show that the SWIM faults offset the Horseshoe Fault, which is
one of the three most seismically active faults in the area (Fig. 3). The
northern limit of the SWIM Faults zone is located along the seismogenic
Portimão Bank Fault, a southward directed Paleogene–Miocene thrust,
presently takingupdextral strike–slip and thrust deformation.Analogue
modelling and strain analysis of the geometrical pattern of seafloor en
echelon folding suggests that the SWIM strike–slip faults may be only
2Maold (Rosaset al., inpress). This is in agreementwith the fact that the
SWIM faults post-date the NE–SW thrusts, such as the Horseshoe Fault.
In addition to this, the SWIM faults cross-cut the accretionary wedge
(Fig. 4) which, in turn, is sealed, in the offshore Guadalquivir and Rharb
foreland Basins, by a thick sedimentary cover of Early Pliocene through
Holocene age (Fig. 7).

The SWIM faults concentrate along a narrow, 40 km wide band
(the gray band of Fig. 3, hereafter termed SWIM Fault Zone),
corresponding to the trace of a small circle centred on the present-
day pole of rotation of the Nubia plate with respect to Iberia (Figs. 1, 3)
(Fernandes et al., 2003). The SWIM Fault Zone has a total length of
approximately 600 km, located between the eastern andwestern ends
of two well established plate boundaries, the Gloria Fault and the Rif–
Tell fault, respectively (Fig. 3). In the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain, the
SWIM Fault Zone does not show a continuous superficial expression
because the Quaternary sedimentation rate, dominated by turbidity
flows, largely exceeds the strike–slip rate of deformation, as depicted
on the seismic reflection profile AR08 (Fig. 5). The SWIM Fault Zone
forms the southern boundary of the main tectonically and seismically
active area of the Gulf of Cadiz (Fig. 6a). To the south of the fault zone,
earthquake activity is minor and tectonic shortening negligible, as
shown by the existence of a regional unconformity sealing the main
thrusts of the Seine Plain (Plate II in Supplementary Material).

4. Discussion and conclusion

Although the papers published in the last 25 yrs failed to reach a
consensus on the Africa–Eurasia plate boundary between the Gloria
Fault and Strait of Gibraltar, they highlighted some of the main
geological processes and structures in this part of the world. Sartori
et al. (1994) described this plate boundary as a “diffuse boundary”
after describing a 200 km wide belt of shortening between Gorringe
Bank and Coral Patch Ridge encompassing the Horseshoe and Seine
Abyssal Plains. Gutscher et al. (2002) argued in favour of active
subduction beneath the Gibraltar orogenic arc. Moruel andMeghraoui
(1996) described the transpressive plate boundary at the Rif–Tell, to
the east of Gibraltar. Andeweg and Cloetingh (2001) found evidences
of active sinistral shear in the western Alboran region. Cloetingh et al.
(2002) demonstrated the occurrence of large-scale Alpine to recent
intraplate deformation in Iberia. Stich et al. (2006, 2007) described
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Plate I. Bathymetry of the Gulf of Cadiz, North-East Atlantic: The SWIM Multibeam Compilation. Bathymetry map, as in Fig. 2 of the paper, designed to be printable at A0 format with a resolution that will allow the recognition and detection of the features discussed in the text.



Fig. 4. Shaded relief swath bathymetry image showing an example of one of the SWIM Lineaments running from the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain through the accretionary wedge. The
view is from Horseshoe Abyssal Plain from the WNWand 45° elevation. The figure clearly shows the positive and negative features and scarps arranged along the SWIM Lineament.
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the geodetic westwards motion of the Alboran–Betic–Gibraltar
domain. Zitellini et al. (2004) summarized the active thrust structures
in the Gulf of Cadiz showing that they coincide with the main clusters
of seismicity.

These works, together with the information presented here,
implied the existence of two plate driving mechanisms in the Gulf
of Cadiz: a) subduction associated with thewestward emplacement of
the Gibraltar Arc and formation of the Gulf of Cadiz accretionary
wedge and; b) oblique lithosphere collision between Iberia and Nubia
that caused thrusting in the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain and SW
PortugueseMargin and dextral wrenching along the SWIM Fault Zone.

The present day instrumental seismicity, seismic reflection, coring
and swath-bathymetry show that the thrust and wrench tectonics in
the Central and Northern sectors of the Gulf of Cadiz are active.
However, the accretionary wedge has no seismicity and is sealed by an
almost undeformed package of sediments deposited since the Early
Pliocene, suggesting that subduction is not active at present or it is
Fig. 5. Multi-channel seismic line crossing SWIM Lineament shown in Fig. 4. Blow-up o
interpretation is shown in the Supplementary Material. This portion of AR08 crosses the
morphological expression of the lineament this profile shows that the active deformation i
dying out as demonstrated by MCS line 9535-87 (Fig. 7). On top of
this, we observe that deformation shifted northwards, towards Iberia,
after the Late Miocene. Only minor deformation is observed south of
the SWIM Fault Zone. In the Seine Abyssal Plain the last major
shortening event is sealed by a regional unconformity of Late Miocene
(?) age (Plate II in Supplementary Material, and Fig. 3). The dextral
strike–slip SWIM Fault Zone, first introduced in this work, not only
cuts across the accretionary wedge (Fig. 4) but it constitutes the
southern boundary of the three seismogenic structures between the
Gloria Fault and theMoroccan shelf: the Horseshoe Fault, the Gorringe
thrust and the Guadalquivir–Portimão Bank Fault (Fig. 3). These
observations favour the existence of only one plate driving mechan-
ism at present, the oblique collision between Nubia and Iberia.

In this tectonic framework the SWIM Fault Zone is interpreted as a
precursor to the formation of a new transcurrent plate boundary
controlling the present-day plate interaction between Iberia and
Africa. Seismic strain (Fig. 6a) is accommodated by structures located
f multi-channel seismic line AR08; location is in Fig. 3, the full seismic line and its
SWIM Lineament in the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain. Despite the fact that there is no

n the present continues also in the flat part of the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain.
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Fig. 6. Conceptual model of the present Africa–Europe Plate Boundary. 6a: proposed SW Eurasia–NW Africa plate boundary, as a small circle centered in Euler pole DEOS2k
(Fernandes et al., 2003) coincident with the SWIM Fault Zone; solid: where it is accompanied by instrumental seismicity; dashed: where it lacks seismicity and is in the process of
propagation to connect with the Rif–Tell plate boundary, also in black themain faults present in the area (see text for discussion); Colour contours: seismic strain rate computed from
all events, open circles, 3bMb5.5. Star: events MN5.5 since 1964. Bathymetry from Smith and Sandwell (1997). Solid thin black lines: SWIM Lineaments; tasz:Trans-Alboran Shear
Zone that include the Jebba–N'Kor and Carboneras faults; cafz: Corredor de las Alpujarras Fault Zone (modified after Mauffret et al., 2007). 6b: simplified tectonic sketch of the area;
red line: main active faults, black line: inactive faults, arrows: relative motion of Africa with respect to Eurasia.
north of the SWIM Fault Zone and maximum values coincide with
the active morpho-tectonic features and faults shown in Fig. 3. Most of
the seismic strain in the northern part of the Gulf of Cadiz is
concentrated on the Guadalquivir–Portimao Bank. It is bound by
an oblique-slip ESE trending thrust fault that marks the contact
between the inverted rifted continental South Iberia margin and the
accretionary wedge, underlain by thinned continental crust (Gonzalez
et al., 1996).

Seismic strain also clusters around the south of Gorringe Bank and
the eastern part of the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain. Inspection of seismic
reflection profiles andmultibeam bathymetry shows that the Gorringe
Bank NW-verging frontal thrust has dramatically diminished its
activity since Late Miocene times. In contrast, vertical WNW–ESE
trending active SWIM faults have developed on its southern flank and
in the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain, as shown in Plate II of Supplementary
Material. Neotectonic transpressive structures are dominant also in the
Betic and Rif–Tell Cordilleras where the Mesozoic and Cenozoic
formations are deformed by strike–slip systems, such as the 450 km
wide, E–W and ENE–WSW Corredor de las Alpujarras Fault Zone and
the Trans-Alboran Shear Zone,which links the southern termination of
the Eastern Betic Shear Zone (Carboneras Fault) and the Alboran Ridge
with the Jebha Fault in the Moroccan Rif (Fig. 6b). The distribution of
these neotectonic structures, seismicity, focalmechanisms and seismic
strain showan overall 200 kmwide dextral transpression deformation
zone associated with oblique plate convergence between the
two lithospheric plates. The seismic strain is mainly taken up by
thrust-related faults on the SW Iberian margin and by transpressive
strike–slip faults in the Betic and Rif. This kinematic model also
predicts a transtensional releasing bend at the connection between the
Gloria and SWIM faults (Fig. 6b).

The proposed tectonic framework gives a possible explanation for
the origin of the 1755 Lisbon earthquake and has implications for large
scale earthquake and tsunami hazard analysis since it demonstrates
for the first time the existence of a 600 km long active fault zone, most
probably a new plate boundary. Since the 28th February 1969 (M~8)
and the 12th February, 2007 (M~6) (Fukao, 1973; Stich et al., 2007)
occurred on the foot-wall of the Horseshoe thrust Fault beneath the
Horseshoe Abyssal Plain, the possibility of mechanical connection
between the SWIM Faults and the Horseshoe Fault should be seriously
envisaged. Thewestern segment of the SWIM Fault and the Horseshoe
Fault comprise in total more than 400 km connected fault segments,
more than enough to generate an earthquake equivalent to the 1755
Lisbon event.
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A new swath bathymetry compilation of the Gulf of Cadiz Area and SW Iberia is presented. The new map is
the result of a collaborative research performed after year 2000 by teams from 7 European countries and 14
research institutions. This new dataset allow for the first time to present and to discuss the missing link in the
plate boundary between Eurasia and Africa in the Central Atlantic. A set of almost linear and sub parallel dextral
strike-slip faults, the SWIM Faults (SWIM is the acronym of the ESF EuroMargins project “Earthquake and
Tsunami hazards of active faults at the South West Iberian Margin: deep structure, high-resolution imaging and
paleoseismic signature”) was mapped using a the new swath bathymetry compilation available in the area. The
SWIM Faults form a narrow band of deformation over a length of 600 km coincident with a small circle centred
on the pole of rotation of Africa with respect to Eurasia, This narrow band of deformation connects the Gloria
Fault to the Rif-Tell Fault Zone, two segments of the plate boundary between Africa and Eurasia. In addition,
the SWIM faults cuts across the Gulf of Cadiz, in the Atlantic Ocean, where the 1755 Great Lisbon earthquake,
M∼8.5-8.7, and tsunami were generated, providing a new insights on its source location.
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Seafloor morphology of the Eurasia-Nubia (Africa) plate boundary
between the Tore-Madeira Rise and the Straits of Gibraltar: a case of
coexistent Mesozoic through Present day features of tectonic,
oceanographic and sedimentary origin
Pedro Terrinha (1), João Duarte (1,2), Vasco Valadares (1,2), Luis Batista (1), Nevio Zitellini (3), Eulalia Gràcia
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de Tecnologia Marina (CSIC), Barcelona, Spain, (5) EMEPC, Portugal

The joint use of more than 10.000 km multichannel seismic reflection profiles and 180.000km2 of multibeam
swath bathymetry and backscatter allowed for a new vision of the seafloor tectonic and geomorphic processes
of the area that encompasses the present day plate boundary between Africa and Eurasia, between the Gibraltar
Straits and the Tore-Madeira Rise, in the southern sector of the North Atlantic Ocean.
The interpretation of this data allowed for the detailed description of the seafloor morphology (i.e. a morphologic
map) and the classification of the morphologic features in what respects the genetic process and age.
It can be seen that in the same region coexist morphologic features that result from tectonic processes associated
with the Triassic-Cretaceous break-up of Pangea, the Paleogene-Miocene compressive phase, the Miocene through
Present subduction under the Gibraltar Arc (Gutscher et al., 2002), the Pliocene-Quaternary wrench tectonics
and possible coeval plate boundary (Zitellini et al., 2009), the Present day mud volcanism and propagation of the
compressive deformation along the West Continental Margin of Portugal (Terrinha et al., 2009). Interpretation
of the seismic profiles together with the bathymetry allows the understanding of endogenous and exogenous
processes that creates reliefs associated with active structures (related to the Miocene through Present compressive
stress field). Other reliefs generated in Mesozoic times by analogous processes can be as well preserved as these
active ones.
In what concerns exogenous processes, the analysis of the two datasets (reflection seismics and bathymetry)
allowed for the description of morphologic features associated with oceanic currents that interact with the seafloor
forming these important features. As is the case of the well known active contourites but also less known features,
like giant scours at 4 km water depth that have recently been described, suggesting the interaction of deep currents
and active tectonics (Duarte, in press). These features formed after the sealing of the Gulf of Cadiz Accretionary
Wedge but the processes of their formation are an indication that at least some thrusts of this wedge are still active.
The finding of buried scours in the Pliocene-Quaternary sediments indicates that the bottom currents have been
active in the area at least since these times, i.e. after the opening of the Straits of Gibraltar.
The internal structure of the submarine canyons inspected in multichannel seismics also allowed for the identifi-
cation of recurrent use of the S. Vincente canyon axis by paleo-drainage during the Late Miocene, Pliocene and
Quaternary.
The identification of a 600 km long set of lineaments that may constitute the present day strike-slip plate boundary
between Eurasia and Africa (Zitellini et al., 2009; Terrinha et al., 2009) between the northwestern Morocco shelf
and the Gorringe-Hirondelle seamounts was made on inspection of multibeam bathymetry and seismic profiles.
The thorough inspection of these data and cross interpretation with analogue modeling and mathematical analysis
allowed speculation on the age of this tectono-morphic feature and its age. Furthermore, it is a clear demonstration
that the identification of plate scale-like active tectonic features can be missed if the appropriated methods are not
used.
Constrictive and releasing bends on the Gloria Fault and its connection with the Gorringe Bank and SWIM
strike-slip Fault also allowed for the formation of penetrative fabrics associated with tectonic reactivations of



oceanic rift structures documented in this work.
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The Gulf of Cadiz, off SW Iberia and the NW Moroccan margin, straddles the cryptic plate boundary between
Africa and Eurasia, a region where the orogenic Alpine compressive deformation in the continental collision
zone passes laterally to the west to strike-slip deformation. A set of new multibeam bathymetry, multi-
channel and single-channel seismic data presented here image the main morphological features of tectonic
origin of a significant part of the Gulf of Cadiz from the continental shelf to the abyssal plain. These
morphotectonic features are shown to result from the reactivation of deeply rooted faults that changed their
kinematics from the early Mesozoic rifting, through the Late Cretaceous–Paleogene collision, to the Pliocene–
Quaternary thrusting and wrenching. The old faults control deep incised, more than 100 km long canyons
and valleys. Several effects of neotectonics on deep water seabed are shown. These include: i) the complex
morphology caused by wrenching on the 230 km long WNW–ESE faults that produced en echelon folds on
the sediments; ii) the formation of up to 5 km wide crescent shaped scours at roughly 4 km water depth by
reactivation of thrusts; iii) 10 km long creep folds on the continental slope; and iv) the formation of
landslides on active fault escarpments. The present day deformation is partitioned on NE–SW thrusts and
WNW–ESE to W–E strike-slip faults and is propagating northwards on N–S trending thrusts along the West
Iberia Margin from 35.5°N to 38°N, which should be considered for seismic hazard.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Scope and objectives

In recent years the Gulf of Cadiz (Fig. 1) has been recognized as a
key site to understand a broad spectrum of geological issues, such as:
i) the tectonic evolution of the Africa–Iberia plate boundary, the
formation of the Gibraltar orogenic arc, the earthquake and tsuna-
migenic structures, the origin of the catastrophic 1755 Lisbon earth-
quake and tsunami (Argus et al., 1989; DeMets et al., 1994; Sillard
et al., 1998; Maldonado et al., 1999; Kreemer and Holt, 2001; Zitellini
et al., 2001; Gutscher et al., 2002; Sella et al., 2002; Calais et al., 2002;
Calais et al., 2003; Terrinha et al., 2003; Fernandes et al., 2003; Gràcia
et al., 2003a; Gràcia et al., 2003a,b; Nocquet and Calais, 2004;Medialdea
et al., 2004; Stich et al., 2006), ii) the Mediterranean Outflow Water
(MOW) and its relation to sedimentation and climate changes (Ambar
et al., 2002; Somoza et al., 2003; Mulder et al., 2003; Hernandez-
Molina et al., 2003; Voelker et al., 2006), iii) fluid escape and mud
volcanism (Somoza et al., 2003; Pinheiro et al., 2003; Van Rensbergen
et al., 2005; Pinheiro et al., 2006), and iv) chemosynthetic ecosystems
associated to cold seeps (Niemann et al., 2006).

Behind this diversity of processes affecting the geosphere, the
biosphere and the hydrosphere, is a complex geological evolution of
the area throughout the Neogene. It is now well established, after
various studies based on seismic reflection profiles, sidescan sonar and
ground truthing, that the whole area is under compressive deforma-
tion. A number of active tectonic structures with high tsunamigenic
potential were mapped (Terrinha et al., 2003; Gràcia et al., 2003a,b;
Zitellini et al., 2004) and various multilayered complexes of
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Fig. 1. Location and main morphological features of the study area. Inset shows the geotectonic location of the area and the relative motions of the Eurasia, Nubia and North America
lithospheric plates in mm/yr. Triangles show the locations of mud volcanoes.
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hemipelagic-mass wasting deposits of Holocene and Pleistocene age
were imaged and dated (Vizcaino et al., 2006).

The morphology of the northeastern part of the Gulf of Cadiz was
described by Hernandez-Molina et al. (2003), Mulder et al. (2003) and
Somoza et al. (2003). The morphology of the southern part of this
sector is clearly influenced by the tectonomorphic processes associ-
ated with the deformation of the Gulf of Cadiz accretionary wedge
(Maldonado et al., 1999; Gutscher et al., 2002), as well as gravitational
processes (Gutscher et al., 2008), while in the northern part the
shaping processes are sedimentary, erosive and tectonic, associated
with the MOW and to diapiric ridges.

The objective of this work is to describe the morphology of the
northwestern part of the Gulf of Cadiz and discuss the morphogenetic
processes in relation to the tectonic deformation of the Alpine colli-
sion front and the Gloria transform fault. This is done based on the
interpretation of an original multibeam bathymetry data and seismic
reflection profiles.

1.2. Geological setting

During Triassic through Early Cretaceous times the southern and
western Iberian margins underwent tectonic rifting, which led to
oceanic break-up of theWest Iberian Margin from Barremian to Aptian
times (Pinheiro et al., 1996). Although the existence of oceanic litho-
sphere in the Gulf of Cadiz is still a matter of debate (Srivastava et al.,
1990; Gràcia et al., 2003a,b; Rovere et al., 2004), some authors
postulated the existence of a south Iberia subduction zone that ac-
commodated the Africa–Iberia convergence, from Late Cretaceous–
Paleogene through Miocene times (e.g. Srivastava et al., 1990). Ac-
cordingly, this process led to the formation of back arc basins and
associated tectonic terranes in the western Mediterranean, the forma-
tion of the Betic orogen, as well as to the tectonic inversion of the
rifted autochthonous south Portuguese and south Spanishmargins (e.g.
Terrinha, 1998; Maldonado et al., 1999; Rosenbaum et al., 2002; Lopes
et al., 2006).Westward directed thrusting of the Internal Betics domains
and orogenic collapse, possibly associated with roll back of the Africa
subducted slab, formed the Gibraltar orogenic arc, the Gulf of Cadiz
accretionary wedge and lithospheric thinning in the Alboran Sea
(Rosenbaumet al., 2002; Faccennaet al., 2004). These tectonic processes
led to the formation of an accretionarywedgewestward of the Gibraltar
arc (Gutscher et al., 2002) or imbricatewedgewith awestward directed
tectonic transport, and an associated distal olistostrome complex (e.g.,
Horseshoe Gravitational Unit in Iribarren et al., 2007; Giant Chaotic
Body in Torelli et al., 1997) that extends across the Horseshoe
Abyssal Plain (Fig. 2). The MCS lines reveal a basal decollement
horizon of the stacked thrusts of the accretionary wedge near the top
of the Cretaceous. Both the accretionary prism and the olistostrome
are sealed by sediments of Late Miocene to Lower Pliocene age
(Tortella et al., 1997; Torelli et al., 1997; Roque, 2007). The segment
of the Azores–Gibraltar Fracture Zone to the east of the Gloria Fault
(inset in Fig. 1) was described by Sartori et al. (1994) as a diffuse
plate tectonic boundary and various plate kinematic models indicate
a 4 mm/yr rate of NW–SE to WNW–ESE convergence between Nubia
and Iberia along this fault (insets in Figs. 1 and 8), (Argus et al., 1989;
DeMets et al., 1994; Sillard et al., 1998; Kreemer and Holt, 2001;
Sella et al., 2002; Calais et al., 2002; Calais et al., 2003; Fernandes et
al., 2003; Nocquet and Calais, 2004; Stich et al., 2006). Ribeiro et al.
(1996) postulated the formation of an incipient West Iberia
subduction zone during Pliocene–Quaternary times, based on the
computed NW–SE present day main compression direction.

N–S to NE–SW faults formed in the Permian during the late
Variscan fracturing event (Arthaud and Matte, 1977; Ribeiro, 2002)
and they were subsequently reactivated during the Mesozoic rifting,
the Mesozoic transient compressive episodes (Terrinha et al., 2002)



Fig. 2. Seismicity of the study area, the main faults and boundaries of the Accretionary Wedge of the Gulf of Cadiz and Horseshoe Gravitational Unit as mapped in previous works
(Sartori et al., 1994; Torelli et al., 1997; Gutscher et al., 2002; Gràcia et al., 2003a; Terrinha et al., 2003; Iribarren et al., 2007). AF — Aljezur Fault; AWDF — Accretionary Wedge
Deformation Front; GF— Gorringe Fault; HGU—Horseshoe Gravitational Unit; HsF—Horseshoe Fault; MPF—Marquês de Pombal Fault; PF— Portimão Fault; PSF— Pereira de Sousa
Fault; QF — Quarteira Fault; triangles show the locations of mud volcanoes.
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and the Cenozoic through Present compression (Fig. 2, Dias, 2001;
Carrilho et al., 2004).

Offshore, the N–S trending Marquês de Pombal and Pereira de
Sousa faults lie on the north to south trending southernmost segment
of the West Iberian Margin. These faults were described as active in
the Quaternary by Zitellini et al. (1999), Zitellini et al. (2001), Gràcia
et al. (2003a,b) and Terrinha et al. (2003). The uneven surface of the
Marquês de Pombal fault scarp is due to widespread slumping and
landslides with mass transport distances that exceed 20 km. The
Pereira de Sousa fault scarp is also heavily incised and the D. Henrique
basin shows a series of radial ridges that consist of turbidite levees
transported downslope from the highs that surround it (Terrinha
et al., 2003; Gràcia et al., 2003a,b).

WSW–ENE to W–E trending Mesozoic rifting faults were inverted
during the latest Cretaceous through early Miocene times (Terrinha,
1998; Lopes et al., 2006).

Duarte et al. (2005) showed the existence of presently active
WNW–ESE trending faults in the Gulf of Cadiz and Medialdea (2007)
proposed that these faults acted as transfer faults between the
Gorringe Bank and the Marquês de Pombal fault across the
Horseshoe fault. Onshore southwest Portugal, WNW–ESE trending
Lower Jurassic extensional faults were described by Ribeiro and
Terrinha (2007). Zitellini et al. (2009) proposed the existence of a
Nubia–Eurasia plate boundary based on a set of 600 km long WNW–

ESE trending set of strike-slip faults that cut across the Horseshoe
Abyssal Plain and Gulf of Cadiz connecting the Gloria Fault and the
Tell tectonic zone onshore north-west Morocco.
Earthquake frequency and epicentre location (Fig. 2) show that
SW Iberia is an area of moderate seismicity which accommodates the
brittle deformation associated with the Nubia–Iberia collision west of
Gibraltar, by means of thrusting and strike-slip events of shallow and
intermediate depth. However, the existence of historical and instru-
mental high magnitude earthquakes such as the 1/11/1755 Lisbon
earthquake (M=8.5 to 8.9) and the 28/2/1969 (Ms=7.9) event re-
quire clarification of the present tectonic setting of the SW Iberia–NW
Africa region, and identification of the structures that generate large
magnitude earthquakes and tsunami in this area. The Gorringe Bank
Fault is a north westwards directed thrust that sits at the northern
base of this morphologic feature. This thrust uplifted the seafloor from
approximately−5000 m to−24 m, it reached its paroxysmal activity
in Miocene times and has accommodated negligible shortening since
then (Sartori et al., 1994; Tortella et al., 1997). Although the Gorringe
Bank is by far the most conspicuous morphotectonic structure in the
study area (Fig. 1), the distribution of seismicity (Fig. 2), numerical
models for tsunami wave propagation (Baptista et al., 1998) and the
interpretation of MCS lines (Sartori et al., 1994), led various re-
searchers to abandon it as the source of the 1755 Lisbon earthquake.

Recent models proposed the existence of two faults, the Marquês
de Pombal Fault and the Horseshoe fault (Terrinha et al., 2003; Gràcia
et al., 2003a,b) (Fig. 2) or the Marquês de Pombal Fault and the
Guadalquivir Bank fault (Baptista et al., 2003), acting together
simultaneously to generate the 1755 event by adding up their rupture
areas (Terrinha et al., 2003; Baptista et al., 2003; Gràcia et al., 2003a,b).
Alternatively, Gutscher et al. (2002) proposed that the 1755 Lisbon
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earthquakewas generated in the Gibraltar subduction zone imaged on
seismic tomography, arguing that this was also the source of the deep
1954 Granada earthquake.

1.3. Data and methods

38,000 km2 of multibeam swath bathymetry data were acquired in
the MATESPRO Survey with a hull-mounted Simrad EM 120 echo-
sounder aboard the research vesselNRP D. Carlos I in 3 legs from 14 June
to 7 July 2004 (Figs. 3 and 4). The survey was carried out in order
to comply with a level 3 hydrographic survey as established by the
International Hydrographic Organization. The EM 120 operates at a
main frequency of 12 kHz (from 11.25 to 12.6 kHz) with 191 beams
covering a 150° fan with a width of 1°. In order to increase data quality
the angular valuewas reduced to 120° and thepingwidthwas of 2°. One
sound velocity profile (SVP) was performed every 24 h and at locations
chosen to spatially cover the entire area in order to compensate the
effect of the Mediterranean OutflowWater on the sound velocity in the
water column regionally. SVP data were acquired down to 2000 m of
water depth. From−2000 to−4000 m sound velocity was taken from
climatologic profiles provided by the Instituto Hidrográfico of Portugal
in this area. Quality control lines were also performed totalizing about
10% of the area; the depth errors found were below 0.3% of the water
depth. Bathymetric data filtering and processing was carried using
CARIS HIPS software and a 100 m grid was generated.

The positioning of the vessel was done with both GPS and DGPS
mounted on different parts of the vessel in order to better deter-
minate the position and make the yaw corrections; the errors asso-
ciated with the navigation positioning were around 5 m.

The seismic data presented here are of two types: multi-channel
seismic (MCS) profiles from three previous surveys, ARRIFANO
(acronym of Arco Rifano; Sartori et al., 1994), IAM (acronym of Iberian
Fig. 3.Map showing the acquisition track lines of the MATESPROmultibeam bathymetry and
of the sound velocity profiles performed. Location of oil prospection wells (stars) is also sh
Atlantic Margin; Banda et al., 1995) and VOLTAIRE (acronym of
Valuation Of Large Tsunamis And Iberian Risk for Earthquakes) and
one single-channel profile acquired during the TTR-14 survey (Training
Through Research; Kenyon et al., 2006).

The IAM and ARRIFANO deep MCS have a similar central peak
frequency of approximately 30 Hz and the VOLTAIRE MCS has a central
peak frequency of approximately 50 Hz. As a result, the vertical reso-
lution in the sedimentary section is of around 20 m for the IAM and
ARRIFANO profiles and of about 15 m for the VOLTAIRE data, assuming a
mean seismic velocity of 2500 ms−1 in the sedimentary section (data
from bore-holes in Fig. 3 and González et al., 1998). The central peak
frequency of the single-channel TTR profile is around 100 Hz with a
corresponding vertical resolution of about 6 m. Information on acquisi-
tion and processing of these profiles is summarized in Table 1.

The presented seismostratigraphic interpretation was based on
the stratigraphy of five industry wells offshore the Algarve Basin
(stars in Fig. 1, Lopes et al., 2006), as well as published data from the
offshore Guadalquivir Basin (Maldonado et al., 1999).

2. Morphology of the NW part of the Gulf of Cadiz

The MATESPRO multibeam dataset (Fig. 4) shows a variety of
seafloor major morphological features within which smaller scale
features indicative of genetic processes discussed elsewhere in this
paper are found.

2.1. The submarine sediment drainage system

The drainage system of the study area is subdivided in two groups:
a northern one that drains the Portuguese continental margin from
north to south, and a southern one that drains thewestern continental
shelf of Spain.
the position of the seismic reflection lines shown in this work. Circles indicate locations
own. Altimetry data derived from SRTM (USGS, 2004).



Fig. 4. Multibeam bathymetry map of the MATESPRO study area, offshore SW Iberia. Topography of onshore area also shown as shaded relief with a maximum of 902 m. Mercator
projection, datumWGS84. PARSIFAL bathymetry of the Marquês de Pombal area and Pereira de Sousa escarpment published by Gràcia et al. (2003a,b). Bathymetry for other offshore
areas and onshore altimetry is taken from Gebco (data from IOC et al., 2003).
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2.1.1. The north to south sediment drainage system
The north to south oriented drainage system consists of a poorly

organized network of gullies and canyons. The deeply incised 120 km
Table 1
Aquisition parameters, geometry and processing for the seismic reflection profiles shown i

ARRIFANO IAM

Year 1992 1993
Vessel R/V OGS Explora Geco Sigma
Reference Sartori et al. (1994) Banda et al. (1995
Seismic source 32 airguns (80 l max.) 30 airguns (125 l
Shooting interval 50 m 74 m
Sample interval recorded 1 ms 4 ms
Number of channels 120 192
Resampling 4 ms 8 ms
Signal processing

Spiking deconvolution NMO correction
Spherical divergence correction Kirchoff migration
NMO correction (constant velocity1
Finite-difference wave-equation
migration

AGC, 500 ms time

Time variant bandpass frequency filter
long São Vicente canyon (Fig. 1) has its head scarp at 70 m below sea
level (mbsl), cuts across the shelf and slope and ends in the Horseshoe
Abyssal Plain. The maximum incision into the sedimentary substratum
n this work.

VOLTAIRE TTR-14

2002 2004
R/V Urania R/V Prof Logachev

) Zitellini et al. (2002) Kenyon et al. (2006)
max.) 2 GI guns 1 airgun (120 bar)

50 m 10 s (aprox. 30 m)
1 ms 1 ms
48 1
2 ms 1 ms (no resampling)
Trace editing
Shot delay removal
Amplitude recovery Static correction
Predictive deconvolution Spiking deconvolution

700m/s) Velocity analysis every 200 CMPs Spherical divergence correction
gate NMO correction Butterworth bandpass filtering

(20–60–180–240 Hz)
Stack
Bandpass-frequency filtering
Time migration using stacking velocities
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on the continental slope is of 2 km. This canyon is made up of two
segments oriented NE–SW and N–S that collect the sediment from the
gullies that incise the shelf and slope (Figs. 4 and 5). Also note that
the flanks of the NE–SW trending segment and the eastern flank
of the N–S trending segment display higher degree of incision,
while the western flank of the N–S trending segment and both
flanks of the deepest part of the canyon are smoother. The close up
in Fig. 6A shows a submarine landslide near the termination of the
canyon. The lack of the mass transport deposit within the canyon is
an indication of the activity of the canyon in terms of sediment
erosion and transport.

The 70 km long Portimão canyon also has its head scarp in the
shelf at roughly 70 mbsl. The canyon cuts across the shelf and slope
sedimentary sequence with a maximum incision of 1 km. The canyon
terminates abruptly at the meeting point with the Faro canyon and D.
Carlos valley that drain east to west. These features have a different
physiography, with a flat and broad bottom capable of accommodat-
ing larger sediment influx. The Portimão canyon is fairly rectilinear
and sits along the Portimão Fault (Terrinha et al., 1999).

The Aljezur and Lagos canyons only incise the continental slope.
The NNE–SSW trending Aljezur canyon is short, rectilinear and drains
into the Sagres valley. The western flank of the Aljezur canyon
displays a series of anastomosed submarine slide scars at approxi-
mately 1300 mbsl, at a main morphologic break of the continental
slope near the base of the Lagos contourite drift (Fig. 6B).

The Sagres valley collects the east to west draining D. Carlos and
Cadiz valleys and the Aljezur and Lagos canyons. The Aljezur canyon
and Sagres valley lie on the southern prolongation of an important
slope break that can be observed in the low resolution bathymetry
(see Figs. 2, 4 and 5) and also on the southern continuation of the
Aljezur Fault that cuts across the Meso–Cenozoic Algarve Basin and
Paleozoic basement (Fig. 2).
Fig. 5. Interpretative sketch of the morphology of the study area
The Lagos canyon has its head scarp roughly at 800 mbsl, where it
incises the Pliocene through Holocene Lagos contourite drift.

2.1.2. East to west oriented sediment drainage system
The seafloor of the inner part of the Gulf of Cadiz dips to the west

towards the Atlantic Ocean. The seafloor is shaped by a variety of
morphological features of various scales, many of which have been
described by Mulder et al. (2003), Somoza et al. (2003), Hernandez-
Molina et al. (2006), and Gutscher et al. (2008).

Themost important E–Wtrending valleys of the study area lie in the
prolongation of the sinuous and broader E–W channels that initiate on
the Gibraltar Arc owing to erosion and sedimentation by the MOW and
to downslope gravity processes (Hernandez-Molina et al., 2003). In the
study area these valleys are broad, with flat gently dipping bottom.
The Faro canyon andD. Carlos valley collect the sediment transport from
the South Portuguesemargins, a large number of gullies, valleys and the
Portimão canyon. The D. Carlos valley changes from narrow channel to
broad valley downslope from the merge of the Portimão Canyon.

The Cadiz valley lies between the Portimão Bank and the wrinkled
surface of the Gulf of Cadiz accretionary wedge. The Sagres valley that
lies in the prolongation of the Aljezur canyon establishes the connection
between the drainage system located to the east of the Horseshoe Fault
scarp and the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain. The Sagres valley displays a
corrugate bottom north of the confluence with the Cadiz valley; from
this point to the south it has a smooth surface and less dip. The flanks of
the Sagres valley display various evidences of gravity slumping (Fig. 6B).

The Horseshoe valley is a roughly rectangular area, 80 km×50 km,
dipping to the west (mean dip of ~0.5°), connecting the Gulf of Cadiz
seafloorand theHorseshoeAbyssal Plain across theHorseshoe Fault scarp
(Fig. 1). The valley is limited by the Sagres plateau in the north, the Coral
Patch Ridge in the south and the Gulf of Cadiz accretionary wedge in
the east. It is cross cut byWNW–ESE trendingmorphological lineaments
. 6.A to 6.F, locations of the features imaged in 3D in Fig. 6.



Fig. 6. 3D block diagrams of selected morphologic features of the study area. Images made fromMATESPRO multibeam data presented in this work. A) Slide scar on the western
flank of the S. Vicente canyon. B) Slide scar on the western flank of the Sagres valley. C) Slide scar on the Horseshoe fault scarp at the intersection with the WNW–ESE trending
lineaments. D) D. Carlos salt diapir protruding through the top of the Portimão Bank (cf. with Fig. 10 for internal structure). Note the incisions on both flanks of the plateau, mainly
on the northern side. E) E–W oriented hill in the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain sitting on top of one of the WNW–ESE trending lineaments. F) E–W trending channel at the foot of the
Portimão Bank, whose structure in depth is imaged in MCS profile in Fig. 9. See text for detailed description.
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described elsewhere in this paper. Thiswide valley collects themouths of
well developed canyons and valleys that drain the sediments from the
north and eastern shelves. The drainage to theHorseshoe Abyssal Plain is
poorly developed (Fig. 5) and theHorseshoe fault scarp is being eroded in
various segments showing evidences of landsliding (Fig. 6C). These
different styles and degrees of maturation of the sediment drainage
pattern suggest that this area acts simultaneously as a by-pass and
receptacle region for the sediments that are carried from the continental
shelves to the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain.

Despite the general low slope of this area, there are NE–SW trend-
ing scarps with a maximum height of approximately 150 m (Fig. 7).
The flat areas have maximum dips of 3° and slope breaks in which
formed convex upwards crescent shaped escarpments. The crescent
shaped three-dimensional features measure up to 5 km across, are
shown in detail in Fig. 7 to occur between 3900 and 4700 mbsl, have an
internal escarpment up to ~100 m high with an internal slope varying
from 6° to 27°.

2.2. Plateaus and escarpments

The plateaus in the study area are the Marquês de Pombal, Sagres
and Portimão plateaus (Figs. 1, 4 and 5). The Marquês de Pombal



Fig. 7. Shaded relief image (perspective view) of the Giant Scours (GS), L1 and L2 WNW–ESE trending lineaments (interpreted as strike-slip faults, max. total length 250 km, see
Fig. 11) and associated en echelon folds on sea floor recent sediments indicating dextral strike-slip movement component on the faults. Approximate depth 4000 m, confer with
Figs. 1 and 4. Position of seismic lines in Figs. 11, 15 and 16 is also shown. Detail of the en echelon folds on L1 in the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain is shown in Fig. 6E.
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plateau is a roughly rectangular surface bound by the NNE–SSW
trendingMarquês de Pombal reverse fault scarp in thewest and by the
São Vicente canyon in the east, as described by Gràcia et al. (2003a,b).

The Sagres plateau has an approximately rectangular shape
divided by a diagonal NE–SW trending crest. To the west, the Sagres
plateau is bound by the Horseshoe reverse fault scarp and the São
Vicente canyon and by the Aljezur canyon and the Sagres Valley in the
east. In the north this plateau is separated from the mid and upper
continental slope and shelf by a rectilinear E–W trending valley that
lies in the prolongation of the D. Carlos valley.

The Horseshoe fault scarp is only well developed on its northern
segment. The southern part is being eroded (Fig. 6C) by the sediment
drainage system described previously.

The southern part of the Sagres plateau dips gently towards the
Horseshoe valley. This surface dips approximately 1.5°, is very uneven,
and has a wavy appearance comprising undulations that vary from
hundreds of meters to more than 10 km in length, and 0.5 km to 5 km
across (Figs. 4 and 5).

The Portimão plateau is an E–W elongated surface limited by the
two prominent escarpments which constitute flanks of the D. Carlos
and Cadiz valleys. The northern escarpment is sinuous, while the
southern one, is fairly rectilinear, trending WNW–ESE, draped by
recent sediments carried by the local drainage. The top of this plateau
shows circular positive reliefs, the larger one of which has been
labeled here as the D. Carlos salt diapir (Figs. 1, 4 and 6D), whose
origin is discussed elsewhere in this paper.

2.3. The Horseshoe Abyssal Plain

The extremely flat HAP has general slopes of less than 0.1° sharply
contrasting with the slopes of the foot of its boundaries, between 5°
and 10° in general.
The foot of the slope of the Gorringe Bank presents a remarkable
offset of about 14 km at roughly 11°W (Fig. 4). This offset lies at the
end of a valley that originates at the Gorringe saddle (see Fig. 1 for
location). It is also clear that the southern flanks of the Gettysburg and
Ormonde seamounts display fairly different topographic roughness.
The Ormonde southern flank smooth topography resembles the
morphological types of the continental slope or of the Sagres plateau,
while the edges of the Gettysburg and Coral Patch Ridge display a
similar wrinkled surface. It is possible that this offset and valley coin-
cide with the ocean–continent boundary proposed by Rovere et al.
(2004) at the Gorringe Bank.

The interior of the HAP is only locally perturbed by four elongated
groups of hills that rise between 40 m and 200 m above seafloor
(Fig. 4 and 6E). The largest of these groups is 16 km in length and the
largest individual hill is 6 km long. The hills in each group are aligned
along approximately E–W directions and each one of the hills has
their crest parallel to NE–SW, approximately. These hills are aligned
along the WNW–ESE oriented tectonic morphological lineaments
described and discussed elsewhere in this paper.

2.4. Lineaments

Long WNW–ESE trending discrete lineaments of tectonic origin
were for the first time revealed in the Gulf of Cadiz sea floor by the
MATESPRO multibeam survey (Duarte et al., 2005 and Rosas et al.,
2009). These lineaments consist of an aligned series of elongate
WNW–ESE trending crests and troughs, more or less continuous, with
a typical width of a few hundreds of meters (Figs. 4 and 7). Pervasive
sets of E–W linear undulations, up to 8 km long, accompany these
lineaments (Fig. 7). To the east of the Horseshoe escarpment these
lineaments present uninterrupted segments as large as 100 km of
length, approximately, while in the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain these
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lineaments are discontinuous. Altogether, from the Gorringe Bank
flank across the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain and lower continental slope
of the Gulf of Cadiz, lineaments of 250 km can be identified, from
approximately 4870 to 2000 mbsl (Fig. 4). It is worthwhile to note
that variousmud volcanoes sit on top of the lineaments (Figs. 2 and 4).

3. Structure of the NW part of the Gulf of Cadiz

A structural map of the study area based on the interpretation of
the MATESPRO bathymetry and available MCS profiles is presented in
Fig. 8. The main faults are here described based on MCS profiles that
are quoted from published works or presented here. Fig. 8 also shows
a compilation of focal mechanisms and main horizontal compression
taken from Ribeiro et al. (1996).

3.1. WNW–ESE to E–W Faults

One of the most prominent features in the north-western part of
the Gulf of Cadiz is the above described WNW–ESE to E–W trending
set of valleys, escarpments and lineaments (Figs. 4 and 7). The seismic
lines that are shown in Figs. 9–11 and hereafter described show that
Fig. 8. A) Structural map of the study area with a compilation of stress indicators and focal
from interpretation of MCS profiles dataset shown in inset B). The size of the stress indica
triangles) are in close spatial association with interpreted WNW–ESE dextral strike-slip fau
Vicente Fault; TAPF— Tagus Abyssal Plain Fault. B) Location of the MCS profiles used in this w
Black star shows position of computed movements of Nubia with respect to Iberia.
all these features are associated with faults, whose geometry and
kinematic history are different.

The D. Carlos and Cadiz valleys that bound the Portimão plateau sit
on top on two faults, as shown in Fig. 9. According to this the Portimão
plateau can be interpreted as a pop-up structure. TheD. Carlos valley lies
at the south-western edge of the Guadalquivir acoustic basement high
that, at the precise location of this seismic profile, bears a WNW–ESE
strike as can be seen on the bathymetry (Fig. 4). The drag evident in the
sediments of the uppermost sequence and the superficial gravity ex-
tensional faults indicate that the northernmost valley flank fault is
undergoing extensional deformation at Present. The folds in the
Mesozoic throughMiocene–Lower Pliocene of the central and northern
parts of the Portimão pop-up depict an asymmetry that indicates
northwards tectonic transport on top of the acoustic basement fault.

Since it has been known for long that the Guadalquivir Bank is
made up of Variscan basement metamorphosed flysch of Carbonifer-
ous age (e.g. Ribeiro et al., 1979; Gràcia et al., 2003a,b) the stratigraphy
across the northern fault of the Faro valley implies that it played an
extensional role during theMesozoic followed by northwards directed
thrusting during the Paleogene through Miocene and resumed
extensional movement during Pliocene–Quaternary times.
mechanisms. Stress indicators computed from earthquake focal mechanisms and faults
tors is proportional to their quality. Note that the positions of mud volcanoes (white
lts. Fault names from published work as in Fig. 2. PbF — Portimão Bank fault; SVF — S.
ork. C) Plate kinematic data taken from various indicated sources indicated in the text.



Fig. 9. Multi-channel seismic line VOLTAIRE 3 and line drawing interpretation. The Guadalquivir basement high of Carboniferous age is bound by a NW–SE trending Mesozoic
extensional fault, reactivated as a reverse fault (1st movement) that resumed its extensional movement in late Miocene through Present times (see text for discussion, for location of
line see Fig. 1). The topographic bulge on top of the strike-slip fault is imaged in 3D in Fig. 6F.
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The southern boundary of the Portimão pop-upblock showsboth the
topography and the Mesozoic through Quaternary sedimentary
packages dipping to the south (Fig. 9). The following features are also
evident in the seismic line across the southern part of Portimão plateau
(Fig. 9), as follows: i) tectonic deformation affects the topmost sedi-
ments (Fig. 6F), ii) the pre-Pliocene folds asymmetry is southwards
verging, iii) there is no correspondence on the seismic stratigraphy
between the pre-Pliocene sediments of the Portimão pop-up and the
southern counterpart and iv) the Mesozoic units show a wedge geo-
metry. From these observations it is inferred that,firstly, this boundary of
the Portimão plateau is an old fault with opposite dipwith respect to the
north boundary of the plateau, secondly, this was a northerly dipping
extensional fault during the Mesozoic, thirdly, it was inverted with a
southwards directed tectonic transport during the Paleogene through
Miocene times and, fourthly it is going tectonic deformation at Present.

The southernmost segment of the seismic profile in Fig. 9 cuts
across the Cadiz valley and up slope the gently dipping north western
part of the Gulf of Cadiz accretionary wedge. The profile shows a sub-
horizontal, mildly deformed sequence of sediments covering the
chaotic seismic facies of the accretionary wedge or imbricate thrust
wedge, as described by Gutscher et al. (2002) and Iribarren et al.
(2007), respectively. The base of the chaotic seismic facies unit is
made up by coherent high amplitude reflectors here interpreted as
Jurassic through Cretaceous syn-rift sediments on top of which de-
tached the thrust wedge. It is worthwhile to note that these sediments
are disrupted by vertical discontinuities, with small vertical displace-
ment, that can be followed up into the chaotic body and overlying
topmost sequence.

The sub-vertical discontinuity that separates the Portimão plateau
from the southern plain is neither compatible with thrusting nor
with extensional tectonics (Fig. 9). Alternatively, it is interpreted as a
transpressive E–W trending strike-slip fault at Present based on the
fact that it displays evidence of shortening structures, folds and north
wards and south wards directed thrusts on both sides of the fault.
These observations imply that themain compression direction rotated
from high angle to low angle with respect to the E–W strike of the
faults, which is compatible with the counter-clockwise rotation of the
movement of Africa with respect to Iberia in the Cenozoic, from
approximately south to north in the Paleogene, to south east to north
west in the Miocene to ESE to WNW in the Present (Dewey et al.,
1989).

The circular dome protruding the top of the Portimão plateau
depicted in the bathymetry is interpreted as D. Carlos salt diapir
(Figs. 1, 4 and 10). The salt does not outcrop at the surface but is
popping-up underneath the sedimentary cover. The two reverse faults
that bound this structure were interpreted as smaller scale structures
accommodating internal shortening across the Guadalquivir Bank by
Zitellini et al. (2004). This is a clear example where the map view
image clarifies specific not fully understood superficial structures in
reflection seismics.

The deep structure of the WNW–ESE trending lineaments (Fig. 8)
is imaged in the seismic profiles shown in Figs. 9, 10 and 11 in the
work of Rosas et al. (2009). It can be seen in these seismic profiles that
the rectilinear morphologic lineaments overlie vertical discontinuities
that are rooted far below the accretionary wedge detachment, i.e. into
the Jurassic sediments. These discontinuities cut the Mesozoic into
blocks of 3–5 km of width, with small vertical offset and stratigraphic
mismatch. The symmetry of the upward drag of the seismic horizons
with respect to these discontinuities from the deepest stratigraphic
levels across the chaotic facies, the disturbance observed in the cover



Fig. 10. Segment of multi-channel seismic line ARRIFANO 92-04 and line drawing interpretation. 1st and 2nd movements on main faults are of Jurassic–Cretaceous age and latest
Miocene through Present, respectively. For location of seismic line see Fig. 3. The D. Carlos salt diapir 3D topography is shown in Fig. 6D.
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sediments and the existence of mud volcanoes sitting on top of these
lineaments (Figs. 8 and 12), strongly argues in favour of upward
injection of fluids along these faults (cf. with Figs. 9 and 11). These
characteristics strongly suggest that these discontinuities can corre-
spond to tensile fractures with a strike-slip movement component.

The pervasive set of E–W trending undulations that accompany the
E–W toWNW–ESE trending faults are en echelon folds (Figs. 7 and 11),
i.e. kinematic indicators that show a dextral strike-slip lateral move-
ment on these faults.

The growth wedge of Mesozoic sediments clearly associated to
some of these WNW–ESE trending faults (Fig. 10) is another indi-
cation for the deep root of these faults.

3.2. N–S to NE–SW faults

The Aljezur canyon–Sagres valley and the Portimão canyon sit on
top of the offshore prolongation of the Aljezur and Portimão faults,
respectively (Figs. 2 and 8). Inspection of the seismic profiles con-
firms the Pliocene–Quaternary activity of these faults that show an
important decrease in tectonic deformation after Miocene times
(Figs. 12 and 13). The offshore mapping of these faults shows they
have continuous segments larger than 100 km in length that, when
added together with the onshore segments, they constitute discon-
tinuous steep faults of approximately 200 km long, as happens with
the left-lateral strike-slip late Variscan faults in the central and
northern parts of the Iberian peninsula (Arthaud and Matte, 1977;
Ribeiro, 2002), which are also active in the Quaternary (Cabral,
1989).

The Tagus Abyssal Plain Fault is proposed on the basis of the N–S
trending sharp morphological scarp that lies to the north of the
Gorringe Bank thrust. However, recent unpublished work by Cunha
(2008) confirms the existence of this reverse fault that cross cuts
Pliocene–Quaternary sediments.

The São Vicente Fault strikes NE–SW (Fig. 14) outcrops along the
southeast flank of the São Vicente canyon. It is a southeastwards
dipping steep fault, possibly part of the Odemira–Ávila fault (also
known as the Messejana dyke), an approximately 600 km long
vertical left-lateral late Variscan fault intruded by a basic dyke of
Early Jurassic age (Dunn et al., 1998). Pliocene–Quaternary vertical
displacement along this fault onshorewas described by Cabral (1995).

The NE–SW trending Horseshoe fault was described as an active
fault in the Present by Gràcia et al. (2003a,b) and Zitellini et al. (2004),
and has a cluster of seismicity associated to it (Figs. 1 and 2). Its fault
scarp is very well depicted in the MATESPRO bathymetry, from the
Coral Patch Ridge well into the South Portuguese continental slope
bordering the Sagres plateau. It can be seen that the height of the
scarp increases northwards and it is intercepted by WNW–ESE
trending faults. At these interceptions the Horseshoe fault scarp is
either deflected or offset across the WNW–ESE dextral strike-slip
faults and landslides formed (Figs. 4, 5, 6C and 8).



Fig. 11. Segment of multi-channel seismic profile IAM-3 at the contact between the Coral Patch Ridge (CPR) and the Horseshoe valley. Arrows point to folds in recent sediments on
the seafloor as imaged on the MATESPRO bathymetry (see Figs. 3 and 7). Note that these faults cut across seismic discontinuity D that outlines the decollement of the seismic chaotic
facies.
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The NE–SW escarpments at the back of the Horseshoe fault host
some of the crescent shaped Giant Scours described elsewhere in this
work. These scarps sit on top of blind thrusts, as shown in Fig. 15 that
appear to be recent reactivation of individual faults from within the
Gulf of Cadiz AccretionaryWedge or Gulf of Cadiz Imbricate Unit, after
Gutscher et al. (2002) or Iribarren et al. (2007), respectively. Single-
channel seismic line across two of the Giant Scours show that the
internal parts of the crescents consist of depressions filled in with
upslope prograding sedimentary units. These units develop towards
the Giant Scour crescent shaped scarp, which sharply truncates sedi-
ments behind it (Fig. 16).
Fig. 12. Segment of multi-channel seismic line ARRIFANO 92-10 showing the deep origin of
Also note that themost recent unit is not involved in the thrust stacking tectonics of the accre
north westernmost fault is the Aljezur fault bounding the deposits of the Sagres valley. Note
influence on the seafloor morphology (see text for discussion).
3.3. Chaotic seismic units

The MATESPRO bathymetry clearly shows the divide between the
wrinkled topography that overlies the Gulf of Cadiz Accretionary
Wedge, after Gutscher et al. (2002) and the surrounding smoother
areas (Figs. 2 and 4). The MCS profiles shown in Figs. 12 and 15 show
the existence of a complex of stacked thrusts underneath thewrinkled
surface of the so-called accretionary wedge and also under the
smoother topography of the Sagres and Cadiz valleys.

In all seismic profiles it is evident that the complex of stacked
thrusts is overlain by a package of sediments that is not involved in
fluidized sediments breaching through the Mesozoic rift units and accretionary prism.
tionary wedge (see text for discussion, for location of line see Fig. 3). The steeply dipping
that the chaotic body under the Sagres valley also has imbricated horizons but has no



Fig. 13. Segment of multi-channel seismic line perpendicular to the Portimão canyon. Note that the Lower Miocene unconformity (M) truncates the folds that resulted from tectonic
inversion on both sides of the Portimão canyon fault. However, mild deformation associated with this fault is visible on the eastern side of the fault and canyon. The salt-wall shown
in the east of the profile also affects the recent sediments.
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the thrust stacking. The thickness of this sedimentary cover is gene-
rally around 0.3–05 sec. TWT and the earliest age of these sediments is
Early Pliocene after Roque (2007). However, this sedimentary cover is
deformed by the E–W to WNW–ESE dextral strike-slip faults and by
discrete reactivation of individual thrusts of the stacked thrusts units,
as described elsewhere in this work, as well as, by widespread extru-
sion of mud volcanism, gravitational faulting described by various
authors as mentioned before.

A unit of chaotic facies that has neither coherent internal layer-
ing nor imbricate fabrics, probably an olistostrome, is shown in
Fig. 10. This unit is not involved in the thrust stacking of the
accretionary wedge and is overlain by the well layered Pliocene–
Quaternary sediments. This olistostrome lies between the Portimão
Bank and the wrinkled surface of the Gulf of Cadiz Accretionary
Wedge, in the Cadiz valley. It is worthwhile to note that the
olistostrome pinches out on top of the Portimão Bank, suggesting
that it could have been fed from the uplifted area of the Portimão
Bank during the Tortonian phase of compression, i.e. the pop-up of
the bank.
Fig. 14. Segment of multi-channel seismic line perpendicular to the S. Vicente canyon. Note
fault, possibly en echelon with the Messejana dyke fault (see text for description). Sediments
interpreted as a paleo-canyon bottom.
4. Discussion

4.1. Morphology and tectonics

4.1.1. The escarpments and seamounts
It was shown in this paper that the E–W trending Portimão Bank

formed initially as a graben during Mesozoic times, was subsequently
inverted during the Paleogene and Miocene compression and is now,
probably since Early Pliocene times, undergoing dextral transpressive
strike-slip deformation along its southern boundary, while the
northern boundary experiences local extension due to a releasing
bend formed by the basement fault. Seismicity and focal mechanisms
(Fig. 2) attest for the compression at the southern edge of this sea-
mount, preferentially concentrated to the east of the study area where
the fault becomes NE–SW trending, i.e. at a higher angle to the main
NW–SE oriented compression direction.

The Sagres plateau is bound by the NE–SW trending Horseshoe
thrust of Miocene age in the west (Gràcia et al., 2003a,b, Zitellini et al.,
2004) and the steeply dipping Aljezur fault in the east. The height of
the main fault controlling the position of the eastern flank of the canyon. This is a steep
on both sides of the fault are tilted and deformed including seismic reflector S, which is



Fig. 15. Multi-channel seismic reflection profile across the Giant Scours. For location of the lines see Figs. 3 and 7. Seismic line IAM-4E shows the existence of stacked blind thrusts
with present activity underneath the Giant Scours in the Sagres valley.
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the plateau diminishes towards the south and its morphological ex-
pression disappears at the contact with one of the WNW–ESE strike-
slip faults. The cluster of instrumental seismicity in Fig. 2 attests for its
present day activity (Stich et al., 2007).

The Marquês de Pombal plateau also resulted from tectonic
inversion of an N–S trending continent-wards directed extensional
fault. The Pereira de Sousa fault is a N–S trending steep Mesozoic rift
fault still in activity at Present (Terrinha et al., 2003; Gràcia et al.,
2003a,b).
Fig. 16. Single-channel seismic line PSAT246 across two scours and line drawing interpretatio
the escarpment. For location see Figs. 3 and 7.
The north westwards directed Gorringe Bank thrust with a paro-
xysmal activity in the Tortonian (after Tortella et al., 1997; Sartori
et al., 1994) is still an active structure as attested by the instrumental
seismicity cluster (Fig. 2).

It can be concluded that the escarpments, seamounts and uplifted
plateaus of the study area, all formed in association with compressive
tectonic events and resulted from polyphase tectonics. The Pereira de
Sousa fault escarpment is the only one that owes its morphology
mostly to the Mesozoic rifting.
n. Note the erosive character of the escarpments and the sediments prograding towards
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The tectonic shaping processes are still active in the Present, as
shown by the on-going formation of very recent features that are
indicative of uplift and tectonic instability, such as the popping-up of
the D. Carlos salt diapir (Fig. 10), the mass wasting processes, such as
submarine slides and various manifestations of soft sediment defor-
mation and mass wasting processes in the Sagres plateau–Aljezur
canyon, the São Vicente canyon and the Portimão plateau, Horseshoe
Faul scarp, as well as, on theMarquês de Pombal, Gorringe and Pereira
de Sousa escarpments as described by Gràcia et al. (2003a,b), Terrinha
et al. (2003) and Vizcaino et al. (2006).

4.1.2. The Giant Scours
The Giant Scours are crescent shaped depressions with scarps that

can reachmore than100 mhigh and slopes up to 27° located in a relative
flat area of the Horseshoe Valley that collects the sediments from the
Northern and North-eastern parts of the Gulf of Cadiz (Figs. 4, 5 and 7).
The scours sit on the edge of folds draping Pliocene to Quaternary
thrusting and the frontal depressions are filed up with upslope pro-
gradational bodies (Figs. 15 and 16). These bodies can be interpreted as
been fed by material withdrawn from the retreating scarps (Fig. 17;
Duarte et al., 2007). This scenario requires the existence of continuous
scouring and sedimentation at unusual depths by means of bottom
currents, possibly of turbidite origin as documented offshore the
Shetland Islands and Monterrey East Channel (Kenyon et al., 2000;
Kenyon et al., 2006; Fildani et al., 2006). The interaction of bottom and
turbidity currents with seafloor morphological features formed by
Recent tectonic activity can lead to flux separation and formation of
vortexes that cause seafloor erosion and the formation of scours. These
processes were proposed for the formation of similar structures in other
places and different geological settings between 600 m and 3500 m
water depth (Faugères et al., 1997; Bulat and Long, 2001; Verdicchio and
Trincardi, 2006; Fildani et al., 2006). This process could account
simultaneously for the formation of the scarp of the scour, the pro-
gradational bodies and the maintenance of the scarp, at least as long as
the bottom current lasted and the retreating escarpment does not meet
an obstacle.

An alternative model is that the Giant Scours could form due to the
interaction of along slope bottom currents with the sea floor, such as
the North Atlantic Deep Water. This interaction could lead to the
formation of giant eddies that could locally erode and amplify pre-
existing tectonic escarpments. However, the existence of along slope
currents at these depths has not been documented in this area.

Evidences for alternative mechanisms for the formation of these
features, such as slide–slump processes caused by slope instabilities or
collapse processes associated with fluid escape along major tectonic
structures (similar to those of pockmark formation), were not
observed on the present dataset despite the evidences for mass
wasting processes, and the existence of widespread mud volcanism
and fluid migration activity in other areas of the Gulf of Cadiz.

4.1.3. The canyons
The São Vicente and Portimão canyons are by far the deepest

incisions on the northern margin of the Gulf of Cadiz and they are
underlain and controlled by important steep faults. The Aljezur
Fig. 17. Sketch of the effect of bottom currents on the retreat of the scarp and simul-
taneous progressive sedimentation of the progradation foresets. Scarp initially formed
by uplift of hanging-wall on top of a blind thrust (see text for discussion).
canyon–Sagres valley system is also controlled by a steep fault. These
offshore faults connect with others that were inherited from the late
Variscan fracturing, subsequently reactivated during the Mesozoic
rifting and Cenozoic tectonic inversion (see Fig. 2).

The MCS profiles shown in this work attest for the Quaternary
activity of these faults but also show that the deformation after
Miocene times has severely diminished in the case of the Portimão
and Aljezur faults.

Gràcia et al. (2003a,b) and Zitellini et al. (2004) showed the
important activity of the northern segment of the Horseshoe fault that
constitutes the eastern flank of the terminal part of the São Vicente
canyon.

The São Vicente and Portimão canyons show important gravity
slides on their western flanks. This can be interpreted as caused by the
increase of the tilting associated with the west wards directed
thrusting of the Marquês de Pombal and Horseshoe faults. Alterna-
tively, in the Sagres valley the sliding can be caused by excavation at
the meeting point of this valley with the Cadiz valley.

The minor present day tectonic deformation on the faults that
control the localization of the canyons together with the important
incision and land sliding close to the active Marquês de Pombal and
Horseshoe thrusts can be interpreted as an indication of passive uplift
of the continental slope carried on top of these thrusts.

4.1.4. The chaotic bodies
Three bodies of chaotic facies were distinguished in this work, all

covered by unit hemipelagic sediments usually of 0.3–0.5 sec TWT.
One is referred to as the Gulf of Cadiz AccretionaryWedge (GCAW) by
Gutscher et al. (2002) or alternatively as the Gulf of Cadiz Imbricate
Wedge by Iribarren et al. (2007). This body has a strong morphologic
imprint on the seafloor morphology (Fig. 12).

A second one, that extends across the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain and
Horseshoe Valley, has been considered as a gravitational unit, an
olistostrome (e.g. Torelli et al., 1997; Iribarren et al., 2007). It is shown
in this paper that this unit (Figs. 12 and 15) has imbricate seismic
reflections that are interpreted as stacked thrusts, some of which have
been recently reactivated forming blind thrusts morphologic scarps
where the Giant Scours nucleated. These recent scarps are, however,
the only morphologic manifestation on the seafloor surface of this
body.

A third body with internal non-organized chaotic facies overlies
the first described one, as shown in Fig. 10.

It is shown in this work that the two first described bodies consist
of complexes of stacked thrusts and that the GCAW overthrusts the
second one to the west (Fig. 10). Considering that these are tectono-
stratigraphic units we speculate that only one accretionary wedge
(or imbricatewedge) formedduring the latest Cretaceous andPaleogene
(perhaps through the Early Miocene). This event occurred before the
Gibraltar arc formed (when the Internal Betic terranes were still a long
way farther east, Fig. 18B). Then, from Early Miocene to earliest Pliocene
(or Messinian?) times, when the Gibraltar orogenic arc formed, a part of
this accretionary wedge was tectonically reworked forming the present
day GCAW and its wrinkled topography (Fig. 18C). From the Pliocene to
Present the thrust stacking within the GCAW severely diminished and
the WNW–ESE dextral strike-slip faults formed (Fig. 18 D).

From a genetic point of view we consider the first two chaotic
bodies as tectonic melanges made up of tectonised olistostromes and
tectonosomes (see Camerlenghi and Pini, 2009 for discussion). The
third chaotic body is a non tectonised olistostrome.

4.1.5. The WNW–ESE lineaments, strike-slip faults and recent folding
The WNW–ESE lineaments shown by the MATESPRO bathymetry

in this paper (Fig. 7) display a series of en echelon foldsmaterialized on
the most recent seafloor soft sediments that indicate strain accumu-
lation bymeans of dextral strike-slip (Figs. 3 and 6). Rosas et al. (2009)
using quantitative strain analysis, analogue modelling and MCS data



Fig. 18. Schematic tectonic evolution of the structure of the Gulf of Cadiz. In this simplified interpretation it is proposed the formation of an accretionarywedge (or thrust belt) that extended
fromGibraltar across theHorseshoeAbyssal Plainduring the latest Cretaceous–Paleogene compression.A secondaccretionarywedge formed(afterGutscher et al., 2002, or imbricateunit after
Iribarren et al., 2007) during the Gibraltar orogenic arc westward overthrusting inMiocene times. In Pliocene–Quaternary times this accretionary wedge severely diminished its activity, the
WNW–ESE dextral strike-slip faults formed and westward directed thrust increased along faults on the southern part of the West Portuguese Margin. See text for detailed discussion.
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showed that these en echelon folds result from Quaternary reactiva-
tion of basement faults.

Inspection of MCS profiles in this paper show that these WNW–ESE
faults are deeply rooted into the Jurassic–Cretaceous rift sequences,
which is compatible to observations made onshore in the Algarve Basin
at the Lower Jurassic of the S. Vicente cape (Ribeiro and Terrinha, 2007).

These faults also serve as conduits for the exhalation of fluidized
sediments that form some of the Gulf of Cadiz mud volcanoes (Fig. 2),
which is another evidence of the recent activity of the faults and also
that they cut through the Gulf of Cadiz accretionary prism. Moreover,
as shown on the MCS profile in Figs. 11 and 12, these strike-slip faults
allow the escape of fluids fromwithin deep in theMesozoic sequences,
probably at the Hettangian stratigraphic level that hosts the salt in
south Portugal and northwest Morocco (Terrinha, 1998).

The strike-slip faults and folding are also active in the Horseshoe
Abyssal Plain. However, the scarce morphotectonic features associat-
ed to these faults in the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain when compared to
the continental slope to the east, suggests a westwards propagation of
the recent deformation on the WNW–ESE faults, away from the
Gibraltar Arc.

Because i) these faults have only recently been reactivated as strike-
slip faults, ii) they strike at only a small angle to the present day
trajectory of Africawith respect to Iberia, according to recently reported
geodetic models (Fig. 8), iii) their minimum length exceeds 230 km as
shown in the presented bathymetry and iv) they cut across the
Horseshoe Abyssal Plain and the Gulf of Cadiz accretionary wedge; it is
here suggested that theywill play an important tectonic role in the new
tectonic framework that is presently under developmentbetween Iberia
and Nubia. As a matter of fact, some of the WNW–ESE faults described
here are located within a 600 km×40 km shear zone proposed by
Zitellini et al. (2009) as a segment of the Eurasia–Nubia plate boundary
that spans from the eastern tip of the Gloria Fault to the Rif–Tell plate
boundary in north-western Morocco (Morel and Megrhraoui, 1996).

4.2. Strain partitioning, deformation migration and seismicity

The studied dataset shows that the E–W trending faults were
inherited from the Jurassic–Lower Cretaceous rifting and subsequently
invertedas reverse faults during theCenozoic (Fig. 8); the sameapplies to
the NE–SW toN–S trending faults as shown in previousworks (Terrinha,
1998; Terrinha et al., 2002; Terrinha et al., 2003; Gràcia et al., 2003a;
Rovere et al., 2004; Ribeiro and Terrinha, 2007). It was also shown that
the Gulf of Cadiz accretionary wedge has diminished significantly its
activity since latest Miocene times, possibly Early Pliocene, although
disperse thrusts that still remain blind underneath theMessinian–Recent
sediments are presently reactivated (Figs. 12 and 15).

Based on the presented dataset, we propose that the present day
WNW–ESE convergent movement of Africa with respect to Iberia
generates deformation in the study area, which is accommodated
through partitioning on two approximately orthogonal fault sets, as
follows. An N–S to NE–SW striking set of faults that accommodate
shortening mainly by thrusting and an E–W to WNW–ESE striking,
generally sub-vertical, set of faults that accommodate dextral strike-
slip faulting.

The first set comprehends the main thrust faults of the area,
Horseshoe Fault, Marquês de Pombal fault and Tagus Abyssal Plain
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fault (see map of Fig. 2) that extend the Present east to west short-
ening for approximately 300 km from the South, near the contact with
the Coral Patch Ridge (35.5°N), towards the north, along the West
Portuguese Margin until a latitude of 38°N, as recently shown by
Neves et al. (2009).

The second fault set is deeply rooted in Jurassic through Cretaceous
rifting faults andwere reactivatedmainly in the Pliocene–Quaternary as
dextral strike-slip faults, which is compatible with the present day
movement of Nubia with respect to Iberia. These faults show consid-
erably higher degree of deformation in the east than in the west, which
argues in favour of propagation of deformation from east to west.

The thrusting on theN–SMarquês de Pombal fault is recent, aswell as,
on the Gorringe Bank fault (that had a quiescence period after the
Tortonian), on the Tagus Abyssal Plain Fault (Cunha, 2008) and at theN–S
trending faults at 38°N (Neves et al., 2009). Altogether, theseobservations
lead us to argue that the deformation is migrating from the realm of
Gibraltar to thewest and along the PortugueseWestMargin to the north.

Considering the sub-parallel strike of the N–S to NE–SW faults, their
common origin in the Permian and reactivation during the Mesozoic
rifting and Cenozoic inversion, it is here suggested that this 300 km en
echelon fault zone can have a common detachment, underneath SW
Iberia. Since the tomography data presented in Gutscher et al. (2002)
suggest that the Horseshoe may penetrate at least till 100 km in the
lithosphere, the 300 km long N–S trending fault system should be
considered as firstly, a possible source candidate for the Lisbon 1/11/
1755 earthquake and secondly, the propagation of a new front of
compressive deformation towards the north along theWest Portuguese
Margin, which will eventually lead to the nucleation of a West Iberia
incipient subduction zone, as proposed by Ribeiro et al. (1996).

Alternatively, even if these faults do not have a common detach-
ment, a complex rupture scenario can be envisaged to explain the large
energy releasedduring the 1755 event. Complex seismic ruptures have
been documented in other locations, such as, for instance the 1958
Gobi-Altay event which produced 260 km of surface rupture from the
segmented main fault with a strike-slip movement and simultaneous
rupture of nearby thrust faults (Kurushin et al., 1997), or the Tangshan
earthquake of 1976, which was a combination of several ruptures,
strike-slip and thrust faults, following each other only a few tens of
seconds (Butler et al., 1979). The hypothesis of complex ruptures
involving triggering or “domino-effect” is consistent with themajority
of the historical documents that report a very long vibration (up to
20–30 min) and various sub-events for the 1st November 1755
earthquake (e.g. Martinez-Solares, 2001).

Wealso speculate that the location of recent epicentres in front of the
Horseshoe fault in the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain, such as the 1969 event
(Ms=7.9) (Fukao, 1973), as well as the Mw=6.0 12/02/2007 and the
ML=4.5 21/06/2006 events (Stich et al., 2007), all with amajor dip-slip
component can be interpreted as an indication of nucleation of new
thrusts to the west of the main Horseshoe fault.

The NW–SE SHmax direction calculated from earthquake focal
mechanism is in very good agreement with the Eurasia–Africa con-
vergence direction estimated by the NUVEL-1 model (DeMets et al.,
1994). However, recent estimates of this velocity using space geodetic
techniques, andconsidering theAfrica plate split intoNubia andSomalia,
give for theNubia–Eurasia collision aWNW–ESE direction, in themiddle
of theGulf of Cadiz (Fig. 8). This discrepancy is interpreted as the coupled
result of strain partitioning on E–W and NNE–SSW trending faults and
aseismic deformation along the plate boundary.

5. Conclusions

The following conclusions are drawn.

1. The escarpments, seamounts and uplifted plateaus of the study area,
all formed in associationwith polyphase compressive tectonic events
from the late Cretaceous through Present, with the exception of the
Pereira de Sousa fault escarpment that owes most of its morphology
to the Mesozoic rifting. The Quaternary uplift has generated mass
transport deposits (also reported by Gràcia et al. (2003a,b), Terrinha
et al. (2003) andVizcainoet al. (2006)), kilometric scale soft sediment
unstable folds on the continental slope and incision of the canyons.

2. The Giant Scours display erosive and depositional structures
that result from vortexes of high-density bottom currents at
the edge of scarps formed at the crest of blind thrusts anticlines
of Recent age.

3. The chaotic bodies buried under uppermostMiocene–lower Pliocene
sediments in the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain and Horseshoe Valley
together with the GCAW formed as stacked thrusts (possibly an
accretionary wedge) in the Late Cretaceous–Earliest Miocene times
before the emplacement of the Gibraltar orogenic Arc. Miocene
reactivation of the eastern part of this body originated the GCAWand
thrusting of this tectono-stratigraphic unit to the west. The third
chaotic body corresponds to a non tectonised olistostrome that seals
the most important thrust stacking in early Pliocene times.

4. The WNW–ESE trending lineaments are the superficial expression
of steep faults deeply rooted in the Mesozoic substratum and
underlying acoustic basement or Paleozoic basement onshore.
Segments of these faults acted as rift faults during the Mesozoic
and were reactivated in Quaternary times as strike-slip faults that
cross cut the NE–SW trending thrusts.

5. The present day NW-wards movement of Nubia with respect to
Iberia generates strain partitioning by means of dextral wrenching
on WNW–ESE trending steep faults and thrusting on the NE–SW
trending fault in the Gulf of Cadiz and Horseshoe Abyssal Plain.
Further north, at the base of the continental slope of the south-
ernmost part of the West Iberia Margin, NNE–SSW to N–S west-
erly dipping thrusts accommodate shortening in an area where
wrenching has not been observed, which indicates that westward
directed thrusting propagated from the Gibraltar Arc to the west
(Horseshoe Fault) and to the north along the Portuguese margin
(Marquês de Pombal Fault and Tagus Abyssal Plain Fault).
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beam bathymetry data allowed the recognition of several bathymetric lineaments
(ca. 100 km long, trending WNW–ESE) in seafloor sediments of the Gulf of Cadiz, offshore SW Iberia. The
interpretation of multi-channel (MCS) profiles crosscutting these lineaments showed that they are controlled
by underlying deep seated faults, which have endured a polyphase reactivation history. To get insights on the
Recent tectonic evolution of these structures, we performed two sets of analogue modelling experiments,
assuming: 1) right-lateral strike-slip basement faulting and coupled passive shearing affecting an overlying
soft cover; and 2) low-angle transpressive deformation along a narrow shear band overlying the fault. Our
results show a good correlation between the experimentally obtained structural patterns and the natural
morphotectonic lineaments, allowing the use of some of the observed natural features as strain gauges. Based
on this, we conclude that the study lineaments correspond to the bathymetric expression of ongoing dextral
wrenching reactivation of WNW–ESE pre-existing faults, and we estimate the age of this tectonic reactivation
as being ca. 1.8 Ma (i.e. form late Pliocene to Present day). These characteristics agree with the most recent
kinematic models derived from geodetic observations, indicating that Present day convergence between
Nubia and Iberia is subparallel to the newly identified lineaments and occurs at a 4 mm/yr rate.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The Gulf of Cadiz area, locatedWest of the Gibraltar Strait, offshore
SW Iberia and NW Morocco (Fig. 1), has been increasingly recognized
as a critical site for the understanding of the tectonics related with the
Africa (Nubia)–Iberia plate boundary (e.g. Sartori et al., 1994; Zitellini
et al., 1999; Maldonado et al., 1999; Gutscher et al., 2002; Gracia et al.,
2003; Terrinha et al., 2003; Gutscher, 2004; Zitellini et al., 2001, 2004;
Medialdea et al., 2004; Thiebot and Gutscher, 2006; Terrinha et al.,
under review). This boundary extends along the WNW–ESE Azores–
Gibraltar line, comprising to the West the Azores triple junction and
the Gloria fault, and to the East the Gulf of Cadiz domain (Fig. 1A). In
this domain, the average direction of the Maximum Horizontal
Compressive Stresses (SHmax), deduced from earthquake focal
mechanisms, is ~N45W (Ribeiro et al., 1996; Borges et al., 2001),
meanwhile recently reported geodetic models show the existence of
WNW–ESE oblique convergence between Nubia and Iberia, at a
Present day rate of approximately 4 mm/yr (e.g. Nocquet and Calais,
+351 21 7500064.

ll rights reserved.
2004; Stich et al., 2006; Fernandes et al., 2007, inset of Fig. 1B). Recent
mapping of the main tectonic structures in the area (Fig. 1B) suggests
that compression is presently being dissipated in a complex manner,
essentially through inter-plate brittle deformation, characterized by
the development of different structures with different orientations
and kinematics. Previously reported earthquake recurrence data,
epicentre location data, and focal mechanisms (Buforn et al., 1995,
2004; Borges et al., 2001; Stich et al., 2005, 2006) point to a general
scenario of moderate magnitude seismicity, mostly related to
thrusting and strike-slip movement, along numerous faults at shallow
to intermediate depths (above 60 km). This area is also prone to high
magnitude earthquakes and destructive tsunami like the 1/11/1755
Great Lisbon Earthquake (estimated magnitude between 8.5 and 8.8,
e.g. Abe, 1979; Johnston, 1996; Martínez-Solares and López Arroyo,
2004). Other large magnitude events, such as the 28/02/1969
earthquake (Ms=7.9) occurring in the Gulf of Cadiz illustrate the
practical need to improve our knowledge regarding the Present day
tectonic evolution of this key region.

In this work we present new results concerning the study of
several major bathymetric lineaments, recorded in recent seafloor
sediments of the NW Gulf of Cadiz area. These features were firstly
recognized using the high-resolution multi-beam bathymetry
recently acquired during the MATESPRO campaign (MAjor TEctonic
and Sedimentary PROcesses in the Portuguese Margins, Terrinha et al.,
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http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00253227


Fig. 1. (A) Location of the Gulf of Cadiz area in the general tectonic setting of the Euroasia (Iberia)—Africa (Nubia) plate boundary (Bathymetry GEBCO 2000; Plate boundaries
according tomodel PB2002 of Bird, 2003); (B) Simplified tectonic map of the NWGulf of Cadiz area (bathymetry corresponds to the PARSIFAL 2000, HITS 2001, andMATESPRO 2004
surveys, completed by GEBCO 2000). Inset in the upper left showing (in black) the average direction of the Maximum Horizontal Stresses—SHmax, and (in grey) the direction of the
4 mm/yr convergence rate between Nubia and Iberia (Nocquet and Calais, 2004; Stich et al., 2006; Fernandes et al., 2007). TAPF—Tagus Abyssal Plain Fault; GF—Gorringe Fault; PSF—
Pereira de Sousa Fault; MPF—Marques de Pombal Fault; SVF—Sao Vicente Fault; HsF—Horseshoe Fault; SD—D. Carlos Salt Diapir; AW—Accretionary wedge; CPR—Coral Patch Ridge;
L1–L4—Bathymetric lineaments.
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under review), and were subsequently studied using several multi-
channel seismic (MCS) profiles. In addition, several analogue model-
ling experiments were carried out to get new insight on their origin,
kinematic evolution and tectonic meaning. This was done through
comparison of the obtained experimental results with the correspon-
dent natural examples, which showed that some morphotectonic
patterns associated to the lineaments could be used in a quantitative
manner, as natural strain gauges, allowing a better understanding of
the main tectonic processes at stake.

2. Morphotectonic characterization of the study objects

2.1. Morphologic description

The new MATESPRO bathymetry dataset obtained in NW Gulf of
Cadiz revealed a complex geomorphology, interpreted as the result of
the combined action of different processes such as tectonics,
sedimentation, gravity, and submarine erosion (Terrinha et al.,
under review). These data allowed, for the first time, the identification
of several major bathymetric lineaments (L1 to L4 in Fig. 2). These
linear features strike approximatelyWNW–ESE, exhibiting widths of a
few kilometres (typically 1.5 km to 3 km), and maximum bathymetric
lengths of ca. 100 km. L1 is best characterized by sets of discontinuous
oblique (W–E) morphologic undulations, consisting in alternating
crest and troughs up to 6 km long, displaying a general en-échelon
geometrical disposition (Fig. 3A,B and C); L2 exhibits an overall more
continuous morphology, characterized by two main wide elevated
areas, elongated along strike, and located on opposite sides of a central
linear trough (Fig. 3D).

Unlike the previous described lineaments, L3 is barely seen in the
high-resolution bathymetry. The L4 lineament, although clearly
observable in the bathymetry, does not show any consistently
interpretable morphologic patterns, probably due to the incoherent
rheology response to stress of the tectonicmélange of the Gulf of Cadiz
accretionary wedge (see AW in Fig. 1B). For much of its length, L4
coincides with the northern border of this disturbed seafloor domain,
suggesting that it may be controlled by a deep structure. Because of
these features in the present work wewill concentrate on L1 and L2 as
the main targets for our analogue modelling.
Fig. 2. Bathymetry of NWGulf of Cadiz MATESPRO campaign, Terrinha et al. (under review).
lineaments, interpreted in Fig. 4.
2.2. Structural characterization

The MCS reflection profiles which crosscut the lineaments L1 to L3
show that these coincide with deep seated faults (Figs. 2 and 4). Taking
into account the previously established seismostratigraphy in the area
(e.g. Sartori et al., 1994; Torelli et al., 1997; Tortella et al., 1997), the
interpretation of different segments of the IAM line (Fig. 4) shows that
these faults cut through Mesozoic units (Jurassic to Cretaceous age),
and through a late Miocene (Tortonian) body with a typical chaotic
seismic signature. They also often seem to coincide with possible paths
of abundant upwards fluid migration, seemingly originated at the base
of the Mesozoic (Fig. 4A), and previously recognized by several authors
in this area (e.g. Somoza et al., 2003; Pinheiro et al., 2003; Hensen et al.,
2007).The upper units of the seismostratigraphic sequence correspond
to hemipelagic sediments of Plio-Quaternary age, with thickness
varying between 0.3 and 0.6 s TWT. In the IAM3 line, the fault
corresponding to the L1 lineament, bordering the north-eastern flank of
the Coral Patch Ridge (CPR, Fig. 4), is interpreted has having behaved as
a reverse fault, since theMesozoic reflectors in the hangingwall reveal a
folding geometry congruent with shortening (Fig. 5). Based only on
these profiles it was not possible to ascribe a definite kinematic
evolution to the other (L2 and L3) faults. The Plio-Quaternary
hemipelagic sediments, although some times locally folded, are
generally not cut by the described faults (Fig. 4B). This suggests that
the reverse fault kinematics mentioned above, does not correspond to
the Present day active kinematics on these structures.

Both the morphological and structural description of the study
objects points to the conclusion that these lineaments correspond to
the bathymetric expression of major WNW–ESE trending faults. The
examinedMCS lines show the Plio-Quaternary hemipelagic sediments
sealing the faults (Fig. 4), suggesting that the bulk movement along
these structures does not correspond to active thrusting. Furthermore,
the en-échelon crests and troughs associated to L1 seem compatible
with a Present day dextral wrenching reactivation (Fig. 3A, B and C).

The same MCS lines also show that the fault associated to L2
extends along ca. 200 km, from the accretionary wedge in the East,
coinciding with several previously described mud volcanoes (e.g.
Pinheiro et al., 2003), to the Horseshoe abyssal plain in the West,
where it looses its morphologic expression (Figs. 1B and 2). It should
Location of the IAM multi-channel seismic reflection profiles intersecting the (L1 to L3)
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Fig. 4. (A) Uninterpreted multi-channel seismic profiles IAM4, IAM3 and IAM4e migrated with the water velocity (location in Fig. 2). (B) Simplified seismostratigraphic and tectonic
interpretation of the same profiles. L1, L2 and L3mark the intersectionwith the lineaments identified in the high-resolution bathymetry. Near the fault planes white arrows represent
interpreted kinematics. HS—Hemipelagic sediments; M—Mesozoic units; GS—Giant Scours; (DSDP-135 marks the seismostratigraphic top of the Mesozoic units).
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be noted that with the available MCS dataset the deep seated fault
associated to L2 is perfectible traceable in the Horseshoe abyssal plain,
and further to the West until the base of the Gorringe Ridge. The
mentioned fact that its bathymetric expression is practically non-
existent in this area is probably due to an average greater thickness of
the post Mesozoic sediment pile, particularly in the area close to the
footwall of the Horseshoe fault.

3. Analogue modelling

In the study area recently reported kinematic models derived from
geodetic data (Nocquet and Calais, 2004; Stich et al., 2006; Fernandes
et al., 2007) show a Present day 4 mm/yr convergence rate, along a
direction subparallel to the trend of the study morphotectonic
lineaments (see inset of Fig. 1B). This agrees with the general
possibility of the prevailing compression being presently dissipated
through bulk dextral wrenching along the major faults associated to
these lineaments, which was the main focus of our analogue
modelling.

In the NWGulf of Cadiz area, the detailed vertical rheology profile
of the lithosphere, and of the uppermost crust, is unknown. However,
a non-negligible rheology contrast must exist between the lithified,
harder, Mesozoic units, and the uppermost soft sedimentary cover,
corresponding in part to the unconsolidated hemipelagic sediments of
Plio-Quaternary age. If so, bulk dissipation of the compressive stress
must preferably occur in theMesozoic rigid basement, through dextral
Fig. 3. (A and B) Different views of the L1 and L2 bathymetric lineaments and associatedmorp
arrows point the en-échelon morphologic crests and troughs; (D) View of L2 from WNW. C
Giant scours. Black arrows always indicate the interpreted sense of shear.
strike-slip faulting, deforming the overlying soft cover mostly in a
passive manner. Therefore, our first set of experiments consisted on
the simulation of basement, right-lateral, strike-slip faulting, and
coupled passive shearing in an overlying soft cover.

Nonetheless, given the uncertainty of the upper crust rheology
profile in the area, we also preformed a second set of experiments
assuming that the study faults could nucleate low-angle transpressive
shearing along an narrow band in the overlying sediments. This
possibility implies the assumption of a different rheology structure for
the upper crust, comprising a less abrupt rheology contrast between a
somewhat less viscous basement and the softer sedimentary cover.
Accordingly, the previously faulted Mesozoic basement must be able
to deform, at least to some degree, in a ductile way to allow low-angle
transpressive shearing in the soft cover sediments along a narrow
band overlying the fault. It should be noted that in the case of this
second set of experiments, our objectivewas simply to look at the kind
of morphotectonic pattern that is expected to form in the soft cover
alone, under the mentioned transpressional conditions. In all situa-
tions, we focused mainly on the ductile experimental output,
comparing both results with the various natural examples. For the
basement strike-slip deformation experiments, we further use this
comparison to quantify the amount of shear strain (γ), the along strike
displacement (Δx), and the age of the corresponding shearing
deformation affecting the soft cover sediments.

The present simulation of wrench fault systems and associated
passive shearing follows, with some modifications, the work
hologic features. (C) View of L1 from ESE. AB bathymetric profile just north of L1. White
D bathymetric profile perpendicular to the L2 lineament. CPR—Coral Patch Ridge; GS—



Fig. 5. (A) Zoomed segment of the IAM3 seismic profile of Fig. 4. (B) Illustration of the
interpreted kinematics along L1 fault (white arrows); HS—hemipelagic sediments
(Plio-Quaternary); M—Mesozoic units (DSDP-135 marks the seismostratigraphic top of
the Mesozoic units).
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previously put forward by other authors (e.g. Wilcox et al., 1973;
Richard et al., 1991; Richard and Krantz, 1991; Casas et al., 2001). The
main difference is that the prime motivation of our analogue
modelling was not to theoretical address the study of the implicated
deformation regimes (e.g. simple shear, transpression), but instead, to
use the obtained experimental results instrumentally, i.e., to compare
themwith the natural structures to try to quantify the strain involved
in their formation. Another important difference is that we focused in
the formation of ductile structures, rather than brittle ones, to try to
understand the way through which a soft sedimentary cover,
comprising poorly or even unconsolidated sediments, endures
deformation under the referred conditions.

3.1. First set of experiments: basement strike-slip faulting and coupled
shear deformation

3.1.1. Experimental procedure
In the first set of experiments we used a Perspex strike-slip

deformation rig (Fig. 6) with dimensions of 50×25×5 cm, comprising
two confining vertical walls and two basal, laterally juxtaposed, rigid
plates, moving relatively to each other in opposite directions, driven at
constant velocity (~0.028 mm s−1) by an electric motor.

The materials used as analogues of the soft cover seafloor
sediments include: (1) Dry quartz sand (grain sizeb0.25 mm) with
negligible cohesion and a friction angle of about 30° to simulate brittle
sedimentary layers (e.g. Hubbert, 1951; Horsfield, 1977); (2) Trans-
parent silicone putty (PDMS, a polydimethyl-siloxane, manufactured
by Dow Corning of Great Britain under the trade name SGM 36) as an
analogue of weak layers within the upper crust (see Weijermars
1986a,b,c for PDMS properties), simulating the deformation behaviour
of natural sedimentary rocks such as shales, clays or salt (e.g. Ballard
et al., 1987; Vendeville et al., 1987; Richard et al., 1989, 1991; Marques
and Coelho, 2001; Rosas et al., 2001, 2002). In some experiments a
mixture of dry sand and a fraction of mortar (~40%) was also used to
increase the cohesiveness of the material (measured internal friction
angle around 35°), and thus improve the simulated reproduction of
brittle structures in the model (e.g. Hampel et al., 2004).

To simulate passive deformation of a sedimentary cover above a
basement strike-slip fault system, we constructed an initial model (see
Fig. 6) in which the rigid basement is represented by the basal Perspex
plates. These are overlain by a 1 cm thick silicone layer, corresponding
to the approximately 1 km thickness of the Plio-Quaternary sedimen-
tary cover (scale≈1/100.000). In most experiments a two-layered
silicone-sand cakewith the same total thickness was used instead, with
the intention of monitoring the generation of brittle structures in the
sand layers, as well as the ones expected to form in the silicone. The
surface between the silicone layer and the basal rigid plates is non-
lubricated, promoting total adherence between them. The relative
opposite movement of the plates simulates dextral strike-slip along a
pre-existent basement fault plane, transmitting this movement to the
overlying silicone and sand layers. Square grids, straight lines and
circles were drawn on top of the model surface to be used as passive
strain markers. The dimensions of the deformation rig are sufficiently
large to guarantee that the bulk of the model is not affected by
boundary effects. The experiments were repeated several times to
ensure the consistency of the obtained results, and top view photo-
graphs were taken at regular time intervals.

3.1.2. Experimental results
In the cover silicone-sand layers of our model, the strike-slip

basement faulting was mostly accommodated through the develop-
ment of different types of brittle and ductile structures (Figs. 7A, B
and 8).

The obtained brittle structures are dominant in the sand (sand-
mortar) layers and comprise mainly (inset of Fig. 8): a) Oblique
synthetic Riedel shears (R), orientated at low angles to the bulk shear
direction (15°–20° for the first increments of deformation); b)
Synthetic P shears which originate at the tips of R shears also at low
angles to the shear direction (10°–15°); c) Few antithetic Riedel shears
(R') at high angles (70°–75°)with the bulk shear direction; and d) Few
tension gashes or extension fractures (T) at original 45° to the shear
direction.

Ductile structures also developed in the sand layers, but were
clearly dominant in the silicone cover layers of our models (lower
right photos of Fig. 7A and B), consisting in sets of en-échelon folds,
originally formed at 45° to the shear direction, and progressively
rotating towards it as shear strain (γ) increased. In the sand layers, the
en-échelon folds are also pervasively cut by an anastomosing grid of
synthetic Riedels (R) and P shears (Figs. 7A and 8).

3.2. Second set of experiments: low-angle transpression

3.2.1. Experimental procedure
Asmentioned above, we carried out this second set of experiments

essentially to be able to monitor the type of morphotectonic patterns
that are expected to form under dextral, low-angle, transpression,
affecting soft cover sediments along a narrow shear band. To do so we
used a transpressive deformation rig (Fig. 9) comprising two lateral
(vertical) walls, moving relatively to each other in opposite directions
on top of a fixed (horizontal) basal rigid plate. The walls are driven by
a motor connected to a pair of long screws, pushing them along a
direction making a horizontal angle of 15° with the shear direction, at
the constant velocity of approximately 0.028 mm s−1.

We employed the same materials with the same properties
described for the first set of experiments: dry sand as an analogue
of upper crust brittle behaviour, and transparent silicone putty
(PDMS) to simulate week layers of the upper crust soft sedimentary
cover. Similarly to what was described for the first set of experiments,
a sand-mortar mixture was also some times used to favour the
reproduction of brittle structures.

The constructed initial model consisted in a 1 cm-thick layered
silicone-sand cake (Fig. 9) corresponding to the scaled estimated
thickness of the Plio-Quaternary sedimentary cover (≈1:100,000). It
should be noted that in this case the basal Perspex plate does not
represent an analogue of the Mesozoic basement rocks, since we
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focused exclusively on the low-angle transpressive shearing affecting
the cover.

Total free slip was achieved along the contact surface of the basal
Perspex plate with the silicone layer, by lubricating it with neutral
soap. Conversely, the contact surface between the silicone layer and
the vertical moving walls was non-lubricated, promoting a total
adherence of the silicone to these walls. Straight lines and circles were
drawn on top of the model surface to be used as passive strain
markers. Experiments were repeated several times, and top view
photographs were obtain at regular intervals.
Fig. 6. (A) Experimental apparatus and model setting used in the first set of experiments to
Casas et al., 2001); (B) Top views of the initial state for two of the preformed experiences (
3.2.2. Experimental results
In these experiments (Fig.10AandB) synthetic Riedels (R) also formed

at a low angle to the bulk shear direction, but neither in the silicone layer,
nor in the sand-mortar one, did any set of en-échelon folds developed.
Instead, in early stages (Fig. 10A), a central elongated bulge formed,
consisting in two aligned asymmetric fold segments, trending parallel to
the bulk shear direction, and bounded at both sides by incipient, opposite
directed, early thrusts. For higher amounts of shortening and lateral
displacement (Fig. 10B), synthetic R shears continued to form, and the
folded bulged band narrowed as folds got tighter and thrusts developed.
simulate basement strike-slip faulting and coupled shear deformation (modified after
LAB-PSS#050915 and LAB-PSS#050916).
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4. Comparison of the experimental results with the
natural examples

For both sets of experiments the obtained brittle structural
patterns recorded in the sand cover layers are similar, consisting
essentially in the more or less pervasive development of synthetic R
and P shears (see Figs. 7 and 10). Conversely, the ductile patterns,
comprising the development of folds both in sand and silicone layers,
are clearly different, depending on which set of experiments is
considered: for strike-slip basement faulting and coupled passive
shearing, an en-échelon fold patternwas obtained (see Fig. 7A and B),
whereas for low-angle transpression a totally different pattern of folds
formed (see Fig. 10).

In the first case, the experimentally obtained structural pattern
correlates well with the en-échelon spatial distribution of bathymetric
crests associated with L1 (Fig. 11A and B), which suggests that this
corresponds to a morphotectonic pattern formed passively in the
seafloor soft sediments, as the result of dominant right-lateral strike-
slip reactivation of the underlying basement fault.

For the second set of experiments the obtained structural pattern
resembles more the morphology characterizing L2 (Fig. 11C),
suggesting an origin preferably related with low-angle dextral
Fig. 7. Example of the results obtained in the first set of experiments to simulate basement st
(experiment LAB-PSS#050916, see corresponding initial state in Fig. 6B1), and (B) using a
Fig. 6B2). Top views of the sand/sand-mortar surface are shown for successive increments of
after removal of the previous overlying sand/sand-mortar layer. R—synthetic Riedel shea
fractures; BFT—Basement fault trace.
transpressive shearing along a narrow band nucleated by the
reactivation of the underlying fault.

For both sets of experiments, the obtained structural patterns
correlate with the natural examples, only when the ductile deforma-
tion output is considered. Both L1 and L2 lack any kind of associated
brittle structures, such as the R or P shears that formed in the analogue
models. This shows that the deformationwhich originated the natural
morphotectonic patterns was essentially ductile, affecting poorly
lithified soft sediments of Recent age.

Note that it was not possible to compare the obtained experi-
mental results with L3 and L4 lineaments, because L3 is hardly
recognizable in the bathymetry, and deformation associated with L4 is
probably masked by the local wrinkled seafloor morphology (corre-
sponding to the accretionary wedge domain, AW in Figs. 1B and 2).

4.1. Structural analysis

In our first set of experiments the en-échelon folds were observed
to form and rotate closely towhat is theoretically predicted for passive
strain markers in simple shear progressive deformation. In this
deformation regime, shear strain (γ) is defined as the ratio between
the displacement parallel to the shear direction (Δx) and the width of
rike-slip faulting and coupled shear deformation, (A) using a silicone-sand layered cake
top layer corresponding to a sand-mortar mixture (LAB-PSS#050915, initial state in

γ shear strain. Lower right photos in A and B correspond to the silicone surface top view
rs; R'—antithetic Riedel shears; P—synthetic P shears; T—tension gashes or extension



Fig. 7 (continued ).
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the shear zone (Y) (Fig. 12A). A classical strain maker corresponds to
the strain ellipse of Ramsay and Huber (1983), which in simple shear
forms instantaneously, for infinitesimal increments of shear strain,
with its longest axis at an angle (θ) at 45° to the shear plane (Fig. 12B).
As γ shear strain accumulates, the axial ratio of the strain ellipse
increases and its longest axis rotates towards the shear plane, with
consequent reduction of the angular θ value (Fig. 12B). This behaviour
can be simply described in terms of the relation between γ and θ, as in
the equation presented by Ramsay and Graham (1970) (see Eq. (1)
below, and Fig. 12B). Accordingly, our experimental results show that,
for infinitesimal deformation increments, the en-échelon folds formed
with their hinges approximately parallel to the e1 principal axis of the
instantaneous strain ellipse, at an angle of θ≈45° to the shear plane
(Fig. 12C), and rotated towards it during the progressive non-coaxial
deformation, as γ shear strain increased. This similarity between the
observed experimental behaviour of the en-échelon folds and
the theoretical prediction for simple shear deformation, is shown
by the good correlation that exists between the points corresponding
to the measurements made for θ and γ in the succeeding progressive
deformation stages of the several experiments done, and the equation
curve of Ramsay and Graham (1970) (Fig.12D). This correlation shows
that the en-échelon folds obtained in our first set of experiments
formedunder deformation conditions similar to bulk simple shear, and
hence, given the comparison with the natural examples presented
above, that the samewould also apply to the L1 bathymetric lineament
and associated natural en-échelon folds.
Based on this deduction, measuring themean value of θ (=24.20°)
in the natural en-échelon folds of L1 lineament (see Fig. 11B) made it
possible to determine the approximate amount of shear strain (γ) that
originated these structures in their present orientation. This was done
using equation

γ =
2

tan2θ
; ð1Þ

(Ramsay and Graham, 1970) in which θ=24.20° gives γ=1.78.
Furthermore, using this γ value and the mean width of the L1

shear zone Y (~4000 m), which was estimated based on the observed
spatial distribution of the en-échelon folds (see Fig. 11B), it was also
possible to determine the along strike displacement (Δx) implied in
the shear deformation responsible for the present orientation of the
en-échelon folds. This was done using equation

γ = tg Wð Þ = Δx
Y
; ð2Þ

of Ramsay and Huber (1983), in which for γ=1.78 and Y=4000 m,
we obtain Δx≈7000 m.

In our second set of experiments, concerning the L2 lineament and
associated deformation pattern, the absence of natural structures
useful as reliable (i.e. measurable) strain markers, did not allow a
more quantitative insight, regarding strain quantification of the
transpressive shearing, through comparison between the observa-
tions and the experimental results.



Fig. 8. Deformation pattern obtained in the sand layer of experiment LAB-PSS#050916 for γ≈2 (see Fig. 7A for location).

Fig. 9. Experimental apparatus and model setting used in the second set of experiments to simulate low-angle transpression (modified after Casas et al., 2001). Upper left inset
showing top view initial state of one of the preformed experiences (LAB-TP#051026-2).
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4.2. Age of the deformation associated to the L1 morphotectonic pattern

According to the recently reported kinematic models for the Gulf of
Cadiz computed fromgeodetic data (e.g. Nocquet and Calais, 2004; Stich
Fig. 10. Example of the results obtained in the second set of experiments to simulate low-ang
Riedel shears. SD—Shear direction.
et al., 2006; Fernandes et al., 2007), the ongoing convergence between
Nubia and Iberia occurs along a WNW–ESE direction, subparallel to the
shear direction associated to L1, at a rate of approximately 4mm/yr (see
inset in Fig. 1B). Thus, by considering the value of the along strike
le transpression (exp: LAB-TP#051026-2, initial state in the inset of Fig. 9). R—synthetic



Fig. 11. Comparison of the natural examples (A—study bathymetric lineaments L1 and L2) with the obtained first (B) and second (C) set experiments. θ—angle between the en-
échelon folds and the shear direction (SD); γ—corresponding shear strain; Y—shear zone width.
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Fig. 12. (A and B) Schematic representation of the theoretical behaviour of passive strain markers under simple shear deformation (adapted from Ramsay and Huber, 1983).
(C) Schematic representation of en-échelon folds behaving as passive strain markers under simple shear deformation. (D) Plot of θ and γ values, measured for succeeding
deformation stages of several experiments, against the equation curve of Ramsay and Graham (1970).
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displacement (Δx≈7000m)obtained above, and the reported4mm/yr
convergence rate, itwaspossible to estimate themaximumage of 1.8Ma
for the deformation responsible for the L1morphotectonic pattern. This
estimate is based on the assumption that the cover sediments recording
this pattern are soft (poorly lithified), deforming mostly in a ductile
manner, which suggests a simultaneous character of sedimentation and
strain. In accordance, the syntectonic sedimentation rate would be of
critical influence on the nucleation and development of the L1
structures, since relatively larger sedimentation rates would tend to
attenuate the morphologic expression of the developing structures.
Therefore, the well preserved L1 morphotectonic patterns seemingly
suggest low syntectonic sedimentation rates, which agrees with the
average 30 cm/Ky (0.3mm/y) reported by Lebreiro et al. (1997) for the
horseshoe abyssal plain.

5. Summary and conclusions

Based on our experimental results, and on the bathymetry and
seismic reflection data presented above, we conclude that: (1) In the
Gulf of Cadiz, the WNW-ESE lineaments correspond to the bathy-
metric expression of active deep seated faults; (2) These faults show a
Present day kinematics consisting in bulk dextral wrenching; (3) The
deformation which originated the study morphotectonic lineaments
started at a maximum age of ca. 1.8 Ma. (4) These lineaments formed
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in soft, most probably, poorly consolidated sediments, deposited at
relatively low rates of syntectonic sedimentation.

Our results show that the morphotectonic pattern associated to L1
was formed as a consequence of dextral strike-slip reactivation of a
basement fault, coupled with passive simple shear deformation of
the overlying soft sedimentary cover. On other hand, the seafloor
bathymetry pattern associated to L2 must have formed preferably as a
consequence of low-angle dextral transpression. However, in this case,
the uncertainty concerning the local upper crust vertical rheology
profile, did not allow a better comprehension of the process governing
the nucleation of a transpressive shear band in the soft sedimentary
cover overlying the correspondent fault. Moreover, since no natural
structural features useful as strain gauges were found in this case, a
more quantitative insight was also impossible to achieve. It should be
noted that L1 borders the northern–eastern flank of the CPR (Figs. 1B,
2 and 3), which could correspond to a rigid body resisting shortening
and favouring lateral slip, instead of transpressive shearing, along this
limit.

5.1. Tectonic implications

In the Gulf of Cadiz, the faults associated to the studied lineaments
were previously reported to have endured a complex tectonic
evolution from Early Mesozoic through Cenozoic (Terrinha et al.,
under review). Based on the inspected seismic profiles (see Figs. 4 and
5), it was in some cases possible to recognize a kinematic behaviour
characterized by reverse faulting. These faults cut through the
Mesozoic and the base of the Tortonian chaotic body, but do not
affect the top of this unit, neither the overlying sediments which are
generally sealing these structures (see Figs. 4 and 5). This shows that
the reverse fault kinematics is not presently active.

Our conclusions fit the whole-scale strain partitioning scenario,
recently proposed by Terrinha et al. (under review), according to
which the Nubia–Iberia collision in the Gulf of Cadiz area is Presently
being accommodated through oblique westwards thrusting along
NNE–SSW faults, such as the Horseshoe fault and Marques de Pombal
active faults (see Fig. 1B), and simultaneously through bulk dextral
strike-slip reactivation of pre-existent WNW–ESE faults, correspond-
ing to the studied bathymetric lineaments. According to our experi-
mental results, the age of this deformation recorded by Recent bottom
floor soft sediments in the Gulf of Cadiz is ca. 1.8 Ma (late Pliocene).
Furthermore, given theWNW–ESE trend of the faults their interpreted
kinematic behaviour is in good agreement with the kinematic models
derived from geodetic data yielding a 4 mm/yr convergence rate,
subparallel that same direction.
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Abstract Earthquakes and tsunamis along Morocco’s coasts have been reported since
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1 Introduction

Morocco, by its peculiar geological context and proximity to the Nubia–Eurasia plate
boundary (NEPB) is the western African littoral that is most exposed to earthquake-
induced tsunamis (El Alami and Tinti 1991). The most severe submarine earthquakes felt
in Morocco were those generated offshore along the Atlantic coast (El-Mrabet 1991).
Some of these events were tsunamigenic, as was the case of the 1st November 1755 event,
which certainly was the most devastating tsunami ever reported in Morocco. Its waves
ravaged the Iberian and Moroccan Atlantic coasts, with run-up heights that reached
5–15 m and were observed across the Atlantic in the West Indies (Baptista et al. 1998a;
Lander et al. 2002, 2003). The largest Atlantic earthquakes of the last century were the
25th November 1941 (M = 8) strike slip event (Buforn et al. 1988, 2004) and the 28th
February 1969 (Ms = 7.9) event (Fukao 1973). Both events were recorded in Morocco.
The peak-to-peak amplitudes of the 1941 event were 0.23 and 0.5 m (1.30 and 1.40 m with
the tide) at the ‘‘Casablanca-Jetée Trasversal’’ and ‘‘Casablanca-Petite Darse’’ tide gauge
stations, respectively (Debrach 1946). In the case of the February 1969 event, the unique
record available to us is a hand copy drawing of the filtered signal showing a first arrival of
0.9 m downward.

The present study reviews the impact of tsunami inundation on the Atlantic coast of
Morocco by assessment of the associated vulnerability. The extensive occupation of the
coastal area, the enormous influx of tourists during high season and the great importance of
harbours and other coastal facilities increase considerably the vulnerability of the Atlantic
coastal regions of Morocco to tsunami impact. However, tsunami-related vulnerability
studies have never been attempted along the Moroccan coast, which makes this study a
first-hand quantification of the tsunami hazard in the region. Mapping vulnerability is
required for preventing the community resiliency and emergency planning for tsunami
hazards, especially in the areas where the tsunami threat is poorly estimated.

The area studied of about 10 km 9 2 km, corresponds to Casablanca harbour and its
surroundings (Fig. 1a). This part of Casablanca includes several historical and cultural
sites, such as the Sqala, and more generally the ancient Medina, the modern Hassan II
Mosque, and a wide range of building types with a variety of styles (traditional Arab,
colonial French, and more modern buildings). It is characterized by a population of about
550,000 inhabitants who are concentrated in the main districts of Sidi Belyout, Roches
Noires, ancient Medina and El Hank. Moreover, the area has very great economic
importance due to the presence of the harbour, which is the most important in Morocco.
Hence, in case of a tsunami inundation, the economic and human loss in the study area
could be considerable. Also, the flat topography of the region (Fig. 1b) increases the risk of
inundation in this part of Casablanca.

In this study, we compute the tsunami inundation boundary, the inundation flow depth
and the vulnerability of building stock in the area. The paper is subdivided into two
sections. The first focuses on tsunami hydrodynamic modelling and inundation mapping,
whereas the second concerns the development of a new tsunami vulnerability calculation
model, which can be used to assess the building vulnerability of large areas with a variety
of building structures. The tsunami vulnerability assessment approach presented here is
based on a combination of the results of tsunami hydrodynamic modelling, information
collected during the building inventory and the use of a GIS tool to construct vulnerability
maps. A step-by-step methodology that considers three parameters/criteria to be the main
elements that influence the tsunami vulnerability of buildings was developed. These
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parameters/criteria are building condition, inundation zone and quality of sea defence.
A dynamic calculation formula, which uses the three criteria, is developed and presented.

2 Geological background—tectonic tsunami models

The study sector is centred on the Casablanca harbour and represents an area of about
(10 9 2) km2 (Fig. 1a). This segment of the North Atlantic coast of Morocco is located at
the western end of the Nubia–Eurasia plate boundary (NEPB). The NEPB extends from the
Azores to the western Mediterranean Sea, showing contrasting tectonic features from
transtensional in the west, close to the Azores, to transpressional at the Gibraltar Strait
(Buforn et al. 1988; Morel and Meghraoui 1996; Roest and Srivastava 1991; Jiménez-Munt
et al. 2001) (Fig. 2). Along the Azores, the interplate domain is rather complex, as a
consequence of the low spreading velocity (ca. 5 mm/year), but it generates spreading
along the Terceira and Pico–Faial axes (Miranda et al. 1998; Fernandes et al. 2007).
Between 24"W and 19"W, it is believed to follow a prominent morphological feature, the
Gloria Fault, in an almost pure transcurrent way. East of 19"W, the interplate domain is
morphologically complex and characterized by a series of huge ridges and seamounts (the
Gorringe Bank, the Coral Patch and Ampère seamounts) that delimitate morphological
depressions, such as the Horseshoe and Tagus abyssal plains, where discrete segments of
plate boundary are difficult to identify (Sartori et al. 1994; Tortella et al. 1997). East of
19 W, the focal mechanisms indicate right lateral and reverse faulting on roughly east–
west oriented structures (Borges et al. 2001; Buforn et al. 2004). This is usually interpreted
as being the result of the relatively low interplate motion (ca. 4 mm/year) given by
kinematic plate models (e.g., DeMets et al. 1994; Sella et al. 2002; Fernandes et al. 2003).

Almost all major earthquake events in SW Iberia are historical (pre-instrumental),
although some relevant shocks have been recorded by instruments during the last century.
Among the historical events, the 1st November 1755 event is the best described. However,
as a consequence of the complexity of this transpressive domain, the location of the
earthquake source remains uncertain. The descriptions of the previous large events may be
obtained only from a few Roman documents that we cannot access at this stage. Also, we
do not know whether they correspond to different events on broadly the same geological
structure or to the activity of different segments of the plate boundary.

On the other hand, several authors have investigated the source of the Lisbon earth-
quake, using either macroseismic data (Martinez-Solares et al. 1979; Levret 1991), average

Fig. 1 a The study area of Casablanca-Morocco. b Bathymetry and topography for the Casablanca Harbour
and its surrounding areas
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tsunami amplitudes in the tide records of the 28th February 1969 tsunami (Abe 1979), or
scale comparisons with the 1969 event (Johnston 1996). These studies were based on the
assumption that the 1755 earthquake source was located south of the Gorringe Bank in the
Horseshoe Abyssal Plain close to the 1969 earthquake and tsunami source (Gjevik et al.
1997), and most probably related to the bank build up (Fukao 1973). A different approach
was considered by Baptista et al. (1998a, b) in a systematic study of the historical records
of the 1755 tsunami wave heights observed along the Iberian and Morocco coasts. It was
based on tsunami hydrodynamic modelling that was concluded for a different source
position that was located closer to the SW Portuguese continental margin. The approach
taken by Baptista et al. (1998b) was not to deduce ‘‘the source’’ from tsunami data, but to
deduce the constraint on the location of the source by tsunami data. Independently, Zitellini
et al. (1999), based on the outcome of a regional MCS survey performed in 1992 (AR92
lines), identified a very large active, compressive, tectonic structure located 100 km off-
shore SW Cape S. Vicente, which was proposed as a likely cause of the 1775 event. This
location was compatible with the numerical modelling of Baptista et al. (1998a, b). Finally,
an alternative solution was proposed by Gutscher et al. (2002) based upon seismic images
of the crustal structure in the Gulf of Cadiz and tomographic images that indicate an active
accretionary wedge, overlying an eastward dipping basement and connected to a steep, east
dipping slab of cold, oceanic lithosphere beneath Gibraltar. Gutscher et al. (2002) used the
geometry of the shallow east dipping fault plane of the Gibraltar subduction as determined

Fig. 2 Seismicity map of the Azores-Gibraltar area and the 1st November 1755 Lisbon model earthquakes
used in this study. Seismic Data (red dots) from ISC Catalogue for the period 1970–2007 and magnitudes
larger than 3. T, Terceira Island; HAP, Horseshoe Abyssal Plain; TAP, Tagus Abyssal Plain; GF, Gloria
Fault; SM, S. Miguel Island; MAR, Mid-Atlantic Ridge; AS, Ampère Seamount; GB, Gorringe Bank; ES,
Estremadura Spur; GS, Gibraltar Straight. Earthquake models (yellow traces): (1) Gorringe Bank North
(Johnston 1996), (2) Pop up model (Zitellini et al. 1999; Baptista et al. 2003), (3) Cadiz Slab (Gutscher et al.
2002) and (4) N160 (Baptista et al. 1998b)
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in a parallel study (Thiebot and Gutscher 2006) and calculated the ensuing seismic
moment. He also modelled synthetic tsunami waves generated by rupture along such a fault
plane.

For this study, we selected four different earthquake models, which are thought had
generated the 1st November 1755 earthquake (Fig. 2). Considering that the latter corre-
sponds to the worst case earthquake scenario, we assume that these earthquake models
represent the WYCC (Worst Yet Credible Case) of a tsunami impacting Casablanca. All
earthquake models infer a magnitude of *8.3–8.5. The fault parameters presented in
Table 1 correspond to those published by Johnston (1996), Zitellini et al. (1999, 2001),
Baptista et al. (1998b, 2003), Gutscher et al. (2002, 2006), Gutscher (2004), and are used to
compute the sea bottom deformation in the Okada’s equations (Mansinha and Smylie
1971; Okada 1985). A comparison of different earthquake mechanisms is beyond the scope
of this study.

3 Mapping inundation

3.1 Numerical model

The tsunami hydrodynamic modelling includes three main steps—generation, propagation
and inundation (Liu et al. 1994). To generate the initial disturbance of the ocean surface by
a submarine earthquake, the initial sea surface perturbation is assumed to be equal to the
vertical displacement of the sea floor. The deformation of the ocean bottom is determined
from a linear elastic dislocation theory (Mansinha and Smylie 1971; Okada 1985).
Tsunami propagation and run-up calculations were based on a modified version of the
Cornell Multigrid Coupled Tsunami Model (COMCOT) (Liu et al. 1998), which we have
named COMCOT-Lx. The code solves both linear and non-linear shallow water equations
in spherical or Cartesian coordinates using an explicit leap-frog finite difference numerical
scheme (Liu et al. 1998). The numerical model uses a nested grid system with different
grid resolutions in order to fulfil the need for tsunami simulations in different scales—from
the source zone to the high resolution local grids where inundation maps are computed
(Wang and Liu 2007b).

Table 1 Fault parameters for different earthquake models for the 1st November 1755 Lisbon tsunami

Source name Fault parameters

Dimension (km) Slip
(m)

Dip
(")

Strike
(")

Rake
(")

Model 1 Gorringe Bank source
(Johnston 1996)

L = 200; W = 80 12 40 56.7 90

Model 2 MPTF/GB source
(Zitellini et al. 1999)–
(Baptista et al. 2003)

MPTF: L = 105; W = 55
GB: L = 96; W = 55

20 24 21.7
258.5

90

Model 3 Cadiz subduction source
(Gutscher et al. 2002;
Gutscher 2004)

L = 210; W = 180 10 2.5; 5 and 7.5 349 90

Model 4 N160 source
(Baptista et al. 1998b)

L = 210; W = 75 13 45 340 90
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A moving boundary scheme (Liu et al. 1995) to track the moving shoreline enables the
run-up and the inundation to be computed. The effect of bottom friction on tsunami
flooding is taken into account by Manning’s formula. The reliability of COMCOT-Lx was
tested against the benchmark tests proposed by Synolakis et al. (2007). The COMCOT
code has been used to study several tsunami events such as the 2003 Algeria Tsunami
(Wang and Liu 2005) and, more recently, the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami (Wang and Liu
2007a).

3.2 Digital terrain model (DTM)

The grid model for simulation of tsunami propagation in the eastern part of the Atlantic
Ocean offshore from Morocco and the Gulf of Cadiz extends from 30"N to 42"N and from
4"W to 13"W. To obtain a good description of bathymetric and topographical effects, three
nested grid layers of differing resolutions (0.008", 0.002" and 0.0005", corresponding to
800, 200 and 50 m) were incorporated. The finer or high resolution grid is focused on
Casablanca harbour and its surroundings (Fig. 1b). The DTM (bathymetry/topography)
was generated from a compilation of multisource height/depth data from multibeam sur-
veys, digitalized bathymetric charts of 1:150,000 and 1:15,000 scales (Folio 3,132 and 861
of Admiralty Charts and publications) and digital cartographic data of 1:25,000 scale.
Small and large scale bathymetric charts were merged on a unique database, and all data
was transformed to WGS84/UTM coordinates (fuse 29). For the shore, digital height data
from 1:25,000 topographical charts were supplied by ‘‘Direction de la Conservation
Foncière du Cadastre et de la Cartographie’’ of Morocco.

The fusion of high resolution depth and height data requires a common definition for the
vertical reference surface. Bathymetric charts and topographical charts use different ver-
tical references. The first uses a local reference related to the principal harbour of the chart
and the later uses the mean sea level for a certain epoch. In this project, the zero height
(vertical datum) was defined by the General levelling network of Morocco as the mean sea
level for the Casablanca tide gauge, and all depths were converted to this reference.

The zero height contour line that was obtained from the 1:25,000 topographical data
was then used as a boundary for land–sea transition. Depth and height data were merged
subjected to the zero line constraint and carefully edited on the onshore–offshore envelope.
A TIN (triangular irregular network) with all data points, including the zero height line as a
constraint and breaklines representing surface discontinuities close to the shoreline (har-
bour, pier, quay), was constructed. A second editing was done and a final grid with 10 m
resolution was computed over the TIN network. Generalizing the 10-m resolution grid to a
50-m resolution grid, which is necessary for the modified COMCOT program, has an
enormous smoothing effect that destroys most of man-made structures. In order to preserve
these main structures, an enhancement/exaggeration scheme was applied to the 10-m
resolution grid before the generalization to a 50-m grid. In the DTM, there is no inclusion
of breakwater structures or buildings. The estimated vertical accuracy on land is 2 m,
estimated as the standard deviation of the residuals between the grid (50 m resolution) and
the cartographic data. This varies significantly, mainly in the sea, according to the existing
charts.

3.3 Mapping inundation results

Figure 3 shows the results of inundation computations and flow depths over land for each
proposed earthquake model. These results do not take into account the tide. As expected,
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the presence of flat low areas close to the sea (Fig. 1b) makes this site prone to tsunami
flooding. All rupture mechanisms that were tested produced an inundation of the Casa-
blanca harbour and surrounding area to a distance of approximately 1.5 km inland.
Tsunami flow depths vary from 1 to 6 m at Casablanca harbour and its surroundings. In all
cases, the maximum run-up is compatible with the slip value of the rupture mechanism, as
already noted by Okal and Synolakis (2004). A maximum flow depth of *6 m is obtained
for candidate earthquake model 2. Flow results from this model represent the most extreme
inundation case for the study area. In the case of the three other models, the inundation is
less than in the previous case.

4 Building tsunami vulnerability (BTV) assessment

4.1 Building survey

The area that today is Casablanca was settled in about the tenth century BC. It was since
used as a port by the Phoenicians and, later, the Romans. During the fourteenth century, the
town rose in importance as a port. In the fifteenth century, it was destroyed by the Por-
tuguese, who used the ruins to build a military fortress in 1515. The village that grew up
around it was called, according to some sources, ‘‘Casabranca’’, meaning ‘‘White House’’
in Portuguese. The Portuguese eventually abandoned the area completely after 1755,
following the earthquake that destroyed it. The Old Town and the ancient Medina, as it is
today, was built during the eighteenth century and continued to develop during the Spanish
period. During the French occupation (1907–1956), some French style buildings appeared
next to the Old Town. The development of the industrial harbour of Casablanca began
under the French occupation, but the work was completed only in 1912.

Fig. 3 Inundated area and computed flow depths over land for each proposed source model of the 1st
November 1755 Lisbon earthquake and tsunami
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The authors visited the coastal area of Casablanca in April 2007, to perform an
inventory of the building types and the quality of existing sea defences. The survey
concentrated on the harbour and surrounding areas (Medina, Ain Sebaa) and attempted to
examine the condition of buildings, as well as their possible capacity to resist tsunami
waves.

The area is characterized by the presence of a large variety of structure types ranging
from non-engineered buildings to well-designed engineered constructions. The non-engi-
neered structures include single-storey unreinforced brick houses and low-rise timber
buildings, stores typical of the ancient Medina and two- or three-storey reinforced concrete
frame structures. On the other hand, multi-storey engineered structures are in the form of
reinforced concrete (RC)-framed buildings with masonry infill or concrete block walls. Six
types of constructions were distinguished (Fig. 4a–f): unreinforced masonry walls, timber
construction, brick traditional, non-engineered RC buildings, engineered RC frames with
infill masonry walls and multi-storey engineered RC buildings. The main features and
detailed descriptions of these building types are as follows:

Fig. 4 Building types in the study area. a Single-storey structureless dwelling; b non-engineered timber
construction; c brick traditional buildings of the ancient Medina; d non-engineered RC building with
masonry infill walls; e engineered RC frames with infill masonry walls; f multi-storeys well-designed
engineered RC buildings
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4.1.1 Unreinforced masonry walls

The single-storey structureless dwellings of 2.5–3 m in height are the predominant type in
the ‘El Hank’ coastal zone of Casablanca. The construction of this building type consists of
masonry bricks or dry stones with earthen mortar walls, without reinforced concrete col-
umns or beams. They are also characterized by very shallow foundations. Most roofs are
zinc coated and few are covered by wood and cement mortar.

4.1.2 Timber construction

Non-engineered timber constructions were observed in the western coastal part of the
studied area, about 5 km from the harbour (‘El Hank’ zone). Single-storey residential
buildings of this category are among the minority in this sector. These houses have timber
plank walls, wood frames and beams that are attached to typical galvanized iron sheet
roofs. Most houses suffer from very shallow bases where the columns are not well
anchored to the foundation.

4.1.3 Brick traditional

In the area next to the harbour, the typical two- or three-storey buildings of the ancient
Medina form the predominant structural type for houses, shops and tourist flats. Houses are
generally built by an assemblage of traditional and natural materials, such as stone, wood,
lime and mortar. Buildings have rubble stones with lime mortar walls, wooden columns
and beams. Roofs consist of wooden frames and layers of reeds covered with clay mortar.

4.1.4 Non-engineered RC buildings

Reinforced concrete structures in the form of two- or three-storey residential houses, cafes
and shops have cracks of varying degree in their structural and non-structural elements,
because of the poor quality of materials used. Such construction consists of thin columns
and beams of reinforced concrete with infill unreinforced masonry bricks walls and solid
slabs, with concrete roofs. At several buildings, failures of beams at joints were observed.
These are related to inadequate anchorage of the reinforcing bars.

4.1.5 Engineered RC frames with infill masonry walls

This type of construction constitutes the predominant structural type in the study area.
Most of these buildings are residential houses, although a few constitute the harbour
facilities. Such buildings consist of reinforced concrete columns and beams of medium
thickness, with infill of masonry bricks walls and solid slabs with concrete roofs. Foun-
dations are relatively well built using stony blocks, reinforced with concrete.

4.1.6 Multi-storey engineered RC buildings

These well-designed buildings are the predominant type of structure for hotels, offices and
also new residential apartments. These twentieth-century multi-storey constructions were
built in accordance with the Moroccan paraseismic code (RPS 2000). This category of
buildings is characterised by robust reinforced concrete columns and beams connected to
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concrete block bearing walls and/or masonry infill walls. The roofs consist of precast
concrete beams with concrete topping.

In summary, poorly constructed structures in the form of low-rise timber houses,
unreinforced masonry walls or non-engineered RC buildings appear to be the most vul-
nerable to tsunami forces and can suffer varying degrees of damage, depending on their
location from the shore. However, the well-designed engineered structures appear to
possess sufficient strength to resist tsunami lateral forces, which can survive tsunami waves
with minor damages that will be limited to the first floor.

4.2 BTV assessment methodology

In recent studies of tsunami vulnerability assessment, the dynamic concept implies that
vulnerability is not uniformly distributed within the flood zone and depends on a number of
parameters (Papathoma and Dominey-Howes 2003; Papathoma et al. 2003; Dominey-
Howes and Papathoma 2007).

In the present study, we attempt to predict the building tsunami vulnerability of the
Casablanca area using a combination of the tsunami inundation results and the information
collected during the survey. A dynamic database is constructed in order to include the
results of the building and sea defence survey. This database can be updated whenever
needed and new vulnerability maps can be produced. GIS tools are used to display vul-
nerability maps. The outline of the main steps for the assessment of BTV follows:

4.2.1 Step 1: Identification and calibration of criteria controlling the BTV

The key to the BTV assessment methodology presented here is the identification of the
factors that control the expected building damage related to the impact of tsunami waves.
Three parameters/criteria are considered to influence the vulnerability of the building
stock. They are the building condition, the inundation zone and the quality of the sea
defence. The first criterion is linked to the building state, whereas the two others are related
to its location. The choice of reported parameters is based on recent published studies
about the performance of structures after the tragic event of Sumatra 2004. Following that
event, it was observed that the level of building damage correlated well with condition of
the house, construction technique, building location and water depth (Boen and EERI
2006; Maheshwari et al. 2006; Murty et al. 2006; Ruangrassamee et al. 2006; Saatcioglu
et al. 2006).

However, these parameters do not affect the BTV equally. Thus, weight factors (Fw) are
introduced to calibrate those elements in the order of their importance to influence building
vulnerability. The importance of the criteria is considered to be linked to the measures of
tsunami impact reduction that may be taken. It is easier and cheaper to improve housing
conditions by reinforcement or restoration than to relocate the building or to construct a
breakwater. Moreover, the reinforcement of buildings may serve to protect houses from
other natural disasters. Hence, we assume that the criterion concerning the condition of
buildings is higher in importance than those related to their location (inundation zone and
the presence or absence of breakwaters). On the other hand, the presence of a sea defence
at various places along the coastline can reduce the flood risk, but certainly not prevent a
tsunami inundation, especially in the case of a great tsunami like the 1755 event. This is
why the flow depth parameter is considered to be more important than the sea defence
criterion in the BTV estimation model. Weighting factors (Fw) for the identified param-
eters/criteria are given in Table 2.
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4.2.2 Step 2: Classification connected to each criterion

In view of the fact that each identified criterion regroups a number of elements that are
characterized by different levels of building performance, flood risk or resistance to tsu-
nami wave, a classification connected to the parameters/criteria is required in order to
group elements with similar conditions in a set of classes. A level of condition, risk or
resistance is attributed to each established class in order to indicate its degree of vulner-
ability within the corresponding criterion (independently of the other criteria).

Classification of built stock is based on building inventory information. House classes
are established according to building structures, material used, condition of ground soil and
construction quality. Inundation maps from modelling results are used firstly to identify the
flood zone and secondly to divide this zone into subzone classes, according to the com-
puted maximum flow depths. The sea defence classes are classified according to their
possible capacity to reduce tsunami inundation, taking into account their quality, form and
dimensions.

A classification factor (Fc) is attributed to each established class in order to indicate its
vulnerability level in relation to the corresponding criterion. The values attributed to the
classification factors depend on the study area. The classification factors for the Casablanca
case are discussed in Sect. 4.3.

4.2.3 Step 3: BTV estimation model

The estimation of BTV requires a combination of the criteria responsible for controlling
tsunami building damage. In this study, we consider the influence of the three defined
criteria in assessing the BTV for each building class. The dynamic aspect of vulnerability
is taken into account by introducing the weighting and classification factors in a dynamic
formula. The following formula has been adopted to assess the BTV for each building class
(Eq. 1):

BTV"%# $ "Fc:b % Fw:b# & "Fc:i % Fw:i# & "Fc:s % Fw:s#P3
k$1 "Fc:max % Fw#k

% 100 "1#

where Fc.b is the building classification factor corresponding to the building class for which
the BTV is calculated; Fc.i corresponds to the classification factor of the flood zone class
where the building class is located; and Fc.s is the classification factor of the sea defence
class existing in front of the building class. Fw.b, Fw.i and Fw.s are the weighting factors for
building condition, inundation zone and sea defence, respectively. Fc.max is the maximal
value of the classification factor established in the k-criterion; where k is the criterion
number.

On the other hand, the values of the BTV calculated from the Eq. 1 are associated with a
grade of expected building damages. Five categories of building damage levels, ranging
from D0 (no damage) to D4 (total destruction), are considered. Each grade of damage is

Table 2 Parameters/criteria
responsible to control the BTV
and corresponding weight factors
(Fw)

Parameters/criteria Weigh factor (Fw.i)

Building condition Fw.b = 3

Inundation zone Fw.i = 2

Sea defence Fw.s = 1
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defined to describe an interval of the estimated building vulnerability in order to give a
clear idea of what concern the limits of mechanical resistance of buildings against the
tsunami flood. The D0 grade corresponds to a BTV of 0–20%; D1 (slight no structural
damage) to a BTV of 20–40%; D2 (slight structural damage) to a BTV of 40–60%; D3
(severe structural damage) to a BTV of 60–80% and, finally, D4 (total collapse) to a BTV
of 80–100%.

4.3 Application to the study area

4.3.1 Building classification

Engineered and non-engineered buildings in the study area (Sect. 4.1) were classified into
four main categories—class A to class D (Table 3). In order to describe each building
class, levels of structure condition and performance are attributed, and a corresponding
classification factor (Fc.b) is established. The main characteristics of building construction,
such as its quality, the material used and the number of storeys were taken into account to
estimate the building performance level. Five levels, ranging from very good for well-
designed buildings to bad for structureless dwellings, are attributed. The Fc.b is defined
according to the level of performance that each building class can develop in the case of a
tsunami threat, considering only the building condition criterion. For this reason, building
class A, including single-storey structureless dwellings and timber buildings, is considered
to be four times greater in order of vulnerability than building class D, which consists of
well-designed multi-storey engineered buildings.

Table 3 Building classification, structure conditions, mechanical resistance and classification factors (Fc.b)
of building stock along the study area

Building
class

Structure, material used,
construction quality

Condition
level

Mechanical resistance
and expected damage

Classification
factor (Fc.b)

A Single-storey structureless
dwelling and timber buildings
made of unreinforced bricks,
stone, earthen mortar, wood
and zinc. Very poor
construction quality

Bad Very weak resistance to lateral
forces: risk of total collapse
in case of a great tsunami

4

B Traditional brick houses of the
ancient medina made of stone,
wood, lime, reed and clay
mortar. Non-engineered two-
or three-storeys RC with
unreinforced masonry walls
and thin RC frames. Medium
construction quality

Medium Weak resistance to lateral loads,
acceptable resistance to the
horizontal forces. Risk of
severe structural damage
in case of a great tsunami

3

C Two to four-storeys engineered
RC-framed buildings with infill
masonry walls. Good
construction quality

Good Good resistance to both lateral
and horizontal forces. Risk
of slight to moderate damage

2

D Well-designed multi-storeys
engineered new buildings with
robust RC frames and concrete
block walls. Very good
construction quality

Very
good

Strong resistance to both lateral
and horizontal forces. Only
slight damage is expected

1
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A summary of the building classification and present structural conditions is given in
Table 3. The distribution of the different building classes within the inundation zone is
illustrated in Fig. 5.

4.3.2 Identification and classification of zones prone to tsunami inundation

The identification of zones of potential inundation is based on the results of tsunami
inundation modelling that are presented in Sect. 3. For tsunami vulnerability assessment,
we take the most extreme result (model 2) from the various models studied as a case to
study. The classification of flooded subzones at significant risk shows that we can divide
the inundation zone into three levels based upon the flow depths obtained from the
inundation maps. Table 4 presents the inundation risk level, the corresponding flow depth
and the classification factor (Fc.i) for each classified inundation subzone. The Fc.i varies
from 3 for 4–6 m of flow depth to 1 for 0–2 m of inundation, depending on the flooding
risk level. The Fc.i values are based on the assumption that the 1755 event represents the
worst case tsunami for the study area. The flow depths of 4–6 m are considered to be the
maximum that can be produced in this area. This is why the higher class value of 3 is
attributed to 4–6 m of inundation.

Fig. 5 Map to display the distribution of the established building and sea defence classes within the
inundation zone

Table 4 Inundation subzones
classes; the corresponding inun-
dation risk levels, flow depths
and classification factors (Fc.i)

Zone class Inundation
risk level

Corresponding
flow depth (m)

Classification
factor (Fc.i)

A High 4–6 3

B Medium 2–4 2

C Low 0–2 1
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4.3.3 Classification of sea defence quality

The field survey revealed areas that are relatively well protected from moderate tsunami
waves and also areas where there is almost no sea defence. The existing sea defence
structures consist of: (1) tetrapod concrete breakwaters of about 3 m in height each, which
are superposed and distributed around the harbour and the Hassan II Mosque, (2) a con-
crete revetment wall of about 5 m in height and 0.6 m in thickness, which extends
*2.5 km along the coastline between the Hassan II Mosque and the El Hank zone and (3)
3-m high concrete walls constructed onshore, a few meters from the shoreline and covering
the area from the harbour to the Hassan II Mosque.

In Table 5, we classify the various existing sea defence structures, according to their
possible capacity to resist tsunami waves. The good level of resistance is attributed to the
breakwater structures, including both tetrapods and the 3-m high concrete walls, which
protect the harbour zone up to the Hassan II Mosque (Fig. 5). A medium level is con-
sidered for the revetment breakwater in the form of the 5-m concrete wall (Fig. 5).
However, the areas, where sea defence structures are absent, appear to offer poor levels of
resistance. A classification factor (Fc.s) is assigned to each sea defence class to indicate the
breakwater class performance (Table 5).

4.3.4 Elaboration of BTV map using GIS tool

The coastal Casablanca base map that depicts an area up to 2 km from the coast was
digitized from a 1:5,000 scale map using GIS software. This map is used to extract three
different layers of our GIS database: building blocks, sea defence areas and inundation
zones. Buildings were grouped as polygons (Fig. 5). Areas that either had or lacked sea
defence structures were digitized as polygon features. Each polygon feature starts from the
coastline, where the breakwater is constructed, and proceeds inland including the zone
protected by the sea defence structure (Fig. 5). Inundation subzones were identified from
modelling results and then digitized in our map.

Each layer was scored according to Table 2. The numerical value assigned to each
unique attribute quantifies the risk associated with each attribute. Spatial Intersection
functionality in ArcGIS software was used to combine all layers into a composite data set
to ease the analysis. This functionality uses the logical operator ‘‘AND’’ to combine all of
the information in ‘‘Input’’ with all of the information in ‘‘Overlay’’. The resultant
‘‘Output’’ contains all of the data from all layers. Once all layers were joined into a single
layer, the building tsunami vulnerability was estimated by application of Eq. 1 to yield a
BTV map.

Table 5 Sea defence classes;
the corresponding characteristics,
resistance levels and classifica-
tion factors (Fc.s)

Sea
defence
class

Characteristics Resistance
level

Classification
factor (Fc.s)

A Absence of sea defence Bad 3

B Concrete wall of about 5 m in
height and 0.6 m in thickness

Medium 2

C Tetrapods of 3 m in height ?
3-m high concrete walls

Good 1
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4.4 BTV results and model validation

We tested the proposed BTV assessment approach in a part of the coastal area of Casa-
blanca-Morocco that is characterized by a high building density and a large variety of
construction types. Figure 6 shows the tsunami vulnerability variations for the building
classes in the inundation zone and the sea defence classes. It also indicates the expected
building damage in order to estimate the mechanical limits of buildings’ resistance against
tsunami waves. This graph was established by applying Eq. 1 to the different building
classes of the study area. The results indicate that the tsunami vulnerability of each
building class is significantly influenced by the criteria of building location. The BTV for
class A ranges from *72 to 100%. This makes this building category highly vulnerable to
a tsunami flood with total collapse as the expected damage. The high BTV also includes
buildings from class B. Their vulnerabilities vary between 57 and 85%, which correspond
to a medium to high BTV. The class C building category appears to be less vulnerable than
the previous categories. It has a maximum BTV of *70%. Among the building classes of
the study area, class D appears to possess good resistance to tsunami inundation, seeing
that its vulnerability reaches*55% in the worst case (class A for both inundation zone and
sea defence).

The spatial distribution of the BTV in the study area is displayed in Fig. 7. The results
clearly show that most buildings located near the shore within the high flood risk zone
(4–6 m of flow depth) belong to the very high or high BTV category (Fig. 7). The
exceptions, with a medium BTV, correspond to the well-designed structures (i.e., Hassan II
Mosque and twentieth-century multi-storey buildings). The zone of medium flood risk
(2–4 m of flow depth) is characterized by the presence of four levels of BTV. Within this

Fig. 6 Tsunami vulnerability variations for the building classes in function of the inundation zone and sea
defence classes and the corresponding expected damages
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subzone, the structureless dwellings and timber buildings, especially those located in the
‘El Hank’ zone, are very high vulnerable to 2–4 m of flow depth. This zone also includes
*50% of the ancient Medina structures, for which the level of vulnerability is high
(60–80%). The low BTV category subsists in this flooded subzone due to the good quality
of building construction and the presence of a good sea defence. The predominant category
in the low flood risk zone (0–2 m of flow depth) is the medium BTV.

Like all models, the BTV model proposed in this study requires validation. For this
purpose, we use the results of the field survey performed after the 17th July 2006 Java
tsunami (Reese et al. 2007). This post-tsunami survey focused on Pangandaran–Indonesia,
due to the high proportion of permanent buildings with much variation in design, and also
the high levels of reported building damage in this area. Following Reese et al. (2007), the
observed building destruction levels range from extensive damages for non-engineered
structures to limited damages for well-designed engineered structures. The results of this
study that involve the building categories and the corresponding observed damage levels
are summarized in Table 6.

In spite of the relative differences in building structures between the study area of
Casablanca and the Pangandaran area, a good correlation in term of observed damage
levels (for Pangandaran) and estimated BTVs (for Casablanca) can be found. The poor
structure types, involving the timber/bamboo houses, were subject to total destructions at a
water depth that exceeded 2 m in Pangandaran. The observed damage is in good agreement
with the estimated BTV of 80–100% for the poorly constructed buildings in Casablanca
with an inundation depth of more than 2 m. Moreover, for building classes B and C of the
study area, the expected vulnerability levels for a flood depth reaching 4 m correspond
approximately to the damage levels observed for brick traditional and RC frame with infill
walls structures in Pangandaran (Table 6). However, this validation has some limitations,
especially in regard to the estimation of BTV for building class D in Casablanca and also
within the inundation zone where the flood depth exceeded 4 m. These limitations are due
to the fact that: (1) the Pangandaran area does not contain well-designed multi-storey
buildings that are similar to those of class D in Casablanca; and (2) the water depth in
Pangandaran area did not exceed 4 m.

Fig. 7 Map to display the BTV within the flood zone in the study area of Casablanca-Morocco
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5 Discussions

5.1 Mapping inundation

The great inundation distances and flow depths obtained for the four candidate tsunami-
genic sources suggest that coastal Casablanca communities are seriously exposed to the
risk of tsunamis. The computed maximum flow depth ranges from 1 to 6 m. Several
factors, such as the earthquake source parameters, earthquake location, near-shore
bathymetry and coastal topography, control the variation in flow depth in the Casablanca
sector. Clearly, the threat posed by a rupture mechanism of a 20-m slip (model 2) is greater
than those posed by just the 10–13 m of slip (models 1, 3 and 4). The use of a 20-m slip for
tsunamigenic model 2 may overestimate the computed flow depth in the study area. We
also assume that the inundation results are overestimated due to the fact that the coastal sea
defence structures around Casablanca harbour were not included in the DTM model.
Normally, a comparison of modelling results with historical records enables one to test the
reliability of the numerical results. However, the lack of precise historical reports con-
cerning the impact of the 1755 tsunami event on the Casablanca area makes any com-
parison difficult. Moreover, changes in onshore coastal topography that have occurred in
the past 250 years do affect the inundation. In such a situation, the numerical model, if it is
sufficiently credible, offers a good means to estimate tsunami hazard information in regard
to distribution of the inundation depth.

5.2 BTV assessment

This study focuses on the application of a new methodology to assess building vulnera-
bility to the threat of tsunamis in the coastal area of Casablanca-Morocco. The proposed
BTV model has two main advantages: (1) the estimation of tsunami vulnerability of
building classes by the introduction of building types with similar conditions in the same
class, which permits the assessment of BTV for a larger area containing various building

Table 6 Observed levels of
tsunami damage for the building
stock in Pangandaran area after
the 17th July 2006 Java tsunami

Building category Observed damage

Timber/bamboo For a 1.5–2 m of water depth 70% destroyed
and 30% lightly to heavy damaged. For a
depth exceeding 2 m, essentially a total
collapse

Brick traditional Damage levels not much deferent from
timber/bamboo buildings, exception for
water depth greeter than 2 m where some
houses remained upright but not repairable

Brick traditional with
RC columns

\1 m of water—minor damage
1–2 m of water—light to moderate damage
(repairable)

3–4 m of water—serious damage, but
buildings upright

RC frame with brick
infill walls

\1 m of water—light damage to ground floor
1–2 m of water—light to moderate damage to
ground floor (repairable)

3–4 m of water—moderate damage to ground
floor (holes punched through 1 or more
walls), but building upright and repairable
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types; and (2) the use of tsunami inundation modelling to identify the potential zones at
risk of flooding, which is particularly important in areas where tsunamis are infrequent and
where no field data is available to calibrate the inundation.

On the other hand, different approaches have been recently developed to estimate the
damage to buildings due to the impact of tsunami waves. Some of these approaches use the
current velocity and flood force design to assess the level of damage. The BTV model
proposed in this study does not integrate the current velocity and flood force in its esti-
mation of building damage expected for three main reasons: (1) both the flood velocity and
the hydrodynamic tsunami load depend on the flow depth (Dames and Moore 1980; Okada
et al. 2005), which has been considered in this study to be a principal criterion in the
assessment of the BTV; (2) the tsunami flood can create on the onshore buildings a large
variety of forces, including hydrostatic, buoyant, hydrodynamic, surge and debris impact
forces, as well as wave-breaking loads. Assessing the impact of these forces on the
building is difficult due to the design of those loads and the estimation of the impact
duration (Yeh 2007); and (3) the estimation of the building damage based on the tsunami
forces design requires precise information concerning the mechanical behaviour laws of
the building construction materials, as well as the exact geometry and building form. This
kind of data is difficult to collect, especially for areas that contain a variety of building
types.

Results presented within GIS in the form of a vulnerability map show a clear picture of
the most vulnerable parts of Casablanca harbour and the surrounding area. This map may
enable local authorities and emergency planners to construct an evacuation plan for the
study area. It can also be useful for the localization of priority zones where tsunami
mitigation measures must be concentrated. The very high BTV category is concentrated in
the western coastal part of the area studied due to the presence of poorly constructed
buildings, as well as an absence of breakwater barriers. These building types are vulnerable
to total collapse in the case of a 1755-like tsunami event. Hence, this zone should
benefit, whenever possible, from structure-retrofitting or rebuilding programs. The well-
constructed buildings have BTVs raging from low to medium, depending on their loca-
tions. The expected damage to structures in this category may be limited to the first floor.
For buildings in this class and located within a zone of high flood risk, it is recommended
that any fragile material, such as glass, be avoided in first floor construction. Further, there
should be a plan for vertical evacuation.

6 Conclusions

We simulated the coastal inundation for tectonic-generated tsunami sources offshore from
South West Iberia. The parameters of the tsunami sources used in this study are those that
have been published by other authors. The computed run-up heights range from 1 to 15 m,
and the inundation areas range in distance from 0 to 1.5 km inland. The worst case scenario
has been used to produce a vulnerability map. The BTV model incorporates multiple
factors that contribute to tsunami vulnerability that we can divide into two main categories:
a factor inherent to building condition and two parameters related to the external or
environmental conditions (inundation zone and sea defence).

Most buildings, in the study area, are note configured and maintained in ways that
effectively reduce the risk of exposure to the threat of tsunami. The very high tsunami
vulnerability of some zones in Casablanca requires urgent tsunami mitigation planning.
Also, buildings of ancient Medina, which present the historical and cultural patrimony of
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Casablanca, should benefit from building restoration programs, in view of the fact that
about 50% of this zone belongs to a high BTV category.

In summary, the results presented here suffer from limitations due to the models used to
describe the rupture, propagation and run-up, and also from the data available concerning
bathymetry, topography and buildings. Despite these limitations, the results correspond to
first-hand quantification appropriate to tsunami impact and have important implications for
decision makers and land use planning.
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through Present compression in the Tagus Abyssal Plain are mapped using the
most up to date available to scientific community multi-channel seismic reflection and refraction data.
Correlation of the rift basin fault pattern with the deep crustal structure is presented along seismic line IAM-
5. Four structural domains were recognized. In the oceanic realmmild deformation concentrates in Domain 1
adjacent to the Tore–Madeira Rise. Domain 2 is characterized by the absence of shortening structures, except
near the ocean–continent transition (OCT), implying that Miocene deformation did not propagate into the
Abyssal Plain. In Domain 3 we distinguish three sub-domains: Sub-domain 3A which coincides with the OCT,
Sub-domain 3B which is a highly deformed adjacent continental segment, and Sub-domain 3C. The Miocene
tectonic inversion is mainly accommodated in Domain 3 by oceanwards directed thrusting at the ocean–
continent transition and continentwards on the continental slope. Domain 4 corresponds to the non-rifted
continental margin where only minor extensional and shortening deformation structures are observed.
Finite element numerical models address the response of the various domains to the Miocene compression,
emphasizing the long-wavelength differential vertical movements and the role of possible rheologic
contrasts. The concentration of the Miocene deformation in the transitional zone (TC), which is the addition
of Sub-domain 3A and part of 3B, is a result of two main factors: (1) focusing of compression in an already
stressed region due to plate curvature and sediment loading; and (2) rheological weakening. We estimate
that the frictional strength in the TC is reduced in 30% relative to the surrounding regions.
A model of compressive deformation propagation by means of horizontal impingement of the middle
continental crust rift wedge andhorizontal shearing on serpentinizedmantle in the oceanic realm is presented.
This model is consistent with both the geological interpretation of seismic data and the results of numerical
modelling.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. The Tagus Abyssal Plain and the Iberia Continental Margin

It is now widely recognized that many non-volcanic rifted
continental margins are characterized by the presence of a transitional
zone between the thinned continental crust and oceanic crust.
However, the nature of this zone is still a matter of debate and
different hypotheses have been suggested for its origin in the West
Iberia Margin (WIM): i) thin, tectonized oceanic crust formed at the
351 289800069.
dro.terrinha@ineti.pt
ulin@fc.ul.pt (M. Moulin),

l rights reserved.
early stages of accretion by ultra-slow spreading ridge or in a magma
starved accretion setting (Sawyer, 1994; Minshull et al., 1998;
Srivastava et al., 2000); ii) very thinned continental crust (Whitmarsh
et al., 1990; Whitmarsh and Miles, 1995) and iii) exhumed, highly
serpentinized mantle (Boillot et al., 1989; Pickup et al., 1996; Chian
et al., 1999; Dean et al., 2000; Whitmarsh et al., 2001). The anomalous
crust is underlain by a layer with P-wave intermediate velocities
between 7.0 and 7.6 km/s in various Atlantic margins. This layer is
interpreted either as serpentinized upper mantle (Boillot et al., 1989;
Chian et al., 1999) or as an evidence for underplating (White and
McKenzie, 1989; Kelemen and Holbrook, 1995).

TheWIMand its conjugate, theNewfoundlandmargin (Fig.1A) that
broke apart in the Early Cretaceous (in Barremian times), are examples
of margins where the ocean–continent transitional zone has been
recognized and extensively investigated by geophysical methods
(Mauffret et al., 1989; Pinheiro et al., 1992; Reid, 1994; Whitmarsh
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andMiles,1995;Miles et al.,1996;Whitmarsh et al.,1996; Pickup et al.,
1996; Gonzalez et al., 1999; Chian et al., 1999; Dean et al., 2000; Funck
et al., 2003; Hopper et al., 2004; Lau et al., 2006a,b; Van Avendonk
et al., 2006; Shillington et al., 2006; Sibuet et al., 2007; Afilhado et al.,
in press) and ocean deep drilling (Boillot et al., 1987; Sawyer et al.,
1994; Whitmarsh et al., 1998; Tucholke et al., 2004).

To the north, the Galicia Bank and Flemish Cap form a very
asymmetric pair of conjugate margins. The abrupt necking of the
continental crust without tilted blocks in the Flemish Cap (Funck et al.,
2003; Hopper et al., 2006) contrasts with the gradual thinning of the
continental crust in Galicia, where a number of tilted blocks are
recognized on top of a major detachment, the “S-reflector” (Reston
et al., 1996; Whitmarsh et al., 1996). There is no evidence in Flemish
Cap for the zone with serpentinized upper mantle like in the Galicia
Margin (ibid.). Instead, the transitional zone in the Flemish Cap is
considered to be made up mostly of oceanic crust formed by ultra-
slow accretion (Hopper et al., 2006).

Further south, the Iberia Abyssal plain and its conjugatemargin, the
Grand Banks in Newfoundland (IAP and GBN in Fig. 1A), show a very
different picture. In the Iberian side the transitional basement
comprises highly thinned continental crust attached to a large zone
(∼150 km) of exhumed and serpentinized continental mantle on the
oceanic side (Pickup et al., 1996; Dean et al., 2000). In the Newfound-
land side most of the transitional basement is of continental affinity
(Shillington et al., 2006; VanAvendonk et al., 2006; Lau et al., 2006a,b).
Furthermore, the partial serpentinized mantle underlying the thinned
continental crust, as recognized in the Iberia Abyssal plain (Chian et al.,
1999; Dean et al., 2000), is not wide spread on the Newfoundland side,
as normal mantle velocities are also indicated in SCREETCH2 (Van
Avendonk et al., 2006).

The Tagus Abyssal Plain and its conjugate margin, the southeast
Grand Banks in Newfoundland, have not been drilled and were much
less investigated by geophysical methods, than the margins to the
North. The interpretation and modelling of wide angle and near
vertical seismic data along IAM-5 multi-channel (MCS) profile
(Afilhado et al., in press) indicates that nearly the entire TAP is
underlain by oceanic crust (Domains 1 and 2 in Fig. 1B). Both seismic
data, magnetic and free-air modelling concur to the identification of a
major rock property contrast at ∼10.5°W (Domain 2/Domain 3 contact
in Fig. 1B), which is interpreted as the eastern limit of the oceanic
crust. Between this location andMadeira–Tore Rise, theMSC andwide
angle data indicate that the oceanic crust thins almost to nought
locally. This thinning can be related to the decrease of magma supply,
allowing for the serpentinization of the shallowest mantle levels
[ibid.], which is in good agreement with the P-wave velocities
modelled by Pinheiro et al. (1992) in that area.

To the east of ∼10.5°W Afilhado et al. (in press) recognised an
approximately 40 kmwide zone called the OCT (Fig. 2), similar to the
zone of exhumed serpentinized mantle recognized in the Iberia
Abyssal Plain to the north. However, the OCT in the TAP is rather
narrower than the exhumed serpentinized mantle zone in the Iberia
Abyssal Plain.

The southeast Grand Banks margin shows a succession of domains
very similar to the conjugate margin in the TAP, but with smaller
widths (Reid, 1994). Both margins show a very small number of tilted
blocks. While the anomalous velocity upper mantle is recognized in
the Grand Banks, no similar layer was identified in the TAP, but its
presence cannot be excluded below the thinned continental crust
domain (Afilhado et al., in press).

The interpretation of the geo-transect proposed by Afilhado et al.
(in press) for the TAP, along the IAM-5 seismic line, is in contradiction
with previous interpretations by other authors, who assimilate the
whole extent of the crust at the TAP to oceanic crust (Mauffret et al.,
1989; Srivastava et al., 2000) or to transitional crust (Rovere et al.,
2004). Although indicating different locations for the OCT, Pinheiro et
al. (1992) and Afilhado et al. (in press) both conclude that the
transitional basement extends over a narrow zone in the TAP. The
interpretation of the different crustal/lithosphere domains have
important consequences on the proposed ages for the earliest ocean
floor and for plate reconstruction models, as shown by the difficulties
of closing the conjugate margins using only the unquestionable
domains of conjugate continental crust (Klitgord and Schouten 1986;
Olivet, 1996, Srivastava et al., 2000; Sibuet et al., 2004).

The WIM was subjected to the remote effects of the main Late
Cretaceous through Miocene orogenesis that led to the formation of
the Pyrenees and the Betics, associated with the east–west trending
northern and southern Iberia collision boundaries, respectively. The
onshore approximately east to west trending thrusts of the inverted
Lusitanian rift Basin formed during Late Cretaceous, Paleogene and
Miocene times (Ribeiro et al., 1990; Kullberg et al., 2000, 2006) and
thrust tectonics in the south Portuguese margin and Algarve Basin
occurred mostly during the Late Cretaceous and Paleogene (Terrinha,
1998; Roque, 2007). Compressive structures in the offshore were also
mapped by Wilson et al. (1996) in the Iberia Abyssal Plain and by
Mauffret et al. (1989) in the Tagus Abyssal Plain.

Post-rift tectonics in the shelf and upper slope that borders the TAP
to the east is mostly expressed by vertical movements and erosional
unconformities (Alves et al., 2003). Along IAM-5 line, reverse faulting
in the Miocene seems to be concentrated at the limits of the main
crustal domains (Afilhado et al., in press). Zones displaying compres-
sional deformation of Eocene and Miocene age were also identified in
the Iberia Abyssal Plain, coincident with the ocean–continent
transition (Masson et al., 1994). The concentration of deformation
was postulated to occur due to a rheological contrast, but no
modelling supported this conclusion (ibid.). The effects of theMiocene
compressive events in the TAP are fairly evident and their breadth
should be evaluated and taken into account when attempting to
understand the processes of formation of the margin in this area.
Furthermore, rheological contrasts between crustal and mantle
domains in the margin and their discontinuous geometries are likely
to control the loci, style and amount of ductile deformation and
faulting. In this case, rheological numerical modelling of the Miocene
compressive event and the comparison of model predictions with
geological observations provide additional insights into the debatable
nature and geometry of the TAP's crust.

1.2. Objectives

The main goals of this paper were to see in detail, firstly, how do
the tectonic structures observed within the sediments and shallow
acoustic basement correlate with the deep structure computed from
wide angle by Afilhado et al. (in press); secondly, how did the Miocene
compression propagate across the various rheological domains of the
WIM and TAP; thirdly, explore the comparison between the presented
tectonostratigraphic model and the numerical models to investigate
the interplay between Miocene compression and rheology. These
goals were pursued by thoroughly studying the tectonostratigraphy of
the region that encompasses the TAP and a multi-channel seismic
profile (MCS) perpendicular to the WIM and TAP, the IAM-5 profile
(Fig. 1B).

2. Tectonics of the Tagus Abyssal Plain

Here we present the results of the interpretation of theMCS profiles
shown in Fig. 1B that allowed the production of a tectonic map
and subsequent interpretation of the morphotectonics of the TAP and
neighbour WIM with special detail for the Miocene through Present
times.

The stratigraphic calibration of MCS IAM-5 and of all the lines
shown in Fig. 1B was taken from Roque (2007). The departure point
for calibration was the foot-wall of the Marquês de Pombal Fault on
MCS AR92-10, and then various paths and tie-lines were checked
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Fig.1. A) Bathymetric map of the North Atlantic Ocean (data fromGebco97) with location of the study area including themainMCS lines. Locations ofMCS lines on the homologous Grand Banks of Newfoundlandmargin are also shown.MAR:Mid-Atlantic Ridge; KT: King's Trough; GB: Gulf of Biscay; IAP: Iberia Abyssal Plain; TAP: Tagus Abyssal Plain; GC: Gulf of Cadiz; M:Morocco;
P: Portugal; A: Azores; N: Newfoundland; GBN: Grand Banks of Newfoundland; GTF: Gloria Transform Fault, PFZ: Pico Fracture Zone; OFZ: Oceanographer Fracture Zone; ABR: Azores–Biscay Rise;MTR:Madeira–Tore Rise; NR: Newfoundland Rise. B) Tectonic–bathymetric map of the study area. Contours are every 100m (data fromGEBCO97—Digital AtlasWeb Site: www.nbi.ac.uk,
and Sideline et al., pers. comm.). Also shown the location ofMCS lines acquired during LUSITANIE86 (Mauffret et al.,1989), RIFANO92 (Sartori et al.,1994), IAM93 (Banda et al., 1995), BIGSETS98 (Zitellini et al., 2001), SISMAR02 (Contrucci et al., 2004) and VOLTAIRE02 (Zitellini et al., 2002) surveys. Heavy lines represent the portions of theMCS lines shown in Figs. 2 and 5. The colored
faults have been mapped during the present work, the black ones come from Terrinha et al. (submitted for publication). The boundaries and axis of the J Anomaly are based on the interpretation of the magnetic grid of Verhoef et al., 1996 (Fidalgo, pers. comm.). MPF: Marques Pombal Fault; SVC: Sao Vicente Canyon; SC: Setubal Canyon; HSF: Horseshoe Fault.

http://www.nbi.ac.uk
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Fig. 2. A. General tectonic and seismostratigraphic interpretation of the IAM-5MCS profile. Seismostratigraphic calibration based on Roque (2007).White arrows, normal fault kinematics (LateMesozoic/Paleogene); Black arrows, reverse fault reactivation (ranging from Late Paleogene/Early Miocene through Present). B. Depth converted IAM-5MCS profile with seismostratigraphic
interpretation superimposed on velocitymodel (upper right: stretching factor of continental crust). Velocities and rheology from seismic refractionmodel (see text). L2— oceanic crust layer 2; L3— oceanic crust layer 3; UCC— upper continental crust; MCC—middle continental crust; LCC— lower continental crust; TC— transitional crust. Top and bottomvelocities in km/s. The pale
colors at the west end represent regions where the seismic velocity is not well resolved.
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until the final stratigraphic model was obtained for IAM-5 and the
TAP. The seismostratigraphic horizons taken from Roque (2007) were
(Fig. 2A): i) base of Paleogene, ii) base of Lower Miocene, iii) base of
Upper Miocene, iv) base of Lower Pliocene and v) base of Upper
Pliocene.

The TAP displays a trapezoidal shape bound by the Estremadura
Spur in the north, the TMR in the west, the Gorringe Bank in the south
and the Avis Mountains in the east. The nature of these boundaries
and their tectonic control are now described.

2.1. The Tagus Abyssal Plain–Tore–Madeira Rise boundary

The western limit of the TAP displays an abrupt transition from a
deep seated basin filled up with more than 3 s TWT of sediments,
ranging from Lower Cretaceous age through Present in the central part
of the TAP, and a less than 2 s TWT thick basin in which Lower
Cretaceous sediments are missing or condensed in the west.

In the acoustic basement above the Moho this transition was
accommodated by means of a set of eastwards dipping extensional
faults bounding rotated blocks (Fig. 2A and B) that separate a western
foot-wall zone with normal thickness oceanic crust from an eastern
regionwith thinned oceanic crust, respectively Domain 1 and Domain
2 in IAM-5 (Figs. 1B and 2). The latter is overlain by the thickest part of
the deep basin that contacts abruptly with the shallower basin of
Domain 1 across a N–S trending extensional fault whose main activity
occurred during the Upper Cretaceous and Paleogene.

2.2. The Tagus Abyssal Plain–Gorringe Bank boundary

To the south of the TAP the seafloor rises from depth of −5000m to
a maximum of −25 m over a distance of approximately 25 km, i.e. a
mean slope of approximately 11°. The slope cuts across the north-
westwards directed Gorringe thrust (Fig. 1B), across which the oceanic
lithosphere overthrusts sediments ranging from the Albian through
LateMiocene age (Ryan et al., 1973; Auzende et al., 1978; Zitellini et al.,
2004). The thrust probably initiated its activity in Early Miocene
times although its main activity occurred during Mid-Late Miocene
Fig. 3. Detailed tectonic interpretation of an eastern segment of IAM-5 MCS profile (zoomed
syn-rifting normal fault which underwent Miocene reverse fault reactivation). Black arrow
Paleogene through Late Pliocene/Present; FC is sealed by the Early Miocene, FD is sealed by th
Upper Pliocene and seemingly denotes a bathymetric expression suggesting active defor
characterized by a progressively younger reverse fault reactivation towards the continental
reflectors. OCT — Ocean–continent transition. B — Westward migrated basin boundary (see
times when an olistostrome wedge was deposited at the foot of the
thrust.

2.3. The Tagus Abyssal Plain–Príncipes de Avis Mountains boundary

To the east, the TAP boundary comprehends the continental slope
of the West Iberian Margin that underwent the Triassic–Lower
Cretaceous rifting. The submarine mountains of the Príncipes de
Avis (Fig. 1B) correspond to fold and thrust structures formed during
the Miocene tectonic inversion of the rifted margin. Most of the
tectonic inversion structures are rooted in Mesozoic age extensional
faults, which were inverted and propagated upwards forming blind
thrusts that generated folds in the sedimentary cover, as can also be
seen in Domain 3 in IAM-5 (Fig. 3). The main reverse faults trend NE–
SWand dip towards the continent near the OCT and they reverse their
thrusting polarity upslope towards the continent. The NE–SW
trending segment of the Setúbal canyon sits on the submarine
continuation of the southeastwards directed Arrabida thrust belt. The
upper part of the continental slope at −1500 m and −970 m water
depths display well preserved half-grabens bound by N–S trending
faults dipping to the west. These faults show little evidence of tectonic
inversion.

Shortening deformation structures of Pliocene–Quaternary age
formed as reactivations of Miocene reverse faults.

2.4. The Tagus Abyssal Plain–Estremadura Spur boundary

The Estremadura Spur is an E–W trending morphological high that
results from the Miocene tectonic inversion of pre-existent rift faults.
On MCS profile IAM-T1 (Figs. 1B and 4) a northwards steeply dipping
fault bounds a less deformed foot-wall basin. Although the sedimen-
tary rift wedges can be observed in this MCS profile the orientation of
the faults that controlled the precursor rift basin of the Estremadura
Spur are still not understood due to lack of seismic data in this area.
Onshore, extensional faults trending NW–SE of Middle Jurassic age in
the Arrábida fold belt were reactivated as transpressional dextral
strike-slip faults also common within the onshore southern part of
from Fig. 2A). White arrows correspond to pre-Cenozoic normal fault kinematics (FG is a
s correspond to the reverse fault reactivation event with an age interval ranging from
e reflector corresponding to the base of the Upper Pliocene and, FF affects the base of the
mation at Present. Note that such age span denotes a diachronic migration pattern
margin (i.e. towards the East). Black and white double dashed lines — Shallow basement
text for further explanation).
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Fig. 4. General tectonic interpretation of the IAM-T1 MCS profile. The two seismostratigraphic horizons are based on the calibration of the IAM-5 profile (see Fig. 2). Black arrows
correspond to reverse faults events. This profile illustrates the two eastern faults which can correspond to a dextral transpressive fault (see more detail in the text).
this spur (Kullberg et al., 2000, 2006). Thus, it is considered that the
fault shown in Fig. 4 is a dextral transpressive fault.

3. Tectonics of line IAM-5

The MSC IAM-5 profile was analyzed in terms of its deep crustal
structure and of the Meso-Cenozoic tectonic deformation. This joint
analysis led to the recognition of four main structural domains
(Domains 1, 2, 3 and 4), and three sub-domains (Sub-domains 3A, 3B
and 3C), which are next described.

3.1. Deep crustal structure

The main rheological properties of the lithosphere along the
transectMCS IAM-5were constrained by refraction data and described
in detail by Afilhado et al. (in press). Their velocity model was used to
perform the depth conversion (Fig. 2B) of the interpretation of theMCS
data (Fig. 2A). Based on Fig. 2A and Bwenext present themost relevant
features concerning the crystalline crust.

3.1.1. Domain 1 and Domain 2 (the oceanic realm)
Unquestionable oceanic crust is evidenced by two high velocity

gradient layers west of km200 (L2 and L3 in Fig. 2B). The basement
faulted-blocks (Fig. 2A) are restricted to the upper layer L2 and the
faults root at the L2/L3 level (Fig. 2B). An exception occurs at ∼km150,
where a listric fault roots at the Moho level. Two distinct crustal
segments are distinguished to the east and west of this point (km150).
In the western segment the crystalline crust is ∼1–2 km thinner and
the Moho ∼0.5–1 km shallower than in the eastern segment (Fig. 2B).

3.1.2. Sub-domain 3A and Sub-domain 3B (the transitional region)
Sub-domains 3A and 3B are characterized by both vertical and

horizontal variations of the P-wave velocity and are the most
heterogeneous and interesting regions of this study. Sub-domain 3A
coincideswith the ocean–continent transition (OCT), having a basement
velocity structure that is not oceanic or continental. Steeply dipping
reflections at the base of this crustal sub-domain may be related to
intrusions also suggested to occur further south (Mauffret et al., 1989).
This sub-domain is also characterized bya somewhathigher density and
remnant magnetization (Pinheiro, 1994; Afilhado et al., in press).
Another important remark is that the faults in the OCT (FD and FE in
Fig. 3) cross-cut thewhole basement down to theMoho level (Fig. 2B). In
the OCT the Moho reaches its shallowest point at km220.

The shallowest levels of Sub-domain 3B are believed to consist of
middle grade metamorphosed continental crust, based on the crustal
velocities and adjacent onshore geology. The crystalline crust reaches a
minimum thickness of ∼3 km at ∼km245, underneath a thick syn-rift
and post-rift sedimentary cover (Fig. 2A). However, the deepest crustal
layer in Sub-domain 3B is disrupted and consequently its continental
origin is uncertain. It is also in Sub-domain 3B that the stretching factor
reaches a value of∼3 (at∼km270) increasing rapidly to thewest of this
point.

Among the 3 hypotheses for the OCT lithology, namely (i) thinned
continental, (ii) slow-spreading oceanic crust, or (iii) exhumed and
altered mantle, Afilhado et al. (in press) prefer a continental affinity
in the upper crystalline crust, overlying a heterogeneous layer of
intruded gabbros or intruded serpentinized peridotites, that extends
to the east and vanishes below the unquestionable continental crust
in domain 3B.Wewill describe later how the different hypotheses for
these regions, OCT and Sub-domain 3B, were tested with the
numerical modeling.

3.1.3. Sub-domain 3C and Domain 4 (the continental realm)
Unquestionable continental crust is present in Sub-domain 3C and in

Domain 4. In Sub-domain 3C we note the pinch-out of the lower
continental crust (LCC in Fig. 2B) at km295 implying that the middle
continental crust rests directly on top of the mantle and the Moho slope
reaches its maximum value (∼24%). In Domain 4 the crystalline crust is
∼30 km thick and the stretching factor of the continental crust is ∼1.2 to
1.5 (Fig. 2B).
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3.2. Seismostratigraphy

3.2.1. Domain 1
Domain 1 lies between thewell developed reliefs of the TMR to the

west, and the flattest area of the TAP (domain 2 to the east). Clearly
localized on oceanic lithosphere this domain is characterized by
important relief of the acoustic basement, comprehending several
regularly spaced (∼10 km) peaks overlain by a pile of sediments
ranging from Upper Cretaceous through Present (Fig. 5). The height
difference between positive and negative reliefs can exceed 2 km (1 s
TWT) and various faults were recognized and mapped associated to
these morphologies (see Figs. 1B, 2 and 5). These faults affect the
basement and appear to root at the level of a strong reflective horizon
at approximately 9 s TWT. This horizon is discontinuous and not
imaged underneath the basement peaks (Figs. 2 and 5).

The faults in this domain strike N–S and formed during tectonic
extension of Domain 1 from Cretaceous through Paleogene times and
this deformation style is clearly sealed by the Lower Miocene
unconformity (Fig. 5). The Upper Miocene through Lower Pliocene
sedimentary packages lack any kind of extensional structures and show
somemild evidences of shortening, accommodated by folding and local
inversion of normal faults, but there are no well developed thrusts.
Although the reverse faults do not breach out the Upper Miocene, the
existence of angular unconformities and their geometry within the
Upper Miocene and Lower Pliocene clearly attest for the occurrence of
compressive tectonic events and associated uplift of these ages.

The kinematics of the deformation structures contemporaneous
with deposition of the Lower–Middle Miocene are dubious, suggesting
mild extension and shorteningwhich can be interpreted as the result of
dominant wrenching kinematics along these faults, possible associated
with low angle transpression/transtension, as an effect of the NNW–SSE
oriented Miocene compression in the WIM. (cf. FA in Fig. 5).

Towards the western end of IAM-5, where the TMR topography is
more vigorous, an increase of Pliocene–Quaternary tectonic deforma-
tion is observed, suggesting reactivation or neo-formation of reverse
faults and uplift of the TMR (cf. Figs. 1 and 2A).

Domain 1 contactswithDomain 2 across an extensional fault formed
in the Cretaceous as shown by the seismostratigraphic interpretation
Fig. 5. Detailed tectonic interpretation of the westernmost segment of IAM-5 MCS profile
Cretaceous to Paleogene (note that this extensional event is generally sealed by the Lower M
(note that this event, although mildly affecting the Upper Miocene, is sealed by the reflector
lateral wrenching on FA faults during Early–Middle Miocene; Black and white double dashed
(Fig. 5) and active until the EarlyMiocene. It is parallel to the extensional
faultsmapped in Domain 1 and also rootswithin the oceanic crust at the
well imaged reflector located deeper at around 10 s TWT, which also
corresponds on the refraction model to the boundary between L2/L3
(Fig. 2B).

3.2.2. Domain 2
Domain 2 corresponds to the flattest area of the TAP where present-

day tectonic activity is not detected in seismic reflection. Rift faults
of Cretaceous age bound the main reliefs of the acoustic basement
(Figs. 2A and 3). The relief of the basement of the westernmost part of
this domain is identical to Domain 1; in the central and eastern parts
of this domain, which coincides with the proposed OCT (Afilhado
et al., in press) this relief is shallower and smoother. A NE–SW trending
localized compressive structure of Paleogene age is observed (cf. FC in
Fig. 3) but the most important tectonic inversion structure is of Late
Miocene age (cf. FD in Fig. 3). This reverse fault is localized above the
OCT location as proposed by Afilhado et al. (in press), showing a total
vertical movement of approximately 0.58 s TWT, most of which
occurred between the Late Miocene and the Late Pliocene. During this
time interval, this tectonic uplift was responsible for the westwards
shifting of the eastern boundary of the TAP, from km225 to km190 (BL
in Fig. 3).

3.2.3. Domain 3
Domain 3 corresponds to the continental rise segment of themargin,

from depths of around −4800m to −1000m (km200 to km310, Fig. 2A).
The basement shows a series of extensional structures of Cretaceous and
Late Jurassic age. Tectonic inversion of these rift faults from Early
Miocene through Late Miocene accommodated most of the shortening.
The Pliocene through Present compressive structures occur in this
Domain upslope with respect to the most important ones of Miocene
age, which concentrate in thewestern, more stretched and deepest part
of the Domain. Domain 3 is sub-divided in three sub-domains, with
different tectonic deformation, seismic stratigraphy and present-day
morphology. Sub-domain A, from km200 to km240 (Fig. 3), displays an
undulated relief. This seafloor relief results from a complex inter-action
of a sedimentary deposit with a lobe shape that has been affected by
(zoomed from Fig. 2A). White arrows correspond to normal fault kinematics through
iocene); Black arrows correspond to the localized reverse fault reactivation event (FB)
corresponding to the base of the Lower Pliocene); Crossed arrows indicate possible left-
lines correspond to shallow basement reflectors.
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post-Late Pliocene compressive deformation and erosion. The base of
the lobe, which was interpreted as corresponding to the Base of Late
Pliocene horizon, lies unconformably on top of folded and faulted Lower
andMiddleMiocene. TheUpperMiocene through Lower Pliocenehiatus
is a non-deposition one caused by the westwards shift of the Domain 2
abyssal basin, as described above. The lobular sedimentary body is
interpreted as having been deposited by transport at high angle to the
IAM-5, i.e. either a contourite body or a mass transport deposit. Sub-
domain B extends from km240 to km280 (Figs. 2A and 3), from water
depths of −4800m to −2400m. The sea floormorphology and the post-
Upper Pliocene sedimentary package are both irregular and affected by
the eastwards directed thrusting (cf. FF in Fig. 3). The most important
structure in this sub-domain is the half-graben (HG1 in Fig. 2A) limited
by a westerly dipping normal fault (cf. FG in Fig. 3). First tectonic
inversion of this half-graben occurred during Miocene times, possibly
initiated in the Early Miocene. An outstanding sigmoidal superficial
sedimentary body lieson topof anerosionunconformityof Late Pliocene
age cutting down from the Lower Miocene through the Upper
Cretaceous that are deformed by inversion of the Mesozoic rift fault
(cf. FG in Fig. 3). This body is interpreted in this paper as a contourite drift
deposited by the Mediterranean Outflow Water between −3000 and
−2300 m water depths. Sub-domain C extends from km280 to km310,
from water depths of −2000 m to −350 m and comprehends a mildly
inverted half-graben of Jurassic–Cretaceous age (HG2 in Fig. 2A).

3.2.4. Domain 4
Domain 4 extends from −350 m water depth to −150 m water

depths. Stratigraphic correlation with the deeper domains shows a
major unconformity of probable early Late Miocene age sealing
compressive deformation folds. The top sedimentary wedge probably
contains sediments of Upper Miocene through Present. The edge of
the shelf coincides with a compressive structure of uncertain Late
Miocene through Present age. The top of the basement is not clearly
imaged but it can be argued that it lies probably between 2.5 and 3 s
TWT after some strong reflectors lying at this depth.

4. Numerical modelling

4.1. Modelling technique

We used a two-dimensional finite element program which is a
modified version of the FEVPLIB package (Bott, 1997). It incorporates
viscoelastic and elasto-plastic deformation with a finite yield strength
using the viscoplastic method (Owen and Hinton, 1980) and has been
used to model stress and displacements produced by anomalous
density in a variety of tectonic settings (e.g. Bott,1999; Zhang and Bott,
2000; Neves et al., 2004). The yield strength is computed at each
depth assuming brittle and power-law creep deformation depending
on temperature and composition. The condition for plastic yielding
obeys the Mohr-Coulomb criterion.

The models represent a 600 km long and 140 km deep vertical
section of the lithosphere. Quadrilateral elements with eight nodes
form a regular grid with maximum resolution of 1 km×0.5 km in the
topmost 30 km. The plane strain hypothesis, suitable to study flexure
in two-dimensions, is assumed. Gravitational body forces are
generated by anomalous densities referenced to a standard density–
depth profile. The standard lithostatic profile was chosen to represent
undisturbed oceanic lithosphere at the western edge of the model. It
comprises two layers: normal oceanic crust 6 km thick and uniform
mantle below, with densities of 2850 and 3300 kg m−3, respectively.
The surface of the model is initially assumed to be at zero depth
throughout. The development of topography is the flexural isostatic
response of the model to the gravitational body forces.

In models involving flexure we need to include isostatic boundary
conditions representing isostatic restoring forces. They are equivalent
to the hydrostatic restoring forces caused by the effective replace-
ment ofmantle rock bymaterial of smaller densitywhen the surface of
the elastic plate is deflected downwards (Turcotte and Schubert, 2002,
page 121). The isostatic boundary conditions are proportional to the
vertical displacement and the density change across each interface.

Free boundary conditions at the base of the model represent an
inviscid underlying asthenosphere. The west edge of the model
represents undisturbed oceanic lithosphere. The nodes down this
edge are constrained to zero horizontal displacement but are free to
suffer vertical displacement. The east edge of the model represents
undisturbed continental lithosphere. This edge is free to move both
horizontally and vertically, except when shortening is considered, in
which case horizontal displacements are imposed only.

The Miocene shortening is modelled by applying successive
increments of horizontal displacement to the east edge nodes. Finite
deformation is allowed by a standard method for geometric non-
linearity. At each stage of modelling the stiffness matrix is updated to
take into account the new rheology and geometry.

4.2. Modelling procedure

Regional deformation is simulated in three stages using the finite
deformation approach: stage 1, development of long-wavelength
topography caused by rifting; stage 2, subsidence and flexure of the
basin due to sediment loading and; stage 3, subsequent deformation
due to Miocene shortening.

4.2.1. Stage 1: basin geometry at the end of rifting
The strength of the lithosphere after rifting is generally negligible,

so we assume that at this time the basin is in local isostatic equi-
librium. This kind of equilibrium is reproduced using a viscoleastic
model driven by gravitational body forces. The relevant gravitational
body forces at this stage are due to the density contrasts caused by
continental stretching.

The density contrasts are obtained by subtracting the reference
depth–density profile from the density structure along IAM-5
(Fig. 6). Down to approximately 30 km depth the density structure
was constrained by seismic reflection and refraction data and
determined by modelling the gravity anomaly (Afilhado et al., in
press). Below 30 km depth we assumed a uniform mantle density of
3300 kg m−3 and neglected density variations related to temperature
since these do not significantly affect the modelling results. Seawater
and post-Miocene sediments were removed and all density inter-
faces lying underneath were shifted upwards, so that the top of the
Miocene in the sedimentary basin was at the surface of the finite
element model.

Negative density anomalies generate buoyancy forces and uplift,
while positive anomalies generate downward forces and subsidence.
The buoyancy of the continental crust relative to the oceanic crust/
mantle will generate uplift of the continental margin (at the east
end of the model) relative to the ocean basin (at the west end of
the model).

4.2.2. Stage 2: subsidence and flexure due to sediment loading
Flexural compensation of the sediment load is simulated using an

elasto-plastic model. Since the scope of this study is not the evolution
of themarginprior toMiocene timeswe took a snapshot of the effect of
sediment loading at the onset of the Miocene considering an elastic
thickness that reflects the long-term mechanical strength of the lith-
osphere at that time. This means that we apply the sediment loading
instantaneously and neglect strength variations during sediment
loading. The sediment load is incorporated through gravitational
body forces that generate downward flexure. In this case the density
anomalies are not relative to the reference depth–density profile. They
are positive and equal to 1270 kg m−3 and simulate the effective
load created by the replacement of seawater (ρw=1030 kg m−3) by
sediments (ρs=2300 kg m−3).
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Fig.6.Mechanical and thermal setupof themodel shownwith thefiniteelementgrid. The leftedge isfixed in thehorizontaldirectionandallowed tomovevertically.Horizontaldisplacementsare
applied at the right edge to simulateMiocene shortening. GT1 to GT4 indicate the location of the geotherms used to build the temperature structure. Black dashed lines indicate the 400, 800 and
1200 °C isotherms. Crustal structure and densities are taken from the seismic velocity and gravity modelling, but post-Miocene sediments have been removed and all interfaces restored.
4.2.3. Stage 3: the Miocene shortening
We model the Miocene horizontal load by horizontally fixing the

west edge of the model and applying successive increments of
shortening to the east end. These boundary conditions imply that the
edges of the model cannot rotate in a vertical plane, and thus the
flexure profile must be horizontal at the edges of themodel. This is not
a problem because shortening sharpens the flexural bending away
from the edges of the model.

In the present numerical models the total applied shortening is
limited to 2000m, in order to avoid unrealistic bending and yielding. A
total of 2000 m of shortening distributed over 600 km (the length of
the model) gives ∼0.3% of strain. The present-day strain rate offshore
SW Iberia is estimated to be about 10−16 s−1 (Jiménez-Munt et al., 2001;
Negredo et al., 2002; Buforn et al., 2004). Extrapolating a strain rate in
the range of 10−17 s−1–10−15 s−1 over the past 20 Ma (since
compression began) we find that an average strain of ∼0.3% is a
reasonable upper limit value to admit.

4.3. Rheologic assumptions

In the brittle regime the critical stress difference at failure (the
yield strength) is given by the Coulomb frictional law, assuming faults
of favorable orientation and negligible cohesion (Sibson, 1974),

σ1−σ3 ¼ αρgz 1−λð Þ ð1Þ

where σ1−σ3 is themaximum stress difference, α is a constant related
to the faulting regime and frictional coefficient, ρ is the average
density of rocks above depth z, and λ is the pore fluid factor. In the
absence of information regarding the pore fluid factor we assume
hydrostatic conditions (λ=0.4). A friction coefficient of 0.75 common
to most rock types gives α=3.0 in compression (thrust faulting) and
α=0.75 in extension (normal faulting).

In the ductile regime, deformation is assumed to be governed by a
power-law dislocation creep equation (Ranalli, 1995),

σ1−σ3 ¼
:
ε
B

� �1
n

exp
A

nRT

� �
ð2Þ

where ε̇ is the strain rate (s−1), R is the Universal gas constant, T is the
absolute temperature, A is the creep activation enthalpy and B and n are
material creepparameters. The yield strength envelope is build assuming
that at each depth the maximum stress difference is given by the
minimum of Eqs. (1) and (2). A bulk strain rate of 10−16 s−1 is assumed.

Given the lackof surfaceheatflowmeasurements in theTAPwebuilda
simple temperature structure by fixing 4 geotherms (GT1 to GT4 in Fig. 6)
and linearly interpolatingbetween them.GT1 is theasymptotic geotherm
for oceanic lithosphere 100 Ma old (∼20 Ma before present), computed
according to the plate cooling model (plate thickness=100 km). GT2 to
GT4 are computed by solving the steady state 1-D heat conduction
equation with radiogenic heat production for three-layer lithospheric
models of varying thickness and composition. A continental surface heat
flowof 61mWm−2 (Fernandez et al.,1998) and a surface temperature of
15 °C is assumed. Further south, Fernandez et al. (2004) used a finite
element code that solves simultaneously the geopotential, lithostatic,
andheat transportequations tomodel the temperature structure alonga
profile across Cape St. Vincent. Our thermal model is similar to their
results, with smoothly varying geotherms not very affected by the
crustal thickness variations along the continental margin. Furthermore,
models offshore Cape St. Vincent showed that the deformation in the
OCT is not very sensitive to plausible temperature gradients (Neves and
Neves, submitted for publication).

The compositional structure along the profile was derived from the
density model and the seismic refraction data, following studies that
correlate seismic velocities measured in the laboratory and dominant
lithology (e.g. Christensen and Mooney, 1995; Okaya et al., 1996). In
the oceanic crust, geological and geophysical observations support
the choice of a dry diabase rheology (Escartín et al., 1997). In the
continental crust and mantle, seismic P-wave velocities and densities
are compatible with quartzite in the upper crust, felsic granulite in the
middle crust, mafic granulite in the lower crust and peridotite in
the mantle. Furthermore, hydrated rheologies have been adopted for
the continental crust and mantle, as these might be more appropriate
for modelling purposes (Burov, 2003), particularly in continental
environments affected by Post-Paleozoic tectono-thermal events
(Afonso and Ranalli, 2004).

The rheology of the transitional region (TC) which is the addition of
the OCTand part of Sub-domain 3B (Fig. 7A) is of crucial importance in
this study. Its composition is difficult to represent since it contains
stretched continental crust and either serpentinizedmantle or intrude
gabbros (Section 3.1). The brittle strength is however independent of
composition, sowebegin by considering the brittle part of the strength
envelope (Fig. 7B).

Serpentinization in TC is suggested by localised deformation and a
stretching factor larger than 3.0 (Fig. 2B). Models of extension at the
West Iberia margin show that this stretching factor is consistent with
embrittlement of the whole crust, with development of crustal
penetrating faults acting as fluid conduits which allow serpentinization
of the upper mantle peridotites (Pérez-Gussinyé and Reston, 2001). The
coefficient of friction of serpentinite (∼0.3) is considerably lower than
that predicted by Byerlee's law (represented by the dashed line in
Fig. 7B) being estimated that serpentinization can reduce the integrated
strength of the lithosphere up to 30% (Escartín et al.,1997). Furthermore,
serpentinites may favor the confinement of fluids within fault zones,
contributing to a strength reduction of the whole lithosphere. We
therefore tested a rheological weaker structure at the transitional zone
where the brittle strength has been reduced in 30%.



Fig. 7. A. Rheologies for the different layers are OC-dry diabase, UCC-wet quartzite, MCC-wet felsic granulite, LCC-wet mafic granulite, Mantle-wet peridotite. The transitional zone
(TC) is a region of reduced brittle strength where several compositions were tested. B. Strength envelopes for the compositions tested in the transitional zone (TC) computed for
geothermGT3 (Fig. 6) and a strain rate of 10−16 s−1. The dashed line corresponds to the standard Byerlee profile which has been reduced in 30%. The black envelope corresponds towet
quartzite (continental crust affinity), the grey envelope to wet diabase (oceanic crust affinity) and the white envelope to wet peridotite (mantle).
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In contrast, the ductile part of the strength envelope, in particular
the depth of the brittle–ductile transition for a particular geotherm, is
controlled by composition (Fig. 7B).We considered three representative
compositions in TC: a) wet quartzite, representing the behavior of a
transitional zone with continental crust affinity; b) wet diabase, rep-
resenting an intermediate behavior between continental and oceanic
crust; c) wet peridotite, representing exhumed mantle. However,
hypothesis c) is redundant in terms of modeling because the deforma-
tion regime within TC (which stands above ∼8–15 km depth) is brittle
for both wet peridotite and wet diabase (Fig. 7B).

The creep parameters for the several rheologies, as well as the heat
production rates and thermal conductivities, were taken from Afonso
and Ranalli (2004) and are listed in Table 1.

4.4. Modelling results

The most relevant features that resulted from the present model-
ling concern the evolution of the basin configuration, the distribution
and evolution of the differential stress and the predicted pattern of
failure.

4.4.1. Basin configuration
At the end of stage 2 we obtained the long-wavelength basin

configuration due to the vertical loads shown in Fig. 8A. The modeled
profile at this stage is comparedwith the Airy topography at the end of
the Miocene, estimated by Airy backstripping the post-Miocene
sediments along IAM-5. The good match between the modeled
flexural profile and the filtered Airy topography for wavelengths larger
Table 1
Finite element model creep and thermophysical material parameters

UCC
(wet quartzite)

MCC
(wet felsic granulite)

LCC
(wet mafic granulite

Q [μW m−3] 1.4 0.4 0.4
K [W m−1 K−1] 2.5 2.1 2.1
ρ [kg m−3] 2.6–2.7 2.74 3.0
A [MPa−n s−1] 3.2×10−4 8.0×10−3 1.4×104

B [kJ mol−1] 154 243 445
n 2.3 3.1 4.2
E [Pa] 0.7×1011 0.7×1011 0.7×1011

υ 0.25 0.25 0.25

Q— volumetric heat production rate; K— thermal conductivity; ρ— density; A,E,n—materia
parameters as the thermal parameters are from Afonso and Ranalli (2004) except (a) which
than 100 km shows that the modelling procedure can adequately
reproduce the long-wavelength configuration of the margin at the
Miocene assuming isostatic equilibrium. As predicted by previous
models of stress-induced vertical motions at extensional basins (e.g.
Kooi and Cloetingth, 1992), the vertical loads are responsible for a
downward state of flexure, characterized by concave upward flexure
of the lithosphere beneath the largest sediment load.

Fig. 8B display the basin configuration at the beginning (black line)
and at the end (grey line) of stage 3. Compression accentuates the
downwardflexure of thebasin, producinguplift of the onshore and inner-
shelf areas and dowanwarping of the outer shelf. For 2000 m of
shortening (0.3% strain) the maximum uplift is ∼500 m in the coastal
plain, and the maximum subsidence is ∼500 m in the center of the
abyssal basin. As compression increases the shelf breakmigrates seaward
and thecontinental slopebecomes steeper (A→A′). At thewesternendof
the basin, the location of zero net subsidencemigrates landward (B→B′).
The width of the abyssal basin remains approximately the same but its
profile experiences differential vertical movements, i.e. the segment that
corresponds to Domain 1 moves up and Domain 2 moves down.

4.4.2. Differential stress
The differential stress is the difference between the horizontal and

vertical stress (σxx–σzz) in the vertical plane of themodel. According to
Anderson's theory of faulting (Anderson, 1951), normal faulting is
associated with a state of stress in which the maximum compressive
stress is the vertical stress and the minimum compressive stress is the
horizontal stress. Thrust faulting is associated with a state of stress in
which the horizontal stress is the maximum compressive stress. The
)
Sediments
(wet quartzite)

OC
(dry diabase)

TC
(wet diabase)

Mantle
(wet peridotite)

1.2 – 1.4×10−6 0.006
2.3 (a) – 2.1 3.0
2.3 2.62–2.97 2.62–2.97 3.3
3.2×10−4 8.0 2.0×10−4 2.0×103

154 485 260 471
2.3 4.7 3.4 4.0
0.7×1011 0.7×1011 0.7×1011 0.7×1011

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

l creep parameters; E— Young's modulus; υ— Poisson's ratio. Both the power-law creep
is from Fernandez et al. (1998).



Fig. 8. A. Surface topography (top of the Miocene) predicted by the finite element model
(dotted line) compared with surface topography estimated from Airy backstripping (solid
black line).Greysolid lineshows thebackstripped topographyfiltered forwavelengths larger
than 100 km. B. Predicted surface topography before (black line) and after (grey line) the
application of 8 increments of 250m of shortening.With compression, points A and Bmove
inward of the basin to A′ and B′ respectively. The depocenter becomes deeper and the basin
flanks are uplifted.
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plane strain formulation implies the out-of-plane stress is the
intermediate stress, so the models foresee a normal or thrust faulting
regime depending on the sign andmagnitude of the differential stress.
We use the convention that negative differential stress is associated
with a compressive faulting regime, and positive differential stress is
associated with a normal faulting regime.

Stages 1 and 2 of modelling introduce a background state of stress
prior to the onset of shortening (Fig. 9A). The time of relaxation is
sufficiently long (500 increments of 50 years) to relax nearly all elastic
stress above the yield strength envelope. Positive differential stresses
corresponding to extension occur where the bending moment is
positive and curvature is convex, at both ends of the model. The
Fig. 9. Simulation of the response of the margin to Miocene shortening. Pattern of differentia
the onset of shortening. B. After 1000 m of applied shortening. C. After 2000 m of applied s
sediment load induces a compressive state of stress reaching a depth of
about 30 km below seafloor, extending laterally from approximately
km50 to km275. The maximum differential stress (∼150 MPa) is
negative and occurs in the region ofmaximumcurvature, at the base of
the continental slope.

Shortening in modelling stage 3 superimposes horizontal com-
pressive stresses in the above stress pattern. As a result there is a
gradual replacementof extensionbycompression in the upper levels at
both ends of the sedimentary basin (Fig. 9B). Compressive differential
stresses propagate downwards all the way along the profile.

At 2000 m of applied shortening no positive differential stresses
remain in the model (Fig. 9C). Maximum compressive stresses
(∼420 MPa) occur in the transitional zone between km210 and km260,
at approximately 6–7 km depth. At the oceanic end of the model, large
compressive stresses (∼250MPa) concentrate in the uppermantle,where
the brittle strength is largest. On the other end, the presence of large
compressive stresses in the lower continental crust depends strongly on
the assumed rheology. If a felsic instead of a mafic rheologywas used, the
stresses in the lower continental crustwould be partially released because
the yield strength would be reached and failure would occur.

4.4.3. Failure pattern
Failure is predicted where the differential stress exceeds the

strength envelope. Failure above the brittle–ductile transition (Fig. 7B)
is termed brittle while failure below this transition is termed ductile.

We are particularly interested in the deformation caused by
Miocene shortening so we focus our attention to Fig. 10, which shows
a close-up of the predicted pattern of failure for 2000 m of applied
shortening. Two alternative compositions are considered in the
transitional zone (TC): wet diabase (Fig. 10A) and wet quartzite
(Fig. 10B). Both compositions produce a similar pattern of brittle
failure, where 3 distinct regions are recognized: (1) to the west of the
OCT, in Domain 2, brittle failure is observed up to a maximum depth of
3 km below the seafloor; (2) in Domain 3A and 3B, between km210
and km270, brittle failure extends from the surface to 5 km depth
(Fig. 10A and B). This is consistent with the observation of faults
cutting across both the sediments and the basement. Brittle failure in
this region would not reach more than 3 km depth if the brittle
strength in TC had not been reduced in 30%; (3) to the east of km270,
l stress on a deformed frame (vertical deformation exaggeration factor ∼4.5). A. Before
hortening. Vertical lines mark the OCT limits.
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in Domain 3C and Domain 4, brittle failure in compression is no longer
observed at the surface. It sinks gradually remaining confined to a thin
layer, 1–2 km thick, in the upper continental crust.

Themain difference between Fig.10A and B occurs in the pattern of
ductile failure within the transitional zone (TC). While no ductile
failure occurs for a transitional (wet diabase) composition (Fig. 10A), a
continental rheology (wet quartzite) produces a region of ductile
failure just underneath the region of brittle failure in compression
(Fig. 10B). This allows for throughgoing failure of the crust in the
transitional zone. In both cases (Fig. 10A and B) ductile failure is
predicted to occur near the base of the upper continental crust (wet
quartzite) at 7–11 km depth, near the base of the middle continental
crust (felsic granulite) at 16–23 km depth and near the base of the
lower continental crust (mafic granultite) at 27–30 km depth. These
layers of ductile failure may act as decoupling regions.

5. Discussion

5.1. Reliability of the modeling results

Unlike other models of flexure at continental margins we do not
take into account the depth of necking during rifting and the contri-
bution of thermal contraction to subsidence and flexure (e.g. Braun and
Beaumont, 1989; Weissel and Karner, 1989; Kooi and Cloetingth, 1992).
However, our goal is not to study the rifting process or the details of the
subsidence history of the basin, but the style of deformation that will
develop in response to the Miocene shortening. The assumptions
regarding the thermal structure and the rheological parameters also
suffer from uncertainties and can be questioned. Nevertheless, these
assumptions were extensively tested until the consistency between the
modeling results and the large-scale geological observations gave us
confidence in the approximations that were used.
Fig. 10. Predicted pattern of failure on an undeformed frame for 2000 m of shortening. A
intermediate strength between continental and oceanic crust. B. TC has a wet quartzite co
reaches the base of the upper crystalline crust in TC at ∼5 km depth.
5.2. Comparison of the modeling with observations

5.2.1. Basin configuration
Model predictions and geologic observations agree on the long-

wavelength vertical differential motions induced by compression. In
the oceanic realm stands out the contact between Domain 1 and
Domain 2 (at km80, Fig. 5), which is associated to an abrupt landward
crustal thickness reduction across an extensional fault. This fault may
be related to the effect of Miocene shortening on the long-wavelength
flexure of the margin, as it is consistent with predictions of Domain 1
moving up and Domain 2 moving down (Fig. 8B). At the contact
between Domain 3B and Domain 3C stands out the normal fault FG
bounding the halg-graben HG1 (at km280, Fig. 3), which accommo-
datedmost of the shortening. Immediately to the east the normal fault
bounding the half-graben HG2 (Fig. 2) was onlymildly inverted.While
the location of these major normal faults near the contact between
Domain 3 and Domain 4 concurs with subsidence of Domain 3 and
uplift of Domain 4, the concentration of inversion in fault FG is
consistent with the predicted downwarping of Domain 3B (Fig. 8B).

5.2.2. Differential stress
Even before the onset of shortening the numerical modelling

predicts the concentration of maximum differential stresses at the
base of the continental slope, between km190 and km250, as a result
of maximum curvature and sediment loading. Latter shortening
accommodation also concentrates in this region, thereby suggesting
that fault reactivation is facilitated here because of the pre-existing
high stress level (Fig. 9).

5.2.3. Failure pattern
Miocene and post-Miocene shortening structures did not develop

within the abyssal basin, in Domain 2. This observation is not matched
. The transitional zone (TC) has a wet diabase composition to represent a region of
mposition to represent a region of continental crust affinity. In any case brittle failure
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Fig. 11.Model for the propagation of the Miocene age deformation in the TAP by means of westwards directed indentation of a mid-upper continental wedge (white arrow). Black arrows: Initial oceanward directed thrusting during the Early
through Middle Miocene; Grey arrows: continentward directed thrusting during the Late Miocene through Present.
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by the numerical models, which predict that the differential stress
exceeds the strength near the surface in Domain 2. This mismatch is
possibly due to the zero cohesion assumption at the surface.

In the transitional zone the Miocene inversion was mainly accom-
modated by faults that reach at least∼5 kmdepth, such as FE2, FF and FG
(Figs. 2B, 3 and 11). The occurrence of brittle failure at these depths
requires a 30% reduction of the brittle strength in TC relative to the
surrounding regions. In addition to the faults mentioned several
others are seen to extend across the lower crust and reach the Moho,
particularly in the OCT, such as FD and FE1 (Figs. 2B, 3 and 11). This
evidence is not compatible with a continental rheology in the OCT
because in this case the modeling predicts the occurrence of ductile
failure in the lower crust, at depths greater than ∼5 km (Fig. 10B).
Ductile failure in the Miocene would be expected to erase the trace of
any pre-existing faults at these depths. We therefore favor a transi-
tional or serpentinized mantle composition in the lower crust in the
OCT (Fig. 10A).

In contrast to the OCT, a continental rheology in the Sub-domain 3B
at the level of the Middle Continental Crust (MCC) cannot be excluded.
In fact, the MCC wedge in Sub-domain 3B is likely to have a similar
rheology to theMCC layer in Sub-domain 3C (felsic granulite). According
to Fig. 10B the pattern of ductile failure predicted for a continental
composition would allow the basal boundary of the MCC wedge be-
tween approximately km240 and km300 to act as a decoupling zone.
This would be consistent with the propagation model of the Miocene
deformation we next describe.

5.3. The propagation of the Miocene deformation

The observations regarding the Miocene compression lead us to
propose a model for the propagation of Miocene deformation in the
TA. These observations are mainly:

i) the folding of sediments is associated to faulting and the best
developed folds are located on the hanging-wall of reverse faults

ii) only minor deformation structures formed to the west of the
abyssal basin, west of km80 in Domain 1

iii) FD, FE1 and FE2 (Fig. 3) are the only existent westwards
directed reverse faults of Miocene age and they are locatedwest
of the mid-crust continental wedge

iv) to the east of the pinch-out of the mid-crust continental wedge
(km245) thrusting is only eastwards directed

v) shortening initiated in the continental slope (east of km245) in
Early to Middle Miocene times and propagated to the west
when FD, FE1 and FE2 formed

vi) at the end of the Miocene FD, FE1 and FE2 ceased their activity
and deformation has been accommodated since then to Recent
times on the continental slope, i.e. east of the middle continental
crust pinch-out, by means of eastwards directed thrusting

vii) the thick-skinned half-graben faults HG1 (Miocene through
Present) and HG2 (Fig. 2A) (Miocene only) accommodated the
eastwards directed thrusting.

The proposed model is schematically represented in Fig. 11. Its
main characteristics are:

a) the mid and upper continental crust wedge between km240
and km280 controlled the location of the main shortening of
Miocene age in the TAP, and consequently the basal boundary of
the mid-continental crust between km240 and km300 played
the role of upthrusting ramp propagating deformation in the
underlying transitional crust detaching on top of the Moho.
This hypothesis is supported by the numerical modelling.

b) the top of the basement-base of the rift basin acted as a
detachment horizon to the eastwards directed thrusting of
Pliocene through Present times.
c) the mid-continental crust and the upper continental crust
wedge acted as a flake-type indenter propagating divergent
diachronous thrusting: westwards directed thrusting (ocean-
wards) in the transitional crust (eastern part of Domain 2 and
Sub-domain 3A) during Late Miocen and possibly Early
Pliocene, and eastwards on the top of the basement and basin
in the continental slope during the Pliocene through Present.

d) the half-grabens (HG1 and HG2) extensional faults acted as a
buttresses to the eastward propagation of deformation

6. Conclusion

Tectonic deformation associated with the Miocene and post-
Miocene compressive events, with NW–SE and WNW–ESE oriented
main horizontal compression directions, was accommodated in Domain
1 and especially in the transitional regionTCwhich includes theOCTand
an adjacent continental segment. In Domain 1 inversion was accom-
modated only by wrenching on oceanic extensional faults adjacent to
the TMR lithosphere. In the OCT and continental slope, it was mainly
accommodated on inverted rift faults, trending NE–SW and N–S, and
tectonic vergence was directed both towards the ocean in the Miocene
and towards the continent in the Pliocene–Quaternary.

The concentration of deformation in the transitional zone requires
unusual constitutive laws in the brittle regime. To explain the ob-
served accommodation of Miocene shortening the frictional strength
in the TC needs to be reduced by ∼30% when compared with sur-
rounding regions. The choice of a continental or oceanic composition
in TC has only implications on the existence of a region of ductile
failure beneath ∼5 km depth. While a stronger rheology precludes the
existence of whole crust failure, a more continental-like composition
is consistent with flow of the lower crust. To the west of km240, in the
OCT, the clear evidence of faults below 5 km depth is not consistent
with ductile flow and therefore the modeling supports a transitional
or serpentinized mantle composition in this region. In contrast, to
the east of km240 a continental composition is consistent with the
existence of a decoupling zone at the base of the mid-continental
crust. This supports the hypothesis of a mid-continental crust–upper
continental crust wedge that acted as an indenter controlling the
location of the Miocene deformation in the TAP. According to this
hypothesis oceanwards directed thrusting lies at the tip of this
wedge and continentwards directed thrusting ramps up on top of a
decollement at the basement–rift basin interface, probably the evap-
orites of Late Triassic–earliest Jurassic age.
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Abstract

During the SISMAR cruise (spring 2001), new deep seismic data were acquired on the Atlantic Moroccan margin. The purpose
of the present work is to analyse and to interpret a part of the data consisting of four wide-angle seismic profiles (4, 5, 8 and 10)
recorded offshore El Jadida. Lines 4 and 5, perpendicular to the margin, show a crustal thickness of 35 km under the western
Moroccan Meseta which thins progressively seaward where it reaches a minimum thickness of 10 km. The calculated velocity
models show that this crust consists of two crustal layers overlain by a sedimentary cover corresponding to the post-Paleozoic
sediments, characterised by a low velocity. The detailed shallow structure is obtained primarily from multichannel seismic data.
Half grabens are imaged and display deeper basins located at the foot of the continental slope where the sedimentary cover reaches a
maximum thickness of 6 km. The sedimentary strata are disrupted by salt migration along faults and forming diapirs. The first
crustal unit corresponds to the upper crust, with p-wave velocities ranging from 6 km/s at the top to 6.5 km/s at the base. The lower
crust represented by the second unit is characterized by velocities increasing from 6.7 to 7.5 km/s at the base of the lower crust. To
cite this article: M. Jaffal et al., C. R. Geoscience 341 (2009).
# 2009 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Structure crustale de la marge atlantique marocaine d’après les données de sismique profonde (campagne SISMAR).
Au printemps 2001, durant la campagne SISMAR, de nouvelles données de sismique réflexion et réfraction profonde ont été
acquises sur la marge atlantique du Maroc. Le présent travail porte sur l’analyse et l’interprétation d’une partie de ces données : il
s’agit des profils de sismique grand-angle 4, 5, 8 et 10, enregistrés au large d’El Jadida. Les profils 4 et 5, qui recoupent
perpendiculairement la marge, montrent que la croûte terrestre présente une épaisseur de 35 km sous la Meseta marocaine
occidentale et s’amincit progressivement en allant vers l’océan, pour atteindre une épaisseur minimale de 10 km. Les modèles de
vitesse obtenus montrent que cette croûte est constituée de deux unités surmontées par une couverture sédimentaire correspondant
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aux bassins sédimentaires postpaléozoïques, caractérisés par des vitesses faibles. La structure détaillée de cette couverture est
principalement déduite des données de la sismique multitrace. Elle montre des bassins en hémigrabens mis en place sur des blocs
basculés en bordure de la marge et d’autres plus développés en bas du talus où l’épaisseur sédimentaire atteint localement 6 km. La
série sédimentaire est perturbée par des injections de sel dans des failles ou sous forme de diapirs. Elle surmonte une première entité
crustale qui correspond à la croûte supérieure, au sein de laquelle la vitesse varie du sommet à la base de 6 à 6,5 km/s. La croûte
inférieure qui représente la deuxième unité est caractérisée par des vitesses variant verticalement de 6,7 à 7,5 km/s. Pour citer cet
article : M. Jaffal et al., C. R. Geoscience 341 (2009).
# 2009 Académie des sciences. Publié par Elsevier Masson SAS. Tous droits réservés.
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1. Introduction

The Moroccan margin formed during the initial
rifting of the central Atlantic ocean in the Upper
Triassic–Lower Liassic (170 à 200 Ma) [17] and is thus
one of the oldest on earth. During the last three decades
it was the target of several geological and geophysical
industrial and scientific studies [6,13,14,21,23,24].
However, its deep crustal structure remains less well
known than the conjugate continental margin off Nova
Scotia [5,9]. Today the different stages of oceanic
accretion have been identified due to mapping of the
magnetic lineations and dating of the magnetic
anomalies. However, the phases prior to rifting before
seafloor spreading are still unknown [13,19].

The primary objectives of the SISMAR marine
seismic survey, conducted in April 2001 on the
Moroccan continental margin offshore El Jadida and
Casablanca (Fig. 1), were:

� to image the deep crustal and upper mantle structure
of the margin;
� to characterize the continent–ocean transition zone;
� to determine the geometry of the prerift basins.

With these goals in mind several deep seismic
profiles were acquired using a tuned air gun array with
frequencies centered around 10–15 Hz to ensure deep
penetration. A temporary network of 14 ocean bottom
seismometers (OBH) and 12 landstations were
deployed to record the shots for wide-angle seismic
modelling.

First results from velocity-depth modelling of Profile
4 show that the region is characterized by an 80 km
wide sedimentary basin underlain by continental crust
[4]. Interpretation of the multichannel seismic data,
after performing a special processing including the
prestack depth migration [3], led to the proposition
of the existence of a lithospheric scale fault at the
ocean–continent boundary [16]. This work presents
three additional wide-angle seismic profiles located in
the study area, which allow us to extend the preliminary
analysis and identify 3-D variability of crustal structure.

2. Geological setting

The Atlantic margin segment studied in this work
represents the transition between the oceanic domain of
the Atlantic and the continental domain of the western
Moroccan Meseta (Fig. 1). The continental domain
consists of a platform, formed during the Hercynian
orogen and which has remained stable since the Middle
Paleozoic. It is bounded by the Meso-Cenozoic basins
of Doukkala and Essaouira which formed during the
Triassic [12]. These basins developed in a basement
structured by horsts and grabens defined by NNE–SSW
and east–west trending normal faults [18]. The
Triassic–Liassic basin is characterised by salt deposits
which are well known, both on land and at sea. The
seismic data from onshore and offshore El Jadida show
that the salt forms diapirs which perturb stratification in
the overlying sedimentary layers. The Middle and
Upper Jurassic times are mainly characterised by the
development of a broad carbonate platform [6,8,20].
Some authors proposed that the reactivation of older
structures inherited from the Hercynian orogeny likely
played an important role in the formation of this
Atlantic margin [11,13,19].

The Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) sites drilled in
1979 [7] provided in situ measurements and direct
samples of the upper basement layers along this margin,
especially drill holes 544 and 546 that reached
continental basement (gneiss) and a salt diapir, respec-
tively. Earlier work on this part of the margin and the
adjacent oceanic area proposed that the continent–ocean
boundary is located at a high amplitude magnetic
anomaly named S1 or West African Coast Magnetic
Anomaly (WACMA) (Fig. 1) [6,21,23]. It also shows that
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Fig. 1. A. Bathymetry of the study area from satellite altimetry [28].
OBH positions are marked triangles. Landstations are marked by dots,
the S1 magnetic anomaly by red dotted lines and DSDP drillholes by
crosses. Black lines mark the wide-angle seismic profiles including
landstations. B. Free air gravity anomaly of the study area.

Fig. 1. A. Bathymétrie de la zone d’étude d’après des données
altimétriques [28]. Les sismomètres de fond marin sont symbolisés
par des triangles. Les stations terrestres sont marquées par des cercles,
l’anomalie magnétique S1 par les contours rouges en pointillés et les
forages DSDP par les croix. Les traits noirs marquent les profils
sismiques grand-angle incluant les stations à terre. B. Anomalie
gravimétrique à l’air libre de la zone d’étude.
the oceanic crust along the margin coincides with the
‘‘Jurassic Magnetic Quiet Zone’’, which represents a
period of very weak anomalies [23]. The S1 magnetic
anomaly has been proposed to represent the conjugate of
the East Coast Magnetic Anomaly (ECMA) observed
along the North American margin [6], and thus represents
the continent–ocean transition zone [6,21,23,25,26].

3. Data processing

Marine seismic data were acquired by 14 OBH
(ocean-bottom hydrophones), of which 12 were from
Ifremer, one from the University of Barcelona and one
from the University of Lisbon. Profile 4 was extended
on land using 12 landstations (HATHOR Leas of the
Institut National des Sciences de l’Univers (INSU). A
total of 8624 shots were fired using an air gun array of
4850 cubic-inch tuned to the first bubble pulse to
enhance deep frequencies and allow good penetration
[1]. Reflection seismic data were recorded using
Ifremer’s 4.5 km digital streamer, which includes 360
channels. Velocities from the OBS-modelling have been
used to perform deconvolution and prestack depth
migration of the reflection seismic data [3]. The sample
rate for all seismic data was 4 ms.

All data acquired are of good to very good quality,
especially those from OBH located in the western part
of the study region, where clear arrivals from
sedimentary, crustal and upper mantle can be observed
(Fig. 2a). Sedimentary arrivals are generally charac-
terised by strong arrivals with apparent velocities
between 2 and 4 km/s, crustal arrivals identified as first
arrivals at distances greater than � 20 km show
velocities around 6 km/s (the reduction velocity used
on Fig. 2) and the reflected arrival from the Moho (PmP)
can be identified as a strong secondary arrival in most
record sections. The data quality is lower for OBH
situated in zones of salt tectonics, because the salt layer
represents a high velocity layer and an acoustic screen
for underlying sedimentary layers (Fig. 2b and c). The
landstations show excellent data quality with clear
arrivals up to 200 km shot–receiver distance.

Preprocessing of the OBH data included calculation
of the clock-drift corrections (between 0–4 ms per day)
to adjust the clock in each instrument to the GPS base
time. Instrument locations were corrected for drift from
the deployment position during their descent to the
seafloor, using water arrivals. Picking of first and later
arrivals was performed without filtering where possible
(mostly between offsets of 0–40 km). Different filters
were applied to the data where necessary, depending on
the quality and offset to the source, as frequencies of
arrivals from longer offsets is lower compared to those
from short offsets.

The data were modelled using the combined forward
and inverse modelling software package RAYINVR
[29]. The layer stripping approach was used and layers
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Fig. 2. Data sections of different OBS, band-pass filtered and redu-
ced with a velocity of 6 km/s. Red lines represent predicted arrival
times from forward modeling. a: recording of OBH 13 on Profile 4;
b: recording of OBH 09 on Profile 10; c: recording of OBH 21 on
Profile 8.

Fig. 2. Sections de données de différents OBS ayant subi un filtre
passe-bande et une réduction avec une vitesse de 6 km/s. Les traits
rouges marquent l’arrivée prédite par la modélisation grand-angle. a :
données de l’OBH 13 sur le profil 4 ; b : données de l’OBH 09 sur le
profil 10 ; c : données de l’OBH 21 du profil 8.
were modelled from the top of the model downwards.
Upper layers were locally adjusted to improve the fit of
lower layers, only in regions not constrained by arrivals
from this layer. Arrival times of the main sedimentary
layers and basement were picked from the reflection
seismic data. These were converted to depth using the
OBH data and seismic velocities from velocity analysis
of the reflection seismic data. The depth and velocities
of the crustal layers and the upper mantle were modelled
from the OBH data by comparison of the picked arrival
times with the arrival times predicted by the forward
model. Ray-paths and comparison of the arrival times
indicate which regions of the model are well-
constrained (Figs. 3 and 4).

4. Gravity modelling

Since seismic velocities and densities for oceanic
crust are well-correlated, gravity modelling can
improve the seismic model by comparing the gravity
signature of the lateral deep interfaces to the observed
anomalies. Areas unconstrained by the seismic data are
modelled by comparing calculated gravity anomalies
with those observed. Average P-wave velocities for each
layer of the seismic models were converted to densities
using published empirical relationships [2,15]. Upper
mantle densities were set to a constant 3.32 g/cm3. The
calculated gravity anomalies are then compared to free-
air gravity anomalies from satellite measurements [27]
(Fig. 1B). To avoid edge effects all models were
extended by 100 km at both ends and down to a depth of
95 km.

The predicted anomalies generally fit the observed
data well, with the exception of some short wavelength
variations (Fig. 3). Parts of the model, constrained
by gravity modelling only, are represented as dashed
lines on Fig. 4. For Profile 4 the greatest calculated
negative anomaly corresponds to the maximum
variation of the seafloor depth at the base of the
continental slope and is slightly shifted with respect to
the observed anomaly. This could be explained by 3-D
effects of the basement topography in this region. A
difference between modelled and calculated anomalies
can also be observed at the western end of this profile.
This difference is probably due to Coral Patch, a
seamount rising 4–5 km high above the adjacent
seafloor.

5. Results and discussion

The wide-angle seismic models of the four Sismar
profiles image the sedimentary and crustal structures
of the continental margin off northwestern Morocco
and allow us to constrain the variability of the
different layers perpendicular and parallel to the
margin. The previously published model of Profile 4
[4] combined with the wide-angle seismic models of
these three additional profiles reveal a high variability
of crustal thickness in the study area. A variation of
thinned continental crustal thickness of about 1 km is
observed between Profiles 4 and 5. This variability is
probably related to the original breakup and the origin
of the basin from highly thinned continental crust. The
margin parallel Profile 8 on which Moho depth varies
between 25 and 15 km confirms this hypothesis.

The models allow us to image three distinct domains
(Fig. 3A):

� a domain of unthinned continental crust, located in
the Southeast of the survey zone. It constitutes the
northwest prolongation of the Moroccan Meseta,
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Fig. 3. Results of the wide-angle seismic and gravity modeling. Boundaries of the velocity models are indicated and isovelocity contours every
0.25 km/s. Regions unconstrained by the ray-tracing are shaded. OBH positions are marked by red circles and landstation positions by orange
inverted triangles. A. Lower panel: final velocity model of Profile 4. Upper panel: measured gravity anomaly (red line) and anomaly predicted from
the velocity model (black line). B as A for Profile 5, C as A for Profile 8, D as A for Profile 10.

Fig. 3. Résultats des modélisations sismique grand-angle et gravimétrique. Les limites des couches et les contours de vitesse à 0,25 km/s
d’intervalle sont présentés sur les modèles. Les zones non contraintes par les rayons sont ombrées. Les positions des OBH et des stations terrestres
sont respectivement indiquées par des cercles rouges et des triangles inversés oranges. A. Panneau du bas : modèle final de vitesse du profil 4 ;
panneau du haut : anomalie gravimétrique mesurée (trait rouge) et anomalie prédite par le modèle de vitesse (trait noir). B idem que A pour le profil 5,
C idem que A pour le profil 8, C idem que A pour le profil 10.
which represents a segment of continental crust
structured by the Hercynian orogeny and extends
seaward up to the continental platform border or
hinge line, where the basement deepens and Moho
depth correspondingly decreases;
� a domain of crust with velocities and relative layer

thickness characteristic for normal oceanic crust and
located west of the S1 magnetic anomaly (at OBS 13
location on Profile 4 and OBS 20 on Profile 5). The
basement has a roughness typical for normal oceanic
crust [4];
� a transitional zone, which separates the two previous

domains, and has a width of more than 150 km. It is
characterised by a crustal thinning from 35 to 8 km. It
is separated into two layers of roughly similar
thickness and seismic velocities typical for thinned
continental crust. It is therefore interpreted to consist
of highly thinned continental crust forming a 150 km
wide and up to 5 km deep basin.

In the first domain, the thickness of the unthinned
continental crust is about 35 km, constrained by the
landstation data on Profile 4 (Fig. 4). The crust is
composed of three distinct layers, of which the
lowermost layer disappears at the transition zone as
suggested by the disappearance of the associated
reflection in the wide-angle seismic data. Four fault
blocks 10 to 15 km wide are imaged by the reflection
and wide-angle seismic data on the profile perpendi-
cular to the margin (Figs. 3 and 5). Seismic velocities in
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Fig. 4. Ray coverage using 20th ray in the wide-angle seismic models and comparison of travel-time picks and predicted arrivals. Black lines
represent layer boundaries constrained by wide-angle seismic modeling, dashed lines layer boundaries constrained by gravity modeling and pointed
lines boundaries constrained by reflection seismic data, with extrapolation of the seismic velocities from wide-angle seismic data. A. Ray coverage
of Profile 4. B. Picked travel-times (dots) and predicted arrival times (black lines). C and D as A and B for Profile 5. E and F as A and B for Profile 8.
G and H as A and B for Profile 10.
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Fig. 5. Migrated multichannel seismic sections. OBS positions are indicated by red circles and layer boundaries from wide-angle data modeling by
black lines. A. Profile 5. B. Profile 8.

Fig. 5. Sections migrées de sismique multitrace. Les positions de OBS sont marquées par des cercles rouges et les limites de couches des modèles
de sismique grand-angle sont marquées d’un trait noir. A. Profil 5. B. Profil 8.
the upper basement are only 5.6 km/s and can be
explained by velocity reduction through fracturing,
fluid flow and ensuing alteration of the rocks. The
lowermost crustal layer disappears at the continental
slope. They are locally associated with salt diapirs along
the continental slope and imaged by reflection and
wide-angle seismic data. The slope has been drilled
during the Leg 79 of the DSDP program [7]. Results of
this drilling campaign were used for the identification of
the seismic units in the wide-angle data. These results
show that the 545 site, located at the foot of the
Mazagan escarpment westward of El Jadida (701 m of
water depth), crossed a Middle to Upper Jurassic
limestone series. Furthermore, the 544 site, situated on a
high structure of the bottom of the margin (3607 m
water depth), reached the basement topped by a Middle
to Upper Jurassic limestone. Finally, the 546 drillhole,
implanted at 3968 m water depth, penetrated a salt
diapir [10].

In the second domain, westward of the S1 magnetic
anomaly, seismic velocities and relative layer thickness
are characteristic for normal oceanic crust. A slight
thickening of the crustal layers can be observed on
Fig. 4. Couverture des modèles par des trajets des rayons (chaque 20e rayo
modèle et les pointées. Les traits noirs marquent des couches de modèle c
pointillés ceux contraints par la modélisation gravimétrique et les traits e
extrapolées de la modélisation grand-angle. A. Couverture des rayons du profi
noirs) et les pointées de profil 4 (points). C et D comme A et B pour le profil
profil 10.
Profile 4 in the vicinity of Coral Patch Seamount, which
represents a compressional feature. This thickening is
not found on Profile 5 which is located north of the
seamount. This compressional phase could be the
reason for the high variability of the crust in this
domain.

In the third domain, the Moho depth decreases along
Profile 4 from 35 km below the unthinned continental
crust to 15 km at the northwestern end of the profile in
the oceanic domain. Profiles 10 and 8 are located
parallel to the margin in the salt basin of domain 2.
Profile 5 is located parallel to Profile 4, but was not
prolonged by landstations and also recorded by fewer
ocean-bottom instruments (Fig. 1). Thus, it images
domains 2 and 3 only. The continental crust thins at the
continental slope to about 8 km thickness beneath the
roughly 5–6 km thick sedimentary basin (Fig. 3A and
B). This thinning occurs over a distance of about
150 km in the model. Seismic data show a good
coincidence between the hinge line and the steepest
Moho dip. Crustal thickness below the basin is less on
Profile 5 than on Profile 4, which indicates a high degree
of variability in crustal thickness along the studied
n est représenté) et comparaison entre le temps d’arrivée prédit par le
ontraintes par la modélisation des données grand-angle, les traits en
n points ceux contraints par la sismique réflexion avec les vitesses
l 4. B. Comparaison entre le temps d’arrivée prédit par le modèle (traits
5, E et F comme A et B pour le profil 8, G et H comme A et B pour le
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segment of margin. Profile 8 is located parallel to the
margin and images a crust with a thickness ranging from
7 to 20 km. These variations are better explained by the
position of the profile, with respect to the S1 magnetic
anomaly. The southwestern extremity of the profile is
closer to the anomaly and therefore closer to true
oceanic crust than the northeastern end of the profile.
The associated sedimentary cover also thickens toward
the southwest. Finally, Profile 10 is located offshore,
parallel to the Profile 8. It images crust of 7–8 km
thickness. Crustal thickness increases slightly towards
the northeast. Detailed analysis of wide-angle seismic
and reflection seismic data did not allow identification
of extrusive volcanic structures, such as seaward-
dipping reflectors, as described for the southern
Moroccan margin located offshore Dakhla [10].
Together with the fact that no lower crustal body
characterized by unusually high velocities for con-
tinental crust (which might correspond to magmatic
underplating) has been found from wide-angle seismic
modeling in the study region, we conclude that the
nature of this segment of the margin is nonvolcanic.
Upper mantle velocities are 8.00–8.20 km/s along all
profiles and were constrained by ray-tracing (Figs. 3 and
4). This leads us to conclude that the mantle underlying
this basin is not serpentinised as previously proposed for
other basins consisting of highly thinned continental
crust (Fig. 4) [22].

The thickness of the sedimentary layers varies
considerably across the margin (Figs. 3 and 5), with
an increase from 1.5 km in the northeast to a maximum of
6 km in the sedimentary basin at the base of the
continental slope. In the sedimentary basin eastward of
the S1 magnetic anomaly numerous salt diapirs can be
identified (Figs. 3 and 5). The sedimentary layers, often
disturbed by salt tectonics, are well imaged in the
reflection and wide-angle seismic sections. The basement
reflector is clearly visible throughout the sections, except
directly underneath the salt diapirs which prevent
penetration of the acoustic energy down to deeper
crustal layers. In the seismic modeling, one layer
containing salt was included using a velocity of 4.40–

4.80 km/s. Furthermore, the fact that the model does not
require a layer of relatively low density indicates that the
salt does not form a massive layer and the percentage of
salt in the diapirs is low. Some salt structures are also
modeled as diapirs on the continental slope.

6. Conclusions

The main conclusions from modeling of four wide-
angle seismic data from the continental margin off NW
Morocco are: firstly, crustal thickness decreases from 35
to 8 km across a 150 km wide zone with the zone of
maximum thinning located at the continental slope
characterized by fault blocks and salt structures;
secondly, the transition from thinned continental crust
to normal oceanic crust is inferred from oceanic
basement roughness, crustal thickness and relative layer
thickness to occur at the position of the S1 magnetic
anomaly, indicating that the sedimentary basin is
underlain by thinned continental crust; thirdly, no
lower crustal body associated to underplating and
volcanic products have been observed in the region; the
NW Moroccan margin is therefore nonvolcanic. Upper
mantle velocities are 8.00–8.20 km/s, excluding a high
degree of mantle serpentinisation underneath the thin
continental crust of the basin; eventually, the thickness
of the sedimentary cover reaches 6 km at the base of the
continental slope.
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From Tides to Whale calls - Broadband ocean-bottom recordings from the
Gulf of Cadiz
W.H. Geissler (1), L.M. Matias (2), S. Monna (3), D. Stich (4), A. Iben Brahim (5), F. Mancilla (4), N. Zitellini
(6), and NEAREST Working Group (6)
(1) Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research, Bremerhaven, Germany (Wolfram.Geissler@awi.de), (2) Instituto
D. Luis / Instituto Meteorologia, Lisboa, Portugal, (3) Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Roma, Italy, (4)
Universidad de Granada, Granada, Spain, (5) Centre National pour la Recherche Scientifique et Technique, Rabat, Morocco,
(6) Istituto di Scienze del Mare, Bologna, Italy

NEAREST (Integrated observation from NEAR shore sourcES of Tsunamis: towards an early warning system) is
an EC funded project (GOCE, contract n. 037110), which aims at the identification and characterization of poten-
tial near-shore sources of tsunamis in the Gulf of Cadiz. This area is well known from the catastrophic earthquake
and tsunami occurred November 1st, 1755.
One of the project’s work packages deals with monitoring of recent seismic activity in the Gulf of Cadiz area.
For this purpose 24 broadband ocean-bottom seismometers (OBS) from the German DEPAS instrument pool were
deployed for 11 months in addition to the GEOSTAR multi-parameter deep-sea observatory. The GEOSTAR ob-
servatory and the 24 OBS were deployed and recovered during two expeditions with RV Urania in 2007 and 2008.
Broadband seismic signals were recorded with 100 Hz sample rate in water depths between 2000 and 5000 m. We
recorded signals from very long periods (tides), oceanic and atmospheric signals, teleseismic, regional and local
earthquakes, active seismic surveys, up to low-frequency vocalizations of most probably fin and blue whales.
A proper way to identify different sources of seismic signals is the use of spectrograms. An important question is,
if whale callings on seismometer components were not previously misinterpreted as harmonic tremors (related to
methane release etc.) and other “interesting” seismic phenomena. We want to stress the importance to identify and
characterize biological sources of seismo-acoustic signals before interpreting “unknown” types of seismic events
in ocean seismic recordings.



Geissler, W.H., Jokat, W. (Bremerhaven, Alfred-Wegener-Institut f. Polar-
und Meeresforschung), Matias, L.M. (Lisboa, Instituto D. Luis / Instituto Me-
teorologia), Monna, S. (Roma, Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia),
Stich, D., Mancilla, F. (Granada, Universidad de Granada), Iben Brahim, A. (Ra-
bat, Centre National pour la Recherche Scientifique et Technique), Zitellini, N.
(Bologna, Istituto di Scienze del Mare), NEAREST Working Group, X. (XXX)

Von Gezeitensignalen zu Walgesängen – Breitband-Seismologische Aufze-
ichnungen aus dem Golf von Cadiz, Ostatlantik

NEAREST (Integrated observation from NEAR shore sourcES of Tsunamis:
towards an early warning system) ist ein durch die Europäische Union gefördertes
Projekt (GOCE, contract n. 037110), dass die Erkennung und Charakterisierung
potentieller küstennaher Quellen von Tsunamis im Golf von Cadiz zum Ziel hat.
Das Gebiet ist bekannt durch das katastrophale Erdbeben mit anschließendem
Tsunami am 1. November 1755.
Eine vom Alfred-Wegener-Institut geleitete Arbeitsgruppe beschäftigt sich mit der
Registrierung der rezenten Seismizität im Golf von Cadiz. Zu diesem Zweck wur-
den 24 Ozeanbodenseismometer (OBS) des deutschen DEPAS-Gerätepools für 11
Monate ausgesetzt, zusätzlich zum GEOSTAR Multiparameter-Tiefseeobservatorium
(Leitung INGV Rom). Sowohl GEOSTAR als auch die 24 OBS wurden auf zwei
Expeditionen mit RV Urania in 2007 und 2008 ausgesetzt und wieder eingeholt.
Die OBS-Breitbandsignale wurden mit einer Abtastrate von 100 Hz aufgezeich-
net. Die Stationen befanden sich in Wassertiefen zwischen 2000 und 5100 m.
Es wurden Signale mit sehr langen Perioden (Gezeiten), ozeanische und atmo-
sphärische Signale, Teleseismik, regionale und lokale Erdbeben, aktive Seismik,
bis hin zu den niederfrequenten Gesängen von wahrscheinlich Fin- und Blauwalen
registriert.
Eine geeignete Methode zur Identifizierung der seismischen Signale ist die Ver-
wendung von Spektrogrammen. Eine bedeutende Frage ist, ob Walgesänge auf
Seismometerkomponenten in der Vergangenheit nicht als harmonischen Tremore
(z.B. in Zusammenhang mit Methanentgasungen) oder anderen interessanten seis-
mischen Phenomena fehlinterpretiert wurden. Wir möchten die Notwendigkeit
betonen, biologische Quellen seismo-akustischer Signale zu identifizieren und
charakterisieren, bevor unbekannte Typen seismischer Ereignisse in Ozeanbode-
naufzeichnungen interpretiert werden.
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Sub-crustal earthquakes beneath the Gulf of Cadiz - First results from
seismological observations with the NEAREST OBS network
W.H. Geissler (1), L.M. Matias (2), S. Monna (3), D. Stich (4), A. Iben Brahim (5), F. Mancilla (4), N. Zitellini
(6), and NEAREST Working Group (6)
(1) Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research, Bremerhaven, Germany (Wolfram.Geissler@awi.de), (2) Instituto
D. Luis / Instituto Meteorologia, Lisboa, Portugal, (3) Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Roma, Italy, (4)
Universidad de Granada, Granada, Spain, (5) Centre National pour la Recherche Scientifique et Technique, Rabat, Morocco,
(6) Istituto di Scienze del Mare, Bologna, Italy

The geophysical and geological investigations conducted so far in the Gulf of Cadiz allow us today to have an
idea of the largest active faults that can generate destructive earthquakes and tsunamis comparable to the Nov 1st,
1755 Lisbon event. However, their kinematics and seismic activity are poorly known because the seismic networks
based on land do not allow a precise hypocenter location and estimation of focal mechanisms for the smaller events.
Therefore the EC project NEAREST (Integrated observation from NEAR shore sourcES of Tsunamis: towards an
early warning system) was initiated (GOCE, contract n. 037110).
One of the main objectives of the project is the characterisation of the tsunamigenic sources in the Gulf of Cadiz
through seismological monitoring of natural seismicity by means of 24 BB seismometers deployed for 11 months
in addition to the GEOSTAR multi-parameter deep-sea observatory. Together with the dense onshore seismic
networks the temporary OBS network will allow the location and characterization of small seismic events more
precisely than it can be done with onshore stations only. Spectrograms are used to identify previously unknown
earthquakes. One of the major questions is the maximum depth of seismic activity beneath the Gulf of Cadiz. In
the recording period from September 2007 to August 2008 about 300 events were located within the OBS network
using the Portuguese onshore seismic stations. Magnitudes range from 1 to 4.7 (ML from Institute of Meteorology
Lisbon, Portugal). Using the OBS network many events could be detected which are not located by the onshore
stations. First results show that the events occur to approximately 50 km depth, often deeper than the locations
by land stations, and confirming the results available from regional and teleseismic waveform modelling. Focal
mechanisms show strike-slip and thrust-slip events.
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A new real time tsunami detection algorithm for bottom pressure
measurements in open ocean: characterization and benchmarks
D. Embriaco (1), F Chierici (2), and L. Pignagnoli (3)
(1) Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Roma 2, Italy (embriaco@ingv.it), (2) Istituto di Radio Astronomia-INAF,
sezione di Bologna, Italy , (3) Istituto di Scienze Marine-CNR, sezione di Bologna, Italy

In the last decades the use of the Bottom Pressure Recorder (BPR) in a deep ocean environment for tsunami
detection has had a relevant development. A key role for an early warning system based on BPRs is played by
the tsunami detection algorithms running in real time on the BPR itself or at installation site. We present a new
algorithm for tsunami detection that is based on real time pressure data analysis, consisting in tide removing, spike
removing, low pass filtering and linear prediction: the output is then matched against a given pressure threshold
allowing the detection of anomalous events. Different configurations of the algorithm, consisting for instance in a
real time band pass filtering of the pressure signal in place of linear prediction, are also tested for comparison. The
algorithm is designed to be used in an autonomous early warning system, with a finite set of input parameters that
can be reconfigured in real time.

A realistic benchmark scheme is developed in order to characterize the algorithm features with particular regards
to false alarm probability, sensitivity to the amplitude and wavelength of the tsunami and detection earliness. The
algorithm behaviour in real operation is numerically estimated performing statistical simulations where a large
number of synthetic tsunami waves with various amplitude, period, shape and phase is generated and superimposed
to time series of real pressure data recorded in different environmental conditions and locations.
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Modelling of the hydro-acoustic signal generated by a tsunami source with
account of a porous seabed
F. Chierici (1), L. Pignagnoli (2), and D. Embriaco (3)
(1) Istituto di Radio Astronomia-INAF, sez. Bologna, Italy, (2) Istituto di Scienze Marine-CNR, sez. di Bologna, Italy
(luca.pignagnoli@bo.ismar.cnr.it), (3) Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Roma 2, Italy

The semi-analytical solution of the 2-D compressible water layer model overlying a porous seabed is presented.
In the frame of a 2-D compressible tsunami generation model with flat porous seabed, we show that acoustic
waves are generated and travel outside the source area. These waves carry information as to sea floor motion. The
acoustic wave period depends on water height at the source area and is given by four times the travel time the
sound takes to reach the sea surface from the sea bottom. The fundamental frequency ranges from 1 to 0.05 Hz, at
400 m and 8000 m water depth, respectively.
The sound waves produced by seafloor motion can propagate far from the source, with a small attenuation in
amplitude. The main effect of the porous seabed is a low-pass filtering of the signals and a damping of the tsunami
wave amplitude and the acoustic modulation.
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The Gulf of Cadiz (GC) hosts the present-day NW-SE plate convergence between 
Eurasia and Africa Plates west of the Straits of Gibraltar at a rate about 4 mm/yr. The 
convergence is accommodated over a wide and diffuse deformation zone with 
moderate magnitude seismic activity. Nevertheless, some of the largest events in 
Western Europe occurred in the GC, such as the 1755 Lisbon (Mw 8.5) and 1969 
Horseshoe (Mw 7.0) earthquakes. Recently published swath-bathymetric compilation in 
the GC area allowed the identification of several WNW-ESE trending SWIM lineaments 
(SL), extending over a total length of 600 km. Analogue modelling of topographic 
features along the SL indicates that the structures are compatible with a dextral strike-
slip movement. The concentration of these dextral strike-slip faults along a wide band, 
the SWIM Fault Zone (SFZ), has been proposed as the present-day EUR-AFR plate 
boundary. This contribution seeks to: 1) characterizing the active SL seismically; 2) 
establishing the dextral movement of the SL; 3) identifying new WNW-ESE active 
dextral strike-slip faults off the SFZ; and 4) providing additional constraints on the 
tectonics and dynamics of the GC. Two different datasets have been used in this work: 
1) 5 multichannel (3 of them pre-stack depth migrated) and ultra-high resolution 
(parametric sounder TOPAS) seismic profiles, acquired in 2006 within the framework of 
the SWIM project, and 2) moment tensor inversion of 4 earthquakes (Mw 3.8 to 6.0), 
ranging from 8 to 50 km depth, from the Spanish IGN catalogue. We present 4 
transects of MCS and TOPAS data crossing the SL showing detailed images of the 
shallow and deep crustal structure. TOPAS images provide evidence of recent activity 
in a “flower structure” morphology associated with strike-slip faults in the SL. MCS data 
suggest that the Neogene and Quaternary convergence between African and Eurasian 
plates has also been absorbed by lateral strike-slip faults going at least up to 10 km 



depth with a deformation fault zone ranging from 2.5 to 6 km wide. Recent estimations 
of seismic moment tensors, obtained from time domain inversion of near-regional 
waveforms, show right-lateral strike-slip faulting solutions with some reverse 
component being consistent with the geometry identified in the structures of the SL 
area. We present an additional MCS and TOPAS profile, crossing perpendicular a 
newly identified WNW-ESE lineament located north of the SFZ, that we called the 
North Lineation. Seismic data show right-lateral faulting in an 8.7 km wide fault 
deformation zone up to 9 km depth. This structure evidence that strike-slip faulting is 
not only constrained to the SFZ but widespread across the GC area, thus, giving new 
lights on the geodynamics of the SW Iberian margin. 
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